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INTRODUCTION AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

The Geysers - Clear Lake area was chosen in 1971 as one of the 
major areas for investigation in the USGS Geothermal Research Program. 
Studies under that program have been designed to determine the origin 
and structural setting of the geothermal resources in the area, to test 
methods of finding such resources, and to provide background data for 
monitoring of the effects of exploration and possible development of 
geothermal resources. This continuing program involves geologic map
ping, petrologic studies, isotopic dating and paleomagnetism, geochemi
cal studies of thermal waters, interpretation of drill-hole data, land
based and airborne geophysical surveys, study of heat flow, and monitor
ing of seismicity and geodetic changes. Such data are useful for 
assessment of geothermal resources and geothermally-related environmental 
effects and additionally will provide valuable knowledge of the water 
resources, slope stability, seismic safety, volcanic hazards, and 
mineral deposits of the area. Preliminary results of many studies (see 
bibliography) have been published or released as open-file reports in 
order to make the data available to the public, to local counties and 
other governmental agencies, and to private companies. 

We wish to thank all property owners who have allowed us access to 
their land during our field investigations and for the field trip stops 
in this guidebook. We also wish to thank Union Oil Company for its 
participation in this field trip and for granting access to its lease 
holdings. The cooperation of A~inoil, USA, Shell Oil Company, and 
Thermogenics Corp. ;s also gratefully acknowledged. Technical reviews 
by colleagues at the U.S. ~eological Survey substantially improved our 
manuscripts: McLaughlin thanks A. M. Sarna-Wojcicki and V. M. Seiders; 
Donnelly, Hearn, and Goff thank D. A. Swanson and P. C. Bateman. 
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ROAD MAP--Map of The Geysers-Clear lake region showing locations of field trip 
stops. 



THE FRANCISCAN ASSEMBLAGE AND GREAT VALLEY SEQUENCE 

IN THE GEYSERS-CLEAR LAKE REGION OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 

by 

Robert J. McLaughlin 
U.S. Geological Survey 
345 Middlefield Road 

Menlo Park, California 94025 

Franciscan Assemblage 

The Franciscan assemblage of The Geysers-Clear Lake region consists largely 
of mildly to moderately metamorphosed sandstone, conglomerate, and argillite, 
subordinate basaltic volcanic rocks (greenstone) and chert, and minor limestone, 
blueschist, antigoritic serpentinite, amphibolite, and eclogite. These rocks 
are preserved in imbricate thrust slices varying in degree of deformation from 
coherant interbedded sequences to chaotic melanges (Hsu, 1968). Blocks of 

,'blueschist, amphibolite, and eclogite are generally confined to zones of melange. 

The Franciscan assemblage in The Geysers-Clear Lake region ranges from 
:eLate Jurassic (lower Tithonian) to early Late Cretaceous (post-lower Cenomanian) 
; age (McLaughlin and Pessagno, in press, 1977), although rocks assigned to the 
; Franciscan coastal belt to the northwest of The Geysers region are considered 

to be of Late Cretaceous to early Tertiary (Eocene) age (Evitt and Pierce, 
;1975). 

Great Valley Sequence 

Within the region of The Geysers steam field, only a few residual patches 
of basal Great Valley strata are present, depositionally above thick masses of 
ophiolite. These strata consist of mafic breccias of probable early to middle 
Tithonian age, overlain by mudstone and minor basaltic sandstone of probable 
Late Jurassic (mid-Tithonian) to Early Cretaceous age. The stratigraphy of the 
Great Valley sequence northeast of The Geysers steam field was described by Swe 
and Dickinson (1970). 

Within the Coast Ranges, strata of the Great Valley sequence range from 
Late Jurassic (upper Kimmeridgian and(or) lower Tithonian) to Late Cretaceous 
age, and are separated from structurally underlying rocks of the Franciscan 
assemblage by a deformed regional thrust (Coast Range thrust of Bailey and 
others, 1970). 

Depositional and Tectonic Framework of the 
Franciscan Assemblage and the Great Valley Seguence 

The deformed ophiolite sheet found below the base of the Great Valley 
sequence occupies the upper plate of the Coast Range thrust throughout the 
California Coast Ranges (Bailey and others, 1970). This ophiolite is thought 
to represent Jurassic oceanic crust that formed the floor of an arc-trench gap, 
upon which strata of the Great Valley sequence were deposited (Dickinson, 1970). 

, A trench above an east-dipping subduction zone was situated to the west of the 
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site of Great Valley sedimentation, and some workers also have suggested that 
this trench was separated from the Great Valley sequence by an island arc; 
although others dispute this suggestion. Far to the west of the trench was a 
spreading ocean ridge, where new basaltic ocean floor was upwelling. 

80th terrigenous and pelagic sediments, together with associated basalts 
of the Franciscan assemblage were deposited in the trench, while pelagic oozes 
accumulated to the west, between the trench and the spreading ridge. As spread
ing at the ridge progressed, the Franciscan rocks were thrust as a series of 
imbricate wedges eastward, beneath oceanic crust and the depositionally over
lying Great Valley sequence. 

The easternmost parts of the Franciscan assemblage were carried down to 
the deepest levels in the subduction zone, and consequently metamorphosed to 
high pressure lawsonite-bearing rocks. less deeply subducted rocks, which were 
situated further to the west, were metamorphosed respectively to pumpellyite-, 
prehnite-pumpellyite-, or laumontite-bearing rocks with decreasing depth. 

Previously subducted, older Franciscan rocks were accreted to the hanging 
wall of the subduction zone, and locally uplifted and reworked into the younger 
Franciscan sediments as successively more westward sediment wedges were under
thrust. As the locus of subduction stepped westward between late Jurassic and 
early Tertiary time, Franciscan wedges compressed beneath the over-riding upper 
plate of the Coast Range thrust were faulted upward into the lower part of the 
ophiolite sheet in the upper plate, and some of these wedges were faulted 
through the ophiolite and exposed to erosion during early Tertiary time. 

Within the past 3-6 million years. passage of the Mendocino triple junction 
northwest of The Geysers-Clear lake region initiated a change in relative motion 
between the Pacific and North American plates, terminating subduction beneath 
The Geysers-Clear lake region, and initiating strike-slip motion. At this time, 
some older thrust faults were reactivated as strike-slip features, reflecting 
the transition from subduction to strike-slip tectonics. 

Structure of The Geysers Geothermal Area 

The Geysers steam field occupies the northeast limb of a southeast plung
ing antiform whose core is composed of Franciscan rocks (Fig. 1). The southeast 
plunge of this antiform is inferred from regional dip and from the surface and 
subsurface distribution of ophiolitic rocks in" the upper plate of the Coast 
Range thrust. Cutting this antiform are northwest-trending faults along which 
numerous narrow serpentinite belts extend from the main ophiolite mass out into 
the underlying Franciscan terrane. These narrow serpentinites that are sheared 
into the Franciscan assemblage may have formed by downward drag of the serpenti
nite along steep-dipping faults during vertical and horizontal movement of 
wedges of Franciscan rock beneath ophiolite in the upper plate of the Coast 
Range thrust. 

Franciscan rocks in the Mayacmas Mountains form the core of an antiform, 
the Mayacmas antiform, which is divisible into at least three roughly strati
form, fault-bounded structural units that reflect the northeast dipping imbri
cate structure imposed on the Franciscan during subduction. The positions of 
these structural units relative to adjacent units are substantially different 
from their original positions in the subduction lone. due to the differential 
movement between thrust wedges following subduction and metamorphism. that was 



responsible for shearing of ophiolite from the upper plate of the Coast Range 
thrust, downward into the Franciscan assemblage. 

The three structural units in The Geysers area (Fig. 1) were differentiated 
on the basis of 1) gross lithology, and 2) degree of textural reconstitution of 
graywacke sandstones. The structurally lowest rocks exposed in the Mayacmas 
Mountains are well-bedded, weakly reconstituted graywacke sandstones and minor 
interbedded argillite, assigned to metamorphic textural zone 1 of Blake and 
others (1967). This unit is in part distinguished by a lack of associated 
greenstone and chert. The weakly metamorphosed sandstones of unit 1 commonly 
contain albite + phengite ± pumpellyite. 

Structural unit 2 above unit 1 consists of slabs of: 1) well bedded to 
massive graywacke that locally contains thick lenses of conglomerate and chert; 
2) massive lenticular zones of shaly melange containing sporadic masses of 
blueschist and amphibolite, 3) prominent slabs of cherty basaltic greenstone, 
and 4) minor ultramafic rocks containing antigorite or actinolite. Presence 
of conglomerate in this unit suggests a more proximal source for the sediments 
of unit 2 as compared to the structurally lower graywackes of unit 1. Rocks 
of unit 2 were probably more deeply subducted than the graywackes of unit 1, 
since unit 2 graywackes have metamorphic textures ranging from textural zone 1 
to 2 of Blake and others (1967), and locally are lawsonitic. Unit 2 graywackes 
contain albite + quartz + pumpellyite + phengite ± lawsonite ± glaucophane. 

The structurally highest Franciscan rocks, unit 3, are highly reconstituted, 
locally conglomeratic metasandstones with minor interbedded metacherts and meta
greenstones, assigned to textural zones 2 and 3 of Blake and others (1967). 
The metagraywacke of th i s unit genera l1y contains quartz + phengite + 1 awsonite ± 
=albite ± jadeite ± glaucophane ± pumpellyite. Unit 3 metagraywacke is present 
~beneath the Coast Range thrust in the southeast central part of The Geysers 
'steam field, in the axial area of the Mayacmas antiform. However, in Cobb Valley, 
north of The Geysers, unit 3 is overthrust by rocks of structural unit 2, which 
intervenes between unit 3 and the Coast Range thrust in that area. Melange 
zones are also present within unit 3, but these melanges have a matrix of law
sonitic metagraywacke and locally contain very large sheared blocks ("knockers") 
of blueschist and amphibolite or greenschist. 

The Mayacmas antiform is bounded by and in part broken by major strike
slip and extensional faults, probably produced since the San Andreas fault 
system was initiated in the late Tertiary. Two major northwest-trending strike
slip fault systems bound the Mayacmas Mountains on the northeast and southwest, 
and these systems apparently have also sustained major late Tertiary to 
Quaternary vertical movement, as evidenced by the uplifted mass of the central 
Mayacmas Mountains. 

The Collayomi fault zone bounds the range on the northeast, in part coin
ciding closely with a segment of the Coast Range thrust along the north side 
of the Cobb and Collayomi Valleys. Evidence for Quaternary vertical and right
lateral offsets along the Collayomi fault zone has been found in the faulted 
older terrace gravels and Quaternary volcanic rocks of the Cobb Valley. 

The Maacama fault zone, present in the southwest corner of the geologic 
map (Fig. 1), bounds the Mayacmas Mountains on the southwest. This fault zone 
has been active in late Quaternary time, as inferred from the presence of 
numerous sag ponds, entrenched topography. undissected scarps, and offset and 
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captured drainages along its trace. A long history of uplift and lateral offset 
along fault slices adjacent to the Maacama fault zone is also suggested by the 
presence of isolated graben-like structural basins containing late Tertiary non
marine deposits, and by several hanging valleys that have been uplifted during 
Quaternary time. Other important faults within The Geysers steam field are the 
Mercuryville fault zone, and faults along Big Sulphur Creek. 

Structural Model for The Geysers Vapor-Dominated System 

A structural model of The Geysers geothermal system can be constructed by 
integrating structural data from the Franciscan assemblage with geophysical and 
geochemical studies. This model provides a reasonable explanation of the ob
served aspects of the geothermal system. 

The most important regional control to the geothermal system, the distri
bution of heat and(or) magma at depth, may be indicated in part by a large
scale 30 milligal negative gravity anomaly. Isherwood (1976). and Chapman 
(1975) suggested that the negative gravity anomaly over The Geysers-Clear Lake 
area delineates a magma body above its Curie temperature, centered more than 
10 km below the Clear Lake region (Fig. 2). Given that over the closure of 
this gravity low there is adequate heat at depth, regional structure of the 
Franciscan and Great Valley rocks above this heat source appears to be the next 
,most Significant factor. Heat from the magma body is transmitted upward and to 
the west-northwest along channel ways in fractured rocks between northeast to 
southeast-dipping imbricate thrusts on the northeast flank of the Mayacmas 
antiform (Fig. 3). 

Ultramafic rocks belonging to the ophiolite in the upper plate of the 
toast Range thrust, structurally overlie Franciscan rocks over much of this 
region; and in addition, another structurally lower thrust slice of actinolitic 
serpentinite is present within The Geysers steam field. These thick sheared 
ultramafic sheets, along with Sheet-like, sheared shaly melange units have very 
low permeabilities, and as such, they also have poorer thermal conductivities 
than interlayered slabs of fractured graywacke carrying water in the liquid 
and vapor phases. The serpentinites and shaly melange units are thus important 
both in retaining heat and water in the geothermal system, and in directing 
heat to the southwest. The westward directed heat convection may also in part 
explain why the vapor-dominated part of The Geysers-Clear Lake geothermal system 
is on the southwest (up-dip) edge of the negative gravity anomaly. 

The main area of hydrothermal venting and alteration for The Geysers geo
thermal system is presently along the en-echelon fault system of Big Sulphur 
Creek, notably near The Geysers Resort at the southwest edge of the steam field 
(Fig. 3). Evidence of a former vent area is present further to the southwest, 
where prominently altered Franciscan rocks are present along the trend of the 
Mercuryville fault zone. Coincidentally, the Mercuryville fault zone bounds 
the closure on the southwest lobe of the regional negative gravity anomaly 
(Fig. 2), and it also appears to be the southwestern limit of hydrothermal al
teration on the northeast flank of the Mayacmas antiform. No steam production 
is known southwest of the Mercuryvil1e trend, and at least two unsuccessful 
steam wells are known to have been drilled near the fault zone. The fault zone 
dips at a moderate angle (45°.60°) to the northeast, roughly coincident with 
the structural dip of the Franciscan (Fig. 3). This data may indicate: 1) 
that the regional heat source for The Geysers geothermal system does not extend 
any significant distance southwest of the Mercuryville fault zone; and 2) that 
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Figure 2. Residual Bouguer gravity of The Geysers-Clear lake area, from 
Isherwood (1976), reduced at 2.67 gm/cm3; 2 mil1igal contour interval. The 
Clear lake Volcanics is shown with a V-pattern. The Collayomi fault zone 
divides the major gravity low into northeast and southwest lobes, and the 
Mercuryville fault zone bounds the gravity anomaly on the southwest side of 
The Geysers steam field. 
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the footwall of the northeast-dipping Mercuryvflle fault zone forms the floor 
to the steam reservoir in The Geysers Resort area. 

According to White and others (1971), a vapor-dominated geothermal system 
may begin as a hot water system, but if natural hydrothermal leakage through 
surface venting of hot springs and fumarolic activity exceed the antural 
recharge of meteoric water to the system, the hot water reservoir will diminish 
and become increasingly more saline due to higher concentrations of dissolved 
solids. Eventually the diminishing water table in the reservoir falls to a 
point where the vapor phase dominates a large region of the reservoir above 
the water table, thus establishing a vapor dominated hydrothermal system. The 
vapor phase is retained as long as steam withdrawal exceeds recharge and the 
reservoir is not completely depleted (White and others, 1971). The alteration 
trend along the Mercuryvi11e fault zone, if related to The Geysers geothermal 
system, may thus represent a former vent area on the southwest edge of The 
Geysers system. The northeast-dipping regional structure would require that 
as the reservoir shrank, the vent area would shift northeastward (down-dip) 
to where it now vents in Big Sulphur Creek (Fig. 3). 

Within the steam reservoir the distribution of vapor is governed largely 
by fracture networks in slabs of graywacke that have had access to an adequate 
but not excessive charge of meteoric water. These fractures may connect at 
depth (perhaps 4-5 km) to a water table of boiling brine (White and others, 
1971). Recharge of meteoric water to the geothermal system is highly restricted, 
since although the reservoir is underpressured with respect to hydrostatic head, 
the fracture networks are largely within rocks that are otherwise impermeable. 
The fractured reservoir rocks are also sealed above and below by such impermeable 
Franciscan rock types as sha1y melange, sheared greenstone, serpentinite, and 
foliate metagraywacke. Some recharge to the system probably occurs along 
steep-dipping extensional faults that cut the various thrust plates. However. 
the principal means of recharge to The Geysers steam field may be through 
volcanic vent areas beneath Cobb Mountain associated with permeable flows and 
domes of rhyolite and dacite (Goff and others, in press). These volcanic rocks 
and their vents may act as funnel-like collecting areas for meteoric water that 
cut across several thrusts and thus provide recharge to considerable depth at 
several structural levels. The large volume of meteoric water carried in these 
recharge areas may also locally flood the steam system around volcanic vent 
areas. Northeast of the steam field, young volcanic rocks cover a much larger 
area, and there are also many more volcanic vents to provide extensive recharge, 
thus preventing the development of conditions necessary for maintaining a vapor 
dominated system. 

The Collayomi fault zone east of The Geysers steam field apparently marks 
a major chanQe in the character of the geothermal reservoir. since evidence from 
the geology (Donnelly and others, 1976) and from geochemical (Goff and others. 

·1n press) and geoelectrica1 studies (Stanley and others, 1973) indicate that 
to the east of this fault zone the geothermal system may be dominated by hot 
water. An electrical resistivity study by Stanley and others (1973), showed 
that an extensive area beneath the Clear lake volcanic field. approximately 
bounded on the southwest by the Collayom; fault zone, is underlain by rocks of 
relatively low electrical resistivity (Fig. 4). Most of the region of low 
resistivity is over ophiolitic rocks overlain by a thick section of Great Valley 
sequence in the upper plate of the Coast Range thrust (Brice, 1953; Swe and 
Dickinson, 1970). Goff and others (in press) found that the thennal waters in 
this area of low resistivity have higher ionic strengths and consequently 
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greater electrical conductivities than thermal waters from the vapor dominated 
production area southwest of the Collayomi fault zone. According to Goff and 
others, this relatively high ionic strength, and temperatures inferred from 
geothermometry suggest that the area northeast of the Collayomi fault zone is 
underlain by a >2000 C hot water system. 

The inferred change in geothermal reservoir conditions across the Collayomi 
fault zone may be due in part to the absence of most of the upper plate of the 
Coast Range thrust over an extensive area on the southwest (uplifted) side of 
the Collayomi fault zone. The extensive area of impermeable ophiolite overlain 
by Great Valley sediments northeast of the Collayomi fault zone may significantly 
inhibit escape of heat and thermal waters from the geothermal system in that 
area, and also help direct convection of heat westward and updip toward The 
Geysers steam field. On the other hand, in the elevated Mayacmas Mountains 
fault block southwest of the Collayomi fault zone, escape of thermal fluid 
from the system has been greater and recharge volume is significantly smaller 
than over the central part of the Clear Lake volcanic field, northeast of the 
fault zone. 

FIELD TRIP GUIDE FOR G.S.A. CORDILLERAN SECTION, GEYSERS-CLEAR LAKE TRIP 

First Day 

MILEAGE: 

0.0 Assemble at Asti Winery parking lot, 8:00 A.M. Proceed from Asti, 
south on Highway 101 to Geyserville exit; exit freeway at Geyserv11le; 
travel south on old Highway 101, and turn east at intersection in center 
of town. Cross Russian River and follow Highway 128 through Alexander 
Valley toward Calistoga. 

10.2 At intersection of The Geyser Road with Highway 128, turn left at stop 
sign. 

10.6 Turn left at intersection of The Geysers Road with Red Winery Road, and 
begin climbing out of Alexander Valley. Along The Geysers-Healdsburg 
Road, cross the Maacama fault zone, which bounds the southwest side of 
the Mayacmas Mountains. Steeply tilted and folded nonmarine gravels 
exposed along the road are assigned to the Sonoma Volcanics, of middle 
and late Pliocene age. These gravels are overlain and interbedded with 
basalt and rhyolitic welded tuff. also assignable to the Sonoma Volcanics 
Here, the Maacama fault zone cuts and bounds the northeast side of the 
Sonoma Volcanics. Some strands of the fault zone show evidence of late 
Quaternary activity and display youthful physiographic features. 

After crossing the Maacama fault zone continue northeastward, passing into 
landslide-prone, pervasively sheared melange terrane of the Franciscan 
assemblage. Resistant masses standing above the grass covered slopes are 
sheared blocks in the melange. These blocks are composed of chert, green
stone, graywacke, blueschist. eclogite, amphibolite, and limestone. Many 
of the landslides in this area are enormous, and of the block-slide type. 
Uplift of the Mayacmas MD, .. ntains, coupled with general incompetency and 
steepness of the melange 'i:-rrane are major contributing factors to land
slides in this area. 

1'::1 



15.6 STOP 1. Ophiolite sequence of Geyser Peak and Black Mountain 

At this locality (see Fig. 5) the upper part of a fragmented ophiolite 
is present structurally above rocks of the Franciscan assemblage. A 
remnant of basal strata of the Great Valley sequence is also present, 
in depositional contact with the underlying ophiolite. 

The basal contact of the ophiolite upon the Franciscan assemblage is 
a deformed thrust fault considered to be an outlier of the Coast Range 
thrust of Bailey and others, 1970. Among the features to observe at 
this locality are 

1. ~asal strata of the Great Valley sequence. These strata vary 
in attitude from steeply tilted to nearly horizontal, and are 
cut by at least two steep-dipping faults. The basal strata 
consist of thin-bedded, flysch-like sandstone and mudstone 
composed of basaltic detritus, with sporadic carbonate con
cretions, and thick sedimentary lenses of coarse diabase 
breccia in the lowermost part. The age of the strata at this 
locality is unknown, but similar strata above ophiolite else
where in the region contain mollusks of Late Jurassic 
(Tithonian) age. 

2. Basaltic pillows, pillow breccia, and tuff are exposed along 
The Geysers road on Black Mountain. This unit appears to be 
the structurally highest part of the ophiolite succession in 
this area. Southeast of The Geysers road, on Black Mountain, 
a tuffaceous chert lens interbedded with these volcanic rocks 
contains radiolaria of late Kimmeridgean or early Tithonian 
(Late Jurassic) age. 

3. Diabase and microgabbro compose a sill or concordant dike 
complex that underlies the pillow flows. Some of this dia
base is exposed along the road just southeast of Cold Creek, 
where it is in fault contact with the basalt flows; here the 
diabase appears to be overlain depositionally by mafic 
breccia at the base of the Great Valley sequence. The dia
base and m;crogabbro sills are thickest beneath Geyser Peak, 
to the northwest of the road, where they form a 1500 foot
thick southwest dipping slab. Pyroxenes in this diabase have 
been extensively replaced by brown and green hornblende, and 
epidote is an abundant replacement mineral in the intrusive 
and extrusive rocks, presumably due to low grade greenschist
facies metamorphism. 

Although elsewhere in the region cumulate pyroxene gabbro is present 
in ophiolitic rocKs, such gabbro is present only locally in the Geyser 
Peak-Black Mountain area, beneath the basaltic flows and diabase sills, 
and is not exposed along The Geysers-Healdsburg Road. Serpentinized 
and sheared harzburgite peridotite is present as a thin Sheet from a 
few feet up to 500 feet thick along the base of the ophiolite complex 
in th is a re a . 

Resume driving northeast and down Black Mountain through basaltic 
rocks. Cross serpentinized peridotite in the Geyser Peak fault zone, 

1:1 
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pass through landslide covered Franciscan graywacke, and cross little 
Sulphur Creek drainage. Well bedded Franciscan graywacke of structural 
unit 1 is exposed in little Sulphur Creek. As you climb out of little 
Sulphur Creek, more of this graywacke is exposed in the road cuts, 
where it is pervasively broken and faulted. This graywacke is believed 
to be the s tructura lly lowes t unit in The Geysers regi on. It is 
characterized by a lack of associated chert and volcanic rocks, and by 
its relatively un-reconstituted sedimentary fabric. As you climb higher 
on the north side of little Sulphur Creek canyon, note the prominent 
northwest-trending belt of serpentinite that follows th~ Mercuryville 
fault zone. 

19.6 Mercuryville fault zone: Continue up Mercuryvil1e grade and cross the 
Mercuryville fault zone at the Culver Baer mine, where mercury deposits 
are associated with silica carbonate rock, a product of hydrothermally 
altered serpentin i te. In thi s area the hydrotherma 1 a ltera ti on and 
mercury mineralization largely follow an elongate ultramafic body sheared 
out along the Mercuryville fault zone, although alteration also extends 
into the rocks adjacent to the fault zone. This prominent zone of al
teration is the approximate southern limit of significant hydrothermal 
alteration in The Geysers region. Closure on the south side of a 30 
milligal negative gravity anomaly that presumably indicates subsurface 
distribution of a regional heat source, also coincides roughly with 
the Mercuryvi11e fault zone, which is consistent with the interpreta
tion that the fault zone is near or at the southwest limit of the steam 
field (see Figs. 2 and 3). 

Surface and subsurface structural data indicate that the Mercuryville 
fault zone dips at 40°_60° to the northeast, and separates well bedded 
Franciscan sandstone of the lower structural unit (unit 1) in the 
footwall, from pervasively sheared melange with abundant blocks of 
graywacke, chert, greenstone, amphibolite, and glaucophane schist in 
the hanging wall (unit 2). After crossing the Mercuryville fault zone 
continue driving toward The Geysers, and drop down northeastward into 
Big Sulphur Creek canyon. This area is covered by many large and com
plex landslides, in part related to the pervasively sheared, jumbled 
character of structural unit 2. 

At the junction of The Geysers-Healdsburg Road with the Cloverdale
Geysers Road, turn southeast along Big Sulphur Creek canyon. At this 
point you will pass from melange into a coherent Franciscan terrane 
consisting of interbedded greenstone, chert, and graywacke. 

22.6 STOP 2. Vista point view of production area north of Big Sulphur 
Creek; Discussion of steam production b~ D. S. McMurdie, Union Oil 
Company; Observe relationships between Franciscan greenstone and chert; 

At this locality, the following features are noteworthy: 

'1. The north side of Big Sulphur Creek Canyon is covered by very 
large blocK-type landslides in this area, and several wells 
drilled early in the development of the steam field were 
sited on some of these landslides. Two such wells in this 
area have had blow-out failures. 

1 ... -



2. A zone of intensely acid-leached. hydrothermally altered 
Franciscan rocks (largely graywacke) can be seen on the 
north side of 8ig Sulphur Creek. This area is part of the 
principal vent zone for The Geysers hydrothermal system. The 
alteration zone consists of fumaroles and sporadic hot springs 
that vent along steep-dipping N30o-40oW trending en echelon 
faults that diagonally transect Big Sulphur Creek. Venting 
of steam and hot water to the southeast of this area also 
occurs beneath the base of a major northeast-dipping sheet of 
ultramafic rock. Most near surface hydrothermal alteration 
appears to result from hydrothe~l fluids that have migrated 
upward along steep-dipping faults and fractures. and spread 
laterally beneath the impermeable lower contact of the north
dipping ultramafic sheet on the northeast side of Big Sulphur 
Creek. 

This area is also the epicentra1 region for innumerable small 
earthquakes and microearthquakes. Current topics of research 
involve the questions of how much of this seismic activity is 
tectonic. how much may be related to subsidence due to with
drawal of geothermal fluids. and (or) how much might be re
lated to reinjection of fluids. 

3. In the road cuts at th1S locality, observe the following rela
tionships: (a) Slightly pillowed basaltic flows of the 
Franciscan assemblage that dip steeply to the east, locally 
with red cherty shale between the flows. (b) Overlying the 
basalt flows is a prominent 221 foot-thick lens of radiolarian 
chert. Radiolaria extracted from this chert have been studied 
in considerable detail by E. A. Pessagno, of the University 
of Texas at Dallas. and found to range in age from Late 
Jurassic (early Tithonian) at the base, to Late Cretaceous 
(early Cenomanian) at the top. Two zones of recrystallized 
chert separate major radiolarian age assemblages. Overlying 
the chert is steep-dipping medium grained Franciscan gray
wacke. locally with prominent carbonaceous debris. 

Continue down road about 0.6 miles to the southeast from Stop 2, to 
near The Geysers Resort. Turn off paved road to left and park along 
gravel road near trailer. 

23.2 STOP 3. Hydrothermal. area along Big Sulphur Creek 

Walk down road to where numerous fumaroles can be observed along Big 
Sulphur Creek. The creek has excavated below the toes of several large 
landslides, and on-going hydrothermal activity has acid-leached land
slide and stream terrace materials, in addition to the bedrock. 
Several fumarolic vents can be observed to issue from altered, locally 
well-bedded Franciscan graywacke, along small open fractures that are 
visible in the scoured creek bottom. This venting of steam along 
fractures is an excellent illustration of the mode of occurrence of 
steam in Franciscan reservoir rocks in the subsurface. 

**NOTE--STEAM ISSUING FROM THESE FUMAROLES IS SUPERHEATED, AND MAY NOT 
BE READILY DETECTABLE ON A DRY DAY. KEEP flICES, HANDS. AND FEET AWAY 

If. 



FROM FUMAROLES AND AVOID CRUSTY GROUND THAT MIGHT BE UNDERLAIN BY HOT 
GROUND WATER. 

Return to cars, drive back to paved road and proceed southeast past 
The Geysers Resort. This now run-down hot spring resort was a spa of 
world renown between the 1860's and early 1900's, visited by such 
dignitaries as Ulysses S. Grant, William Jennings Bryan. and Theodore 
Roosevelt. 

After passing southeast of The Geysers Resort, the road enters Union 
Oil Company geothermal lease holdings. Permission to travel any of 
these roads must be secured from Union Oil Company. At about 0.3 miles 
from the resort, where the paved road crosses Big Sulphur Creek, leave 
the paved road and proceed along a dirt road, through a gate, and up 
Big Sulphur Creek. Note the prominent northwest-trending, hydrothermally 
altered shear zone at the intersection with the dirt road. Follow the 
dirt road upstream through a sequence of southeast-dipping, dust-
coated Franciscan conglomeratic graywacke, chert, basalt, and thin 
zones of shaly melange. Several narrow shear zones of hydrothermally 
altered rock observable in road cuts delineate a northwest-trending 
fault zone continuous with the fumarolic vent area near The Geysers 
Resort. 

At about 1.5 miles from The Geysers Resort (24.8 mi) the road traverses 
Dianna Rock, a resistant, sheared mass of basaltic greenstone. Beyond 
Dianna Rock pass through an area of well-bedded metagraywacke (textural 
zone 2) with a prominent flaggy cleavage nearly parallel to bedding. 
This metagraywacke contains the metamorphic assemblage quartz + 
pumpellyite + phengite ± lawsonite ± glaucophane ± albite. At about 
25.0 miles pass into a narrow zone of actinolitic serpentinite with 
inclusions of sheared greenstone and blueschist. Cross Big Sulphur 
Creek and park off road. 

25.0 STOP 4. Lunch stop and view of Franciscan rocks in Big Sulphur Creek 

After lunch gather at cement bridge for a short walk down Big Sulphur 
Creek. During this traverse, we will view metasedimentary rocks that 
appear to have pierced the prominent sheet of ultramafic rock that 
locally caps the steam reservoir. The ultramafic sheet dips to the 
north-northeast, but it also is tilted gently to the southeast, con
formable to the regional plunge of Franciscan structures. Exposed in 
the piercement feature, along the base of the ultramafic sheet, is a 
discontinuous zone of blueschist, which is seen in water-scoured ex
posures upstream (southeast) from the cement bridge. In the core of 
the piercement structure, below the blueschist zone, and downstream 
from the bridge. is an interesting sequence of textural zone 2 meta
conglomerate and interbedded metagraywacke. Walking downstream from 
the cement bridge, observe the following features: 

1. Hot. gaseous springs bubbling through terrace deposits along 
the contact between metasediments and structurally overlying 
blueschist. 

2. : Stretched-pebble metaconglomerate along Big Sulphur Creek . 
. The metaconglomerate texture becomes increasingly more 
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reconstituted and the abundance of quartz veining increases 
near contact margins. The conglomerate clasts include black 
chert. diorite, diabase, argillite, and abundant silicic 
volcanic porphyry. 

3. Adjacent to and interbedded with the stretched-pebble con
glomerate is thin bedded, fine-grained textural zone 2 meta
graywacke with interbedded metashale. Although this thin
bedded sequence of metagraywacke and metashale has a prominent 
foliation subparallel to bedding, sedimentary structures are 
locally well preserved. This apparently little-disturbed 
sedimentary texture, however. is misleading, since these rocks 
have been subjected to very tight isoclinal folding and the 
folds are commonly tr~nsposed by shearing parallel to the fold 
axes. Further downstream are excellent exposures of highly 
contorted metagraywacke and metasha1e. Isoclinal folds, trans
position structures, small-scale faulting, and complex folding 
at several scales can be observed here. The presence of com
plexly deformed quartz-carbonate veinlets cutting these beds 
suggests that most of this deformation occurred plastically 
under considerable pressure, at much deeper crustal levels. 
The presence of sparse amounts of lawsonite in these metagray
wackes is compatible with this interpretation. 

A few relatively thick metashale partings up to several feet thick can 
also be observed in this area. Associated with these shaly zones are 
boudinaged masses of green basaltic metatuff. Return to vehicles, turn 
around, and back track downstream to paved road (mileage-26.6). Recross 
Big Sulphur Creek on paved road and drive up hill into the Union Oil 
Company--P.G.&E. development area. Travel up through intensely altered 
fumarolic area on north side of Big Sulphur Creek below prominent 
serpentinized and hydrothermally altered ultramafic cap rock. Pass 
through several gigantic landslides that cover parts of the ultramafic 
sheet with graywacke and greenstone debris. 

At about 2 miles from the last crossing of Big Sulphur Creek, turn off 
paved road to right, and drive past P.G.&E. offices. Note the prominent 
closed depression to the right, marking the upper end of a large rota
tional landslide block. Proceed on the steam field road approximately 
1.5 miles to well pad GOC-88 overlooking Big Sulphur Creek Canyon. 

33.0 STOP 5. Ultramafic sheet on the north side of Big Sulphur Creek 

The purpose of this stop 1s to look more closely at the major northeast
dipping slab of serpentinite forming part of the caprock to the steam 
reservoir. Most serpentinite in this part of the Coast Ranges consists 
of lizardite and chrysotile serpentine mineral assemblages. in most 
instances relatable to ultramafic rocks 1n the upper plate of the Coast 
Range thrust. However. the mineralogy of the serpentinite sheet exposed 
for more than 6 miles along the northeast side of Big Sulphur Creek is 
unusual in that its mineral assemblage is largely a~tinolite ± talc ± 
antigorite ± chlorite, suggesting temperatures >300 C during serpentini
zation. This evidence thus suggests that serpentinization occurred 
deeper in the crust and (or) at more elevated temperatures than the 
lizardite-chrysotile serpentinization present in ultramafic rocks else
where in the area. This ultramafic body 1s a distinctive lithologic 



marker in the subsurface, and is traceable to the north for a consider
able distance at depth in the steam field. The base of this actinolitic 
serpentinite is a thrust fault. The serpentinite is overlain, probably 
along another thrust, by a thick unit of Franciscan pillow lava, pillow 
breccia, tuff. minor conglomerate, and chert. Return to the paved road 
and continue up hill through the steam field, passing through landslide 
debris from the basaltic unit overlying the serpentinite of the last 
stop, and pass into in-place basaltic flows. 

33.6 Along ridge line look to the north across Squaw Creek Canyon toward 
pine-topped ridge (Caldwell Pines). This ridge is capped by an 
olivine basalt dated by K-Ar methods at 1.64 ± 0.11 m.y. (Hearn and 
others, 1976). 

Beyond Caldwell Pines, Mount Konocti and Clear Lake basin are visible. 
Continue along paved road, cross sheared upper contact of basalt flows 
and pass through an area of interbedded graywacke, pebbly to bouldery 
shale, and basaltic rocks. 

35.1 Cross narrow, elongate lizardite-chrysotile serpentinite unit. This 
serpentinite delineates the base of a warped thrust slice dipping 
35°_60° to the northeast beneath Cobb Mountain. 

35.~2 Turn right at the road intersection, and drive southeast below base of 
Quaternary volcanic rocKs, approximately parallel to the serpentinite
lined fault zone dipping beneath Cobb Mountain. 

36.0 STOP 6. Quaternary volcanic rocks of Cobb Mountain--presentation by 
F. E. Goff 

The large white boulders in the top of this landslide and draping the 
slopes of Cobb Mountain are crystal-rich biotite rhyolite of the Clear 
lake Volcanics. Cobb Mountain was built in a rather quick and volumin
ous episode of silicic eruptions which started with extrusion of roughly 
5 km3 of rhyolite about 1.1 m.y. ago. This was followed at 1.05 m.y. 
by a summit eruption of porphyritic dacite and a final flank eruption 
of crystal-poor dacite. The last two units are out of sight on the 
summit and northeast side of the mountain and consist of perhaps an-
other 1.5 km3 of flows. 

The rock is rhyolite flow, not tuff or welded tuff, as can be seen 
from the lack of fragmental or welded textures. It is generally vesi
cular with abundant phenocrysts of biotite, plagioclase, sanidine, and 
quartz. The vesicles sometimes contain dark needles of edenite. a 
sodic amphibole CR. Erd, 1975. oral commun.). Where well exposed, the 
rhyolite grades upward from basa1 breccia to frothy and spherulitic 
rhyolite to over 300 m of devitrified rhyolite. The pumiceous carapace 
of the rhyolite flow is locally preserved beneath the summit dacite. 
Preliminary paleomagnetic studies show that the rhyolite has a unique 
magnetic direction. The overlying dacite is magnetically reversed. 

Major faults bound the west edge of Cobb Mountain and offset volcanic 
units by about 100 meters near the mountain's center, but there is no 
evidence to suggest these faults are active. The close spatial associa
tion of young volcanic rocks with The Geysers steam field implies that 



they are both manifestations of the same deep-seated heat source. At 
present, no steam wells have been drilled through volcanic rocks on 
Cobb Mountain, but Union Oil Company plans to drill at least one deep 
exploratory hole in the future. 

Resume driving southeast below Cobb Mountain through structural unit 
2 Franciscan graywacke. 

37.2 Pass P.G.&E. power plants 9 and 10, and continue along the road on the 
north side of Big Sulphur Creek canyon, roughly parallel to the strike 
of Franciscan structure. Cross and recross the sheared contact of 
greenstone and graywacke. 

38.2 While driving along strike, road crosses a thin melange zone with a 
to gouged pebbly shale matrix, containing blocks of greenstone, graywacke, 

39.7 chert, and minor blueschist. The road crosses this thin melange zone 
several times. 

The general tendency of bedding and shear fabric of Franciscan sediment
ary rocks in this area is to dip steeply or at a low angle north
northeastward, beneath Cobb Mountain. 

40.0 To the right, view of Little Geysers fumarolic area in the lower part 
of a large landslide complex. The landslide involves rocks of the 
serpentinite unit viewed at stop 5. The faulted upper contact of this 
serpentinite with overlying graywacke is at an abrupt break in slope 
nearly coincident with the top of the landslide. The percolation pond 
and benched-off area at the top of this landslide is the site of a 
spectacular blow-out that occurred in March 1975, that was described 
in detail recently by C. F. Bacon (1976). 

Continue down road, cross the lower contact of graywacke into serpen
tinite, and drive past the blowout site toward Big Sulphur Creek. 

41.6 At the road intersection, turn left, drive past steam wells, and leave 
Union Oil Company steam field by the Socrates Mine Road. Turn left at 
Socrates Mine Road and proceed up hill through hydrothermally altered 
serpentinite, graywacke, and greenstone, to alluvial flat. Bear to 
right at the first major road intersection, and follow Socrates Mine 
Road northeast, to the next major road intersection. 

42.9 Intersection with road to Aminoil and Shell Oil Company federal leases-
turn right and drive southeast, through poorly exposed textural zone 2 
metagraywacke of structural unit 2. 

43.5 Cross upper contact of metagraywacke, pass through a thin zone of 
glaucophane schist, and into sheared serpentinized peridotite. This 
extensive serpentinite sheet is continuous with an ophiolite sequence 
that is overlain by strata of the Great Valley sequence 5 miles (8 kID) 
to the southeast, beneath the Sonoma Volcanics of Mount St. Helena. 
The faulted base of this ultramafic sheet is interpreted to be the 
deformed Coast Range thrust of Sailey and others, 1970. Drive along 
the ridge southeastward through serpentinized peridotite. To the left 
of the ridge note a huge mass of Franciscan melange that ;s apparently 
surrounded by serpentinite. This mass of melange may be interpreted 
either as intrusive into, thrust over, or as a tectonic inclusion 



within, the ultramafic rocks. 

44.5 Note several small isolated masses of Franciscan conglomerate surrounded 
by serpentinite along the road. Cross out of serpentinite and into tex
tural zone 1 conglomeratic graywacke thrust over serpentinite. These 
relationahips just observed suggest that the concept of emplacement of 
Franciscan rocks beneath the Coast Range ophiclite along a single thrust 
fault is too simplified a model. In this area emplacement must have 
occurred along a thick zone involving Franciscan rocks intersheared 
with the lower part of the overriding sheet of oceanic crust. 

Alternatively, the complex relationships we see between the basal 
Coast Ranqe ophiolite and Franciscan rocks may result from defor-
mation post-dating initial emplacement of the Franciscan beneath 
the Coast Range thrust. 

45.2 STOP 7. View of Mount St. Helena and southeast extension of the 
geothenna1 area--presentation !?l B. C. Hearn, Jr., and h M. OO;;-nelly. 

From here, you can see Mt. St. Helena, about 7 miles to the south
east. Mt. St. Helena, according to K. F. Fox, Jr. (written communi
cation), is a thick pile of tuff breccia, rhyolite breccia, lithoidal 
rhyolite, and welded tuff. Rhyolite is the chief component of the 
upper 800-2000 ft. of the mountain. This rock is locally columnar 
jointed, and on the western and northern slopes the jointing is well 
enough developed to define perhaps a half dozen or more stratiform 
layers, suggesting that the mass is a pile of subhorizontal to steeply 
tilted flows. Relic eutaxitic fabrics and shard te~tures are locally 
present within the rhyolite near interflow contacts and are particu
larly well developed in the upper most part of the pile, suggesting 
that much of the rhyolite ori9inated as a welded tuff. A specinen 
of this rock from the crest of the mountain was dated at 2.9=0.2 m.y. 
(t1ankinen, 1972). A similar unit, but generally less than 100 ft. 
thick, scabs pyroclastic rocks along ridges to the south. 

There are small patches of volcanic rocks along the ridge between here 
and Mt. St. Helena, including Pine Mountain about 1.5 miles south. 
Pine Mountain itself is rhyolitic in composition and gives a K-Ar date 
of 2.04 + 0.04 m.y. It is crystal rich, containinQ abundant quartz, 
sanidine~ and biotite and we have included it within the Clear Lake 
volcanic field. It is the oldest dated rock in the Clear Lake field, 
but older rocks may occur to the southeast among larqely unmapped 
remnants of basalt and andesite flows which lie between mapped Sonoma 
and Clear Lake Volcanics. One such mafic lava at Table Mountain, has 
been dated at 1.94 + 0.06 m.y. Sonoma and Clear Lake volcanism appear 
to be distinct temporally, spatially, and petrologically. The north
ern 2.9-5.3 m.y. old Sonoma volcanic field is 80 percent pyroclastic, 
15 percent rhyolite, and 5% andesite and basalt, and the flow rocks 
contain little, if any phenocrystic quartz (K. Fox, Jr., 1975, oral 
commun.). The Clear Lake Volcanics, by contrast. are 5 percent or 
less pyroclastic, and nearly all lavas of all compositions contain 
quartz. K-Ar dating shows that volcanism hast in general, been moving 
to the north through timet both in the Coast Ranges in general t and 
within the Clear Lake volcanic field. 

~I 



Turn around and back track to Socrates t1ine Road. Turn right and 
follow the main road northeast, and downhill approximately 3.5 miles 
to the intersection with Highway 175. A left turn takes you toward 
the Clear lake resort area. 

(END OF ROAD LOr, FOR THE FIRST DAY) 
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THE CLEAR LAKE VOLCANICS, CALIFORNIA: GEOLOGY AND FIELD TRIP GUIDE 

Julie M. Donnelly, U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, CA 94025, 
B. Carter Hearn Jr., U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, VA 22092, 

and Fraser E. Goff, U.S. Geological Survey, Hen10 Park, CA 94025 

Introduction 

The Clear Lake Volcanics, of late Pliocene to Holocene age, cover 
an area of about 400 km 2 , 150 km north of San Francisco in the Califor
nia Coast Ranges. Among Quaternary volcanic fields of the western 
United States, the Clear lake Volcanics is unique in that it rests on 
both the Franciscan assemblage and the Great Valley sequence and is 
considerably west of the projection of the Cascade trend of young vol
canic fields. The Clear Lake volcanic field is the youngest ahd most 
northerly of a series of volcanic centers which increase in age south
ward. 

The Sonoma Volcanics, of Pliocene age (published potassium-argon 
ages 5.3 to 2.9 m.y., Mankinen, 1972), extend north from the San Fran
cisco Bay area to the vicinity of r~t. St. Helena, 10 km southeast of The 
Geysers steam field. The youngest date, 2.9 + 0.2 m.y., is on a welded 
ash-flow tuff at the summit of Mt. St. Helena~ near the northern limit 
of the Sonoma Volcanics and close to the Clear lake Volcanics. Most 
volcanic rocks of the Clear lake field are geographically separate from 
and lie north of the Sonoma Volcanics. The oldest K-Ar date for the 
Clear lake Volcanics is 2.04 + 0.04 m.y. (Hearn and others, 1976a), from 
the rhyolite of Pine Mountain-(lO km northwest of Mt. St. Helena}. This 

, date suggests a gap of 0.8 m.y. or less between Sonoma and Clear Lake 
volcanism. 

The main part of the Clear lake volcanic field occupies the south
ern part o~ the Clear Lake topographic basin and extends southward 
toward the crest of the Mayacmas Range (fig. 1). Outliers of Clear Lake 
Volcanics are (1) quartz-bearing olivine basalt flows and vents which 
extend southeastward for 35 km to Lake Berryessa and have not been 
mapped by us, (2) isolated small areas of extrusive and intrusive rocks 
which occur within 10 km of the main volcanic field. 

Current studies 

Many important earlier studies have contributed to knowledge of the 
Clear lake area. Previous field trip guides which cover part of the 
Clear lake Volcanics are by Emerson and Rich (1966) and HauQe and others, 
(1972). . 

Deta11.ed geologic mapping of the Clear lake Volcanics by personnel 
of the U.S. Geological Survey (Hearn and others, 1975b, 1976b; Goff and 
Mclaugh1in, 1976) is nearly complete. Some outliers of the volcanic 
field are shown on geologic maps of The r,eysers area (McLaughlin, 1974, 
1975). Gravity and aeromagnetic data (U.S. Geological Survey, 1973; 
Isherwood and Chapman, 1975) have been interpreted by Chapman (1966, 
1975) and Isherwood (1975, 1976). Electrical resistivity data have been 
evaluated by Stanley and others (1973). Preliminary results of seismic 



monitoring are given by Bufe and lester (1975), Bufe and others (1976), 
Iyer and Hitchcock (1975), and Steeples and Iyer (1976), extending the 
limited study of micro-earthquakes of The Geysers area by Hamilton and 
Muffler (1972) and lange and Westphal (1969). Donnelly and others 
(1976) reported on some possibly active fault zones. Repeated surveys 
of triangulation and levelling networks, and monitorinq of lake level 
(lofgren, 1973) will determine whether there is current deformation 
related to regional tectonics or to geothermal production. C. S. Gromme 
and E. A. Mankinen are studying the paleomagnetism of volcanic rocks 
erupted during or close to the Jaramillo normal magnetic event. Urban 
and others (1976) presented limited data on heat flow in the vicinity of 
the potential geothermal area. 

Data from cores of sediments beneath Clear lake have been reported 
by Sims and Rymer (1975a-g, 1976a), Casteel and others (1975); Adam and 
Sims (1976), and Adam (1976) in connection with a drilling program 
initiated to assess the frequency of earthquakes near the Clear Lake 
area (Sims, 1974). Sims and Rymer (1974, 1976b) have studied the dis
tribution of gaseous springs in Clear lake and the structural control of 
the Clear lake basin. M. J. Rymer is studying the Cache Formation in 
the Clear Lake basin. Casteel and Rymer (1975) have reported on fossil 
fishes of the Cache Formation. 

Preliminary data and interpretation of the geochemistry of thermal 
waters by Goff and others (1976, 1977 in press) and Donnelly and others 
(1976) provide more comprehensive coverage of the Clear Lake volcanic 
field and add to the data reported by Waring (1915), Berkstresser (1968), 
and Barnes and others (1973a, b), and White and others (1973). 

Geologic setting 

The Clear Lake Volcanics overlies the Franciscan assemblage of late 
Jurassic to Eocene age, the Great Valley sequence of Late Jurassic to 
late Cretaceous age, and sedimentary rocks of Paleocene and Eocene age, 
and is in part interbedded with the youngest part of the Pliocene and 
Pleistocene Cache Formation of Anderson (1936). Serpentinized mafic and 
ultramafic rocks (ophiolite) form the base of the Great Valley sequence, 
which has moved across the structurally complex Franciscan assemblage 
along the Coast Range thrust. The Great Valley sequence is preserved in 
a broad northwest-trending zone of complexly folded thrust sheets (Swe 
and Dickinson, 1970; Berkland, 1973). The Paleocene and Eocene rocks 
may have been involved in the thrusting (Swe and Dickinson, 1970; Berk
land, 1973). The northwestward extent of the allochthonous Great Valley 
sequence concealed beneath the volcanic field can be approximately 
delineated by high chloride content of well and spring waters, charac
teristic of the Great Valley sequence (Goff and others, 1977 in press; 
Donnelly and others 1976). The closest occurrence of Great Valley 
sequence in the area north of Clear lake is in the Middle Mountain block 
(Berkland, 1973) a klippe surrounded by the rranciscan assemblage. 

The type Cache Formation, most of which predates the Clear lake 
Volcanics, consists of fresh-water, dominantly fluvial but locally 
lacustrine deposits which filled an irregular fault-bounded basin largely 
east of the present Clear Lake Basin. Problems persist in the usage of 



the term Cache Formation. Clastic and volcaniclastic deposits which 
occur beneath, within and geographically near the Clear lake Volcanics 
have been assigned to the upper part of the Cache Formation ~y ~revious 
workers (Brice, 1953; McNitt, 1968a; Hodges, 1966; Swe and 01ck1nson, 
1970; Casteel and Rymer, 1975), but have a range of age from about 1.6 
m.y. to probably less than 0.05 m.y., distinctly younger and differing 
texturally from most of the Cache Formation in its type area 4-15 km 
east of Clear lake. In that area the formation contains only a few 
clasts derived from the Clear lake Volcanics and those are from the 
early basalts (>1.6 m.y.). Because many of the clastic and volcani
clastic deposits within and on the west border of the Clear lake vol
canic field are younger than the type Cache, isolated from it, and of 
different lithology, subdivision of the Cache Formation or revision of 
its usage is in order. 

Sedimentary deposits cored from beneath Clear lake (Sims and Rymer, 
1975a-9, 1976a) represent a continuous record of sedimentation for about 
the last 135,000 years (core 4, Sims and Rymer, 1975c; Adam, 1976), and 
provide a unique record of faunal, floral and climatic conditions in the 
Clear lake basin (Casteel, Adam and Sims, 1975; Adam and Sims, 1976; 
Adam, 1976). The cored sediments beneath Clear lake probably overlie 
older fluvial and lacustrine deposits (lake deposits of Kelseyville, as 
used by Hearn and others 1976a) at unknown depth below the deepest hole. 
Whether any part of the type Cache Formation occurs at even greater 
depth beneath Clear lake is unknown; lakeshore exposures of Cache Forma
tion are limited to the extreme southeast end of Clear lake. 

lithology of Clear lake Volcanics 

The Clear lake Volcanics consists of basalt, andesite, dacite, and 
rhyolite, which occur as domes, flows, and relatively few pyroclastic 
deposits in a structurally and chronologically complex sequence. Rock 
names are based in part on field identifications and are tentative until 
more complete chemical data are available. The term basalt includes 
basaltic andesites with up to 58 percent silica. The term dacite 
includes rhyodacites, which are difficult to distinguish from dacite in 
the field. 

The Clear lake Volcanics, in contrast to the generally quartz-free 
Sonoma Volcanics (K. F. Fox, Jr., personal communication), characteris
tically contains quartz as phenocrysts in the more silicic types and as 
1 mm - 15 cm rounded to subangular, commonly resorbed grains of contro
versial origin in mafic rock types. All the basalts contain olivine, 
from less than 1% to 10%. The andesites typically contain phenocrysts 
of pJagioclase and orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, and rarely olivine, and 
vary widely in amount of pyroxene. 

The many dacites range from highly porphyritic to sparsely porphy
ritic. containing phenocrysts of plagioclase, clinopyroxene, orthopyro
xene, and quartz. Most varieties also possess small amounts of biotite, 
hornblende, or both. Olivine is rare. Many highly porphyritic varieties 
contain sanidine phenocrysts and are probably of rhyodacitic composition. 
Some sparsely porphyritic varieties have widespread glassy chilled 
facies. . 
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E X P LAN A T ION FOR FIG D R E 1 

Generalized geolo~ic map of Clear Lake volcanic field, showing K-Ar ages and 
magnetic polarities. Lake and alluvial deposits are shown onlv near Clear Lak~. 
Outcrop pattern of the Cache Formation is modified from Brice (1953). Order of 
volcanic units in explanation is not sequence of eruption. X denotes onlv youn~ 
vents, less than about 0.1 m.y. old; older vents are not shown. Lateral extent 
of cinder cones sh~wn where associated with flows. Numerous contacts between 
units within the patterned areas of single rock types have been omitted for 
clarity. A few contacts between flows of different age and/or magnetic polaritv 
are shown within a single rock type. Faults dashed where inferred, dotted where 
concealed. Geology in part modified from Brice (1953), Lake Countv Flooe Control 
and Water Conservation District (1967), McNitt (1968a,b,c), and Sims ane Rymer 
(1976b). Abbreviations of geographic names (+ denotes location): B-Boggs 
Mountain, C-Cobb Mountain, H-Mount Hannah, K Mount Konocti, S-Seigler Mountain, 
BP-Buckingharr, Peak, KB-Konocti Bav, CP-Caldwell Pines, CV-Cobb Vallev, SB-Sulphur 
Bank, BL-Borax Lake, LB-Little Borax Lake, TL-Thurston Lake, CH-Clearlake 
Highlands, KV-Kelsevville, LL-Lower Lake, LP-Lakeport, M-Micldletown. 

CLEAR LAKE VOLCANICS (Pleistocene and Dpper Pliocene): 

Young 
pyroclas t ic 
deposits 

OTHER UNITS: 

Basalt Andesite Dacite Rhyolite 

Lake and alluvial deposits (~ostlv Holocene) 

Syn-volcanic clastic deposits (Pleistocene) 

Cache Formation (Pliocene and Pleistocene) 

Pre-volcanic rocks (Lower Tertiary, Cretaceous, and 
Jurassic) 

K-Ar dates of units are shown by numbers, e.~ . . 48; magnetic polarities 
are shown by the symbols N (normal), R (reverse), and U (unique, low-angle). 



The rhyolite is of two types, biotite-bearing and nearly biotite
free. Biotite rhyolite is typically crystal-rich (15-30 percent quartz 
and feldspar phenocrysts), and its glassy facies tend to be perlitic. 
Biotite-free rhyolite is typically crystal poor (3 percent or less of 
plagioclase and orthopyroxene phenocrysts) and has widespread obsidian 
along flow borders. Only one biotite-free rhyolite (rhyolite of Bonanza 
Springs) forms a large volume of pyroclastic material. No rhyolitic 
ash-flow deposits are present in the Clear lake Volcanics, whereas they 
are common in the Sonoma Volcanics. 

The preserved volume of volcanic rocks that are more silicic than 
andesite is about 35 km 3 if the Mt. Konocti pile bottoms at lake level, 
and 50 km 3 if it extends 300 m below lake level. The preserved volume 
of basalt and andesite is about 10 to 15 km 3, but the original volume 
before erosion may have been twice that. 

Eruptive sequence 

In general, the volcanic rocks are progressively younger northward 
through the field. K/Ar dates range from 2.04 to 0.03 m.y. and most are 
in good agreement with magnetic-polarity determinations and known stra
tigraphic relations. The main part of the field is younger than 1.0 
m.y., and much of the central part is younger than 0.6 m.y. The volcanic 
sequence is complex, however, and is best understood by referring to 
Hearn and others (1976a). 

The oldest dated unit is the 2.04 + 0.04 m.y. rhyolite of Pine 
Mountain, 10 km northwest of ,'t. St. HeTena (see road map at beginning 
of guidebook). The oldest dated basalt, 1.94 + 0.04 m.y., is the Table 
Mountain flow 10 km southeast of Middletown, cTose to the present north
eastern limit of preserved Sonoma Volcanics. The widespread quartz
bearing olivine basalts east and southeast of the main part of the Clear 
Lake field give ages of 1.33 + 0.52, 1.34 + 0.27. 1.44 + 0.10, and 1.64 
~ 0.09 m.y. Some of these basalts marginaily overlap tne Sonoma Volcanics 
southeast of Middletown. Although the absolute range of age of these 
olivine basalts is uncertain, their K/Ar ages and consistent reverse 
magnetic polarity (Hearn and others, 1976a) suggest that they are between 
about 1.3 and 1.6 m.y. old. within the Matuyama magnetic epoch (Cox, 
1969). Three other units may belong to the same eruptive episode: 
olivine basalt of Caldwell Pines, within The Geysers steam field (1.64 + 
11 m.y.); olivine andesite of Ford Flat, beneath Cobb Mountain (1.69 +-
0.20 m.y.); and andesite of Boggs Mountain (1.47 ~ 0.04 m.y.). -

A possible hiatus from about 1.3 to 1.15 m.y. was ended by the 
eruptive sequence of biotite rhyolite (1.14 + 0.02 m.y.) to crystal-rich 
dacite (1.05 + 0.02 m.y.) to crystal-poor dacite (undated) at Cobb 
Mountain, the-composite silicic dome closest to the steam field. A 
widespread Obsidian-bearing rhyolitic tuff and tuff breccia (rhyolite of 
Bonanza Springs, 1.01 + 0.03 m.y.), which was erupted from a source 
northeast of Seigler Mountain, underlies much of the southern edge of 
the volcanic field. This tuff was assiQned to the Cache Formation by 
Brice (1953), but its equivalent has not been found in the type Cache 
Formation. 
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Subsequent eruptions from vents in the south-central part of the 
field between about 1.0 and 0.8 m.y. produced a variety of andesites and 
dacites, including the dacite of Tyler Valley northwest of the steam 
field. Several units show normal or unique low-angle magnetic polarity 
probably acquired during the Jaramillo normal polarity event. The 
currently accepted limits of the Jaramillo, 0.89 + 0.95 m.y. (Cox, 
1969), are not well defined and may be more accurately determined by 
recent detailed magnetic sampling of the Clear Lake Volcanics. 

No volcanic activity occurred between about 0.8 and 0.6 m.y., after 
which a major period of silicic volcanism began in the central part of 
the field. After the eruption of some dacite, about 4 km 3 of sparsely 
porphyritic rhyolite of Thurston Creek erupted from vents along an 
arcuate trend concave to the north (fig. 1). The rhyolite gives a range 
of dates from 0.466 + 0.014 m.y. near its eastern limit to 0.63 + 0.03 
m.y. in its western part, but its age of 0.56 + 0.01 m.y. at Sulphur 
Mound Mine (stop 11) is most closely bracketed-by underlying biotite 
dacite 0.58 + 0.01 m.y. old and overlying biotite rhyolites 0.54 ~ 0.01 
m.y. and 0.5~ + 0.01 m.y. old. The domal accumulation of dacite at 
Seigler Mountain (fig. 1 and road map), 0.60 + 0.01 m.y., is an excep
tion to the generally older ages in the southern part of the field. 

From about 0.55 to 0.40 m.y., eruption of small volumes of biotite 
rhyolite (in part pyroclastic) alternated at different vents with erup
tions of small volumes of basalt in the central part of the field. 
These local basalts and biotite rhyolites, and the earlier widespread 
biotite-free rhyolite, were partly covered by the ten or more voluminous 
flows and domes of dacite which built 1,000 m high Mt. Konocti between 
about 0.40 and 0.25 m.y. Two cinder cones of olivine basalt high on Mt. 
Konocti are partially buried by flows of dacite 0.34 + 0.01 m.y. old. 
Dacites within a band of flows and domes aligned from-Mt. Konocti east
southeast to the vicinity of Clearlake Highlands give ages of 0.40 + 
0.04 to 0.52 + 0.06 m.y. and thus could be coeval with the early dacite 
of Mt. KonoctT. 

The youngest silicic eruption produced the rhyolitic obsidian of 
Borax Lake, at 0.088 + 0.013 m.y. The rhyolite of Borax Lake may be 
chemically related to-an underlying olivine dacite flow (Bowman and 
others, 1973). Adjacent olivine basalt, erupted from an underlying 
subdued cinder cone, could be an even older member of the variation 
series. 

The most recent eruptive activity, basaltic to andesitic in compo
sition, was in part phreatomagmatic, producing pyroclastic maar deposits 
near the lake. The cinder cone and flow at Buckingham Peak, and the 
cinder cones and flows along a N. 10°£. trend across the east arm of 
Clear Lake, also date from this period. The andesite flow at Sulphur 
Bank (White and Roberson, 1962) overlies sediments from which a carbo
nized log yielded a 14C date of 44,500 + 800 years (M. Stuiver, written 
communication). Phreatomagmatic eruptions along the lake shore have 
left a widespread blanket of pyroclastics, some of which are base-surge 
deposits (stop 12). 
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The series of young basaltic to andes1tic eruptions is probably 
represented by the many beds of mafic ash reported in cores of sediments 
beneath Clear lake (Sims and Rymer, 1975a-g, 1976a). The youngest ash 
recognized in these cores is about 10,000 years old. 

Structure 

The youngest faults in The Geysers-Clear lake area trend northwest 
or north-northwest, parallel and subparallel to the general structure 
grain of the Coast Ranges and the San Andreas fault system. Two pro
minent fault zones, the Col'ayomi and the Konocti Bay, follow these 
trends. Faults also trend east and northeast, but are dominated by the 
other directions. The overall pattern may fit a model of conjugate 
northwest and northeast faulting within the San Andreas system. Most 
are normal faults but several of the northwesterly-trending faults show 
geomorphic features suggestive of right-lateral strike slip movement, 
such as offset drainages. In the Collayom; fault zone, a young age of 
right-lateral strike-slip movement is suggested by linear topographic 
features, drainage offsets, and serpentinite that is squeezed up between 
volcanic units as young as 1.1 m.y. Along one fault in the zone, offset 
of volcanic units 0.5-0.6 old suggests an average movement of about 1 
mm/yr for the past half million years. 

The Clear lake topographic basin is delineated in part by faults of 
north, north-northwest, and west trend (Sims and Rymer, 1974, 1976b). 
Northward tilting of lake and fluvial deposits less than 0.6 m.y. old 
south of Kelseyville, and the presence of deep water and steep slopes 
near the northeast shores of Clear Lake. suggest that northward or 
northeastward tilting of the lake basin has continued to recent time, as 
a result of relative uplift to the south. 

The possibility of active deformation is indicated by earthquakes 
within the volcanic field and the Clear Lake structural basin. Earth
quake epicenters are located (Hamilton and Muffler, 1972; Chapman 1975; 
Bufe and others, 1976) close to the Collayomi and Konocti Bay fault 
zones, and residents living close to both zones report felt earthquakes. 
Earthquakes also may be associated with the faults that bound parts of 
the Clear lake basin. Ongoing seismic studies (Bufe and Lester, 1975; 
Bufe and others, 1976) will help locate active faults and will generate 
fault-plane solutions to determine source mechanisms. Monitoring 
changes in elevation and horizontal distances (Lofgren, 1973) has the 
potential of characterizing current deformation and tilting in The 
Geysers-Clear lake area. 

Although parts of the volcanic field show local subsidence and the 
Clear lake structural basin is probably continuing to subside, evidence 
for large-scale caldera collapse is lacking. The largest circular 
collapse feature is a 1.6 kID diameter basin southeast of Mt. Konocti 
(fig. 1). The shape of the northern part of Clear Lake and some adja
cent faults suggest partial control by circular collapse, but this 
pattern could be fortuitous. Young volcanic rocks do not occur around 
the northern part of the lake. 



Geophysical studies 

Gravity surveys (Chapman, 1966; Isherwood and Chapman, 1975) show a 
circular 25 mgal gravity low about 20 km in diameter, centered over Mt. 
Hannah in the south-central part of the volcanic field (McLaughlin, this 
guidebook, fig. 2). The gravity anomaly and aeromagnetic data (U.S. 
Geological Survey, 1973) have been interpreted as expressions of a magma 

. chamber about 6 to 8 km in diameter whose top is within 10 km of the 
surface (Chapman, 1966, 1975; Isherwood, 1975, 1976). 

Electrical resistivity data show a well-defined resistivity low, 
bilobate toward the east, which is nearly coincident with the gravity 
low (Stanley, Jackson, and Hearn, 1973). Deep electrical soundings show 
that low resistivity persists to at least 5 km depth. Either geothermal 
fluids, normally saline, or a thick section of Great Valley sequence 
which typically contains saline fluids, could contribute to the resis
tivity low. Normal resistivity of Great Valley marine shale is low 
enough to explain the resistivity low. However, the occurrence of 
predominantly Franciscan lithology in a drill hole (Kettenhofen 1) on 
the north edge of the resistivity low, and the structural complexity of 
Great Valley sequence next to the volcanic field, imply that a several
thousand meter section of marine shale beneath the volcanic field is 
unlikely. Thus the resistivity low possibly has a dominant contribution 
from fluids at elevated temperature and salinity above a heat source at 
depth. 

Preliminary data on teleseismic P-waves arriving within the area of 
the gravity low show delays of 0.5 to 1.5 seconds, which are consistent 
w1th the presence of a volume of hot rock and magma of about 10 km 
diameter (Steeples and Iyer, 1976; Iyer and Hitchcock, 1975). 

Thermal waters 

Application of Na-K-Ca and silica geothermometry to the chemistry 
of thermal springs and wells, and drill-hole data indicate that a hot 
water system at about 200°C underlies the Clear Lake volcanic field 
northeast of the Collayomi fault zone, which probably forms the north
east limit of The Geysers steam field (Donnelly and others, 1976; Goff 
and others, in press). Most thermal waters emerge along fault zones and 
have high magnesium contents owing to the presence of serpentinite at 
the surface or inferred at depth. Small vapor-dominated (steam) systems 
could be present in local structures with low porosity and permeability 
beneath the volcanic field, but their waters, which would be chemically 
distinctive, have not been found in the wells and springs sampled so 
far. The 80 or more volcanic vents may provide access for recharge 
water of volume sufficient to prevent the formation of a widespread 
vapor-dominated system beneath the volcanic field. 

Relatively chloride-rich water and low resistivity (Goff and others, 
1977 in press) outline the concealed extent of the Great Valley sequence 
beneath the volcanic field. Northeast of Clear Lake, where existing 
maps show only Franciscan assemblage, high chloride waters suggest that 
the Franciscan is misidentified or that the Great Valley sequence occurs 
at depth beneath Franciscan rocks (Goff and others, 1977 in press). 
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Magma chamber and future volcanic activity 

r,eophysical data indicate that there is a significant volume of hot 
and molten rock, i.e. a magma chamber or magma reservoir, at about 10 km 
depth beneath the Clear lake volcanic field. Presence of a high-level 
magma chamber is also sug~ested by the large volume of silicic, relative 
to mafic, volcanic rocks (Smith and Shaw, 1975). In addition, the 
numerous warm springs and areas of alteration and gas emission indicate 
a major heat source at depth. The central magma chamber is most likely 
the ultimate heat source for The Geysers steam field. The area above 
t~e inferred magma chamber also ;s a "shadow zone" (Smith and Shaw, 
1975) in which no young mafic vents occur, presumably because dense 
mafic magma from greater depth could not penetrate the lower density, 
silicic magma in the shallow magma chamber. 

What is the likelihood of future eruptions in or near this young 
volcanic field? The lack of ash-flow tuffs and the complex eruptive 
history over the past 2 m.y., with intensive activity in the past 1 m.y. 
and the youngest eruption only 10,000 years ago, suggest that the field 
could be in an early evolutionary stage leading to major ash-flow eruptions 
and large-scale caldera collapse, as shown by other silicic magma systems 
such as at long Valley caldera, California, Valles caldera, New Mexico, 
and the Yellowstone Park caldera complex. Such an eruption would be a 
volcanic hazard of major importance. However, because the Clear Lake 
field lies in a different tectonic setting, its volcanic system may not 
follow the same evolutionary course. Jf the walls and roof of the magma 
chamber are being constantly fractured by stress along branches of the 
San Andreas fault system, frequent leakage of magma may prevent the 
accumulation of volatiles necessary for a voluminous ash-flow eruption. 

The northward progression of eruptions through time indicates that 
sites of future eruptions are more likely to be close to, beneath, or 
northeast of Clear Lake. Such eruptions would probably be of mafic 
composition, although the 90,OOO-year-old rhyolite of Borax Lake indi
cates that silicic eruptions could also occur. Mafic eruptions would 
produce cinder cones and flows of relatively small to moderate volume. 
Near the lake, such eruptions might be phreatomagmatic, producing explo
sive maar-type deposits and causing a significant hazard to the area of 
the lake shore and within a few kilometers of the eruption site. The 
frequency of mafic eruptions is difficult to predict. Spacing of re
ported ash beds 1n cores from sediments beneath Clear Lake suggests that 
mafic volcanic activity was frequent frow. about 55,000 to 10,000 years 
ago, but quiescent for the past 10,000 years (Sims and Rymer, 1975a-9, 
1976a). 

The succession of younger volcanic centers northward through the 
Coast Ranges could fit a model of a fixed heat source beneath the North 
American plate, with the plate having a resultant apparent motion to the 
southeast or south-southeast. The inferred high-level magma chamber 
beneath the Clear Lake Volcanics may have been left behind to cool and 
crystallize, while the deep heat source now may be warming up the area 
to the northeast of Clear Lake, in preparation for a new focus of igneous 
activity. That area contains numerous thermal springs (Waring, 1915; 
Berkstresser, 1968; White and others, 1973; Barnes and others, 1973a, b. 
and Goff and others, 1977 1n press) and some of the youngest volcanic 
rocks 1n the Clear Lake field are located immediately to the northeast 
of Clear lake. 1</ 
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FIELD TRIP GUIDE* 

Second ~ 

Cumulative Mileage 

0.0 Cobb Village parking lot. Turn left and follow Highway 175 
south. 

1.9 The drainage of Putah Creek on the left follows the Collayomi 
Fault zone. 

2.2 Shear zone of serpentine and young gravel containing cobbles 
of the andesite of Boggs Mountain (about 1.5 m.y.) and rhyolite 
of Alder Creek (about 1.1 m.y.). 

4.1 Junction with Socrates Mine Road. Turn right and begin driving 
through Franciscan melange. 

6.0 Gunning Creek. 

6.6 Anderson Creek. 

7.0 STOP 8. Lincoln Rock, view stop. (This stop is on private land 
and permission is requi~for access.) 

Lincoln Rock is an exotic block of blueschist in Franciscan 
melange. Park next to McKinley steam wells of Aminoil USA 
(formerly Burmah Oil Co., and before that, Signal Oil Co.) and 
climb up on Lincoln Rock for a view stop. Don't fall in chasm. 
From here, you can see the rhyolite (1.1 m.y. rhyOTTte-of Alder 
Creek) cliffs of Cobb Mountain to the north and the down-faulted 
complex of the same rhyolite (Goff and McLaughlin, 1976), which 
looks rather like a huge landslide, in front of you. The ridge 
to the east ;s made up of the Harbin Springs ophiolite capped 
by tree-bearing andesite of Boggs Mountain. The valley between 
here and the ophiolite contains Putah Creek, which approximately 
follows one trace of the Collayomi Fault Zone. This fault zone 
is a. major northwest-trending feature which may act as the north
eastern boundary of the vapor-dominated geothermal area (Goff 
and others, 1977, in press). Our next stop will take a closer 
look at the Co11ayomi fault zone. 

Return along Socrates Mine Road to 

9.9 Junction with Highway 175. Turn left. 

14.0 Intersection with Bottle Rock Road in Cobb. Turn left and 
notice on your lef t behind the laund romat an outcrop of shee t ed 
dacite of Cobb Valley. The contorted sheeting probably indi 
cates that this outcrop was near the end of the flow. Continue 
on Bottle Rock Road to 

17.4 STOP 9. Collayomi fault zone. 
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FIGURE 2: Schematic cross-section through Ri~hvav 175 and church at 
Loch Lomond; faci~ directly north (relief exaggerated). 
IC-Ar ages in millions of years. 



This roadcut shows serpentinite, partly altered to silica-car-
bonate rock, faulted over Quaternary gravel. The exposed fault 
plane strikes N 70° W, dips about SooN, and is part of the Collayomi 
fault zone, a possibly active fault zone related to the San Andreas 
system, which trends about N 45°-50 0 W along Cobb Valley. Most faults 
in the zone are high-angle with a component of right-lateral strike 
s1 ip movement. 

The Quaternary gravels contain abundant well-rounded pebbles of 
the andesite of Boggs Mountain (about 1.5 m.y.) and Cobb Mountain 
silicic lavas (about 1 m.y.) along with Franciscan and Great Valley 
rock types. Other uplifted and faulted gravels containing Clear 
lake volcanic pebbles are present in High Valley and Rabbit Valley 
to the west. 

From Stop 2, return south on Bottle Rock Road to 

18.2 Junction with Sulphur Creek Road. Turn left. 

18.5 As we cross the Collayomi fault zone, note the Sargent cypress 
trees growing on serpentinite to your left. Note also the 
nigger pines ahead, another tree which does well in impover
ished serpentine soils. 

19.5 Bear right on Harrington Flat Road. 

19.7 Rocks of the ~reat Valley sequence of late Cretaceous age 
(Unit IV, Swe and Dickinson, 1970) are exposed on the left, 
and andesite of Boggs Mountain is up hill on the right. 

20.5 Junction with Highway 175. Turn left. Road drops into gully, 
and as it begins to rise again, the Great Valley sequence crops 
out on the left, overlain by bedded rhyolite tuff. 

21.2 STOP 10. loch lomond Church; volcanic stratigraphy. 

At the top of the hill, park on the right in the Loch Lomond 
church parking lot. 

This stop displays what is probably the best stratigraphic 
section in the volcanic field. It shows several different 
rock types along with a complete section through the rhyolite 
of Bonanza Springs, an air-fall tuff which was erupted about 
1 m.y. ago near Seigler Springs, two miles to the northeast. 
This tuff underlies the southern edge of the central volcanic 
field. The tuff has been locally tilted, faulted, folded, and 
water-worked. Here the top of the tuff contains rounded boul
ders of the andesite of Salmina Flat, a unit which is found 
in place to the north and east. 

LUNCH 

After lunch, continue r(~th on Highway 175. 

22.6 Ahead, beyond Salmina'~ r:.-u· ... t. is the composite dacite dome 
of Mt. Hannah, which l' t~e center of the negative gravity 
anomaly associated wit' : 'far lake volcanic field. 
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26.5 Junction with Red Hill Road. Turn right and drive through 
walnut orchards planted on half-million year old rhyolitic 
obsidian and pyroclastic deposits of biotite rhyolite. 

27.5 The small ridge directly ahead is the expression of a fault 
in pyroclastic deposits of biotite rhyolite. 

28.7 Junction with Highway 29, facing Soda Bay Road. Turn left. 
Mt. Konocti is on right. 

29.6 Junction with road into Sulphur Mound Mine. Turn left and 
drive about 1/4 mile in to the mine. 

STOP 11. Sulphur Mound mine. (This stop is on private land and 
permission is required for access.) 

This hydrothermally altered area is the site of active sulfur de
position by fumaroles and has been mined in recent years for agri
cultural sulfur. Cinnabar was prospected for and mined in this 
valley, probably near the turn of the century. 

Stratigraphic relations within this valley and to the 
west show a complex sequence of flows and pyroclastic deposits 
(Figure 3), all of which pre-date the 0.3-0.4 m.y. Mt. Konocti 
edifice, and are younger than about 0.6 m.y. The opalized, 
bleached biotite dacite of Sulphur Mound Mine (dsm, 0.58 + 
0.01 m.y.) is overlain by air-fall pyroclastic deposits (rp, 
which includes pumiceous tuff breccia and lapilli tuff) of 
rhyolite of Thurston Creek, which are in turn overlain by an 
obsidian flow of rhyolite of Thurston Creek (r). The obsidian 
flow is overlain to the south by basalt of McIntire Creek (bm). 
The pyroclastic deposits (rp) were a precursor of the obsidian 
flow and contain blocks of biotite dacite of Sulphur Mound Mine 
and obsidian typical of rhyolite of Thurston Creek. Northeast-
erly dips and size of blocks suggest that the pyroclastic rocks were 
erupted nearby to the south or southeast from a vent now con-
cealed beneath the slightly younger obsidian flow. An obsidian 
block from the pyroclastic deposits gives a K-Ar date of 0.56 
+ 0.01 m.y.; at other locations several km to the west and east 
Tn the arcuate, concave-northward outcrop area of rhyolite of 
Thurston Creek, obsidian gives dates of 0.466 + 0.014, 0.536 + 
0.016, and 0.63 ~ 0.03 m.j. -

A prominent northeast-southwest fault crosses the west 
side of the valley, has dropped the northwest block down, and 
may show limited left-lateral displacement. Northwest of that 
fault, rhyolite of Thurston Creek is successively overlain by 
a mixed pyroclastic deposit (drp, containing fragments of dacite, 
rhyolite and Franciscan rockS), olivine basalt ag~lomerate (bo), 
and pyroclastic deposits of biotite rhyolite (rps). The bio
tite rhyolite pyroclastics cap the hill to the northwest, had a 
source vent to the north or northwest, and give 0.54 + 0.01 m.y. 
on sanidine. 



Hydrothermal alteration has destroyed the biotite, plagio
clase, and sanidine phenocrysts in much of the dacite, leaving 
cavities net-veined with silica. Cinnabar occurs as thin veins 
and disseminated pink and orange areas 1n the altered dacite 
and rhyolitic pyroclastic deposits. 

The white area 3.5 km to the north, on the south slope of Mt. 
Konocti. 1s the Bell mine, formerly mined for cinnabar and meta
cinnabar and now mined for decorative rock. The mine is mainly 
1n altered and opalized, phenocryst-poor dacite of Bell mine, 
which had source vents close to the mine and at the low knobs about 
two-thirds of the way up the mountain. The Bell mine is an extinct 
alteration area; no hot springs or fumaroles are present. 

The composite Mt. Konocti volcano is made up of about ten 
units of dacite, two partly buried maf~c cinder cones, and a 
young olivine andesite flow and cinder cone at Buckingham Peak. 
Dacite from the eastern summit, Wright Peak, is 0.34 + 0.01 m.y. 
old and overlies mafic cinders and colluvium which produce the 
smooth brush-covered slope below South Peak, the summit on the 
left. 

Return to Highway 29. Turn right. 

Begin cumulative mileage again 

0.9 Junction with Soda Bay Road. Turn left. 

1.3 Drive through obsidian flow. Most of the pumiceous carapace 
has been eroded away but the rhyolite core is not exposed here. 

1.7 Roadcut exposing a young reverse fault which is related to move
ment on the possibly active Konocti Bay Fault Zone. The dacite 
exposed in the roadcut was covered by lake beds and mafic pyro
clastic deposits prior to faulting. 

2.5 We are crossing one trace of the Konocti Bay Fault Zone; another 
trace forms the step in topography on the side of the hill high 
on the right. 

2.9 Pt. Lakeview Road on the right. Continue straight ahead. On 
your left, notice an outcrop of dacite draped by pyroclastic 
deposits. 

3.3 Konocti Bay is on your right; the "lava rings" of Mt. Konocti 
are straight ahead. These rings are arcuate ridges formed on 
the surface of viscous dacite lava during flowage. 

4.3 The road turns west and drops abruptly over one trace of the 
Konocti Bay fault lone, which can be followed to the north as 
a topographic step low on the mountain slope. 

7.0 Turn right on Crystal Drive and follow the sign to Buckingham 
Golf Course. 
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7.2 On the left is Little Borax Lake, maar volcano perhaps as young 
as 10,000 years old. It formed by eruption of magma through 
water or water-saturated rocks, producing the tuff ring which 
we will drive on as we bear left past the clubhouse. The lake 
is alkaline (pH 9.5) and was mined for borax about 1870. The 
explosive eruption at little Borax lake maar scoured much of 
the debris derived by landslide and/or previous eruptions from the 
prominent cliffs of Buckingham Bluffs, high on the mountain. 

7.9 Join Soda Bay Road on the left and drive past dacite cliffs 
(0.35 + 0.01 m.y.) on the left and Horseshoe Bend explosion 
crater-on the right. 

8.9 Entrance to Riviera Heights Marina. Turn right. Drive down 
steep hill to 

9.3 parking lot at marina 

STOP 12. PLEASE DON'T ClmB ON THE OUTCROP. Riviera Heights marina. 

(This stop is on private land and permission is required for 
access.) 

Here is an excellent exposure of maar deposits lying on a rather 
typical dacite of Mt. Konocti and overlain by scoria from a dry
land eruption, which formed a small mafic cinder cone. The 
maar deposits resulted from eruption of mafic lava through Clear 
Lake, probably 10,000-55,000 years ago (Sims and Rymer, 1975c). 
The initial phase of the eruption formed undulating base-surge 
beds, followed by air-fall beds, both showing mud-armored lapilli 
characteristic of maar-type eruptions. The base-surge beds 
show bedding sags, and inferred trajectories of elongate blocks 
and bombs suggest a source in the lake. 

The dacite flow shows a typical brecciated appearance. Close 
examination reveals patches of fused breccia in the outcrop. This 
dacite is probably about 0.3-0.4 m.y. old, and a soil had begun to 
develop on its surface prior to the maar eruption as demonstrated 
by the pea-sized soil concretions found in the pale orange zone just 
below the overlying maar beds. 

Return to 

9.7 Soda Bay Road. Turn left. 

10.7 Keep right on Soda Bay Road and drive under Buckingham Bluffs. 
Note the large blocks of dacite that have fallen off the bluffs, 
evidence of a conspicuous geologic hazard. Developers would 
like to build'condominiums here south of the road. 

1'.6 Crystal Drive on left. Keep right and retrace route to 

15.7 Junction with Pt. lakeview Road. Turn left. 



17.5 Ahead on your left is Baylis Point, a small peninsula composed 
of Franciscan graywacke, greenstone, and chert. It is unclear 
whether it has been upfaulted or whether it was simply an ero
sional high which was not completely covered by the dacites to 
the south. 

19.0 Keep to the right and go up hill on Pt. lakeview Road. 

19.5 Below on your left is an explosion crater; on your right, dacite. 

20.6 ~oundtop Mountain cinder cone and quarry ahead. 

21.1 STOP 13. Thurston lake. 

On a clear day, Mt. Konocti is reflected on the surface of 
Thurston lake, which is 100 feet higher than Clear lake and lies 
in a 400-foot deep closed depression which was built by non
coalescing dacite domes and flows. Three types of dacite are 
found around the lake, the oldest of which overlies obsidian 
dated at 0.466 + 0.014 m.y. and the youngest of which has been 
dated at 0.43 +-0.02 m.y. The lake contains fresh, drinkable 
water which was once clear. The turbidity of the lake is caused 
by clay that has been eroding from lake beds in Manning Flat 
(1.5 miles to the southwest) since the topographic barrier 
between the flat and Thurston lake basin was dynamited away, 
more than 40 years ago. Methane in gassy springs bubbles up 
through the lake in quantities large enough to have been used 
for heat by early residents. Union Oil Company plans to drill 
a geothermal exploratory well at the far end of the lake basin 
in the near future. Local residents report that a subterranean 
outlet is visible on the north shore of ihurston lake in extremely 
dry years. 

21.7 Continuing south, the crudely-bedded internal structure of a 
cinder cone is exposed in road cut on right. 

22.5 Walnut trees (non-irrigated) grow beautifully on the young 
quartz-bearing olivine basalt flow erupted from Roundtop 
Mountain. 

22.9 Highway 29. Turn left. 

23.8 Great Valley sequence rocks exposed in road cut. 

24.8 Highway 53. Turn left. 

25.0 Tilted sequence of lake beds and volcaniclastic deposits on left. 
These sedimentary deposits were included in the Cache Formation 
by Anderson (1936), Brice (1953), and Casteel and Rymer (1975). 

25.9 Cache Creek. Present outlet of Clear Lake, which ;s kept at 
an artificially high level by a dam 3 miles downstream. 

27.9 Flashing yellow light; turn left into Clearlake Highlands. 

¥7 
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28.6 The Lodge (restaurant) on the left. 

28.7 Kathie's Inn on the left, which serves dinners and is the site 
of tomorrow morning's breakfast. 

Continue on Lakeshore Drive to motels. 

THIRD DAY 

Begin cumulative mileage again 

0.0 Rebud Park, behind Kathie's Inn. Leave parking lot and turn 
right on Lakeshore Drive. 

0.4 Outcrop behind Shell station on right displays interbedded maar 
and lake beds which are older than the dacite of Cache Creek 
(0.40 ~ 0.04 m.y.). 

0.9 Flashing red light at Highway 53. Turn left. 

1.5 STOP 14. Schoolteacher Hill. 

The basalt (a field term for a rock which contains both quartz 
and olivine and about 57% silica) at Schoolteacher Hill gives 
a K-Ar date of 1.64 + 0.09 m.y .. (reverse polarity) and overlies 
maar-type pyroclastic deposits. These pyroclastic deposits in 
turn overlie gravels of the Cache Formation, rocks of the Great 
Valley sequence, and serpentinite. The pyroclastic material is 
mafic in composition and may represent the initial phase of the 
basalt eruption. The maar deposits are beautifully exposed in 
the quarry up hill from the Highway 53 roadcut, where, if you 
search, you can find fresh, black, olivine-bearing pumice. In 
the highway roadcut, the basalt flow is well exposed and displays 
a basal breccia overlain by massive lava; toward the edge of 
the flow, it becomes sheeted, a characteristic of many lavas 
(basalt through rhyodacite) in the Clear Lake field. The basalt 
here can be traced up and to the east into the mesa of Quacken
bush Mountain. It is possible that this flow was erupted from 
a cinder cone half a mile to the west, which is nearly buried 
by lake sediments. If so, later tilting, which involved at 
least 700 feet of uplift to the east, occurred over a lateral 
distance of 2 miles since the lava was erupted about 1.6 m.y. 
ago. 

Quackenbush Mountain is covered with a sprinkling of chert, 
as are most older basalt remnants showing reverse magnetic po
larity, suggesting that these older basalts were erupted during 
a late stage of Cache deposition. The dominantly fluvial sedi
ments of the main, older portion of the Cache Formation were 
deposited to the east in a basin covering at least 50 square 
miles, to a maximum depth of 6500 feet (Brice, 1953). Little 
is known about the detailed provenance of this Pliocene and 
Pleistocene deposit. Whether the isolated clastic and volcani
clastic deposits within and west of the Clear Lake Volcanics 
should be included in the Cache Formation is questionable. 



Continue north on Highway 53 to 

1.9 Olympic Drive. Turn left toward Clearlake Park. 

3.7 Junction with Lakeshore Drive. Turn right. 

4:3 Where lakeshore Drive turns west, go straight ahead to Arrow
head Road and follow it for a short distance to 

4.9 Sulphur Bank Drive. On the right is obsidian of the rhyolite 
of Borax lake (0.088 + 0.13 m.y.), representing the youngest 
rhyolitic event in the Clear lake volcanic field. The flow 
retains much of its pumiceous carapace and is partially mantled 
by human-chipped fragments. The obsidian was a major source 
for Indian tools found in the Coast Ranges. 

5.6 ~orax Lake is ahead on the right. This alkaline lake was pro
bably formed when it was separated from Clear Lake either 
about 90,000 years ago by eruption of the rhyolite of Borax 
Lake or earlier by eruption of olivine basalt and olivine da
cite. Borax lake probably conceals a sedimentary record of at 
least the past 90,000 years. About 1865, borax was mined from 
this lake prior to discovery of the Death Valley deposits. To 
the east, on the edge of the rhyolite flow, is an area of active 
sulfur fuming, and just over the ridge to the north is Sulphur 
Bank mine, our next stop. Phillips Petroleum Company plans to 
drill a geothermal exploratory well at the far end of the lake. 

S.l Crest of Sulphur Bank Ridge. Below on the left is Sulphur Bank 
mine, and on the right is a view of Borax Lake. Rattlesnake 
Island to the left is a separate basaltic or andesitic center. 

9.7 Turn sharply left into Sulphur Bank mine. Park and walk toward 
pit. 

STOP 15. Sulphur Bank mine. (This stop is on private land and 
permission is required ror-access. We have been asked by the 
Bradley Mining Company to sign release forms.) 

Sulphur Bank mine has produced the fourth largest volume of 
quicksilver in the United States, and according to White and 
Roberson (1962) "is the most productive mineral deposit in the 
world that is clearly related to hot springs." The mine is no 
longer producing mercury, and the open pit has filled with water 
since operations ceased in 1957. The pH of the "lake" in Herman 
Pit is 3.5, and it actively bubbles with carbon dioxide. On 
the north side of the pit is an active sulfur-fuming area 
which releases considerable H2S, but no hot springs can be 
found above water near the mine today. They issued from the 
bottom of Herman Pit before flooding (Everhart. 1946). 

The mercury was deposited in an andesite flow and underlying 
sedimentary rocks. Shallow ore bodies are localized along faults 
that cut the andesite. Deposition was apparently controlled 



by the old ground water table (White and Roberson, 1962; see 
also earlier studies by Anderson, 1936; Ross, 1940; Everhart, 1946; 
Becker, 1888; LeConte and Rising, 1882; Whitney, 1865), below 
which the mercury was concentrated. Above that level, native 
sulfur was abundant and two million tons of sulfur were mined 
before the pink "contamination" from cinnabar brought 
recognition of the mercury deposit. Most of the production 
from the mine took place before 1900. Early mining was done 
underground by Chinese miners on 20-minute shifts. Noxious 
fumes and temperatures up to about 175°F eventually led to 
open-pit mining. 

The andesite of Sulphur Bank mine overlies sediments in which 
datable carbonaceous material was found. A recent 14C age 
determination by t1. Stuiver, University of Washington, gives 
44,500 + 800 years for a carbonized log, which is a maximum 
age for-the andesite. No vent for the andesite has been found 
in the area of the mine, but the flow is traceable in sporadic 
outcrops for about half a mile to the northeast, to South Cone. 
At least six cinder cones are aligned north-south within 1 to 
3 miles of the mine. Round Mountain which still retains a 40-
foot summit depression, is the source of the andesite of High 
Valley, which we will pass on our way to the next stop. 

LUNCH 

9.9 Follow Sulphur Bank Drive northeast. 

'1.1 Highway 20. Turn right and head straight toward the gap between 
two young cinder cones. South Cone, on the right, is the source 
of the andesite of Sulphur Bank. 

14.5 Highway 53 on right. Continue straight ahead on Highway 20. 
Mesa of Clear Lake quartz-bearing basalt (reverse polarity) 
overlies Cache Formation gravels and Franciscan rocks on right. 

17.2 New Long Valley Road. Turn left. 

17.4 Across the North Fork of Cache Creek are terrace-mantled Cache 
beds dipping to northwest. 

19.7 Float of the andesite of High Valley caps Cache Formation gra
vels on the left. The andesite probably dammed the North Fork 
of Cache Creek. No datable material has been found in or under 
the flow, but both Anderson (1936) and Becker ('888) thought 
that it was very young. Becker thought the youthful appearance 
of the cinder cone (Round Mountain) associated with the flow 
suggested an age of about 10,000 years. 

20.1 View of Chalk Mountain, ahead on right. 

20.4 Spring Valley Road. Turn right. 

21.4 Wolf Creek Road. Turn right. 
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21.5 Turn left onto bridge, then right onto second bridge to cross 
the North Fork of Cache Creek to Chalk Mountain. Park on left. 

STOP 16. Chalk Mountain. (This stop is on private land and 
permission is required for access.) 

Chalk Mountain is located at a sharp bend in the North Fork of 
Cache Creek where the river empties out of a steep canyon into 
a broad. alluviated valley. The mountain itself consists of 
a dacite intrusive body and flow of the Clear Lake Volcanics. 
The flow overlies Cache Formation gravels and the Franciscan 
assemblage(?). To the south, the dacite is deeply eroded; 
nevertheless, the mountain is the site of active sulfur fuming 
and several thermal springs which are strongly mineralized 
(try tasting them!). This activity is concentrated here 
by a series of well defined faults which form part of the 
boundary between the Cache Formation and the Franciscan assem
blage. These faults are also the locus of several thermal 
springs and silica-carbonate and serpentinite stringers. and 
one cuts off basaltic dikes that intrude the Cache Formation. 

Of particular interest is the well-exposed though hydrothermally 
altered intrusive contact of dacite with Franciscan rocks in a 
quarry on the south side of the mountain. Also of interest are 
the salty springs found low on the north and northwest sides of 
the mountain. The springs have deposited extensive travertine 
terraces which locally cement coarse terrace gravels; at least 
one spring is depositing sulfur at its orifice. 

Retrace route to Highway 20 and turn left toward Sacramento. 
Turn right at Highway 16 (toward Rumsey) and proceed through 
the Great Valley sequence to Interstate 5 where you can follow 
signs to Sacramento. 

So 
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Abstract 

Two distinot olusters of microearthquakes have been identified at The 

Geyse~s, possibly relating to two independent pressure sinks resulting 

from steam production described by Lipman, and others (1977). Unlike 

earthquakes in the Maaoama-Rodgers Creek fault zone to the south and west, 

earthquakes at The Geysers are confined to depths of less than 5 km. The 
. 

present level of seismicity at The Geysers appears to be higher than the 

preproduction level and is higher and more continuous than the seismicity 

1n the surrounding region. Earthquakes 1n the steam production zone at 

The Geysers resemble earthquakes in the surrounding region with regard to 

focal plane solutions, source characteri~tics and magnitude distribution 
/ 

(b slope). Subtle differenoes in earthquake characteristics may be 

resolved by analysis of more extensive data now being gathered in the 

region. 

Introduotion 

The Geysers is the only geothermal area in the United States where 

electric power is being generated from underground steam. It lies 

adjacent to the Clear Lake volcanic system in which eruptions date from 

2.04 million years ago to almost the present (.03 million years ago) 

(Donnelly, and others, 1977). The recent volcanic activity (Hearn, and 

others, 1976), the presence of a large negative gravity anomaly (Isher-

WOOd, 1976), the delay of P-wave travel times from distant earthquakes 

CIyer, and others, 1978), and the extreme shallowness of the seismogenic 

zone (Bure and Lester, 1975; Bufe, and others, 1978) suggest the presence 

of an intensive heat source in the form of a molten or near-molten 



magmatic body beneath the area. The F~2~~iscan assemblage and Great 

Valley sequence in which The Geysers development lies have been mapped by 

McLaughlin (1977). 

Commercial power generation began at The Geysers in September 1960 

with an l' megawatt plant, but extensive development did not occur until 

1967-68, when power production rose to 78 megawatts. Current production 

is 502 megawatts, with projections to exceed 900 megawatts in the near 

future. The region around the production area is under active investiga

tion by several geothe~al companies for future development. Currently, 

at full production, steam is being removed at a rate of 3.97 x 106 kg 

per hour, (Reed and Campbell, 1976) with 20 to 40 percent being 

reinjected . 

. This report describes preliminary results of an ongoing investigation 

of earthquake activity at The Geysers. The objectives of this study are: 

1. To determine attenuation characteristics of the undersaturated (dry 

steam) region and source characteristics (from spectra and fault

plane solutions) of earthquakes occurring at The Geysers and to 

compare them with the characteristics of earthquakes outside the 

region. 

2. To identify the degree of differentiation that is possible between 

microearthquakes natural to the geothermal area and those induced by 

production activities and to examine the relation of seismicity to 

rates of steam withdrawal, water injection, and subsidence. 

3. To define in three dimensions the seismogenic zone at The Geysers, 

estimate deformation rate, and predict cumulative deformation in 5 to 

10 years if microearthquake activity continues at the present level. 



Seismicity 

The Geysers geothermal development (see inset, Figure 1) is located 

50 km northeast of the San Andreas fault within the broad zone of trans

form faulting between the Pacific and North American plates, and it thus 

lies in a tectonically active region. The segment of the San Andreas 

system opposite The Geysers last ruptured in the great earthquake of 1906. 

In October 1969 the largest earthquakes (M = 5.6 and M = 5.7) since 1906 

in the Coast Ranges between San Francisco Bay and Cape Mendocino occurred 

on the Rodgers Creek fault at Santa Rosa, 40 km south of The Geysers. 

Current (1975-1977) microseismicity in the vicinity of The Geysers 

is shown in Figure 1. Events in or near The Geysers cluster are also 

shown in map view and cross section on an expanded scale of 1:24,000 in 

Plate 1. 

Seismographic Coverage 

From 19'1-1972 the only continuous network coverage of The Geysers 

was the regional network of seismographs of the University of California 

at Berkeley (UCB). The nearest station in continuous operation was 

Berkeley, 100 km southeast of The Geysers. During this period only two 

earthquakes (M = 3.1, 1963; M = 2.9, '1970) are listed in the UCB earth

quake catalog (Bolt and Miller, 1975) as occurring within the boundaries 

of the area of Plate 1. In contrast, during 1973-74 Berkeley located two 

M > 3 events in this zone. 
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In the early 1960's, before extensive steam production had begun, UCB 

operated a seismographic station at Calistoga (CLS), 30 km southeast of 

The Geysers. CLS was 8 high-gain, short-period station that recorded 

many local earthquakes too small to be located by the Berkeley network. 

Thus it is not possible to ascertain whether these events originated at 

The Geysers. During March and April 1971, Hamilton and Muffler (1972) 

operated an 8-station seismic array for three weeks in The Geysers pro

duction area to monitor seismic activity. They located 53 small earth

quakes within 10 km of the heavily exploited geothermal area. 

In response to the interest generated by this work and reports of 

frequently felt earthquakes in the production area, the U.S. Geological 

Survey began upgrading its northern California network by adding more 

seismic stations to encompass The Geysers area (Fig. 2). In September 

1973, the USGS network was extended into the vicinity of The Geysers, 

with stations installed at Alexander Valley and Pine Mountain. Although 

The Geysers was outside the network, earthquakes of M ~ 2 were routinely 

located there. At the beginning of 1975, the network was extended to 

surround The Geysers (Fig. 2). The distribution of stations presently 

operating in and around the steam production area at The Geysers is shown 

in Figure 3. 

~mporal Variation in SeismiCity 

Since July 1975, seismographic coverage has been relatively complete, 

with location threshold approximately M : 1.2. Most of the micro

earthquakes located by Hamilton and Muffler (1972) were much smaller. 

7 
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Their largest event in three weeks of recording was of estimated 

magnitude 1.5. Since 1975 events of this magnitude occurred, on the 

average, every 2 or 3 days. 

In an attempt to determine whether the level of activity in the 

region including The Geysers has changed significantly since the early 

1960's, we have analyzed data from the UCB station at Calistoga (CLS). 

Magnitudes of events within a 60-km radius of CLS have been estimated 

from signal durations (coda lengths) assuming a linear relation between 

log duration and magnitude. The region examined can be approximated by 

the circular area with radius = 60 km (Fig. 4) corresponding to an S-P 

time of about 7 seconds. The Geysers lies well within this region. A 

log-log plot of cumulative number of events as a function of duration (D) 

was prepared (Fig. 5), and a linear rela~ion (log N = -2.78 log D + 5.46) 

determined. This relation breaks down for coda lengths less than about 

25 seconds; thus some events of shorter coda length are not being detected 

within the circle. 

In order to convert the Calistoga coda information to magnitude 

estimates, it was necessary to tie duration to Richter magnitude. This 

was done at M = 3, for which Richter magnitudes are available from the 

UCB earthquake catalog (Bolt and Miller, 1975). Average coda length at M 

= 3.0 + 0.1 was 68 seconds, (see dashed circle in Fig. 6). The range of 

Richter magnitudes was not adequate, however, to determine the slope of 

the M vs. log D line. This was done by assuming the b slope for the 

region to be constant through time. A regional b value of 1.2, deter

mined from USGS network 1975-77 data for the rectangular zone shown in 

10 
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Figure 4, was adopted. Th:s b value is the same as that determined for 

The Geysers 1915-1911 earthquakes. Thus, since 

log N = a - 1.2 M and 

log N = -2.18 log D + 5.46, 

the slope of the log D vs. M line is .43, and the duration-magnitude 

relation, constrained by the 68 second coda for magnitude 3, is 

log D = .43 M + .54 

The data set is complete down to 25 seconds duration, which is M = 2.0 

(Fig. 5). Thus, 31 earthquakes of M > 2 occurred in the circular region 
. -

during the 18 month period January 1962-June 1963. Table 1 compares the 

preproduction (1962-63) rate of occurrence of M > 2 events with the 

present (April 1915-August 1911) rate of activity in the rectangular 

region of Figure 4. Magnitudes of 1915-1977 earthquakes were determined 

from durations at USGS stations after Lee, and others (1972). 



Table 1: Comparison of pre-production and current seismicity at The 

Geysers and surrounding region, normalized for a 12-month 

period. 

Period 

No. of events/yr 

(M ~ 2) 1n region 

1962-63 (pre-production) 25 

1975-77 (current) 47 

No. of events/yr 

eM ~ 2) Geysers only 

unknown 

24 

From Table 1, we might conclude that the regional seismicity has 

increased and infer that the inc~ease is attributable to increased 

seismicity within The Geysers 7.5' quadrangle. 

Spatial distribution of hypocenters 

Earthquakes located since 1975 (Plate 1) using the standard USGS 

central California crustal model (see, for example, Lester, and others, 

1976) appear to define two distinct clusters of microearthquakes at The 

Geysers. The zone of greatest concentration of microearthquakes 

surrounds plants number 1 & 2, 3 & 4, 5 & 6, and 7 & 8. Plant 11 lies on 

the north edge of this zone. 

the vicinity of plants 9 & 10. 

A secondary clUster of activity occurs in 

Plants 12 and 14, which are not yet in 

production, lie along a seismic gap between the clUsters. The location 

error for a blast fired south of plant '12 is only 200 meters 

15 



horizontally, and less than 1 km vertically; thus the earthquake 

locations are reasonably accurate and no large bias is present. 

16 

The shapes of the earthquake clusters overlap fairly well two pressure 

sinks in the steam field described by Lipman, and others (1977) and 

outlined on Plate 1. One sink developed as a result of steam withdrawals 

for Plants 1-8 and 11 and is reflected in high rates of subsidence 

described by Lofgren (1978). The other is a result of production for 

Plants 9 & 10. The sinks are apparently distinct from each other with no 

detectable pressure communication. The westward-dipping seismic gap 

between the earthquake clusters in Plate 1 may be the expression of a 

relatively unfractured, impermeable zone forming a barrier between 

reservoirs. 

An east-west cross section through The Geysers on which hypocenters 

and injection wells have been projected is shown at the bottom of Plate 

1. Earthquakes at The Geysers with reliable locations occur only at 

shallow depths (h ~ 5 km). However, shallow seismicity appears to be the 

rule for the entire region overlying the presumed magma body extending at 

depth from The Geysers to Clear Lake. In contrast, most earthquakes alo~g 

the Rodgers Creek and Maacama faults south and west of The Geysers occur 

at depths greater than 5 km (Bufe, and others, 1978). 

Seismicity of subregions 

In order to identify differences in seismic characteristics of geo

thermal (steam or hot water) and regional tectonic regimes, subregions 



(Fig. 7) were determined on the basis of the distribution of steam-

producing wells and analysis of geothermal waters (Goff, and others, 

1977, Julie Donnelly, oral communication, 1977). The "steam" subregion 

is complex, as The Geysers (Plants 1-8 and ,') and Geysers East (Plants 9 

& '0) subregions have been removed from it. 

Magnitude-frequency relations 

Magnitude distribution [log N (m) = a - bMJ of earthquakes in The 

Geysers region shows a relatively high "b" value, which indicates an 

unusually rapid decrease in number of earthquakes with increasing 

magnitude. Such a high value may result from the structural hetero-

geneity of a geothermal region, but could also be characteristic of 

induced seismicity (Gupta and Rastogi, 1976). Table 2 summarizes b 

values and occurrence rates. Comparison of the b slope of earthquakes in 

the production zone with that of earthquakes elsewhere in the geothermal 

area suggests that the high b value is natural and not related to 

production. The "tectonic" subregion to the southwest has a somewhat 

lower b slope, but the difference is not statistically significant. 

Seismic Deformation 

Seismic moment (M ) rates by subregion were estimated from eartho 

quake magnitudes (M) by the empirical relation log Mo = 1.5 M + 16 (Bakun 

and Bufe, 1975). The moment is the product of slip along the fault, area 

of the fault surface, and rigidity of the rocks and is thus a measure of 

strain release. Moment rate per unit map area (Table 2) is highest in 

17 
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Table 2. April 1975-August 1977. Earthquake frequency and cumulative 

moment data 

Moment Rate 

N N/yr dyne-em..x 10 17/ 

b (M ~ 1.2) M~ 1.2) N/yr/km 2 km 2/yr 

Geysers .•••••••• 1.2 498 206 12.41 928. 

Geysers East .•.. 1.3 57 24 4.53 396. 

Undeveloped 
Steam ........... 1.5 55 23 .10 6.74 

Hot Water •.•••.. 1.2 95 39 .07 4.94 

Maacama-
Rodgers Creek .•. 1.1 64 26 .03' 1. 74' 

'Swarm activity along the Maacama fault since August 1977 indicates that 
these numbers do not accurately reflect the Maacama-Rodgers Creek 
seismicity which is episodic, in contrast to the more constant seismicity 
level presently observed at The Geysers. 

the production zones. This result is consistent with surface deformation 

rates published by Lofgren (1978) showing horizontal (2 cm/yr convergence) 

and vertical (3 cm/yr subsidence) changes which suggest that the deep 

geothermal reservoir is being compressed both vertically and horizontally 

as fluid pressures within it are drawn down by production. 
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Focal plane solutions and stress orientation 

Selected focal mechanisms of earthquakes are superimposed on a pre

liminary fault map of The Geyse~s and surrounding area in Figure 8. The 

lower hemisphere stereographic projections of P-wave first motions at the 

earthquake focus are interpreted in terms of double-couple earthquake 

mechanisms. Darkened quadrants are compressional, white quadrants 

dilatational. Tectonic stress orientation, deduced from P-wave first 

motions for events between June 1975 and September 1977, indicates 

maximum compression at N 30 0 E and minimum compression at N 600W over 

most of the region north of 38 0 35' (Bufe and others, 1978). This stress 

orientation is rotated 30 0 clockwise from that producing maximum right

lateral shear on faults subparallel to the San Andreas and Rodgers Creek 

systems, including the Maacama fault, and is consistent with north

westerly crustal extension. Stress orientation at The Geysers appears to 

be much the same as in the surrounding region. The dominant earthquake 

mechanism at The Geysers during this period was strike slip; fewer events 

indicated normal faulting. 

Synthesis 

Microearthquakes at The Geysers are strongly clustered around the 

regions of steam production and fluid injection. The present level of 

seismiCity at The Geysers appears to be higher than the pre-production 

level and is higher and more constant than the seismicity in the 

surrounding region. Geodetic measurements described by Lofgren (1978) 

suggest that the deep geothermal reservoir is being compressed both 

20 
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ve~tically and horizontally at rates of several centimete~s per yea~ as 

fluid pressures within it are lowered by production. It appears li~ely 

that much of the present seismicity at The Geysers is induced by steam 

withdrawal and/or injection of condensate. The mechanism by which this 

occurs warrants further study. 

Further Studies 

Majer and McEvilly (1978) and Peppin and Bufe (1978) have examined 

spectral characteristics of earthquakes at The Geysers. These earth

quakes do not appear to be obviously anomalous in their characte~istics, 

but analysis of data presently being gathered will determine whether 

there are subtle differences between source characteristics of earth

quakes at The Geysers and those in the undeveloped geothermal regions 

nearby. 

The current 502 MW capacity at The Geysers will be increased to 908 MW 

as soon as the four plants being constructed come on line in 1978 and 

1979. Thus it is important to continue monitoring microearthquakes in 

The Geysers-Clear Lake geothermal field. The study of seismicity during 

development can be expected to give more definitive information on the 

effect of production on earthquake activity. The Geysers is the only 

producing geothermal area in the world where precise seismic monitoring is 

being done and for which data from a large dense regional network is 

available to complement the study. The data collected here may provide 

clues to answer the critical question as to how the seismicity of a 

geothermal area is altered by intensive exploitation. 
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Figure 1. Map showing regional geology and structure of the 

Geysers-Castle Rock Springs geothermal area. 

2. Map showing regional geology and structure of study 

area. 

3. Map showing location of seismic stations and producing 

steam wells in study area. 
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~. Stacked seismic section along line two showing reflection 

profile and two-way travel time. 

5. Geologic section along reflection line two. 

6. Interval velocity section calculated for seismic 

line two. 

7. Stacked seismic section along line one showing reflection 

profile and two-way travel time. 

8. Geologic section along reflection line one. 

9. Interval velocity section calculated for seismic 

line one. 
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ABSTRACT 

Seismic-reflection profiling verifies the presence of an anticlinal trap 

in the vicinity of the Castle Rock Springs steam field. Strong reflection 

amplitudes recorded near the crest of the anticline correlate in depth with an 

observed fracture zone in a nearby well, and strong reflections within the 

core of the anticline may as10 be due to the fracture zone from which steam is 

produced in this area. Southwest of the anticline, a band of seismic energy 

may indicate the contact between fractured graywacke reservoir rock and its 

mafic caprock. The seismic sections also indicate southeast and northeast 

extensions of the cap which could not be inferred on the basis of previous 

information. 

A strong deep reflection which we believe represented a tectonic boundary 

in the Franciscan assemblage was recorded below 4 km. This boundary dips 

northeastward, toward a possible heat source, and occurs at depths between the 

heat source and the steam system. 



INTRODUC TION 

The Geysers stearn field produces more power than any other stearn field in 

the world. Al though numerous studies have been conducted in the field, little 

detailed information has been obtained that indicates the spatial distribution 

of the steam-filled fracture zones. The principal means of exploring in the 

area at present is explorational drilling until good steam zones are located. 

The Castle Rock Springs stearn system is near the periphery of the ~ajor 

steam field at The Geysers, as both by explorational drilling and the resid'Jal 

Bouguer gravity field of the area (Den linger, 1979). The Castle Rock Spring 

steam field is of interest here because it is an example of an anticlinal warp 

within the predominantly east dippiong geologic section. McLaughlin and 

Stanley (1975) hypothesized that fracturing induced by folding in the crest of 

these anticlines increases permeability. Therefore such anticlines could act 

as structural traps, concentrating upward-convecting geothermal fluid. 

According to this model, some of the fracture zones would tend to be 

subhorizontal near the crest of the anticline. This raises the possibility 

that the fractures may be mapped by seismic-refletion profiling, given 

sufficient lateral continuity in both the fracture zones and the subs'Jrface 

velocity structure. 

In the spring of 1976, we conducted a seismic reflection survey over two 

profiles in the Castle Rock Springs area. The data obtained represent the 

first reflection survey undertaken in a Franciscan terrance, and we hope that 

the success of this project will prompt further seismic-reflection work in the 

Gey sers area. 
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McLaughlin (1978) describes the regional structure of The Geysers and 

vicinity in terms of a southeast-plunging antiform. The major part of the 

area studied here occupies the northeast flank of this antiform. whose axis is 

close to the Mercuryville fault zone. In describing the local stucture of the 

steam fields and the pattern of steam occurrences, McLaughlin and Stanley 

(1975) noted (1) the occurrence of impermeable mafic rocks overlying steam

filled graywacke that may serve as a caprock, and (2) the existence of 

anticlinal warps in the predominantly eastward dipping metagraywacke and 

shale. These may locally enhance fracturing and act as local structural traps 

in a convecting geothermal system. 
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Figure 1. 
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Regional geology and structure of the Geysers-Castle Rock 

Springs geothermal area, modified from Mclaughlin (1978). 
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DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING 

Two lines were laid out along gravel roads in the Castle Rock Springs area 

(figs. 2 and 3). The survey was carried out by Western Geophysical, usine 

standard field procedures. Four Vibroseis trucks spaced 3 m apart W'2Ti2 usej 

Figures 2 & 3 

near here 

as a Source, with a 16-s downsweep applied four times from each truck. The 

lines were laid out split spread, 12 fold, with a 33 m group interval an~ a 

cable length of 880 m (Sheriff, 1973). It was determined at the site that a 

58-to 12-Hz downsweep gave the best signal-to-noise ratio. Data were recorded 

in floating-point form 250 times a second. 

Processing was standard except for Western Geophysical autom3~ic s~:i~s 

routine (Wiggins and others, 1976). Velocity spectra (Taner and Koe~,le!'"', 196:) 

were used to pick preliminary velocities before statics de termire.':.iO!l. To 

reduce the possibility of introducing artificial coherence, the static time 

shifts were limited to one-ha If the domi nant peri od of the da ta (20ms). After 

static corrections were determined, they were applied to the original cross

correlated data, and the velocity spectra, correlating the spectra with events 

observed on the records. Both floating-point (relative amplitude) and fixed

point (normalized amplitude) sections for lines one and two were produce:]. 

These are shown for comparison in figures 4 and 7. 

The sections are unmigrated. The wavelengths observed range from 10:" t:-

300 m, and ten points per wavelength are needed to migrate effectively. 

Because the station spacing used was 33 m, all but the lO:1ges: wavele!JC:;;:c al',;;, 

too undersampled for migration processin[. 



Figure 2. 
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Regional geology and structure of stude area, modified from 

McLaughlin (1978). 



Figure 3. 
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Location of seismic stations and producing steam wells in the 

study area. 



, , 
INTERPRETATION 

The velocity time curves that produce the most coherent sum of the data 

may be used to calculate an interval velocity structure for the lines (Dix, 

1955). Assuming that plane interfaces separate regions of constant velocity, 

we used Dix's formula to calculate the velocity structure shown in figures 6 

and 9. The interval velOCity so obtained forms the basis for our 

interpretation of the seismic sections. In addition, we had lithologic logs 

for wells C5 (courtesy of Shell Oil Co.). Our velocities are in good 

agreement with the sonic log data for well C5, at the intersection of lines 

one and two. 

The velocities structure found along line two is roughly consistent with 

the geologic structure shown in figure 5. Since the predominant wavelengths 

were averaging over distances of 100 m, much of the lithologic details cannot 

be seen. Strong reflections are also needed to pick velocities out of the 

noise during processing, and thus the strongest reflections control where the 

velocity horizones are placed. 

A better correlation may be made between the two reflections sections 

(figs. 4 and 7) and the respective geologic sectioos. The anticlinal 

structural beneath shot-points 139 to 104 is evident as well as the gently 

dipping layered structured to the southeast. Reflected energy from the 

southeast flanks of the anticlinal can be seen below 1 

Figures 4 - 9 

near here 



Figure 4. 
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Stacked seismic section along line two showing refle~~ion 

profile and two-way traveltime. V's mark position of veloc:~y 

analyses. 

location 8. 

amplitude. 

Southwest end of line one intersects at sectiO!1 

A, Amplitudes mormalized to mear-surface rIDS 

.!?, Structures accentuated for comparison with 

geologic section of figures 5. f, Relative ampli:udes 

preserved. 
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Figure 6. _ In~rval velocity section calculated for seismic line two. V's 

mark position of velocity analyses. 



Figure 7. 
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Stacked seismic section along line one showing refle2ti8n 

profile and two-way traveltime. V's mark the position of 

velocity analyses. Intersection of line two is at se2tion 

location 8. Deep reflector near 2.1 seconds dipping northecs~ 

may represent a major tectonic boundary in the Franciscan 

assemblage. !, Amplitudes normalized to near-surface rIDS 

amplitude. ~,Structures accentuated for comparison with 

geologic section of figure B. f, Relative amplitudes preserve:. 



Figure 8. 
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Geologic section along reflection line one, (from McLaughlin, 

1978) • 



Figure 9. 
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Interval velocity section calculated for seismic line one. 

Major fault near shot-point 139 is a tectonic boundary evideDt 

from reflection data, surface geology, and lithologic data at 

Borrows well (see fig. 3). 



second on section two. A thick fracture zone near the crest of trhe anticline 

in a nearby well correlates in depth with a strong reflection evident on 

seismic section two just below 0.3 seconds near shot-points 127 - 104. Other 

high-amplitude reflections associated with the anticline seen in section two 

may also indicate the presence of fracture zones, which would substantiate the 

anticlinal trap hypothesis of McLaughlin and Stanley (1975). Many reflections 

are highlighted withing the anticlinal structure. Velocity information is 

lacking below 1.0 seconds (fig. 6) due to a lack of strong continuous events 

below this level. Thus the depths of events visible below this level cannot 

be determined. 

Southeast of the anticline, the velocity and seismic sections (fig. 4 & 6) 

both verify the gently dipping layered structured McLaughlin (1978) determined 

on the basis of surface geology and well data. The base of the 2.38 kID/s 

layer is interpreted on the basis of depth to be the base of the 

serpentinite. The melange section above greenstone shown in the geologic 

section is interpreted to be the 4.07 and 4.36 kID/s layers. The contact 

between greenstone and graywacke (McLaughlin, 1978) could not be extended on 

the basis of available data. On the reflection section, however, a band of 

seismic energy at 1.1 seconds may indicate the extension of this contact and 

possible fracturing assoicated with this tectonic boundary. Based on the 

velocity above it, the depth of this boundary is about 1.7 km, which is the 

depth that producing steam zones begin to occur (from well information along 

the profile). It is possible here that the greenstone acts as an impermeable 

mafic cap for the fractured graywacke, which acts as the reservoir. The 

exist~nce of a mafic or ultramafic cap over fractured graywacke fits the 

pattern of steam occurrences in othe~ c··t2:!: ~~ t!")':' G'2::st;>rs steam field 

(McLaughlin and Stanley, 1975). 
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Line one meets line two at the marked intersection on both the reflection 

and geologic sections. The velocities found for both sections are consistent 

with the sonic log for well C5, near the line intersection. The velocities 

and reflected events match between the lines, thus line one indicates how the 

geology near the intersection changes mortheast of line two. Both the melange 

units and the seismic energy band just below 1.1 seconds on line two dip 

gently to the northeast. Much deeper, at about 2.1 seconds, a much stronger 

reflection dips toward the northeast. Assuming a average velocity of 4.23 

km/s below the last reflector, this reflector is at least 3.1 kIn deep. Given 

the observed increase of velocity with depth, 4 kID may be more likely. This 

reflector may indicates a major tectonic boundary in the Franciscan assem~lage, 

and ~eismic energy reflected from it may be enhanced by increased fracturing 

along the boundary or by the presence of imbricate layers due to shearing. It 

occurs at a depth between the heat source (Isherwood, 1976) and th stea~ 

system observed in the wells. Thus if permeable, such a boundary could a~t as 

a conduit for convection of the geothermal fluid from the heat source intJ the 

geothermal system. 
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CONCLUS IONS 

We have shown that seismic-reflection techniques applied to the steam 

system at Castle Rock Springs may be useful in detecting fracture systems 

within the steam reservoir and deep geologic structure beneath the reservoir. 

This survey was an experiment to determine whether or not standard reflection 

techniques, if modified with state-of-the-art processing schemes, would be 

useful in geothermal prospecting. Basicaly we succeeded in obtaining 

interpretable data in a difficult area, but significant improvement in survey 

design and processing can be made from what we learned from this proj ect. 

In designing this survey, a line length of 1.6 km (1 mile) was chosen as a 

compromise. If long line lengths are used, good control 00 velocity is 

obtained by convolving the records with some best-fit ~perbola, as the tail 

of the hyperbola which best fits a single velocity to a reflector is then well 

defined. In areas of strong lateral variations in velocity, however, the 

travel time - offset curve deviates significantly from a hyperbola. Thus, 

short lines are needed to improve the signal-to-noise ratio during the 

sum/convolution of the records with a best-fit hyperbola (an approximation). 

The price to be paid, with short lines, is decreased resolution in velocity 

and hence depth to a reflecting horizon. 

Because we wanted to maximize our signal-to-noise ratio at depths between 

, and 3 km, we chose short lines, knowing that we would lose our depth 

resolution in doing so. A better, more expensive compromise would have been 

to run the survey 48-fold on lines two to three times longer than we used. 

Better still, and necessary if seismic reflection methods are to become a 

useful tool in geothermal exploration, will be good velocity control from 

't,4 outside sources such as re f~ tion profi Ies or lcy'oearthQuakes. Once 
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velocity is known, it is possible to construct the actual curve (other than 

assumed some hyperbola) along which the common midpoint data should be su~~ed, 

and this will produce a dramatic improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio. In 

this way seismic-reflection methods will provide the most detailed information 

on the structure of geothermal systems. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1 Regional geology and structure of the Geysers-Castle Rock Springs 

geothermal area, modified from McLaughlin (1978). 

Figure 2 Regional geology and structure of study area, modified from 

McLaugh lin (1978). 

Figure 3 Location of se ismic stations and producing stearn wells in stud:,' area. 

Figure 4 Stacked seismic section along line two showing reflection proLle anj 

two-way traveltime. V's mark position of velocity analyses. !, 

Amplitudes mormalized to near-surface rIDS amplitude. ~,Structures 

accentuated for comparison with geologic section of figure 5. f, Relative 

amplitudes preserved. 

Figure 5 Geologic section along refelction line two (from McLaughlin, 1978). 

Vertical scale not the same as in Figure 4. 

Figure 6 Interval velocity calculated for seismic line two. 

Figure 7 Stacked seismic section line one showing reflection profile anj t .. o

way traveltime. V's mark position of velocity analyses. Deep reflector 

may represent a major tectonic boundary in the Franciscan assemblage. !, 

Amplitudes Normalized to near-surface rIDS amplitude. ~,Structures 

accentuated for comparison with geologic section of figure 8. f, Relative 

amplitudes preserved. 

Figure 8 Geologic section along reflection line one (from Mclaughlin, 1978). 

Figure 9 Interval velocity section calculated for seismic line one. Majo:-' 

fault near shotpoint 139 is a tectonic boundary evident from reflection 

data, surface geology, and lithologic data at Barrows well (see fig. 3). 
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WAVE EGUATION MODELING OF A PROBABLE HEAT SOURCE, THE 
GEYSERS, NORTHERN CALIFORNIA. 

A pr.vious anal~sis of the gravitv, magnetic, and deep 
drill hole data from The Ge~ser~ area, Northern California 
placed size and densit~ constraints on a probable heat 
source. The above data may be fit to a spherical source 
centered at a 13.5 km depth beneath Mt. Hannah, in which a 
density contrast of -0. 279/CC results in radius of 6.9 km. 
With these constraints, we investigate here whether or not 
this low density source may, with a reasonable velocity and 
attenuation contrast, be used to model the observed pattern 
of teleseismic P wave time delays and amplitudes found in 
The Geysers area. 

In constructing a velocity structure velocities found 
from several refraction surveys were used. An approximation 
to the low density spherical shape was then mapped onto this 
and velocity and attenuation within the body were varied 
arbitrarily. Near vertical plane waves were propagated 
using a 45 degree approximation to the scalar wave e~uation 
on a 2-D grid with absorbing side boundaries. Attenuation 
was introduce naturally by allowing the velocity to be a 
complex function of fre~uencu. 

The Tesults indicate that diffraction effects are 
minimized since the low velocity body occurs within one 
wavelength of the free surface (app. 5-6 km). In certain 
areas, discrepancies occur between the model and actual data 
in waveform and amplitude, and suggest that critical refrac
tion and reflection as well as diffraction around the edges 
of the lens shaped body may be important. To first order, 
however, Teasonably good agreement between model results and 
observations constrain velocity and attenuation values for 
the anomalous volume. Using values for velocity and 
attenuation, complex moduli for the anomalous volume may be 
calculated. Then, by assuming (1) that the volume is com
posed of rock and partial melt, and (2) a specific compOSi
tion for the rock and partial melt, it is possible to set 
limits upon the percentage of partial melt within the 
anomalous volume. 

~.979 
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c:anlCI. the ..... atl .... tt'J .,ref' v1.th .« •• ured taperltur •• era. the f..w 
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Collayoal fault &-OM an cOGIIOnly rich 10 ItCO~, e,t1..JWted b-l-ea t •• p
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cODcantr.tion. o( non-ate.&.a-c.onden.au tMra.al " .. tera can thereby be 
",aed to predict thlt concealed ... tent of Creat Valhy Mquence rockl 
beneath tht' Clear t.akt \'olean1el. Ktch chloride ",ateu ~r,lR1 north
"'It of the Collaypai fault I.ont aUI,elt u,nrecolnll.ed are I. or I,lnder
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COIITINENTAI.-EDGE VOlCANISM AT CLEAR LAKE. CALIFORNIA: HOT SP'OT. LEAKY 
TRANSFORM, OR HEATED OCEANIC SLA8? 

HEARN, B.C •• Jr .• U.S. GeQloglcal Survey, Reston, Virginia 22092 
DONNELLY, J.M., U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, California 94025 
GOFF. F.E .• Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. Los AlalllOs. l1li 87S45 

The 2.1-0.01 •. y. Clear Lake and older (3-10 •• y,) volcanic centers In 
the northern California Coast Range~ demonstrate a northward .Igratlon 
of volcanls~ with tl~e. The yolcanlc centers are Inomalously close 
(100-130 bt) to the postulated position of the subduction zone between 
the Farallon and North American plates and Ire within the Sin Andreas 
transfonll fault system, which propagAted north ... rd as subduction ceased 
and the Nendoclno triple Junction .Igrated north~rd. The newly de
tached oceanic c!'\lstll slab .. IS probably too cool and too shallow to be 
a source of partial .elts. IIljor-, trace-elll1lent, and Sr 87/86 dati 
suggest that the complex. northward-younging Clear lake blsalt-andesl~ 
dlc He-rhyolite sequence Is the result of the combined effects of 
repeated ascent of Nflc Ngm.tS frOlll uverll cheftllcal'y different 
Nntle sources. storage In shallow 1IIl!1"'l chambers (no .. totalling 1400 
bt!), assl.nltlon of Great Vllley sequence, Franciscan uSelllblage and 
underlying c!'\lstll rocks. crystll fractlollltlon, and N!1"'l .blng. 
Rire-earth elll1lent (REE) patterns suggest that the parentll NglftU 
originated by substlntlal partial .eHlng of a light REE-enrlched 
peridotite or eclogite .antle source rather than by partlll melting of 
subducted ocean-noor baSllt. The yolclnlc centen are postulated to 
be the surface lIIanifestitlons of a Nntle hot spot. perhaps I HgIIIent 
of the oyerrldden ElSt PICHlc Rise, across which the North American 
pIa te, or I Hparate sllyer of It, has apparently roved relatively 
sout""trd. Pre~$1Ire reI eHe during Initiation or Intensification of 
transfona faulting lillY have accelerated the partial .flUng process 
and fac ill tI ted the Hcent of deep- source IIIIgRllS. 

GEOOfRONOLOGT AlIt> lVO\.UTIOII or 'ne OZAR uu:.t VOI.CAIUC$. IIOImiERN 
CALI roR!' IA 

llONNEt.l.V, Julie N., 0.5. o.o10qlcal Survey, Menlo Park, CA 94025, 
and H£IoRN, I. Carter, Jr., U.S. Geologlcal Survey, Reston, VA 22092 

n.. Clear Lake 1101 can Ie. ran9. In &9" f[,001 2 ILllllon yurt to 10,000 
years b.p., on the ba.si. of ~-"r and 14e dating. r ... A.r date. indicate 
that volcanism "' ... distinctly epilodic wi th C.." or no eruption. durinq 
the pe rlods 1. )-1.1, O. &-0.6, and O. )-0.1 •• y.b. p. lr\lptl ve centaco 
an Q'enerally younqer from south to north.. The volcanic field consiltl 
ot a COOIplu sequence of DOOre than 100 .... ppabl. Wlits anqlnq trOll 
bualt to rhyolite In ex>mpo.ition. n.e youngest and oldest episodes of 
volcan is. Are doainantly bas.l tic, but the inte f""tfted iAte periods are 
charact.ri.ed by dajite and rhyolite. During the period 0.6-0.3 •. y. 
.90, at least 3S ka of dacite erupted, represent~nq about .. third of 
the total volWM of the volcanic field. Andesites conotltuU only 5\ 
of the totAl erupted volume and are largely confined to the inte~di
ato period froe 1.1-0.8 •• y.b.p. Virtually all of the lava was erupted 
... flew. and domes. Sei •• ic and 9ravi ty data have been interpreted to 
indicate the presence: of &. silicic aAglftA chamber beneath the volcanic 
field. n.e qeophysical dati toqether with the telZt'Oul pattern ot 
volcanisa and the youth!ulnesl or the Ilil:)lt recent eruptions sU9Qest 
that volcanic activity in the re-qion hal not ceAsed. The spatial 
pattern or volcani •• iJlpli •• that the next eruption. would occur near 
the north or northeut edqe ot the p"".ent VOlcanic field. 

THE CLEAR LAn VOLC.tJIlCS AND llIE GEYSERS GEOTHERMAL SYSTEM, CALIFORNIA 
DOSNELLY, J. M., U.S. Geological Survey. Menlo Park, CA 94025 
HEARN. B. C .• Jr., U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, VA ~2092 

The Geysers ste .. field is the largen power-producinl leothermal field 
in the world, presently yielding enough electricity to serve a city the 
size of San Francisco. It lies about 120 ~. north of San Francisco, 
adjacent to the 2.1- to O.OI-a.y.-old Clear Lake Volcanics, the 
youngest of a northward-younging set of Cenozoic volcanic fields in the 
Californi. Coast Ranges. The Clear Lake Volcanics covers ~bout 450 km2 
and is dominantly silicic: half of the total 100 kml vol~ is dacite; 
5\ is andesite; no ash flows have been found. A source of both 
volcanism and geothermal heat appears to be a aid·cTUstal IUgru 
reservoir thought to contain perhaps 1400 k. l of silicic partial melt. 
A circular ~S-.illigal gravity anomaly, large teleseismic P-wav. delays, 
and the absence of earthquake hypocenters deeper than 5 .11 together 
define a IIlagma reservoir whose top is about 7 km. beneath the volcanic 
field. "any thermal and lIinerali:ed springs are associated wi~h the 
volcanic field. and ~eochemical studies indicate the existence of a 
hot-water geothermal system northeast of the steam field. Limits of 
both systems have heen predicted from geochemical indicators. The 
volcanic field and the geothermal system lie within a tectonically 
active region cut by branches of the right-lateral strike-slip San 
Andreas fault system. Extension between branches of the San Andreas 
may facilitate invasion of the crust by basaltic .. Its from the upper 
untle, followed by helting of the crust and fon:.ation of silicic .. It!. 
A complex petrogenetic history of the volcanism i. iaplied by isotopic 
data, trace el~ments, and whole-roc. cheaistry. 



Geothermal prospecting in 
The Geysers-Clear Lake area, 

northern California 

ABSTRACT 

The geochemistry of thermal waters combined with mapping and geophysical 
studies have been used to defme boundaries of the geothermal steam field in The 
Geysers-Oear Lake area, California. Olemical geothennometry and drill hole data 
. lpl) that a 200°C hot-water geothennal system underlies much of the 2.0 to 0.0)
m.y.-old aear Lake Volcanics. Olloride concentrations and electrical resistivity define 
the concealed extent of Great Valley sedimentary rocks underlying the young volcanic 
cover. We suggest that the 80 or more vents in the volcanic field act as permeable 
conduits for water recharge and thus prevent creation of a widespread vapor
dominated system northeast of the CoUayomi fault lone. 

INTRODUcnON 

The Geysers-Clear Lake area in northern 
California has been renowned for over 100 
years for the abundance of its thermal 
·aten •. The Sulphur Bank quicksilver mine 

on the shore of Clear Lake has been the 
most productive mineral deposit in the 
world directly resulting from hot-spring 
acth'ity (White and Roberson, J962). 

Since the first producing steam well was 
drilled in 1955, The Gey~ers steam field 
_las grown steadily to become the world's 
largest producer of geothermal power, 
yielding more than 500 MW' h/yr. Expan
sion of this steam field continues primarily 
to the south and east (Fig. 1). This paper 
combines geologic and geophysical infor
"'TIation with new geochemical data to 
(J) predict deep reservoir temperatures, 
(2) interpret geologic strUt ture, and (3) es
tablish some probable boundaries of the 
steam field and adjacent hot-water zones. 

,EOLOGJC SETTING 

The Geysers-Clear Lake thermal region 
contains the Clear Lake volcanic field 
(Hearn and othen, 1976a). which ranges in 
age from 2 m.)'. to JO,OOO yr (Hearn and 
others. J976b; Sims and Rymer, 1975). The 
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Clear Lake Volcanics overlie Jurassic and 
Cretaceous rocks of the Franciscan assem
blage and the Great Valley sequence (Brice. 
1953; Swe and Dickinson, 1970; McLaugh
lin. 1975). A deformed sheet of ophiolitic 
rocks consisting mostly of serpentinite 
separates sheared and generally metamor
phosed igneous and sedimentary rocks of 
the Franciscan assemblage from overlying, 
less-deformed marine deposits of the Great 
Valley sequence. The serpentinites are 
interpreted as oceanic crust that ... as thrust 
over Franciscan rocks along an eastward
dipping subduction zone (Bailey and 
othen, 1970). 

The regional structure is dominated by 
northweil-trending faults that include 
major Quaternary right -lateral strike-slip 
faults related to the San Andreas system 
(Donnelly and othen, 1976). Many warm 
springs emerge along fault zones and con· 
tain high concentrations of magnesium 
(Fig. 2, Table 1) o .... ing to the presence of 
serpentinite (Waring. 1915). Along the 
Konocti Bay fault lone, magnesium values 
as high as 238 mg/l suggeil that the ther
mal waters pass through serpentinite be
fore issuing from young volcanic rocks 
(Goff and othen. J976). 

The region is ~i~micall) active but most 
~arthquakes are ~rna!! (magnitude 0 to 3). 

Fraser E. Goff 
Julie M. Donnelly 

J. M. Thompson 
US G,:,Olog ~a: Su'v!::Y 

Menlo ParI. Callfornl" 9402:' 

B. Carter Hearn, Jr. 
u.s Geologi:'''' S:;rvey 

Reston. Vlrgin,a 22092 

The activity is shallow, with focal depths 
Jess than 5 km (Hamilton and Muffier, 
1972: Bufe and others, 1976); epicenters 
commonly lie along mapped fault zones 
(Bufe and others, 19'76). 

Teleseismic P-wave delays of as much as 
1 5 in the area of the 2S-mgal gra\;ty low 
(Fig. I) strongly suggest the presence of 
partiall) molten rock at depth (lyer and 
Hitchcock, 1975). Modeling of the gravity 
anomaly suggests that a magma chamber 
containing silicic lava lie~ at perhaps 10-km 
depth beneath the southwestern part of the 
main volcanic field (Chapman. 1975; 
Isherwood, 1976). Since no corresponding 
magnetic high is associated with the gravity 
low, Isherwood theorized that the magma 
may still be above its Curie point approxI
mately SSO 0c. This relatively shallow 
magma body is probabl) the heat source 
for The Geysers-Clear Lake thermal 
anomaly. 

GEOCHEMISTRY OF 
MINERAL WATERS 

Sources of Data. During the past two 
years. U.S. Geological Sune) personnel 
have sampled the existing springs and 
wells. The procedures are discussed in 
Presser and Barnes (1974) and in Thomp· 
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GENERALIZED GEOLOGY 
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Figure I. Generalized geologic map of The Gey!;Crs~/!'a! , ;, l. (- art'a. northern Californi.; major flult lones mo" n with hea\'Y lines; gravity conto'J r, 
(rom Isherwood (1976), 
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FlguH' 2, Analrlt~d silica versu, measured 
temperature in thennal "ater; of The Geysers
Clear Lake area: dots enclosed by circles = 
type· I steam·condensate "aters: dots = type·2 
thermal water; northeast of the Collayomi fault 
zone; dot enclosed by square = waler at Sui· 
phur Bank mine: triangles = background silica 
\'awe, from l'old spring, in Clear Lake \·olcanics. 

son () 9"'5). Partial chemical analyses 
appear in Table I. 

The ambient air temperature for the 
Clear Lake region is about 13 °C (Brice, 
1953). As a comeryative estimate. we con· 
sider thermal waters to be those with 
temperatures greater than or equal to 
20°C. 

Water Types. Two types of thermal 
water discharge in The Geysers-Clear Lake 
area. They can be distinguished on the 
basis of dissolved silica and chloride (Figs. 
2,3). Waters of type 1 (Table 1) are all 
undersaturated relative to amorphous silica 
atthe measured spring temperature, and 
their chloride contents are lower than al\ 
of the other thermal waters of equivalent 
temperature. Most type·l waters contain 
appreciable sulfate, and their pH may be 
as acidic as 1.8. These steam condensate 
waters and their derivatives occur in The 
Geysers steam field but are characteristic 
of other vapor-dominated geothermal sys
tems such as Larderello (Italy) and Mud 
Volcano in Yellowstone National Park 
(White and other!>, 1971). Such waters are 
composed of steam condensate ± surface 
cold water ± oxidized HlS gas that have 
reacted primarily with near-surface rocks 
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at temperatures of 100 °C or less (White 
and othen, 1971). Ignoring the sulfate 
values of Table 1. type·] thermal waten 
have a lower total of dissolved solids than 
type·2 thermal waters of equivalent 
temperature. 

Thermal waters of type 2 di>charge 
outside the steam field. are usually satu· 
rated with amorphous silica. and may con· 
tain hundreds of milligrams per litre of 
chloride. Bicarbonate concentrations may 
reach thousands of milligrams per litre and 
free Cal is usuall) present. but sulfate is 
generally less than 25 milligrams per litre. 
T ype·2 water emerges throughout the 
Jurassic and Cretaceous rocks of the 
northern California Coast Ranges (Waring. 
19] 5) and is probably responsible for the 
widespread alteration of serpentinite to 
silica-carbonate rock (Barnes and others. 
1973). 

Three surficial cold springs issuing from 
the Clear Lake Volcanics are listed in 
Table 1. In spite of their low content of 
dissolved specie~. they possess rather high 
silica concentrations that are derived from 
flo" through glassy. mostly siliceous. 
volcanic rocks. 

APPLICATIONS OF THERMAL 
WATER CHEMISTRY 

Geothermometry. Chemical geother. 
mometry based on the concentrations of 
temperature-dependent species (Sial: Na', 
K·. Ca·2) has been used to prediC1 sub
surface reser.'oir temperatures in several 
geothermal systems (Fournier and Rowe. 
1966; Fournier and Truesdell, 1973). The 
basic assumptions governing the use of 
these geothermometers are summarized in 
Fournier and others (1974) and Renner and 
others (1975). Subsurface temperature esti
mates cannot be made from type-I steam 
condensate waters because these waters do 
not reflect equilibrium at depth. The 
known temperature in The Geysers steam 
field is 240 0C. 

We estimated subsurface temperatures 
from type·2 waters by first using the 
empirical Na·K-Ca geothermometer of 
Fournier and Truesdell (1973). Their 
equation contains a factor, p, the value 
of which is dependent on whether or not 
the water equilibrated above 100 °C 
(fJ '" 1/3) or below 100 O( (fJ '" 4/3). Calcu· 
lations with P = 4/3 yield estimated tern· 
peratures that are more than 25 O( above 
the measured temperature (except analysis 
12-Highland Springs). which implies that 
all but ont' of these \\ aters are not close to 
chem,cd' t'qui:jprium at the measured tem· 
peratt.;Tt. 1hu>. type·2 waten may be mix-

t.'_ • 
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~ 

Figure 3. Analyzed chloride versus measured 
temperature: X: type· I sleam-conden<,ate 
water~: circle;: type·2 thermal "ater~ i~suin£ 
(rom areal with Great \'alley sequence bed· 
rock: doB = fype·2 th~mal "ateTl issuing from 
areas wilh Franciscan and ophiolite bedrock; dOl 
enclosed by square: Sulphur BanI.. mine", ater. 

tures of deep hot water and surface cold 
water (Fournier and Truesdell. 1973). 
Within the limits of Na·K-(a geothermom· 
etr)' as presently known. the estimates of 
deep reservoir temperature. using p = 1/3. 
are generally over 180 O( for type·2 waters. 
However, this geothermometer may be 
inapplicable for the p = 1/3 case if the 
10g(Ca l /l /Na) is positive (all analyses except 
26). if the p = 4/3 temperature is less than 
100 0c. or if high concentrations of mag· 
nesium are present in the water (R. O. 
Fournier. 1976. wTinen commun.). PaCes 
(1975) has suggested that high p(O waters 

• 2 
)'1eld erroneous calculated temperatures 
.. ith the Na·K-Ca geothermometer. 

Because mixing of hot rer.ervoir water 
with cold surficial water is indicated. the 
silica \'alues of type·2 thermal waters were 
used to estimate subsurface temperatures 
using the adiabatic mixing model of Four· 
nier and Truesdell (1974). The deep hot· 
water fraction is assumed to have equili· 
brated with quartz and to have separated 
steam adiabatically as it rose toward the 
surface and cooled before mixing, On this 
basis the calculated subsurface tempera· 
tures are consistently about 195 to 210 O( 

(Table I). However, it is possible that an 
unknown proportion of the silica in the 
carbonated thermal waters has entered 
solution b)' dissolution of >erpentinite at 
or near the ob>el'\'ed spring temperature. 
as sug~eS1ed b~ Barnes and others (1973). 
Water> high in free CO2 are considered by 
Renner and others (1975) to be unreliable 
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_. indicators of subsurface temperatures. 
Thus the estimates of d~p re~rvoir tem· 
perature may be subject to change in 
the future by further refinements in 
geothermometry. 

Geochemistry as Indicator of Bedrock. 
Table 1 reveals that all thermal Yo'aters 
emerging from Franciscan rocks (except 
Sulphur Bank mine water) have tempera· 
tures < 100 °C when fJ • ./3 is used. 
Yo-hereas all thermal ,,...ters from the Great 
Valley ~quence ha\'e temperatures> 120 
°C " .. hen fJ • ./3 is used. The concentra· 

.:ms of Na .. K·. and Ca·: are apparently 
controlled in part by the rock through 
,. .. hich the ,,...ter flows as well as by the 
temperature at depth. 

The t","o formations are also distin· 
guished by their chloride vaJues. Except for 
C;ulphur Bank mine. type·2 thermal waters 
lssuing from Franciscan rocks contain 
distinctl)- less chloride than ""aters of the 
same temperature issuing from the Great 
Valley sequence (Fig. 3). The latter trend 
is more diffuse. perhaps owing to the 
\'ariable thickness of the overthrust Great 
-·'alley sequence in the area. 

We can say definitely that the chloride 
contents of these thermal ""aters do not 
'imply reflect a deep thermal origin as they 
do in Yellowstone National Park (Fournier 
and Truesdell. 1974) and other geothermal 
areas (Truesdell. 1976) where chloride 
.alues and ratios of chloride to other 
species have been used to predict deep 
reservoir temperatures. Rather. the bedrock 
in The Geysers-Clear Lake area is hetero· 
geneous in cl)loride content. and the mag· 
nitude of this effect masks the deep ther· 
nal chloride component where the Great 
Valley sequence is present. This conclusion. 
in combination with the observed high 
sodium content of Great Valley",·aters. 
lends support to the idea that the Great 
Valley sequence contains considerable 
quantities of connate water (White and 
rtoberson. 1962; White and others. 1973). 
The ion-rich connate water causes the pre· 
dicted temperatures (with fJ - 4/3) to be 
higher in thermal waters issuing from 
Great Valley rocks than those flowing from 
Franciscan rocks. 

The correlation of high-chloride waters 
with the Great Va.lIey sequence is ,up· 
ported by the electrical resistivity dau of 
Stanley and others (1973). The 1 O-{2 . m 
resistivity contour tends to enclose the area 
in which rocks of the Great Valley se· 
quence are estimated to be thickest. where 
.hey are exposed south and east of the 
young volcanic rocks (Figs. 1. 4). The 
narro", resistivity high that follows the 
belt of serpentinite near Howard Springs 
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(Figs. 1. 4) corre~ponds to the core of a 
bOrthwest ·trending faulted antiform where 
Franciscan rocks may lie at ,hallow depth 
(Brice. 1953; Swe and Dickinson. 1970). 
Franci~can bedrock beneath the Clear Lake 
Volcanics is indicated by low-chloride 
Yo'aten emerging along the north and 
central pan of the Konocti Bay fault zone. 
To the west. in EI) Flat. the Kenenhofen 1 
aeothermal well (W in Fig. 1) was drilled 
through young volcanic rock into rocks 
that. from the cuttings. have been identi· 

fied as Franciscan lithologies and serpen· 
tinite (R. Mclaughlin, oral commun .• 
1976). The nearesl exposed bedrock is 
Franciscan al Baylis Point where there is 
an as socia led 300·{2 -m resistivity high 
(Fig .• ). 

We have used the resistivity and spring 
chemistry data to estimate the approximate 
boundaries between Greal Valley and 
Franci~can rocks beneath the Clear Lake 
Volcanics (Fig. 4). 

The resistivity 10"'- cannot be explained 

"
ill'il" 

r'1'":J', \~ ~~, * 
... t H~ nlllCl 

Re"st,vity 
Contou,.. in 
Ohm-mele,.. 

Infer,.ed Bed,.otk 

unde .. Cleo" Loke 

\10 ItO ntt s: 

•
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'i. I ;a, 

J 

Figure 4. Outline of Oear Lake volcanic field with resisti\'if)' contours (Stanley and others. 
1973) and N'O patlem~ indie Bting the two majO! types or bedrock under the yolcanic rleld. Heavy 
lines are major faull traces. 
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entin-I\ hy the pre~ence of the Great Valle~' 
sequence. whose thickness increases to the 
southeast a'" a~ from the area of lowest 
resisti\·it~. The high conducti\'it) indicated 
near Mount Hannah must result from dual 
causes: thr presence of relatively concen
trated Great \'allr~ connate waters and the 
pre~encr at depth of hot water "oith rela
th'el~ high ionic strength. 

B~ e}.,rapolation of these data. the high 
chloride content of Sulphur Bank water 
and the IO·Q· m resistivity 10'" south of the 
mine suggest that these waters issue from 
the Great \'alle~ sequence (Figs. 3. 4). 
Hov. ever. on geologic maps the sedimentary 
rocks and greenstones in and near the 
mine ha\'e heen assigned to the Franciscan 
ammhlage (Brice. 1953). If the high 
chloride content is not derived from the 
Great \'alle~ sequence. then it must be 
controlled hy some mechanism that does 
not operate In thermal waters beneath the 
main Clear Lake volcanic field. If the high 
chloride content is derived from the Great 
\"alley sequence, then the Sulphur Bank 
graywacke, have been as,igned to the 
~Tong formation. or Great Valle: sequence 
rocks have been thruSl beneath Franciscan 
I;ocks. 

HIGH TEMPERA TIl RES 
AND HOT WATER 

~ The known extent of The Geysers steam 
~eld lies entirely southwest of the Colla
yomi fault zone. Northeast of this zone no 
steam condensate springs or their deril'a
tjve waters are foune. which implies that 
any drillable geothermal system beneath 
the main Clear Lake volcanic field is 
probably a hot-water type. The implication 
was verified at Sulphur Bank mine where 
deep wells encountered hot water. A tem
perature of 18,5 °C .... as reported in one 
well at about 440 m (White and others. 
1973). 

High temperatures were also found in 
the Kenenhofen 1 geothermal well. Al
though the actual temperature is not public 
information, an estimate was made (R. 
Poner, 1976, oral commun.) using the mud 
log of the well (courtesy of Pacific Energy 
Corp.). At 2,000 m .he well was air drilled 
with mist and encountered a surge of 
steam when the inlet and outlet air pres
sure of the drill string were about 290 and 
o psi. re~pectively. From steam tables 
(Keenan and others, 1969). the temperature 
needed to flash water to steam at 290 psi 
{20 bars} is about 210 0c. This falls within 
the range of temperatures predicted by the 
geothermometers (Table 1). 

We have shown above that large areas 
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of the volcanic field are probably underlain 
by Franci~can roch. 1Io'hich common I) have 
10'" permeability (R. McLaughlin. 1976, 
oral commun.). Economic quantitie~ of hot 
water at drillable depths (presently less 
than 3,500 m) may not be easi!) ex1racted 
unless the welh are drilled close to fault 
zones where fractured rocks allow thermal 
",'aters to move freely upward. 

RECHARGE 

In the model of White and others (1971). 
a necessary condition for the existence of 
a vapor-dominated system is that water 

recharge into the geothermal reservoir be 
less than discharge. If. as we postulate. 
there is no "apor-dominated system to the 
northeast of the ColJayoml fault zone. it 
is possible that the vent pipes of the vol
canic field act as permeable conduits for 
meteoric water. causing recharge of the 
geothermal re!ter\'oir to balance di!tcharge. 
There are at least 80 such vents in the 
Clear Lake volcanic field. most of which 
probably consist of fract ured lava or brec
cia (Hearn and others. 19i6a). If this is 
true. steam could not exist in areas with 
a high densit~ of such permeable vents. 
Onl~ two volcanic vent areas lie adjacent 
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-
to the present steam field southwest of the 
Collayomi (ault lone. Cobb Mountain 
(Fig. 5) may act as a recharge area (or the 
steam field. perhaps even locally droy,'ning 
out the steam. 

LIMITS OF VAPOR-DOMINATED 
SYSTEM 

Figure 5 shows the probable limits o( 

the "apor-dominated lOne. All type-I 
springs of steam-condensate origin are 
r'lund within the prer.ent steam production 
area ext"tpt Harbin Springs (analysis II). 
"'hich issues at the contact between ophio· 
lite and sedimentary rocks of the Great 
Valley sequence and thus has a relatively 
higher chloride content than other type-I 
,,·aters. 

The southwestern limit is the Mercury
ville fault lone, which forms the western
most boundary of hydrothermal alteration 
(R. Mclaughlin. 1976, oral commun.). To 
the northwest, no steam or deep hot water 
is indicated by the water chemistry at 
Highland Springs, The southeastern limit 
'ut the ,'apor-dominated lOne is uncertain 
owing to a lack of ,,"ater chemistry or drill 
hole data. 

The northeastern limit corresponds to 
the Collayomi fault lOne. which parallels 
distinct boundaries on the gravity and elec-

ical resisthity maps (Figs. 1,4). However, 
small vapor-dominated systems could exist 
at depth where local geologic conditions 
are fa\'orable. If such small systems do 
exist. they are not tapped by emerging 
thermal waters northeast of the Collayomi 
fault zone. 
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ABSTRACT 

The 400-km 2 Clear Lake Volcanics. of late Pliocene(?) 
10 Holocene age, unconformably overlies rocks of mainly 
the Franciscan assemblage and Great Valley sequence. The 
nearby Geysers geothermal production area is southwest 
of the volcanic field. 

Stratigraphic relations, magnetic polarities. and K/ Ar 
dates have established a complex volcanic series that ranges 
from less that 2.5 million years (m.y.) to less than 0.03 
m.). in age and in general is progressively younger from 
~uth to north. The oldest lavas are quartz-bearing olivine 
ha~alts which extend southeast of the main field and margin
ally overlap Sonoma Volcanics. The main part of the field 
j, younger than 1.0 m.y., and the central part is younger 
than 0.5 m.y. The youngest rhyolite is 0.088 ::: 0.013 m.y. 
The most recent activity, as young as about 0.010 m.y., 
produced basaltic to andesitic cinder cones and maar-type 
pyroclastic deposits. The sequences suggest changes in 
magma composition from basalt or andesite through dacite 
to rhyolite. although dacites are missing from some se
quences. 

The many normal faults in the field trend northeast, 
northwest, and north-northwest. The youngest faults trend 
north-northwest or northwest. approximately parallel to the 
San Andreas system. Inferred strike-slip offset on one 
northwest-trending fault suggests movement. if continuous. 
at an average rate of I mm/.yr for the past 0.5 m.y. 
Earthquakes within the volcanic field and Clear Lake basin 
are suggestive of current deformation. 

Gravity and resistivity lows over the volcanic field can 
be interpreted as being related to an underlying partially 
fluid magma chamber. Repeated silicic volcanism. lack of 
ash-flow tuffs. and lack of large-scale caldera collapse 
suggest that the volcanic system is in an early evolutionary 
stage. The size and youth of the volcanic system and the 
distribution of thermal springs and wells imply that the 

volcanic field and its surroundings have considerable geo
thermal potential. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Clear Lake Volcanics of late Pliocene(?) to Holocene 
age covers 400 sq km about 150 km north of San Francisco 
in the Coast Ranges of California. (The Clear Lake Volcanic 
series of Brice [1953] is herein adopted for V.S. Geological 
Survey usage as Clear Lake Volcanics as used by California 
Department of Water Resources [1%2].) The Geysers 
geothermal production area is beyond the southwest border 
of the field. This report presents preliminary results of a 
continuing program of detailed geologic mapping. geo
chronology, geochemistry, and geophysics. About two-thirds 
of the field has been mapped in detail at 1 :24 000 scale 
(Hearn, Donnelly, and Goff, unpub. data): the remainder 
has been mapped by reconnaissance a'nd photogeology. 

Several previous investigators have contributed to the 
knowledge of this volcanic area and its surroundings. begin
ning particularly with Anderson's (1936) perceptive study. 
More recent studies were done by Brice (1953). California 
Department of Water Resources (1962). Hodges (1966). 
McNitt (1%8a. h. c). Swe and Dickinson (1970), and Berkland 
(1972). McLaughlin (1974) has thoroughly mapped the Fran
ciscan terrane in the vicinity of The Geysers geothermal 
field. Sims and Rymer (1974. 1975a and b) are studying 
the lake-bottom sediments and structural control of the Clear 
Lake basin. 

Considerable geophysical information available for the 
Geysers-Clear Lake area consists of aeromagnetiC' data (V .S. 
Geological Survey, 1973), gravity and magnetiC' data (Chap
man, 1%6. 1975; Isherwood. 1975), and electrical data 
(Stanley. Jackson. and Hearn. 1973). 

Hamilton and Muffler (I972) discussed earthqua~es of 
local origin in The Geysers geothermal field. Investigation 
of deep and shallow thermal fluids (White and Roberson. 
1962; Barnes et a!.. 1973) are continuing. Garrison (1972) 
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puhlished a recent summary of geology and re!.ervoir char
acteristics of the geothermal production area. 

GEOLOGIC SETTING 

The Clear Lake Volcanic~ overlie rocb of the a,~emhlage 
of the Franciscan Formation of Late Jurassic to Eocene 
age. the Great Valley sequence of Late Jurassic to Late 
CretaceoU!', age. sedimentary rocks of Paleocene and Eocene 
age. and the Cache Formation as used by Brice (1953) of 
Pliocene and Pleistocene age. The main part of the Clear 
Lake volcanic field occupies the southern part of the Clear 
Lake topographic basin and extend~ southward toward the 
crest of the Mayacmas Range. Outlier~ of the field include: 
an area of quartz-bearing olivine basalt flows which extends 
southeastward 35-40 km from the east edge, isolated small 
areas of extrusive and intrusive rocks of probable Clear 
Lake volcanic affinity which occur as far as 16 km to the 
northeast. and several isolated small areas of volcanic rocks 
of undetermined affinity to the south and southwest. 

The Sonoma Volcanics of Pliocene age extend from the 
San Francisco Bay area to the vicinity of Mt. St. Helena. 
20 km southeast of The Geysers geothermal production area. 
Published ages on the Sonoma volcanics are 5.3 m.y. to 
2.9 m.y. The youngest date is on a welded tuff at Mt. 
St. Helena at the northern end of the field (Mankinen, 1972). 
closest to the Clear Lake Volcanics. The Clear Lake Volcan
ics, with the exception of the early quartz-bearing olivine 
basalts, are geographically separate from the Sonoma Vol
canics, and present data show no significant overlap in ages. 
However, the ages of isolated patches of volcanic rocks 
between Mt. St. Helena and Cobb Mountain are unknown. 

The Clear Lake topographic basin is superimposed on 
.a broad northwest-trending zone of complexly folded thrust 
sheets of Great Valley sequence and serpentinized mafic 
and ultramafic rocks which have been thrust across the 
structurally complex Franciscan assemblage (Swe and Dick
inson, 1970; Berkland, 1973). The basal faults have been 
interpreted by those authors as equivalent to the Coast Range 
thrust which is the major boundary between Great Valley 
sequence the Franciscan assemblage. The basal faults have 
been interpreted by others (Maxwell, 1974) as relatively 
minor displacements on the border of nearly in situ local 
basins of deposition of Great Valley-type sediments. The 
southeastern part of the volcanic field unconformably over
lies thrust sheets of Great Valley sequence and Paleocene 
and Eocene sedimentary rocks. The northwest limit of the 

iallocthonous Great Valley sequence is concealed beneath 
the volcanic field or beneath lake sediments. The next 

-()ccurrence of Great Valley sequence to the northwest. the 
Middle Mountain block (Berkland, 1973), is isolated north 
of Clear Lake. 

The Cache Formation, most of which predates the Clear 
Lake Volcanics, consists of fresh-water sedimentary depos
its which filled an irregular fault-bounded basin largely east 
of, and not coincident with, the pre~ent Clear Lake ba~in. 
Clastic and volcaniclastic deposits that occur beneath, with
in, and near to the Clear Lake Volcanics have been correlated 
with the upper part of the Cache Formation by previous 
workers (Brice, 1953; McNitt, l%8a; Hodge,. 1%6: Swe 
and Dickinson, 1970). However, many of tho,e clastic 
deposits are isolated from the type Cache Formation and 
are dissimilar to it in lithology (M. J. Rymer, per!>onal 
commun.). Also, many of those deposit!> are prohahl~ 

younger than an) part of the type Cache Formation. 
The Clear Lake topographic basin i~ in part a structural 

ba~in, partially delineated by fault, of north. north-north. 
west, northwest. and west trend (Sim, and Rymer. 1974. 
1975b). The basin ha, heen partially filled by lake and flood 
plain depo~ib which are interbedded at depth with f1ow~ 
and pyroclaqic depo~it~ of the Clear Lake Volcanic~. Sedl' 
mentary depmit~ beneath the pre~ent Clear Lake represent 
a probahly continuou~ record of sedimentation for at least 
the last 150000 year, (core 4. Sim~ and Rymer. 1975). 

ClEAR LAKE VOLCANICS 

The Clear Lake Volcanic, con,i,t of basalt. andesite. 
dacite. and rhyolite, which occur a, dome;. flow;. and 
pyroclastic deposit, in a structurdlly and chronologicaJl~ 

complex sequence (Figure I). Rock names in this report 
are based mainly on field identificatiom and a small number 
of chemical analyses and are thu~ tentative until more 
chemical data are availahle. Rock, termed basalt ma~ 

actually be basaltic andesite or ande~ite. chemically. The 
term rhyodacite has been difficult to aprl) in the field: 
man) rocks that may be of rhyoddcite comrosition are 
grouped with the dacites. 

The Clear Lake Volcanics chardcteristicall) r:ontain quartz 
not only as phenocrysts in the more silicic types but a~ 

I mm-15 cm rounded to subangular commonly resorbed 
grains of uncertain origin in mafic rock types. All the basalts 
contain olivine, in amounts ranging from a trace to about 
10'/(. Andesites typically contain phenocrysts of plagioclase 
and orthopyroxene, with or without clinopyroxene. and vary 
widely in pyroxene content. The many dacites range from 
highly porphyritic to sparsely porphyritic varieties and 
contain phenocrysts of plagioclase, clinopyroxene . 
orthoryroxene. and quartz: many contain sanidine. Moq 
varieties also possess small amounts of biotite or hornblende 
or both. Some sparsely porphyritic varietie~ have widesrread 
glassy chilled facies. Two type, of rhyolite, are present. 
biotite-bearing and nearly biotite-free. Biotite rhyolites are 
typically crystal rich (15-30'/( quartz and feldspar pheno· 
crysts). tend to be perlitic. and have formed significant 
pyroclastic deposits. Biotite-free rhyolites are typicall~ 
crystal poor (37c or les~ phenocrysts) and show widespread 
glassy obsidian facies on flow borders. Onl) one biotite-free 
rhyolite formed a large volume of pyroclastic material. 1'0 
rhyolitic ash-flow derosits are present in the Clear Lake 
field. The preserved volume of volcanic rocks that have 
comrositions more silicic than andesite is about 35 cubic 
km if the Mt. Konocti pile bottoms at lake level. and 50 
cubic km if it extend~ 300 m below lake level. The preserved 
volume of basalt and ande,ite is about 10 to 15 cubic 
kilometers. 

GEOCHRONOLOGY 

K/ Ar date, range from about :!.5 m.y. to 0.03 m.y. or 
less and are in good agreement with magnetic-polarit) 
determination ... and known stratigraphic relations (Table I). 
The main part of the field i~ younger than 1.0 m.y .. and 
much of the central part is younger than 0.5 m.~. In general. 
the volciinic rock, are progre"ively ynunger northward 
through the field. 

The oldest dated unit is the 2.4f> :!: 0.69 m.\'. isolated 
olivine ba,alt at Caldwell Pine~ <Figure I). Its affinity with 
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I '«'.J'" t Generalized geologic map of Clear lake volcanic 
.~ ~howtng K/ Ar ages and magnetic polarities, Lake and 
" oJ>"': deposits are shown only near Clear lake. Order of 
...... "'( units in explanation is not sequence of eruption. 
;" ....... : t'~tenl of cinder cones shown where associated with 
# ..... , Contact- shown within a single rock type are between 
...... , o' dlffert lIt age and/ or magnetic polarity. Faults dashed 
......... tnlerretf. dotted where concealed. Geology in part 
"'lC·1t'd Irom Brice (1953), lake County Flood Control and 
\\ ~'.- COIlS('r\ ation District (1967), McNitt (1968a, b, cl, and 
~-.... .. nd R~'mer (in press). AbLreviations of geographic names 
• ~rlOtt") location}: B = Boggs Mountain, C = Cobb 

''''''~:.ln. H = Mount Hannah, K = Mount Konocti, S II: 

~~ .. ~ Mountain, BP = Buckingham Peak, KB = Konocti 
...... {P = Caldwell Pines, CV = Cobb Valley, 5B = Sulphur 
e..-. Bl = Borax lake, lB = little Borax Lake TL = Thurston 
~.u. CH = Clearlake Highlands, KV = Kelseyville, II ., 
lc;....~ l.~e, lP == lakeport, M = Middletown (modified from 

Brice, 1952). 
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Table 1. Eruptive sequence, K/ Ar age" magnetic polarities 
and SiO] composition<. of Clear Lake volcanics. 

Remanent 
magnetic 

R()('~ 

type 
XI Ar age polarity 

Si01 ~ ~_ (m.y.) N-Normal 
as _ 'V' ~ W-WholE' ro('~ R-Reverse .f C 

- ~ -"0 . U U to _.~ 
% of ~ -g ~ £ B-B.otitE' - niqup, "0 0 

weIght ~ <{ D QC S-San.dlnf' low angiE' 0.. 0.. 
-----~-+--I-- ---------- ------ --- --

55~2 o-f-<:> 
0.30 :!: .03W 

[
55-57 o-f-<> 

5~ 

5~5; J 0.04 :!: .04W 
7~77 "D 0.088 =- .013W· 

66 1,/...0" 
55 '0-1'" 

[ 68 o 
o 

[ 
68 0 

57 o...r----
"'0 

o 
o 

71 9 
73 _..0 

.o::~ 
-i;P 
if 

0..-..... 
5~59 0--1--:::0 

60 0 

0.18 :!: .025 

0.27 =- .045 

0.34 :!: .015" 

0.40 :!: .18W 
0.41 :t .04\1\' 

72-74 o ! 0.48 :t .045 
l0.48 :t.11 B 

[ 
72-74 
74-75 

61-62 
, 67-70 

67 
62 

[ 72 
60 
57 0 

o 
o 

o 
o 

o 

o 

o 
o 
o 

11 ! 0~66:t .015W: 
o W:>36:!: .016W 

0.54 :t .035 

o 

0.64 :t .04W 
0.94 :t .17W 
0.98 :t .22W 

1.45 :t .04W 
1.47 :t .29W 
1.60 :!: .53W 
1.92 :!: .77W 

N 
N 
N 
N 

N 
N 

N 
N 
N 

N 

N 
N 

N 
N 
N 

N 
N 
U 
R 

R 

R 
U 
R 
R 
R 
R 

'K/ Ar by J. Von Essen and A. Atkinson, K analysis by l. Schlocker. U.S. 
Geologica! Surve,. Other K/ Ar ages by J. M. Donnell" K anal,-se;. by J. Hampel. 

"c. Wahrhaftig and C. H. Curtis, unpublished data. 
Note: lines conned units which have close spatIal relations Bracket, designate 

groups of units of unknown relative age. 

the Clear Lake Volcanics b uncertain; it may be a northern 
outlier of the older Sonoma Volcanics. The widespread 
quartz-bearing olivine basalts southeast of the main part 
of the Clear Lake field give ages of 1.47 :t 0.~9. 1.60 =-
0.53. and 1.9:! :t 0.77 m.y .. and marginally overlap Sonoma 
Volcanics southeast of Middletown. Although the absolute 
range of age of these olivine basalts is uncertain. their 
con,istent reverse magnetic polarity suggests that the} are 
about 2.4 m.y. to 1.8 m.y. old or 1.6 m.}'. to 0.7 m.}'. 
old. To the west of the basalts. eruptions of andesite flows 
of Boggs Mountain at 1.45 :!: 0.04 m.y. were followed by 
more silicic eruptions of dacite and rhyolite at about 1.1 
m.y. at Cobh Mountain. 

A widespread ohsidian-bearing rhyolitic tuff and tuff 
breccia underlies much of the southern edge of the Volcanic 
field. and was erupted from a source northeast of Seigler 
Mountain. This tuff was assigned to the Cache Formation 
by Brice (1953). but its equivalent i~ not known in the type 
Cache Formation. Sub~equent eruption; produced a variet~ 
of andesite~ and dacites from venb in the southern and 
central part~ of the field. Two petrographically similar silicic 
dacites. which have been dated at 0.94 :!: 0.17 m.y. and 
O.9H :!: 0.22 m.)'. and show normal and unique low·angle 
magnetic polarity respectively. probably record the 0.89 
m.y.-0.95 m.)'. Jaramillo normal magnetic event. 

Ahout 0.5 m.)'. ago, a major period of ~ilicic volcanism 
began in the central part of the field with the eruption of 
about 4 cubic km of sparsely porphyritic rhyolite. dated 
at 0.48 :!: 0.04 m.y. In the interval 0.48 m.)'. to about OJ 
m.y .• eruption of small volume~ of biotite rhyolite (domi· 
nantly pyroclastic) alternated with eruption; of small vol· 
umes of basalt and olivine basalt. These local basalt, and 
biotite rhyolites, and the earlier wide~pread biotite-free 
rhyolite. were partially covered by the voluminous eruptiom 
of dacite which built 1000 m high Mt. Konocti and created 
a ridge of coalesced dacite dome, and flows aligned east· 
southeast from Mt. Konocti. On the southwest edge of MI. 
Konocti. dacite overlies biotite rhyolite of 0.4i' m.). age. 
On the north side, a dacite dated at 0.34 m.y. is successively 
overlain by olivine basalt and by several hundred meter, 
of younger dacite. 

The domal dacitic accumulations of Mt. Hannah and 
Seigler Mountain seem to be exceptions to the generally 
older ages in the southern part of the field. Their topographic 
expression and presence of vesicular glassy facies indicate 
that both were probably built less than 0.5 m.)'. ago. 

The youngest silicic eruptions dated so far are a biotite 
dacite at about 0.18 :!: O.O:! m.}' .. at lake level northeaq 
of Mt. Konocti. and a rhyolitic obsidian southeast of Bora\ 
Lake, at 0.088 :!: 0.013 m.}. The rhyolite of Borax La~e 
is chemically related to an adjacent earlier ohine dacite 
flow (Bowman. Asaro. and Perlman. 1973). An adjacent. 
and presumably underlying. subdued cinder cone of olivine· 
bearing basalt may represent an even older. parental basaltic 
magma which forms part of the variation series. 

The most recent eruptive activity was basaltic to andesitic 
in composition and was in part phreatic. This activit) 
produced the cinder cone and flo\\ at Buckingham Pea~. 
dated at 0.03 :t 0.03 my. and produced cinder cones and 
flows along a t-:.lOoE. trend across the east arm" of Clear 
Lake. The andesite flow at Sulphur Bank (White and 
Roberson. 19(2) yielded a K/ Ar date of 0.04 :!: 0.04 m.). 
Phreatic eruptions along the lake shore have left a widespread 
blanket of pyroclastic deposits and localized base-surge 
deposits. for example in the tuff ring surrounding the Little 
Borax Lake maar. This maar is younger than about 0.03 
m.y .. as its final eruption removed most of a large landslide 
which cut away about half of the cinder cone at Buc~ingham 
Peak. 

The serie~ of young basaltic to ande,itic eruption\ i\ 
probahly repre~ented by the many mafic ash beds in corc' 
of sediments beneath Clear Lake (Sim~ and Rymer. 1975). 
The youngest ash recognized in a core from the southeastern 
arm of Clear Lake is ahout 10 000 \ear, old (core 7. Sim, 
and R) mer. 1975) Continuation of \'okitnic activity to such 
recent time indicates that there i~ potential for future 
eruption,. 
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The tentative eruptive sequence suggests that the 
';llmr<'~ition of erupted magma changed from basalt or 
~n.k\ile through dacite to rhyolite. and from basalt or 
~nJe\ile to rhyolite without apparent intermediate rock types 
,Tat-Ie II. From the limited present data. such changes in . 
.:"mp0,ition show both extended and compressed time 
, .. ~n' Changes in magma compositions. and the large volume 
"~ ,ih..:ic rocb. indicate that major differentiation or melting 
11;" occurred. which in turn implies a large magma chamber 
",ur;e for the volcanic system. 

STRuaURE 

f-;,ult\ in the Clear Lake Volcanic field trend from north
c~,: 10 northwest. the northwest trend being dominant. The 
\"unge,t faults trend northwest which is also parallel to 
ttl< general structure grain of the Coast Ranges and parallel 
h' the San Andreas fault system. Two prominent fault zones 
'.,!I.,\\ Ihis trend-the Konocti Bay fault zone which extends 
Cd'! of Seigler Mountain to the northeast side of Ml. Konocti • 
• nJ Ihe Cobb Valley fault zone along the southwest side 
Ilf Bll{;g\ Mountain. Although most faults are normal faults. 
-c\eral northwest- to north-northwest-trending faults show 
f,,,ture, suggestive of right-lateral strike slip displacement. 
f"f nample. in the fault zone southeast of Kelseyville. 
I,-.:a!l~ within the Konocti Bay fault zone. and along much 
tlf the Cobb Valley fault zone. In the last zone. a young 
.~ of strike-slip movement is suggested by offset 10pO
JTdphic features. Offset of contacts of volcanic units of 
(I ( m.). and younger age suggests that movement. if 
':llnlinuous. has been at a rate of about I mm /year for 
Ih~ ra~1 0.5 m.y. 

A,live deformation within the volcanic field and within 
thl' Clear Lake structural basin is indicated by felt earth
'lU.II-CO\. of magnitude as great as 4.6. Approximate locations 
,., ~rl.:enler~ (Hamilton and Muffler. 1972; Chapman. 1975) 
'u~e't thai some of 'the earthquakes are ocurring close 
I,. thc Cobb Valley fault zone. Some locally felt earthquakes 
.. rc mo,t intense south of Konocti Bay and are possibly 
''''1l ,iilted with the Konocti Bay fault zone. Local earth
'1u .• l.e\ also may be associated with the faults that bound 
the Clear Lake Basin. McLaughlin and Stanley (1975) have 
f"und that microearthquakes are associated with a north
n.'rth\\eSHrending fault zone in The Geysers steam field. 
On~,'ing seismic studies hopefully will enable more precise 
h:ation of sources and mechanisms of local earthquakes; 
the monitoring of changes in level and horizontal distances 
I Lofgren. 1973) will characterize current deformation and 
lilting in the Clear Lake /Geysers area. 

Although parts of the volcanic field show local subsidence 
OlnJ Ihe Clear Lake structural basin is probably continuing 
Itl \ubside. evidence for large-scale caldera collapse is 
L..:kinE· The largest local circular collapse feature is the 
I ft km diameter basin southeast of Mt. Konocti. Although 
the \hape of the northern part of Clear Lake and some 
adj.lCent faults are suggestive of partial control by circular 
,:ollapse, data are not sufficient to determine the validity 
"r \uch a subsidence pattern. 

GEOPHYSICAL STUDIES 

Gra lity data delineate a circular 25-30 mgal low. 30 km 
In diameter, centered at Mt. Hannah. The circular shape 
of the gravity low, superimposed upon the structural trend 

of the Coast Ranges, indicates that the low i~ not related 
to density contrasts of structural bloch having northwe!it
southeast elongation. This gravity low has been interpreted 
as the expression of a magma chamber at a depth of JO 
km or less (Chapman. 1966. 1975; Isherwood. 1975). 

The occurrences of thermal spring .. and welb in and within 
about 20 km of the Clear Lake volcanic field imply that 
there is an anomalously hot mass at depth. Electrical survey!'. 
show a well-defined resistivity low which is beneath the 
south-central part of the volcanic field, is in part coincident 
with the gravity low, and extends to at 'east 5 km depth 
(Stanley. Jackson and Hearn. 1973). The resistivity low can 
be interpreted as being due to a thick section of marine 
shale or to the presence of hot saline fluids. or a combination 
of the two; however • limited drill hole data and the structural 
complexity of Great Valley and Franciscan rocks beneath 
and southeast of the volcanic field preclude the presence 
of a marine shale several thousand meters thick. Thus. the 
resistivity low is probably produced by combined effects 
of elevated temperature and salinity of water above a heat 
source at depth-a large mass of hot rock or magma. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The possible existence of a magma chamber beneath the 
Clear Lake volcanic field is supported by the volume of 
silicic volcanic rocks. by evidence of differentiation. and 
by the geophysical anomalies. The age. inferred depth. and 
volume of such a magma chamber indicate that the volcanic 
field and surrounding area have geothermal potential (Smith 
and Shaw. 1973). Confirmation of a magma chamber will 
depend on future data from drilling and from indirect 
deep-sensing methods. 

By comparison with other silicic volcanic fields. the Clear 
Lake field is believed to be in an early stage of evolution. 
It has erupted a significant volume of silicic magma. has 
been active within the last 10 000-20 000 years. and has 
not yet reached a stage of voluminous ash-flow eruption 
and large-scale caldera collapse. However. if a regional 
strike-slip deformation parallel to the San Andreas system 
is being superimposed on localized deformation related to 
a magma chamber. the magmatic system may not be able 
to proceed through the stages of growth shown by other 
systems. but instead may be tapped more frequently by 
smaller eruptions. That some such process is operating in 
the Clear Lake field is suggested by the complex repetitive 
cycles of mafic-silicic eruptions. If the geometry of the 
magma chamber is continually changing and its roof is 
fracturing as a result of regional stresses. a progressive 
accumulation of gas-rich silicic differentiate. necessary for 
voluminous ash-flow eruption. may not occur. 

The apparent northward decrease in age in both the 
Sonoma and Clear Lake volcanic fields suggests the possi
bility that both are surface manifestations of deep magma 
generation by the same thermal anomaly or hot spot in 
the mantle. The direction of migration of volcanic activity 
implje~ that. relative to the hot spot. ihe North American 
plate ha~ moved south-southeast or southeast. The actual 
di[('ction of migration of volcanic activity rna) have been 
m(lo"led by succe~sive movement on right-lateral strike-slip 
L:;'\. which would have produced an apparent clockwise 

, .. ion. from a northwest directilm 10 a more northerly 

:,"(\lht'rmal potential of the Clear Lake volcanic field 
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and it!> surrounding~ i!, strongly indicated by the size and 
youth of the field. the pre!>ence of The Geyser!> production 
area. the inferred presence of a shallow subjacent magma 
chamber. and the distribution of thermal springs and wells. 
Further exploration for geothermal resources will better 
define the hydrology. heat flow. and vertical dimensions 
of the volcanic system. 
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Gravity and Magnetic Studies of The Geysers-Clear Lake 
Geothermal Region, California, USA 

WILLIAM F. ISHERWOOD 
u.s. Geological Survey, Denver, Colorado 80225, USA 

ABSTRACT 

Gravity and magnetic fields in The Geysers-Clear Lake 
region are interpreted in relation to the known geology and 
other available geophysical data. New gravity data provide 
additional detail within the area of geothermal steam produc
tion. Computer techniques were used for removal of the 
regional gravity field, anomaly enhancement, and modeling 
subsurface structures. The gravity field was separated into 
three components: (I) a regional field presumed to be due 
to deep crustal structure related to the continental margin; 
(2) a residual gravity low of approximately 30 mgal centered 
over Mount Hannah and having an approximate diameter 
of 20 km, which is caused, according to our model, by 
8 magma chamber whose top lies within JO km of the surface; 
and (3) a closed residual low over the original steam 
production field. This low is probably related to effects 
within 1.5 km of the surface and was modeled as a steam
saturated reservoir structure. Local magnetic highs correlate 
with surface outcrops of serpentinite and relief on the 
volcanic rocks. Upward continuation of the aeromagnetic 
data suggests that the serpentinite body along the Collayomi 
fault may extend to a depth of more than 3 km near Boggs 
Mountain, but that other serpentinite bodies are probably 
more shallow. A long-wavelength magnetic high (centered 
at -39"03'N 122°33'W) and a magnetic low (centered at 
- 38°43 'N I 22°47'W) give half -width depth estimates of about 
10 km. The center of the Mount Hannah gravity low lies 
in an area between these features and appears devoid of 
deep magnetic expression. 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to explore for economic steam reservoirs, it is 
important to know the complete, three-dimensional geology 
which governs such a system. The Geysers-Clear Lake 
region, California (Fig. I), has the world's largest production 
of commercial power from a dry-steam geothermal reservoir. 
This paper describes gravity and magnetic field analysis 
at The Geysers which defines a possible deep geologic 
stmcture and heat source .. 

A small area from the recently published Santa Rosa 
gravity map (Fig. 2) illustrates the previous gravity coverage. 
The major gravity low centered over Mount Hannah. ap
proximately J 1 km northeast of The Geysers. drew the 
attention of several workers. Rodger Chapman (1966) first 
suggested a magma chamber at oepth as a possible source 

of the anomaly, the volcanic activity. and the geothermal 
reservoir. Although several other models have been investi
gated, the present study supports the presence of a magma 
chamber whose center is deeper than 10 km. 

During the summer of 1974, I added 150 gravity stations 
with special attention to improving control in the region 
of steam production and the Mount Hannah low. These 
data were merged with the previous data and reduced to 
complete Bouguer gravity values with Bouguer reduction 
densities of 2.67 g/cm 3 and 2.45 g/cm 3 (Isherwood and 
Chapman, 1975). These two density values minimize terrain 

Y If 2f ~ ~ 5f 'f 7p ~ I(N 

figure 1. Index map, showing the region of discussion in 
this papE'r. 
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Figure 2. Generalized geology with gravity fro ITl Santa Rosa 
t; Gravity Map, (Chapman and Bishop, 1974). 

effects within the Franciscan and Cenozoic volcanic terranes 
respectively. Consequently, the gravity field reduced at 2.67 
g/cm) probably better represents the subsurface structure 
in the area southwest of the Collayomi fault zone which 
separates these terranes; and gravity at 2.45 g/cm 3 does 
similarly to the northeast. 

The study of rock samples and well density logs yields 
a general notion of the physical distinction between rock 
units in the region (Table I). Because sampling is usually 
;biased in favor of rock units having conspicuous outcrops. 
;weak (Iow-density) rocks have possibly been underestimat
ed. In particular. weak shaly rocks in the Franciscan forma
tion-referred to as melange-rarely appear as substantial 
exposures, but may form a matrix around many of the harder 
"knockers" which are well exposed. More well-log inf orma
tion is needed to determine the full effect of such units. 
Figures shown in Table I are based on small. not necessarily 
representative, sample sets of data with considerable scatter 
and are only intended to represent possihle anomaly sources. 

The field shown in the Santa Rosa and Ukiah J :250 ()()().. 
scale gravity maps (R. H. Chapman, unpub. data) provides 
the basis for removal of a regional gravity field. These 
two maps were hand digitized on a 5-km grid. The digital 
computer fitted polynomial surfaces of order) through 7 
to the data. The sixth-order surface shown in Figure J was 
chosen as a good representation of the regional fIeld without 

Tablp 1. Rock pro[wrlip,. 

Rock typ!o 

Franci,! an formation 
Grppnstonc' 
Gra)'WackC' 
MplangC' 
BilJP'ochi"t 
Serp!·nt mitt's 
AssulllPd avpr agC' 

[)('n,lty 
(g/(m'l 

2'1 
2.(, 
2.4 
3.1 
2.5 
2.67 

Su~ceptibillty 

(pmu/cm ' ) 

1.0 x 10' 
2.n >' 10 • 
'i.n >' 10 
Il.n >' 10 

, 
3.8 X 10" 
5.0 x 10" 

Clt'ar la~(' vol(ani(, IlJpP'" Tprtiary and Qualp,nar\I' 
Ollvirw basal" 2.1l 3.2 Y 10 • 
Rhyolltc", anri ria( Itp, 24') 1.') x 10" 
As~ulllPd avP'ag<' 2.5 1.7 x 10 • 
Hoi ,illci( magm,l 2.2"-24+ 

Grpat Vallp) !>Pqupncp 
SedimPnts 
Ophiolitp 

• From Bro, p 11'1S31. 
tFrom Mura, .. ann MrBlfnp\ 11q~1' 

2.S 
2.9 

~Avp,agp frann,ran matpllai ,pnU((>ri rJl HI", 

1.0 Y 10" 
1.9 x 10 ' 

perturbation by local anomalies. Note that this surface is 
nearly planar over the more restricted region of thi~ study. 
This component of the total gravity field is attrihuted to 
deep crustal and upper mantle structure related to the 
continental margin. The values of the regional ~urfi1ce were 
subtracted from the complete Bouguer values at each station 
and the residuals were machine gridded and contoured. 

The maps of residual gravity presented in Figure~ 4 and 
5 show the following: 

1, The major gravity feature (referred to as the Mount 
Hannah low) is a roughly circular depression of about 25 

010203040 ... 
, I ! I , 

Figurp 3. Sixth-ordt'f 5ufan' lit to regional gravit}; 5-mga! 
contour inlprval. Shadpd rpctanglt' i~ the portion uspd to adjust 

complplP Bougupr gravity valups in this survey. 
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ICIIII D CENOZOIC VOLCANICS ~ ~ 'Y 
Figure 4. Residual gravity reduced at 2.67 g/cm 3; 2-mgal 

contour interval. 

mgaJ and 30-kIn diameter. The steep gradients to the north
west and southeast of the center notably cross the structural 
grain of the region. 
2. The Mount Hannah gravity low is centered near the 
southwest edge of the Quaternary volcanic field, and its 
gravity gradient extends more than ]2 kIn into the Franciscan 
terrane. 
3. Each of the recognized volcanic vents south of Clear 
Lake correlates with a residual gravity Jow. Such corre
spondence suggests a genetic relation. 
4. There is now apparent a secondary closed low in the 
region of steam production at The Geysers. This closure 
(referred to as the production low) is separated from the 
closure near the summit of Mount Hannah by a ridge of 
higher gravity. 
5. A noteworthy gravity high of at least 6 mgal lies northeast 
of the Mount Hannah low and is centered over the southeast 
arm of Clear Lake. Correlation with surface geology is not 
clear. 

Table 2. Depth estimates from gravity anomalies. 

Anomaly ---
MI. Hannah low 
Production low 
Southeast Clear Lake high 

Half·width 
estimate 
to center 

(km) 

11.5 (sphere) 
2.2 (cylinder) 
4.5 (sphere) 

Gradient 
estimate 
to lop 
(km) 

7.5 
1.9 
2.3 

Figure 5. Residual gravity reduced at 2.45 g/ cm 3; 2-mgal 
contour interval. 

Rough approximations of the source depths are made 
in Table 2 using the half-width method (Nettleton, ]940) 

and the ratio of maximum anomaly to maximum gradient 
(Bott and Smith, 1958). 

The depths estimated for the source of the production 
low have been penetrated by drilling of the producers: at 
least some of the anomaly, then, may be caused by reservoir 
structure. 

AEROMAGNETICS 

The results of an aeromagnetic (total field) survey flown 
in 1972 were compiled by the U.S. Geological Survey in 
an open-file report (973). The flight elevation was 4500 
feet (1372 m) barometric, with east-west flight lines at 
approximately].6 km spacing. Superimposing this map on 
available geologic and topographic reference maps enables 
the following observations: 

1. The overall pattern is complex with high magnetic relief 
(for example, greater than 700 gamma within 10 km of Mount 
Hannah). 
2. A major magnetic high in the northeast corner of the 
study area has recognizable expression over greater than 
400 km 2• Although there is no recognized sulface exposure 
in this region which is likely to account for this anomaly, 
it lies on the trend of major serpentinite bodies (and magnetic 
highs) which bound the west side of the Great Valley. 
3. Several local magnetic highs and lows clearly correspond 
to volcanic peaks close to the flight line. The signs of the 
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anomalies would indicate Mount Konocti to be normally 
magnetized, Cobb Mountain reversed, Mount Siegler nor
mal, and Mount Hannah mixed or weak (see Fig. 2 for 
location). These findings agree with measured directions 
determined from rock cores with standard paleomagnetic 
methods for determining natural remanent magnetizations. 
4. Other magnetic highs correlate well with mapped ul
trabasic bodies. Such a relation has been noted throughout 
the California Coast Ranges (Saad, 1969; Byerly, 1966; 
Chapman, 1975). 

A major component in observed aeromagnetic data is 
the local gradient of the earth's main field. In order to 
facilitate further processing, the open-file aeromagnetic map 
was digitized on a I-kID grid, making an array 57 rows 
by 45 columns. The main field component was then removed 
on the basis of the eight-order 1%5 International Geomag
netic Reference Field (IGRF) updated to 1972, and adjusted 
by a constant to approximately a zero mean. The resultant 
residual magnetic field, Figure 6, shows no major differences 
in the anomaly pattern from the original map (U.S. Geological 
Survey, 1973). 

UPWARD CONTINUATION 

The field shown in Figure 6 contains contributions from 
topographic effects and changes of magnetization of small 
near-swiace bodies primarily in the short-wavelength end 
of the spectrum. Upward continuation, which acts as a type 

o 5 10 KM 
,'-----'-, ---" 

Figure 6. Total field magnetics of The Geysers; 50-gamma 
contour interval. Digitized on l-km grid, IGRF removro. 

c=J CENOZOIC VOLCANICS o 5 10 

KM 

Figure 7. Magnetics continued upward 3 km; 20-gamma 
contour interval. 

of wavelength filter, was used to de-emphasize these fea
tures. Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the residual aeromagnetic 
field continued upward 3 km, 5 km, and 7 km respectively. 
On the assumption that more superficial effects disappear 
first with the upward continuation, the following interpreta
tions are made: 

1. The most obvious topographic effects are quite subdued 
by 3-km upward continuation and are no longer recognized 
at 5 km. 
2. With the exception of the serpentinite zone along the 
Collayomi fault, the magnetic highs associated with surface 
exposures of ultrabasics disappear by 3-krn continuation. 
This is evidence that serpentinite along the CoJlayomi fault 
zone may have considerable depth south of Mount Hannah 
where the fault zone is buried by volcanics, whereas other 
ultrabasic bodies may be more shallow. 
3. The magnetic low over the southeast arm of Clear Lake 
and north of the Collayomi fault high has the correct relation 
for a dipole low, at thi~ magnetic latitude, associated with 
the high. Alternatively, it may be only a relative low between 
two magnetic highs. The fact that these two features dis
appear with the same upward continuation supports the 
suggestion that they are associated with roughly the same 
depth. 
4. Although the source of these central anomalies may 
extend several kilometers deep, no sources in the central 
region are as deep as those apparentl} causing the magnetic 
high to the northeast or the magnetic low to the southwest. 
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Figure 8. Magnetics continued upward 5 km; 20-gamma 
contour interval. 

Choosing the four major anomalies brought to attention 
by upward continuation, depth estimates were made similar 
to those made for the gravity anomalies (fable 3). 

PSEUDOGRA VITY 

If magnetic and gravity anomalies are caused by the same 
body of uniform density and magnetization, then Poisson's 
theorem describes the relation between anomalies (for ex
ample, Garland, 1951). These assumptions are tested by 
computing pseudogravity from the magnetic field and 
comparing it with the observed gravity. Because of the low 
Koenigsberger Q ratio (natural remanent magnetism, NRM, 
divided by induced magnetization) found for serpentinites 
from the area, NRM has been discounted as a source of 
the major anomalies (Saad, 1969). Figure 10 shows the 
pseudogravity field using test values of apparent suscepti· 
bility, " = 0.003 emu and density contrast, 4p, = 0.15 
e/crn) prepared from a filtered version of the aeromagnetics. 
Wavelengths shorter than about 6 !un were removed to 
SUppress terrain and other superficial effects. Although 
diff erent choices of " and Ap will change the magnitude 
and even the sign of the pseudogravity anomalies, their 
positions and shapes will remain unchanged. This map shows 
il pronounced gradient approximately at the Collayomi fault, 
but the overall pattern differs considerably from the observed 
gra vity. Even allowing for different signs of kl Ap on opposite 
sides of the Collayomi fault zone, the anomalies do not 
match the g,-avity, apparently because of the difference in 
wavelength components and an offset in their centers. This 

Figure 9. Magnetics continued upward 7 km; 20-gamma 
contour interval. 

Table 3. Depth estimates from magnetic anomalies. 

Anomaly 

Collayomi high 
Clear Lake low 
Northeast high 
Southwest low 

Half-width estimate 
10 center 

(km) 
pole sphere 

1.9 3.2 
1.6 3.1 
6.8 10.8 
6.8 10.8 

Gradient 
estimate 

10 lop 
(km) 

1.3 
1.8 
6.8 
5.8 

is further evidence that the same bodies do not produce 
both the gravity and magnetic anomalies. One possible 
explanation, which will be examined more fully in the next 
section, is that the source body of the Mount Hannah low 
is above its Curie point, at which temperature remanent 
magnetization would disappear and suceptibility magnetiza
tion would also be exceedingJy small. Consequently this 
body would have no magnetic expression. 

SPECTRA 

Bhattacharyya and Morley (1965) and Spector and Grant 
(1970) have popularized the idea of using the spectra of 
potential fields to estimate the depth to the causative bodies. 
Spectral methods appear particularly useful in such cases 
where near-surface sources tend to mask the effects of 
the deeper bodies of interest. As shown by the above workers 
and Odegard and Berg (1965), the slope of the gravity 
spectrum, plotted as the log of the amplitude versus wave 
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Figure 10. Pseudogravity derived from filtered magnetics 
(5-km cutoff) p = +0.15, k = +0.003; 2-mgal contour interval. 

C'ft.LES ptR JOlOMETR[ 

Figure 11. Frequency spectrum of gravity field at The 
Geysers; from 56-km by 45-km grid (radial averages). 
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Figure 12. Frequency spectrum of pseudogravity derived 
from aeromagnetic data, The Geysers; 56-km by 44-km grid. 

number, is proportional to the depth of an equivalent point 
source. Figure J J shows such a plot obtained from the gridded 
residual gravity, and Figure 12 shows the f>ame for the 
pseudogravity grid produced from the magnetics. (Using 
pseudogravity rather than magnetics assures comparability.) 
Both graphs show steep slopes at low wave numbers and 

more gentle slope~ at higher wave number~. Interpretation 
of these slopes was made after comparison~ with spectra 
derived from synthetic models of spheres at different depths. 
According to the slope~ shown here, the gravity could result 
in part from a deep source whose depth (center of f>phere) 
is approximately 13.5 km The deepest component recog
nized a~ a magnetic source, reflected in the pseudogravity 
spectrum, is only about 7.5 km deep; and a~ we saw from 
the previous discussiom., the deepest source~ appear spatial
ly related to the high northeast of Clear Lake and the low 
10 km south of The Geysers. It ha~ been rea~oned (Bhatla
charyya and Morley, 1965; Bhattacharyya and Leu, unpub. 
data, 1975) that a lack of deep magnetic sources in a region 
may be due to a rise in the level of the Curie isotherm. 

LOW-PASS FILTERING AND DEEP MODEl 

On the basis of the spectra, lov.-pass filters were designed 
to investigate the long-wavelength anomalies. Figure 13 
shows the gravity field (at 2.67 g! em' reduction) filtered 
to eliminate wavelengths shorter than about 18 km (0.056 
cycles/km). From the spectra, we would expect the remain
ing wavelengths to be dominated by the postulated deep 
source. This map looks as we might expect from a centrobaric 
mass centered under the bottom of the !cw,. To test the 
13.5-km depth estimation from the previous section, several 
representative profiles were drawn across the long
wavelength anomaly on the axes indicated in Figure 13. 
These profiles are compared in Figure 14 with that calculated 

VOLCANICS o 10 
I I 

Figure 13. Gravity (at 2.67 g!cm 3) low-pass filtered with 
approximately 18-J...m cutoff, 2-mgal contour interval. lines 

are representative profiles used in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14. Representative profiles from Figure 13 compared 
with curves calculaled for ~pheres buried at 13.5 km and 
10 km. One possible limiting sphere for the 13.S-km source 

profile is shown below. 

for II sphere with center at I3.S-km depth. Also shown 
is the ca1culated curve for II sphere at 10 km to iIIustnlte 
the sensitivity of the anomaly shape to depth. 

Although this anomaly is well-modeled by the field of 
a sphere at J3.S-km depth, thi~ must be considered a limiting 
case. A more lenticular body or II body with II graduationaI 
density boundary could cause the same anomaly but be 
less deep. 

Calculation can now be made for the mass deftciency. 
both from the curve for the postulated deep sphere and 
by Gauss' theorem. Table 4 shows the relation of density 
contrast, radius, and depth to the top of II sphere at I3.S-km 
depth (the curve in Fig. 14) and mass deficiency of 6.8 
x 10'· kg. In practice, the caJculation of mass deficiency 
by Gauss' theorem requires an assumption about the depth 
to the source (Grant and West, 1965, p. 270). Provided 
the Tegional field yields II reasonable gravity datum, the 
slightly different values of Table 5 are caJculated. 

Certain implications are now dear. If the density contrast 
is small, the source material must eXlend nearly to the 
surface. The volcanic rocks at the surface rna)' indeed 
provide some small density contrast (0.1 to 0.2 i/ em') with 

Table 4. limiting sphere with center at 13.5 km depth and 
25-mgal arx>maly above center (requiring a mass deficiency 

of 6.8 x 10'" kg). 

Ap Radius Depth to kip 
\g/em') (km) (km) 

O.i .11.8 1.7 
0.2 9.l ".2 
0.3 1.2 5.3 
0.4 7." 6.' 
0.5 6.9 6.6 
0.6 6.S 7.0 
0.7 6.2 7.3 
0.8 5.9 7.6 

Table S . Mas~ from Gaus,' theorem. 

Depth rJ 13.5 km Depth rJ 12 km Depth rJ 10 kin 
5.3 )( 10" kg ".9 )( 10" kg ".2 )( 10 ,. kg 

Ap Radiu~ Top RadIU) Top RadiUS Top 
(a/em') (km) (km) (km) (km) (km) (km) 

0.1 10.8 2.7 '0.5 1.5 10.0 0 
0.2 I.b ".9 8." 3.6 7.9 2.1 
0.3 7.5 6.0 7.3 ".7 b.9 3.1 
0." 6.8 6.7 6.6 5." 6.3 3.7 
0.5 6.3 7.2 6.2 5.8 5.9 ".1 
O.b 6.0 7.5 5.8 6.2 5.5 ".5 
0.7 5.7 7.8 5.5 6.5 5.2 ".8 
0.8 5." 8.1 5.3 6.7 5.0 5.0 

the Franciscan terrane to the south, west, and possibly north; 
but to the east this contrast is not apparent in surface rocks. 
Moreover, it is impossible to match the gravity gradients 
over the Franciscan terrane with low-density units limited 
10 the northeast side of the Collayomi fault, which might 
be considered to be a vertical or northeast-dipping local 
bourldary between Franciscan and Great Valley rocks 
(Garrison, 1972). This does not rule out the possibility of 
a complex low-density source made up in part by volcanics, 
Great Valley sediments, serpentinites. and low-density 
Franciscan melange; however. the required low-density units 
apparently have not been found in drill holes over 2-km 
deep south of the Collayomi fault zone. 

The Santa Rosa gravity sheet (Chapman and Bishop, 1974) 
shows several outliers of Great Valley sequence rocks on 
the Franciscan terrane, none of which produce gravity 
anomalies comparable to the Mount Hannah low. This 
anomaly absence suggests that either the Great Valley 
outliers are generally shallo~' or that the true bulk-density 
contrast with Franciscan rocks is small. 

On the other hand, if the body primarily responsible for 
the Mount Hannah gravity low doe~ not come within about 
5 km of the surface, it must be less dense than any unit 
listed in Table I except hot silicic magma. The circular 
appearance of the residual anomaly favors this inlerpretation 
as a magma chamber. 

At least one hole has been drilled within a few kilometers 
of the center of the Mount Hannah low (Fig. 15). The well, 
Sullivan I, in sec. 18, T. 12 N., It 8 W., started in the 
serpentinite associated with the Collayomi fault and has 
penetrated almost J900 m without Jeaving serpentinite (E. 
B. Towne, wriflen commun.). Another well, about 6.S km 
north of Mount Hannah, was drilled through the volcanic 
surface rocks for about 750 m and continued to about 2380 
m depth in a complex sequence containing considerable 
ereenstone and serpentinite. A density log for the hole 
indicates a range of densities for the volcanics between 
2.3 and 2.S a/em' with an average of about 2.4 a/cm' 
and below the volcanics to the bottom of the available log 
(1800 m), a range of densities from 2.4 to 2.8 a/cm' with 
an average of about 2.65 a/em'. These suggest that the 
preferred mooel should include some near-surface contribu· 
tion from the volcanics, but still requires a deer source 
to produce &ravity expression well into the Franciscan 
terrane. 

Additional subsurface information is available from inter
pretation of microearthquake surveys (Lange and Westphal, 
J969; Hamilton and Muffler, 1972). Hypocenters shown on 
published maps lie main!)' outside the region of the possible 
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Figure 15. Plan view of a buri€'d sphere of radiu~ 6.9 km 
superimpo,ed on the gravity shown in Figure 4. Also shown 
are ,ome representative drill hole~ with depth in kilometers 

, and epicenter~ of microearthquaJ...e, with focal depth deeper 
than 4 km (Hamilton and Muffler, 19721. 

anomalous mass (Fig. 15). Two foci. however, were located 
at 4· and 6-km depth, along the ridge of higher gravit) 
&eparating Mount Hannah summit from the production low. 
The general shallowness of earthquake foci can be construed 
as evidence for elevated temperatures (Hamilton and 
Muffler, 1972). The two deeper earthquakes ma) then 
indicate some cooler region-perhaps a sort of roof pen· 

o dant-separating two cupola~ of a magma chamher. An 
interpretation of similar structure is made by Eaton et aI., 
1975, at Yellow'stone National Park. 

REMOVAL OF DEEP STRUCTURE 

The nearer surface structures are now investigated hy 
attempting 10 remove the effect of a simple deep hody. 
Two methods were u~ed to model the field attrihuttlhle 10 

deep sources: (l) analytic generation of Ihe field produced 
by the postulated sphere at 13 . ." km. and C!) itertltive ~·D 
modeling to match the oh"erved field with a specified lOp 
surface based on the field ilself. The prelimintlr) re,ult, 
were sufficientl) similar that only the sphere i~ pre~entrJ 

here. Figure 16 shows the new re,idual field at ~.h7 g/cm'. 
The follow ing interpretation" are no .... mtlde of tht' rt:maining 
anomalies: 

1. The residual gravit) ·high between Mount Hannah and 
The Geysers may be due 10 a rool pendanl in tht' magma 
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Figure 16. Residual gra\'it\ (at :!.6- g 'cm', allpr fe!1)Cl\a l 

of the field from a sphere bunf'd at 13.:; J...m. contour mte r \ ai 
2-mga: 

chamber which was not full~ modeled h~ the ~phere. Thi, 
can alternatively be thought of a' (; den,er capro.:J... (!',uch 
a~ northeast-dipping massi\ e green<.tone 1 which direc\> h~· 
drothermal heal transfer from heneath the \okanic fIeld 
to the region of surface expre"ion near The Ge~ .. ers. 
2_ The residual gravity 10 .... near the production regi(In ma~ 
be related to a cupola of the magma cham her reaching higher 
in the crust. Probabl) at least part of this lov. repre~ents 

the reservoir itself. made up of a fracture zone or more 
porous roch with void space filled with vapor in<.tead of 
liquid (providing a ~p 2' -0.0.' gem' for a por0sit~ of 
St;(). The rock unit itself need not he lighter then the 
graywacke common in the producing zone. 
3. A residual 10 .... in the regi,," of Mount Kon".:ti and 
southwest coincide .. with and i~ prohahl~ related to the 
apparent thickest portion of near·<.urf.l.:-e \ okani.:' and the 
bounding serpentinite Thi,lo .... al,o e \tend, 0\ er the allu\'ial 
valley west of the C'lear Lake \ okanic fielJ. 
4. The high o\er the southea\l arm of CleaT La(...e remain<. 
unexplained in term, of deep ~our,e,. It ma~ I'>e related 
to Franci~can green't,,"e' .... hic'h are e\p(ht'J on the nNth 
!.hore. hUI more dat;i are required 10 subqant iate thi, 
S. The lov. in the Ru"ian Ri\er \alk~ nl' d,1lJht ari,e, 
from a thickne,,, of Qualernar~ fill. 
h. The edge of tht' Pli(\.:ene S,\noma \ol.:;;ni,-, i, outlined 
h) contour, indi.:allng another \'ok-ani':'·relall'd I,'v.. "tud:
of v. hich i~ he),mJ the SC')P,' of th" PJPL'r 

CO~CLUSIOr-.:S 

F\ id"nce "tlppnrh a m"Jl'l f,1T Th,' Gl'~ .. er,-Ck;lr La(...e 
ge,\thermal ') ,tt'm v. h,,,,' e,,,-nli;1I fL'alllTl" arc: 
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Figure 17. Gern>rali7M cross section through Thf> Geysers
Clear Lal..e geothermal region. 

I. A magma chamber which is hot enough to be above 
its Curie temperature, and is centered more than 10 km 
be10~ the south\l.esl edge of the volcanic field. 
., An apparent roof pendant and:' or caprock which is 
important in directing hydrothermal activity to the southwest 
to\1. ard the producing steam field. 
~. A fracture zone with steam-filled pore space acting as 
a reservoir capped h} less fractured greenstones and, locally, 
ultrahasics. 

Figure 17 comhines these features schematically in a south
west-northeast section across the field. 

E'en simple modeling of the deep source, then, allows 
easy study of the remaining gravity features in terms of 
near-surface geology. 
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GEOTHERMAL RESERVOIR INTERPRETATION FROM CHANGE IN GRAVITY 
William Isherwood 

U.S. Geological Survey 
Menlo Park, California 94025 

Precision gravity methods provide new information regarding 
geothermal reservoir mechanisms and depletion. This paper discusses the 
principles of present interpretations and early conclusions from two 
producing geothermal fields, Wairakei, in New Zealand, and The Geysers, 
California. 

The acceleration of gravity at any point on the earth's surface is a 
function of numerous factors including the mass distribution beneath the 
point and its absolute elevation. A change in the observed gravity at a fixed 
location in a geothermal field therefore can be interpreted in terms of 
change in elevation and fluid movement in nearby reservoir rocks, other 
factors being either corrected for or held constant. Modern gravity meters 
have sensitivities sufficient to reliably m~~ure differences in gravitational 
acceleration of between 5 and 10 ~gal (10 m/sec/sec), although Changes in 
gravity measured to date, because they are dependent on baselines 
established with older equipment, are probably accurate to only about 30 
J.€al. A 5-10 vgal change can be caused either by several centimeters of 
elevation change or by the draining of liquid water from a layer about I 
meter thick from an infinite aquifer with 20 percent porosity. Careful 
repeat measurements of gravity provide the potential for detecting mass 
Joss (depletion) from geothermal reservoirs, which can be used for 
determining the percentage recharge occurring, for detecting areas of 
drainage, and to test various reservoir models, provided that elevation 
change is measured independently and corrected for and production data are 
available. In practice this requires coordination with a first-order leveling 
program. 

Despite theoretical expectations, it must be demonstrated that 
changes in gravity observed are in fact related to removal of geothermal 
fluid--especial1y when so many other effects could contribute to anyone 
measurement. Trevor Hunt of New Zealand established the first practical 
test of precision gravimetry in geothermal studies at the Wairakei field 
(Hunt, 1970, 1977). After correcting for elevation changes and showing that 
other effects such as changes in local topography and differential changes in 
ground-water level could be neglected, Hunt's demonstration of the method 
came largely from the observations of gravity decreases correlating 
spatially with the limits of the exploited field. The resultant pattern was 
one of maximum gravity decrease centered on the main production borefield 
and tapering smoothly toward zero changes at several kilometers distance. 
This same part of the field showed moderate subsidence, a further 
suggestion of net loss of fluid from the system. 



A program patterned on the New Zealand study was set up at The 
Geysers, California (Isherwood, 1977). But the situation is, for various 
reasOr6, much more complicated. Landsliding and active tectonics could be 
producing vertical ground motions unrelated to fluid withdrawal. As an 
underpressured, "vapor-dominated" system, The Geysers may have only 
slight subsidence potential because internal pore pressure is apparently not 
contributing much support to the rock matrix. Also, if the reservoir 
contained only vapor in the pore space (including, of course, fractures), then 
the mass loss conceivably is distributed over a large volume or is occurring 
at some distance from the well bores. Finally, California's present severe 
drought could change local ground-water levels. Despite these 
complications, areas of gravity decreases (with respect to a reference 
station outside the field) c!osely match areas of production (fig. 1). Thirty
six of the gravity stations coincide with remeasured elevation points. Figure 
2 shows the correlation between subsidence and gravity decrease. The 
resultant correlation of +0.72 is particularly significant, inasmuch as 
Changes of gravity caused by landslides or block tectonic elevation changes 
would produce a correlation coefficient of -1. 

Both Wairakei and The Geysers clearly show a net mass loss in the 
reservoir region. Determining the actual mechanism of loss is prerequisite 
to understanding the reservoir dynamics. For both reservoirs, the most 
likely mechanisrr.3 is the replacement of hot liquid water ~ water 
@240~C=0.8 g/cm } in the pore space by water vapor (p steam @240 C=0.02 
g/cm ) and removal of excess fluid. Where this flashing takes place can be 
further constrained (as will be explained later). Alternate mechanisms of 
mass loss seem unlikely or inadequate to expl~in observed changes. For 
example, evacuating steam of density 0.02 g/cm fron-:,the pores of a vapor
dominated system could cause only about 0.001 g/cm bulk density change 
(using the 5 percent porosity suggested for vapor-dominated systems); to 
Change gravity by the amounts observed at The Geysers in just 2 Iii years 
would require depletion to a depth of at least 9 km for a 40 km field. 
Changes in density of the liquid or rock, though possible, would presumably 
be toward greater density, due to reservoir cooling. Similarly, any change in 
porosity (presumably due to subsidence) would tend to increase bulk density 
and consequently not contribute to a gravity decrease. 

If gravity measurements are made with sufficient coverage and 
precision to permit accurately contouring the change in gravity over an 
area, then Gauss' potential theorem can be used to determine the total 
change of mass (in this case the net fluid loss) without assuming a shape or 
depth of the source. Hunt used this approach in studying mass loss from the 
Wairakei field over a 16-year period. Comparison of the mass Joss 
calculated from gravity with the measured mass of produced fluid showed as 
much as 90 percent net loss during the early years of exploitation but an 
apparent increase in natural recharge percentage with prolonged production . 

. If a true steady-state situation is eventually attained, the initial unfavorable 



trends in lowered pressure, flow rate, etc., may be temporary, at least for 
some hot water systems. Continued monitoring will be required to confirm 
whether an equilibrium recharge rate has indeed been reached at Wairakei. 

Preliminary calculations of the mass balance at The Geysers by Gauss' 
theorem show the mass loss to be essentially the same as the calculated 
mass of produced steam during the same time. Because of the limited areal 
coverage and duration of the study, this estimate of 0 percent recharge 
could be in error by as much as 20 percent. This uncertainty should be 
reduced in a few years as instrumentation is upgraded and the net is 
expanded to more gravity stations and more than 150 km additional first
order leveling lines. Still unresolved are (1) whether lack of recharge is 
related to the drought, and (2) barring eventual rechargF_, how large a 
volume can be tapped by the present wells. 

Interpretations regarding the distribution of mass loss are not unique, 
although the "forward calculations" are. That is, if we know the net mass 
removed and its distribut:on (shape and depth) the gravity effect at all 
surface poi nts can be calculated. Through such calculations more 
substantial conclusions about The Geysers geothermal reservoir have been 
made. The work at The Geysers typifies the additional information that can 
be derived. Certain assumptions are useful in simplifying computations. 
Recognizing that the distribution of mass loss may be complicated in detail, 
the first assumption is that we may treat the loss as a body or small number 
of bodies with some uniform density change. Due to the normally smooth 
character of the gravity field and distance from source to observation, this 
bulk characterization is considered reasonable. That the bulk density change 
is not exactly known scarcely affects the results. Representative 
parameters are established using reservoir properties considered reasonable 
on the basis of geologic and reservoir engineering studies. 

For convenience of calculation, the shape of the mass loss is assumed 
to be that of a cylinder with its axis vefOical (fig. 3). Using the mass of the 
net produced fluid (estimated at 7.5 x 10 kg over 2 1/2 years) as a maximum 
Joss, the gravity effect at the surface can be calculated for various 
combinations of cylinder radius an<3 depth. Figure 4 shows such a matrix for 
a bulk density change of 0.04 g/cm • (This densi'tj' change would result from 
the f~ashing of hot water of density 0.82 g/cm to steam of density 0.02 
g/cm if the liquid initially saturated a uniform 5 percent porosity or filled 
half the pore volume at 10 percent porosity.) For instance, a cylinder of I 
km radius, which would have a thickness of about 600 m (density contrast 
and mass given), would have a gravity effect directly above it of 129 wgaJ if 
the top were 1500 m deep a nd bot tom about 2100 m deep a nd an effect of 
only 84 ).lgaJ if the top were 2000 m deep and bottom at about 2600 m. 
Because a change in the radius changes the thickness, an optimum radius 
produces the maximum effect--in all cases decreasing with depth. The 
shaded zone on figure 4 represents the observations at The Geysers, where a 



maximum observed change is about J20 .. 30 ~gal. Within this shading, the 
observed changes could be accounted for-by this set of parameters and zero 
recharge. If the true parameters fall to the Jeft (shallower) side of the 
shading where the calculated effect is too large, the observed change could 
have been caU5ed by Jess mass Joss--indicating partial recharge. To the right 
of the shaded zone the calculated effect is Jess than observed, showing (I) 
that there is additional mass Joss by some unknown mechanism or (2) that 
such a shape-depth combination would be impossibJe. A change in the, 
density contrast by a factor of 2 changes the depth to the center of the 
cylinder only a few percent at the depth range of interest, although the top 
and bottom will vo.';y more to accommodate the appropriate change in 
cyJinder thickness. Similarly, the maximum depth to the mass Joss can not 
be increased greatly by considerations of shape (e.g. sphere versus cylinder) 
and it actual1y decreases if the regions around individual production sites are 
considered separately. Consequently, if we assume no additional mass Joss 
beyond what has been produced, we can rule out the possibility of steam 
boili ng solely off a water table deeper than about 2500 m. Some 
contribution from this depth is not precluded, but the major loss must be 
shallower, probably near the 1-2 km depth of most weU completions. This 
supports the model of Truesdell and White (1973) which proposes liquid water 
throughout the reservoir, such water flashing to steam as a direct result of 
pressure decrease caused by exploitation. 

Regions of drainage may be recognized by comparing a map of 
elevation-corrected changes in gravity to areas of known production. 
Asymmetry to the pattern of gravity change at Wairakei (Hunt, 1977) 
suggests greatest depletion to the west of the main production borefield. At 
The Geysers, some of the critical stations surrounding the present field have 
not yet been releveled to provide elevation correction. Consequently, 
although measurements from the stations to the southwest (around power 
plant 15, fig. 1) are suspect because of their apparent large decreases in 
gravity, we must await the leveling data for interpretation. 

Projections of reservoir longevity at The Geysers and elsewhere will be 
reliable only when we have a longer period of observation and our 
interpretation techniques are refined. Gravity changes reflect what has 
happened between measurements, and, in conjunction with other reservoir 
data, can eventual1y allow for projections which wiU lead to informed 
management of reservoirs. 
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Abnormal p. Wave Delays in The Ge)'sers-Clear Lake 

Geothermal Area, California 

Abstract. Lorg(' teles('ismic delays. ('XceedinR I second. arc found near Mount 
Hannah in the Clear Lo/..e \'olcanic field and in th(' steam-production area at The 
Ge;,·sers. The delays are superimposed on a general delay field of about 0.5 second 
extending O\'er the volcanic rocks and the steam reser\'Oir. It is postulated that a 
magma chamber under the surface "olcanic rocks with a core of se\'erely molten rock 
beneath Mount Hannah and a highly fractured steam resen'oir probably underlain 
by partially molten roc/.. at The Geysers are responsible for the observed delays. Both 
zones extend to depths of 20 kilometers or more. 

The Geysers geothermal power facil
ity, 130 Ii.m north of San Francisco, Cali
fornia, is located in part of one of the few 
known dry-steam geothermal systems in 
the world. It is situated southwest of the 
Clear Lake volcanic field in which rocks 
range in age from 2 x 106 to 10,000 years 
(1). Geologic and geophysical evidence 
suggests that a crustal magma chamber is 
present under the volcanic field and is 
probably the heat source responsible for 
the observed geothermal phenomena in 
the area (2-5). A complex system of 
faults and fractures is thought to provide 
paths for deepwater circulation, and the 
resulting hydrothermal system furnishes 
the superheated steam that drives The 
Geysers turbines to produce electricity. 

Seismic wave velocities are sensitive 
to the presence of both magma, hypothe
sized to be present under the Clear Lake 
volcanic field, and fractured rock, in
dicated by the high permeability in the 
steam reservoir under The Geysers. It is 
possible to delineate the shape of low-ve-

unglh Limil for ReportS: The average length of 
individual Reports in Sciena has been steadily in
creasing. At the same time, the number of pages aJ
lolled to Reports has remained constant and cannot 
be increased. The net result has been that fewer Re
ports on fewer subjects art beilli published. many 
that receive excellent reviews must be rejected for 
lack of space. The overall rejection rate is more than 
80 pe rcenl. In order to increase the acceptance rate 
we will enforce the length requirements one to sev
en double-spaced manuscript pages of text. includ
ina the references and nOles. and two displayed items 
which toaether will occupy no more than half of a 
publish~d paae Lona Reports are subject to delays 
In reviewing and editorial consideration. After Re· 
ports are reviewed. those that exceed the length lim
It will be returned to authors for shortenine before a 
final decision is made Reports that art short will not 
be subject to these delays. t~ 

Slalisliral R"'iew of Papers: As pari of our con
tinuing elfort to improve the quality of papers pub· 
lished in Science, Reports and Articles that depend 
on statistical inference for their conclusions WIll be 
sent to statisticians (in addition to other referees) for 
review. 

locity magmatic bodies and to estimate 
the velocity contrast with respect to the 
sUlTounding regiomil velodt)r by using' 
seismic waves from distant earthquakes 
(teleseisms) (6~). We examined tele
seismic P waves recorded in The Gey
sers-Clear Lake geothermal area at 26 
stations of the telemetered seismic net
work operated by the U.S. Geological 
Survey and at 12 portable stations in the 
area (9). The results are quite unexpect
ed. The seismic waves are delayed over 
a large area encompassing the geother
mal production zone and the volcanic 
field. Relative delays as large as I to 1.5 
seconds found at some of the stations 
indicate a subsurface velocity decrease 
of 25 percent extending to a depth of 20 
km or more. Although a reduction in the 
velocities of upper crustal material in 
volcanic and geothermal areas is not 
surprising, the possibility of an ex
ceptionally large velocity decrease in 
The Geysers-Clear Lake geothermal 
area suggests extreme variations in the 
properties of the underlying material. 
The implications of such extreme varia
tions, although not clearly understood, 
are important in assessing the degree of 
partial melt in the Clear Lake magma 
system and the characteristics of The 
Geysers dry-steam reservoir. 

Severe changes in wave form OCCUlTed 
in the teleseismic signals recorded at the 
permanent stations GMK (Mount Ko
nocti), GGL (Glenview), and GSG (Seig
ler Mountain) located in the Clear Lake 
volcanic field, station GBO (Black Oaks) 
located in the steam-production zone 
(Fig. I a), and at the portable stations 
CL05 (located adjacent to GSG in Fig. 
I a), CL06. and CL07 (5). The signal dis
tortion made it difficult to determine the 

onset of tele!.ei!.ms. Our stud}', there
fore, is based on 48 teleseisms for which 
P-wave arrival time!. could be read with 
confidence (/0). Following standard pro
cedures. we computed (6) residuals with 
respect to Herrin's travel time tables 
(/ I). )n order to cOlTect for source and 
path errors, we obtained relative residu
als by subtracting from each value the re
sidual at a reference station located well 
outside the anomalous area under inves
tigation. We have u!.ed NMW (Mark 
West Springs) and CLO~ as reference 
stations for the telemetered and portable 
networks, respectively (Fig. la). The 
teleseisms used are mainly from the 
northwest, southeast. and southwest azi
muths. Taken together, these events pro
vide a cone of seismic rays with an angle 
to the vertical of about 20<, sampling the 
crust and upper mantle under each sta
tion. 

The average relative residuals for each 
of the three azimuth groups are con
toured in Fig. I. b to d. Because of the 
variation in data quality from station to 
station, the averages are based on a max
imum of II and a minimum of two read
ings per station per azimuth group. The 
results for the southwest azimuth (Fig. 
Ib) show that the delay field is domi
nated bY' values greater than 1.5 seconds 
in the vicinity of GGL in the volcanic 
field, and greater than I second in the vi
cinity of GBO in the steam-production 
area. This field is superimposed on a 
wide zone comprising the volcanic field 
and production area where the delays are 
greater than 0.5 second. These results 
suggest that a broad low-velocity zone 
may underlie not only the region of Quat
ernary volcanism but also the Mesozoic 
Franciscan complex to the west. and that 
abnormally low velocities may underlie 
Mount Hannah and the steam-produc· 
tion zone. The lateral extent of the 
anomalous structure is clearly con
strained on the south and west sides as 
shown by the abrupt change of the resid
uals to near zero values in these direc
tions. However, owing to inadequate 
station coverage, the definition of the 
anomaly to the north and east of Clear 
Lake is quite uncertain. An examination 
of azimuthal variations in the delay pat
terns shows the northwest delays to be 
less than the southwest delays b) 0.7 
second at GGL and 0.5 second at GBO 
(Fig. I, b and c). Similar!) , significant 
changes in the spatial variation of delays 
are also ob!.erved between the north'" est 
and southeast azimuths (Fig. I, c and d l. 

The first step in interpreting the ob
served delays i~ to estimate the effect of 
near-surface structure. Using data from 
calibration explosions detonated by the 
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U.S. Geological Survey, Majer and 
McEvilly (/2) and Warren (13) have 
modeled the top 3 km of the crust in The 
Gey~er~-Clear Lake area. Their result~ 
show that the velocities in the upper lay
ers under the volcanic field and the 
steam-production zone are not abnor-
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mally lower than those in the surround
ing rock and hence cannot account for 
the large teleseismic delay~. Moreover, 
at most stations used in this study, the 
deviations of the P-wave arrival times 
from the explosions with respect to trav
el times predicted by the crustal models 
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Fig. 1. (a) Station locations (dots) in The Geysers-Clear Lake region. The inferred approximate 
outline~ of the Clear Lake volcanic field (dotted) and the dry-steam (hachuredl areas are shown. 
Relative teleseismic P-wave residual contour maps for (b) southwest events, (cl northwest 
events, and (d) southeast events are shown. The contour interval is 0.2 second. The arrows in (b 
to d) represent the direction of approach of teleseismic signals. 
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Fig 2. (a) Calculated depth to the bottom of the anomalous body required to account for the 
observed delays. The top of the body is assumed to be flat and at 8 depth of 4 km. The velocity 
decrease bet .... een the 10- and 15-km contours is assumed to be I~ percent and within Ihe 15-km 
contour (shaded area) to be 25 percent. (b) Conceptual model of the subsurface structure and 
the percentage of decrease in velocity along the line A -A' of (a) passing through the production 
and volcanic zones. 

are, in general, negligible and indicate 
that no localized anomalous structures 
are pre~ent immediately under the sta
tiom. The exceptiom are statiom GGL 
and GSG where the refraction data (ac
cording to Warren'~ model) imply that 
surface corrections as high as 0.4 r.econd 
due to r.hallow low velocities may be re
quired. However. the~e stations show 
maximum teler.eismic delay~ of 1.5 and 
0.9 second, respectively. these results 
require the postulation of deeper low-ve
locity structure to explain a large portion 
of the teleseismic delays. 

Assuming that the delays are caused 
by a deep low-velocity body in the crust. 
we have attempted a simple inversion of 
the teleseismic data to estimate the di
mensions of the body and the velocity 
contrast inside it relative to the sur
rounding regional velocity. The proce
dure used is to compute the length of the 
anomalous ray path required to cause the 
observed delays for a given velocity con
trast (6. 8). Knowing the anomalous path 
length, the angle of emergence of the 
seismic ray, the azimuth of the seismic 
source, and the depth to the top of the 
low-velocity region, we can compute the 
x, y. and;: coordinates of the lower sur
face of the anomalous body. 

We have assumed that the top of the 
body is flat and located at a depth of 4 
km. We assume a flat top. although it 
may not be physically realist ie, purely 
for mathematical convenience. This as
sumption does not introduce serious er
rors in the delineation of the anomalous 
body. In the absence of data from de
tailed seismic reflection and refraction 
surveys, we have only indirect evidence 
to place any constraint on the depth to 
the top of the body. The assumed depth 
of 4 km is therefore tentative and based 
on the paucity of earthquakes below this 
depth (/4). The reduction in seismicity 
can be attributed to several mechanisms, 
including elevated temperatures causing 
stable sliding rather than stick slip (/5), 
high pore pressures which reduce the ef
fective stress across ·fault pll1Ms. and 
aseismic slip (creep). However, the si
multaneous occurrence of low velocity 
and low seismicity may also be due to 
the presence of partially molten or frac
tured rock incapable of supporting shear 
stress at shallow depths greater than 4 
km in The Geysers-Clear Lake geother
mal area. Results of the inversion satis
fying the above criteria are shown in Fig. 
2, a and b. This model is nonunique and 
serves only as a conceptual point of 
view. The model shows a large triangular 
region comprising the Clear Lake vol
canic field and the steam-production 
zone in which there is an average veloc-
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ity decrease of aOout 15 percent with re
spt'ct h) regillnal velocity. An important 
feature of the model i~ a core region be
neath Mount Hannah and the steam-pro
duction lOne where a 25 percent de
crease in velocity is required to satisfy 
the data (shaded area in Fig. 2a). The 
10\1. -velocity body extends to an average 
depth of 10 to 15 km. with the core re
giom extending to 20 km or more. The 
shape of the low-velocity body is not 
well defined. and there are thu~ defi
ciencies in our modeling procedure. 

A reduction of the compressional seis
mic wave velocity within the earth can 
be due to a variet) of factors (7). How· 
ever. geologic and other geophysical 
data support our observations and in
dicate the presence of a magma body un
der the Clear Lake volcanic field. Chap
man (_n has suggested the possibility of a 
magma chamber under Mount Hannah to 
explain the large gravity low in the re
gion. Isher\l.ood (4) inverted gravity and 
aeromagnetic data to model a magma 
chamber 10 to 15 km in diameter under 
Mount Hannah. Hearn cl al. (2) have al
so shown that geologic and geochrono
logical evidence strongly support the hy
pothesis that an active magma chamber 
may be present under the Clear Lake 
volcanic field. The attenuation of tele
seismic body waves (5) and the shallow 
seismicity (14) are other geophysical ob
servations that lend support to the mag
ma chamber hypothesis. We propose. 
therefore. that the low-velocity body un
der Mount Hannah represents rock in a 
state of partial melting. Unfortunately. 
few laboratory data exist to make pos
sible an estimation of the degree of par
tial melting from seismic data. Even a 
theoretical model, such as that proposed 
by Walsh (/6) in which partial melting 
occurs in randomly oriented penny
shaped cracks, requires knowledge of 
both P- and S-wave velocity and attenu
ation to obtain this estimate_ 

It is possible that the dry-steam reser
voir associated with The Geysers may be 
responsible for some of the P-wave 
delays observed in that zone. Laborato
ry data by Nur and Simmons (/7) show 
that the compressional velocity in dry, 
porous rocks is significantly lower than 
in the fluid-saturated condition. How
ever. the seismic refraction survey of 
Majer and McEvilly (/2) at The Geysers 
does no! show a sufficient velocity anom
aly in the top 3 km to account for the ob
served teleseismic delays. Thus, any 
delay attributed to the dry-steam field 
must be occurring at depths greater than 
3 km, necessitating that the fracture sys
tem extend to about 20 km. Alternative
ly, the magma chamber postulated to be 
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beneath Mount Hannah may extend be
neath The Geysers and together with an 
overlying fracture system may be re
sponsible for the observed delays. The 
strong azimuthal variation of delays at 
stations near The Geysers (Fig. I) also 
suggests that an anisotropic velocity dis
tribution in either the fractured dry
steam system or within the magma body 
rna} be present. Walsh (18) ha~ shown 
that the compre,~ibility of roch with 
cracb is ani,otropic. HO\l.ever. since 
the maximum velocity decrease occur, 
along a plane perpendicular tn the direc
tion of crack orientation and since the 
teleseismic waves travel at an angle to 
the vertical of about 20'. a complex frac
ture model will be required. 

A significant feature of our model is a 
core region in which the velocity de
crease may be as high as 25 percent. 
Data from other area~ of Quaternary vol
canism such as Yellowstone National 
Park. Wyoming. and Long Valley. Cali
fornia. sho\l. the existence of magma 
chambers requiring 10 to 15 percent ve
locity contrast (7. 81. Whether the higher 
velocity decrease postulated at Mount 
Hannah means that the magma chamber 
in this localit~ is in a higher state of par
tial melt than that under Yellowstone 
or Long Valley cannot be determined un
til shear wave veJocit) and attenuation 
data are collected. 
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ABSTRACT 

It has l~G been postulated that the Clear Lake vo}car.jc field is 

unde~lain by a ma&m3 chamber. In order to SeE' if a ma[~j; ch::rr,:e~ is 

present and, if so, to delineate its shape and physical properties, 

tel ese isms recorded by 26 telemetered and 12 porta !:lle se ismic sta ti 0:;: 

we re exarr.i ned. Severe signa 1 shape changes and large te lese iSrL c de:&j'::: 

\o1er€ observe: at stations located on the volcanic field cer,terej at r-:v~;;:' 

Hannah and at the geothermal production z.one at The Geysers. For te:'E-

seisms in the swt!";loP-st azim'..:t:;, the averoge de:a)'~ were 1.5 sec:c)!1~S &: 

Mount Ha!1nar., 0.9 s at Siee:::'er r-:,:"Ji,tGi!1, ai,:: 1.0 s at Bla:'~ Oc::~:~ ii. F/ 

steam produ:-tion zonE'. For events in the other az~-..:':.hs the de::'a::~ \<":::': 

less by as much as 0.5 s thoJf}J sill: considE~j quite sig;;i:-ics;.t. Ec 

spatial distrib'Jtioo outlines a broad regio!"; of 0.5-5 de:'ay ce:;te"'e:: 2~ 

Results of a seisn;ic refraction survey in the region shol-l that the de:aJ's 

cannot be attributed to anomalous velocities associated with the co:c;-2u 

geologic structure near the surface, and hence a deep low-velocity body 

in the upper crust is required to explain their presence. A simple 

modeling technique involving computation of the length of an~mc:::~us 

paths is used to deterrni ne the siz.e of the low-velocity body. The 

results show that a plausible model is ()(le in w~.icrJ tn€: lo .. '-ve:o:-ity body 

about 10 kID thick with compressional velocity lowe'" thi1!"; nOl'"'IL:::2 by 15 

percent and extends under the young Clear Lake volcanic field anj the 



team production zone. The body als:) has a deep core underlying Mount 

Hannah and part of the production zone in which the velocity decreasE: is 

about 25 percent. We believe that the low-velocity body under the 

. :>lcanic zone is composed of partially mol ten roc).: I and that. under thE: 

production area is composed of fractured rock filled with dry stea!t wiU, 

or without an underlying magmatic body. 

INT RODUe TIOl~ 

It has lca;g bee:-, postulated that a redJctior, b P- and S-W2l';e 

velocities and strong S-wave attenuation can be expe.:;ted in region:: c;' 

Cenozoic volcanism, but re ... actual data were available to substantiat-::

:,ese claims. Kubota and Berg (1967) and Matumoto (1971) use:: the 

observed stror.g attenuatior:. of S waves frolL nearby earthquakes to 

postulate the t:resence of severa: mag::;", po~;':ets undE:-' thE t·::,~:,t Kat:::~ 

:llcanc regio:;, Alas~:a. Or,ly during t!JE last fe ... years haVE te:esE:is::"::::: 

P waves been used to probe the structure of the crust aOO uwer mantle 

under volcanic areas. Iyer (1975) found teleseismic delays in excess cf 

.11 s in Yellowstone National Park, Wyo., and interpreted them in terlUS 

of a deep crustal and upper mantle magma chamber. Subsequent work has 

shown that the magma body I whi ch ex tends to dej:'th of 150- 250 kn:, has 3. 

. .:>rizontal extent almost as large as the Yellowstone caldera at the 

surface but increases with depth (lyer, 1979). Steep~es anj lyer (1976a, 

1976b) found nearly 0.5 s relative teleseisrric delays in Long Valley, 

. alit'., another potential geothermal area with surface volcanic and 
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thermal expT'E'ssions, The spatial pattern of the delays and their maeni

tude are thought to be caused by a magma body approximately 10 km in 

diameter beneath the central part of the caldera, The comp~ssior.a}-wav8 

velocity inside the body was estima:ec to be 10 to 15 per.:::er,t 1es: tr,L,'. 

in the surrouming rock, In another active geothermal· region, the 

Imperial Valley, Cali f" preliminary study of teleseisms gave inconcLls~v'2 

res'.llts (Stee;::les an: lyer, 1976a), Recently, however, Savioo and oth<2rE 

(1977), us':'n£ a technique of com!:Jined inverion of teleseisr..:ic and gr2.\':":Y 

da ta, sho~ej that in the Impe:-ial Va lley, the cru st under the geother:t?: 

areas ootl:"nec by hig)""; heat flo\-,' is thinner tha:-, elsew~Jere, Teleseisr;':c 

delays of abo·..;t 0.2 s, observe: in another geotherrr,,,,l areE. ir, thE: Cos:) 

Range of sou t~e !"':', Cali forr: ia, have been show:, to be cause':; by a 

lO'w-velocity bo::: at a depth of 10 km be:1eath the arec.. where rece::t 

rhyolitic vclc3::isr.:, hig~; heat flo ... , a:1: hydrctherIL2>l activ:':y are 

p !"€ S e:: : (R ec. s e:;:':' e:- bar.:: 0 the r s , 1 9 79 ) . 

Stee;:;les ane lyer (1976a) first presented pre::iILinary obs~r\'s:::'C':·.: 

of large delays in the vicinity of The Geysers geothermal area. In this 

paper and a sUlIDary paper (Iyer an: others, 1979), WE: preser,t evije:-,2e 

~hat large telese ismic delays are indeed present in the volcanic fiel d 

md the geothermal production zone of The Geysers-Clear Lake region. ~e 

Iho\<,' that the probable cause of the delays is a body of low-velocity 

~terial in the upper crust. 

'The Geysers is ooe of the very few dry-st.ear.:. syst.erl'.,s kno.,r:-, h the 

lorld. It is located sO"Jthwest of the Clez,; LC.~:(; vo~ca~,~c LE::c (fib' 

), which ranges in age from 2 m.y. to 10,OOC '·c,2 .... ;:, (D~;:;)elly and other.:;, 

his volume). A strong gravity low with ae:; '=i;,,:.~e2:; -2:; 

gal in the region (fig. 2) has been inter;" ,,,. 
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presence of a shallow magma chamber (Isherwood, this volume). Goff and 

others (1977), ana lyzing the geochemistry of thermal wa te rs and avai la ble 

geophysical data, postulated a dual hydrothermal system for the Geys'?~s

Clear Lake region, composed of a hot water syste~ located under the 

volcanic zone between Clear Lake and the Collayomi fault zone and a va~o~

dominated systelL southwest of Clear Lake under The Geysers (fig. 3; Gor: 

and others, 1977, fig. 5). These studies suggest that the teleseisItic 

residual (P-delay) technique would be useful in the Geysers-Clear Lake 

area to delineate the magr.Jatic heat SO'Jrce in the volcanic zone an: t.:Jt: 

steam rese~voir unjer the procJctio!; zo~e. 

Figs. 1, 2, 3 near here 

DATA AN~YSIS ~~D RESULTS 

The U.S. Geological Survey has been monitoring the seismicity of t~€ 

Geysers-Clear Lake region since May 1975, using part of the extensive 

telemetere::l se ismic networ/{ in nortne rr. Ca lifomia. In th is stue:,' W2 

analyzed teleseisms recorded during 1976 and 1977 by 26 stations of 

thisnetwork located between Santa Rosi':l and C :':iKe (fig. 2, 3). ThE: 

region south of Clear Lake, the arei! cf stu: ... neludes the locations of 

current geothermal steam production, re:::nt vo1canic flows, and the 

gravity anomaly cited above. In adc:' tile pe .... rr,e;.neilt net;.;o!';"', a 

northwesterly profile of 12 closely s' 

passing through the center of the Mo\.: 

.' :;, :e seisruic stations 

"\H it Y a no rna 1 y wa sin 
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ope rati 00 during July to September 197&. Inform3 ti on regarding the 

temporary anj permanent stations is g~ven in tab~e 1. 

Readin£ of teleseisms 

Severe sig!131-shape changes were observed at stations Gl·lI: (M0\..mt 

Konocti), GGL (Glen View), GSG (Siegler Mountain), and GBJ (BlacK OaI.5), 

in co~pariso~ to other recordio£ stations. Stations Gl"u:, GG:"', a:Jd 

are located on the Clear Lake Volcanics, and GBJ is located on the 

steal!J-produc-tio:. zone(fig. 1, 3). These changes in signal shape ma::;e i: 

difficul t to piCK the onset of telese islLS recorded by the networK; he!'12e, 

it was necessary to reject a large number of events. Our present stJsy 

is, th~ re [ON::, ba sed on or.::'y a SILo 11 frae ti on of rec or':: ej eve:: ts f e::-

coc-Lee"ce. Fig .... re l< shows tw: ty;;ic21 teleseism.s reeorde: by U>s 

The eve:-;t origin&.tiq; near the 00;;::-; Isla:-,:::: ::::. -
...... - y. -

a drastic signal shape change at GG:" and less severe, though noticea:'le 

changes, at GB:> and GM;:. The northern Chile event sho • .'~ strong 

a1 ternation of signal at GMK. Where extreme variation in signal Sh2;''2S 

resulted in ambiguous picks, those stations were rejected for that e\'e:J~. 

Fig. ~ near here 
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Stations CL05, CL06, and CL07 of the portable network also showed very seVE:re 

signal-shape changes, and, hence, few readings from these stations were usej 

in this study. Young and Ward (this volume) have exarr..inej in det3q the 

signal shape changes and attenuation in the Geyse:'s - Clear Lake areo U~~~'L 

our data from the portable network. 

An Eclipse computer was used to analyze the teleseisms recordej by ':~.c 

permanent network. Data telernetered into Menlo Park, Calif. w=re m'..Jlti;:lex.:,= 

with IRIGE time code frolL a digital chronometer anc WV:V3 radio time code a!"j 

recorded on 1 inch magnetic tape. The compJter w=.s used to sea:,c!-. tr,e tir,":: 

code, dern;J}tirlex ar::d digitize the sigrJ21s, and display thE: data 0:'. 2 co:\.::-~c 

ray tube fo:, intera::tiv€ lto'1ip .... lation. A digitizing ra te of' 1 OD S3:;.~ :"e~ 

second was usej for all eve:-:ts i:1 this study. An inte:'activ€ pic~:i:' . .c 

algo!"'ithrr. allows the user to scale and time-shift individual tra::es fo" \'i5j~.~ 

co:,relatic~ 2:1: t~ dEter~inc the co~sistency of phas0s by li~in~ u; t~~ 

and were chosen within the first two cycles of the teleseism. The precisio~; 

of the picks by this method is +0.1 s. 

Fig. 5 near here 

As the 1/2 inch tapes froIT' U',e portable stations cOuld not be mani~)J-

lated by the Eclipse system, playba-::i~s of telespis~" W?rE' m"lnually pici<ej fo:, 

first breaks using a criterion similar to that of the permanent stations. 

Correct picks for stations CL05, CLOC, ~-. L 11, a rld Ci.. 13 ~ rE' qui t-e 

difficult to make. Again, ambiguous ;: ......... = rejected in the analysis. 
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Comput.ation of res) dUals 

The travel time from the source of the ea rt.hquake to the recordi ne s~a:) 0~, 

is calculated by subtracting from the arrival time the earthquake origir. tirr·-

reported in the U.S. Geological Survey's Preliffiinary Det.er~i~at~o~ cf 

Epi centers (PDE). The theoretical travel time is calcula ted from the !;~E:i nei:" :--c 

Her'ri!l travel time tables using the epicent~al distanc-e an: dept~J c: t~JE E-",:-::-:" ~ 

(Herrin, 1963). FroIL the epicenter location, alsc- reported in the P::'::, ,,~-: 

the station coordinates, the distance and azimuth of the epice~ter fr:~ 

from the travel tir.:e the 

negative residual indicates an arrivc.l earlier than prejicte:, an: a p:::-i:i."c 

resid~al (delay) indicates an arrival later than that predicte:. suc~ r~~ 

resid'la::'s co~tain trJe cor,tributior.s fro::: stru::,tures in the crus:' 2.:i: ~;:-~ -::' 

(approximately .,:!:25 kIn), origin-time errors, and the effects due to e"-;~:. 

structure under the earthquake source and along the propagation path of t:1E' 

waves. Together these effects and resulting errors could be, on an c.'.'e(,cis, 

as high as .,:!:O.5 second. In addition to these errors, the tilLing of anythir:i; 

other than first arrivals adds a component to the residuals .r._ic~ i~ CC;'2:'~;'~ 

for all the stations, neglecting any distortion in signal shape acros,'" t'lt' 

seismic array. To correct for thes,:; effects, i~ is cor.r:;:;:-, rra.2t.ice t~, \,; .. 

relative residuals, calculated for each event by subtra::-t.ing fror::: all ra .. : 

residuals the raw residUal at a reference statior.. The reference statio~ i~ 

normslly locate: well outside the e:.rs;-, un:.;:!" investic,:Lo: .. St3t10r;~ !;~~ .. : 
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(Mark West Springs) and CL02 ""re established as the reference stations for 

the permanent and temporary networks respectively. 

Distribution of teleseisms 

The 48 teleseisms analyzed in this study were recorded by both thE 

temporary and permanent networks (table 2). They originate mainly in the 

northwe s:, sou theast, and sou thwest azimuths. Normally, thE eve;; ts al ~:'t. t:-:E: 

southeast and northwest azimuths have a good distance distributio;; ran~~r,~ 

from 40 to 90 degrees (1 degree = 111 krr:). These events p!"'ovide a reve,sc 

profile along the northwes:-southeast direction and ereble the study of 

crustal and upper mantle structure. The eve~ts in the southwest azim~:~ 

in a narrow distance range of 70 to 90 degrees. Occasionally, eve;.ts ",:,c 

recorded fr::;rr ot)-,E:!" azimutr.s (for exarr;;:le, Russi",:-, nuele::.r e\'e:-,ts oc::..::- t:: :'." 

north). The angle meas:; re: from the vertical at w"',i C'l the SE isrr.~:: !'"':::: C' ~f 0 • , 

the surface ranges from 16 0 to 26 c for distan2es 4:: to 9~c. A;; 

optimum use of the total possible distribution of events in distance and 

azimuth was not achieved because in this study only selected eve!",ts cf' 

superior quality were analyzed. A more detailed study, including a 

three-dimensional mathematical inversion of teleseismic resid'Jal da tc, is 

an ticipa ted. 

Spatial distribution of relative residJ2l:, 

The relative F"€siduals with respe::t to st2~ion.3 I\l'fr: and CL02 have bee': 

averaged for each of the three main azim:;tr, g7'OlAPS (ta ble 3). The unavera[,e: 

residuals for events along the three prin,(- azirr,Jtr,s 6~, a function of dist..a;-;cE 
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Figs. 6 and 7 nEar here 

at stations GG:", GSG, Gr·lt;, and GBJ are sho ... ':") in figures 6£., .£, ,f, 3f;:: l, 

resrectively. The data have been corrected for elevation difference.:: bj' 

assu~in£ a normal surface velocity of 6.0 km/s along the ray path. RE~~:~~ 

for eve::ts fro:!. the SO"Jthwes~ azim'...lth ex!-.ibit the largest relativE rt~': :..:.:.> 

(tc be called resid"Jals or delays hereafter). For this azim"Jth the re~~c.=-:,: 

in seconds are sho ... ", near station locations in fig:..:re 7/i.. Delay~ grec.:,,c.; t~.c.~. 

0.5 s coincide with a region which exhibits a gravity lo~ defined by va~uEE 

less than -15 mg::l (fig. 2). The delay field is dominate::! by larg'2 Vc.:...lE~ c: 

1.5 s at stations G::;;" and Ci...06, 0.9s at station GSG in the vicinity of ::;.:;:..., 

two sepa ra tE n;::.x ime. withirJ the ge:1€ ral O. 5-s oelay fie: ~. 

gravity low also exhibits dual minima (fig. 2). Isherwood (this volu~e) 

field as the "Mount Hannah low" and the secondary -15 mgal 1m·; in H,e rebi :':-. 

of steam producti on as the "producti on low". The corresponde:1ce bet""f-e;. t ," .. 0 

teleseismic delays and gravity lows sug~est that they are botr. ca~;~'?':: ty tI~( 

same bodies composed of mate .... ial of lower-than-norr;;a} c()n;f'!'''"~':'-;(;'':-' VE:(i~::'y 

and density. A broad, 10\.;-veloc1ty ZO!1e urderlies n:--t or.:y t~·;€:- re£io~·. of 

Cenozoic volcanism bounded by 110unt KOf;O:l1<t'::', "~ourJt Hanrla!., and Cobb r·;,)cl:;~·::''::·. 

but also the Mesozoic Franciscan complex t~ the ~C5t. Superimposed o~ th~~ 

low-velocity zone are the very low velor :, - un:::e; 11;t.. Hanna:; an::: unJC; the 
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stearn production zone. Note the extremely small relative delays at all th~ 

stations to the west and south of the 0.2 s contour; these small values, wt.icr. 

are within the noise level of our data, indicate that the crusta] struC'tu!"'€: tr, 

the south and west of the anomalous region is fairly hom0geneous. This 

homogeneity over a large area confirms the appropriateness of the choiCE: of 

reference stctiorJs NHrl and CL02. Also, note that the small delays a~ sta:~::~',=-

GGP (Geyser Peak), GSM (Socrates Mine), GPll, (Pine Mountain), and GCV 

(Cloverdale) constrain the possible extent of the production zone ano~~.; 

narro ... zone a fe'.,; kilometers sOJthwest of GB'J. In the absen~e of dc:'2. i;, F,:: 

region, the cor:tours are drc' .. ,:. such that the larger delays lie withi:; tr,'2 

ex tent of the produ:'tio;) 10\0:. There is also conside~ble uncertainty ir. t!-,~ 

definition of the low-velocity zone northeast of the ~ain an~ffialy. St~t:0~: 

GET (RoJnd Tor Mountain) and GRM (Round Mountain) both show about 0.3 s dE:~;. 

It is n::t clE:c.r \of.".etj-,er these del2.Ys are ",ssociate: w::'t~. 

show about 0.25 s delays. Because of these uncertainties, the 0.2-s corJtc>~r 

is left open on the northeast. 

Figure 7E depicts the spatial distribution of average delays for events 

from the northwest azimuth. Details of the data are given in table 3 anc 

figure 6.s. - 6~. Figures 6!:" 6~, 7!:" 7E demonst.rate that delays for U";" 

northwest azimuth in comparison with the southwest a:.irnutr, are lowe!" by a~:)Llt 

0.7 s at GGL and 0.5 s at GBO. GS':; has rc~brJly the sarr.t: dEla:,' of abJ;.;t 0.0 E 

for both azimuths, and the residu31 a~'~~,,2y is no .... ' ce:-.tere: at this statior.. 

Note that the dual peaks in delay COfJ: .. ,,~'~~ seen for the southwest events do 

not appear at this azimuth, altho'...lgl--, ' 

(0.5 s) and the spatial extent is qui',' ,'- fo!" both da ta sets. As 

previously noted, the boundaries of t: ',-'"J.d are constrained on all 
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sides except northeast of the main anomaly. The delays at GHG, GMK, GRT, Glil<, 

and NK.:' are approximately O.ll s outJlnin[ a broad rer,:'or; northE'01st of Clear 

Lake. 

As mentioned earlier, the data from the northwes~ a~d sout~e~~~ a::'~J~~:' 

whe:: analyzed together, provide reverse profile informE1tion. This re\ler.s::.: ir. 

azimuths allows one to determine whether the observed anomalies a!"'E: aS5:>:':'",,'--

\t.'ith surface features or w::~ a deeper stru:-turE, SU2f. as a ffio.g:T.c t,c'~~:. 

this context a comparisorJ between the northwes: delay pattern (fie: 1=: .... : ". 

the southeas~ pattern (fit;. 7f) derrJJ~str2.tes that delays greete; tn::.:. C.:, ~ 

occUr over a mucr, na rrowe r zor.e for ever, ts arriving from the souF,e::..::: &.:: 

opposed to the northwest. Several stations to the sOt.:trJ and SOJtrJE:::.s: cf G'::;:"', 

srr::all southeast delays. A clea!"' cha~.s'? in the p:::tter;: of dela::~ }:- -:--1- -.C ".:" ~ 

as the source direction is reversec; the cha!1gl? is most appare:lt s:-"::'; 0: th-:: 

main anomaly. Figure 8, a profile of the northwest and southeast de>:;~ a:c:·t 

a northwest line passing through GG:", cleo.!"'ly demonstrates tr.is ef'fe:--t; t;·> 

largest delays occur at differer.t locations as thEe azir.:::..lt~. 

seismic waves is reversed. For the southeast azim;;th the 1ari'?st delay, C'.E s, 

occurs at GGi.... whereas for the northw~.s:" a::ir.:;;t!; t!·,c lar€-:::::: cE:~aj', 1 ~, C:'2";:-',: 

at GSG. Note also that the two delay profiles are diff€:re:;t in ap;,e3r'a:-:2':-; th-2 

southeast profile has a much narrower pea~ than thE: north~fs: 
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profile. The peak of the Bouguer gravity profile (fig. 8) coincides with the 

peak for delays frort the southeast. Because of the con:;.lex delay patterns, 

interpretation of tne Geysers - Clear Lake daw in ter~ of a 1Oim;Jle bo:::; a', 

depth will be more complicated than in the case of Long Valley (Steeple: 8~j 

lyer, 1976b). 

DISCUSSION 

The large teleseismic delays in the Geysers - Clear Lake region ca~ bE 

broadly divided into tr.ree con:poiie:-.ts: (1) the ge:1eral delay fiel: 0:' O.~,-s 

amplitt.:je ce:-.te:"ej at Mount Ha:1na:-. a:-1C exten::iir.{; ir,t(;; the stea;.. p:"oc.l:::tic:. 

zone to the southwest, (2) tne large delays of 1 s and greater observe: 1!'", t~.E 

vicinity of Mount Hanna~, and (3) the large delay at station GB: ir; t~~ s'~=' 

proju~tior; zone. It is not difficult tc interpret these observatio~~ i~ te:-~ 

a dry-stea:;. reservoir un:::er the prodJctio:~ zO:-.e. I:: fact, t:-,€ re::'e:.: 

volcanism in the Geyse!"s - Clear Lake region, the availability of tbenLal 

energy, and the presence of gravi~y lo\>.'s are all indication1O of the p!"ese!'";:::e 

of a magma tic heat source. The presence of a magma chamber at depth und e!" 

Mount Hannah was first suggested by Chapman (1966) to explain the largE 

gravity low in the region. Isherwood (197G), analyzing re.:e:'Jt gra·.il J· ar.;:; 

aeromagnetic data, modeled a magrt8 cbarr:ber 10 to 15 km in diameter ,",lith it~ 

center at a depth of 15 krr: unde!" Mou:;t Hanna>-. a oj est i.'t::, tej the lDagrr.a to b'_' 

above the Curie temperature (558 0 C). If it is assJ:r,ej th.=.:" thc"e i3 u 

velocity decrease of 15 percent insidE:- a lDae:n3 body of 15 kIT! diameter, a 

maxilDum delay of about 0.5 s can be ex;·:.: t'2j over the body. Suer. c: ve:o:::': y 



contrast appears reasomble, based on observations at Long Valley (Stet-p~e? 

and lyer, 1976a, b) and Yellowstone (lyer and Stewert, 1977; lyer 1979), fo~ C: 

crustal magma chalt~er. However, in order to explain the lorE'€' dl?layc: in 

excess of 1 s at GBO (over the production zone) and at GGi.., anj surro..;;,:;~;;:.:~. 

it is necessary to postulate an unusually large velocity contrast wit~j~ a 

body of realistic size or an unusually large body wittJ reaso!")",:':e cc,:,'_,' c..:-~, 

lyer (1979) [oim: that a body approximately 150-250 krr; deep wit)-, ve:c.'~<':.:: 

contrast of 5 to 15 percent was required to explair. the 1.5 sec' de:'2.:; (,:5-::·,-::: 

various azirr.";:':-Js in the GE':s~rs - Cle2.!"" :"'o~:e area excludes t':.e dee;:-:::.: 

hypothesis an::; su£,?ests thot un'Jsu;lly large velocity cor,tr::cs~s art ne:-:-s.:.:::-:; 

to explain the large delays. 

Mag=2. alo~E need not be the caus2.tivE mechanisrr fo~ lo~ SE:S~:: 

dry craCKS (Birch, 1960; Walsh, 1965). Thus, a dry-stear" systerL, sue:, 6':: U,=.: 

postulated under the production zone, may also be at least partly re5'~':: .. "-::_e 

for the Observed delays in that region. A tentative interpretation of t:J<:-

delay field in the Geysers - Clear Lake area, therefore, is that it re;lec:.s 

the presence of a magmatic body in which the seismic velocity de-:'re5~t:- b:: 

about 15 percent regionally but which has greater velocity decreaSe ur,::·~r 

Mount Hannah (due to a higher degreE: of Pdrtia~ ILcl Lrli; na:, ir. tr.\; 

surrounding rock) and in the production zone (due to th~ presen?p of a 

dry-stearn system over the partially molten rock). However, before purBui~[ 
~. 

th is line of inte rpre ta tion, it is n«' fSc-,::' :')' t, exsri.: ".: t~)(, (':; E'~: c:- _::'~ ,: .. 

geologic structure on the delays. 
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Effect of local geologic strUC'ture 

SeisIhic wave velocities are a function of local geologic:: structure n~:;,r 

the sei~m'::'c recording stations. The anoma}ous stations GG:" anc GSC ort. 

located on the Clear Lake Volcanics, a complex sequence of volcanic roc~s 

overlying an unknown thickness of rocks of the Great Valley sequence a~j 

ophiolite on a Franciscan basement complex. Station GBO, sho~in£ a ~sx~s~~ 

delay of 1.0 s for the southwest azimuth, is located over the Francisco;; 

metavolcanic rocks in a regior, of complex geology (McLaughlin, this vO}J;,~ ~ 

and is within the stearn production zone (Goff and others, 1977). i-iowE;~E;, ..... ,~ 

shall show that results based on seismic-refraction surveys incicate tr.2: :'",'0-

delays associated with the top 5 kIt under theSE station.::> are or,ly of t~.", c:--=c~ 

of a fe-..' ter; ths of a second. 

During September 1976 the U. S. Geolo[icol Survey firec fi ve S~.::-':." ~ y ~. 

Geyse;-s - Clear i..ake area to study thE: regionc.: cri..ls:",: st!'J: t;.;rl. • .. ~ .. 

attempt to evolve velocity and attenuation models for the Geysers stE:a~ 

production zone, Majer and McEvilly (1979) analyzed data from twC' of PJIC 

shots (Skaggs Springs and The Geysers) recorded by the U.S. Geological Survey 

telemetered network and an array of 13, closely spaced porta~le statior.~. 

USing data from a selected group of U.S. Geological Survey stations y.~,:,::-' 

not located on the young volcanic rocks, they found best-fittin& rebio~~: 

velocities of lL49 and 4.98 km/s, respectively, for the top tw:; layers in t;,E 

upper 3 km of the crust. Station GI·E showed the largest refraction deia:,s, 

0.2 to 0.45 s, with respect to this model. Stations GBO, GGL, and GSG, wL.:-:. 

show large teleseismic delays, were delayej bj' c:::y 0.1 s fOe th(; S!-.2tS, 0;;: 
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\oRre similar to teleseismically non-anom;:,lous station GP;'; and GGP. Thus, it 

appears that the contribution to the delays due to structurE:' in the top 2 tv 3 

kn; of the crust at these stations is quite small. Usi!J[ date: frorr: the c>:::.::::; 

space6 array of portable stations oriented in a northeasterly oir-2cLc. 

perpendicular to the regional geologic trends with the center of thE: erre:,' 

locate': aboc;t 2.5 krr. from GBO, Majer and McEvilly postulate a mCld€": fo; V;<:: 

top 3 km of the crust in its vicinity. This model shows a thin layer cf 

high-velocity, high-Q (low attenuation) material underlain by a lo~-~€":~:~:; 

zone of unKno",:,_ thicK!JE'SS. Tn/? important finc~ng fro!':" our pcir,t 0; \,~E .. : :: 

that the top few kilorn~~ers c~ the crust co~tributed only at~ut • C.1 s to t~E 

anoIDc.lous oeley observed at statio;. GBO in the produc:tior; zorJE an: a: st=.::c:-_~ 

GGL an~ GS~ in the volcanic zone. 

Warren (1978, this vclu~e), in an atterrpt t= es:i~5te the SE!S~2 

stations including the ano:r:alous stations GGl.., GSG, and G3J. He fitte: :'h':" 

data to a crustal mOdel in which the top 3.7 km is made up of two layers wit~ 

velocities 4.2 and 5.2 km/s, respectively. These velocities are SO::lt,,-;.5t 

different from those of ~~jer and McEvilly. However, Warren found more 

Significant differences in the refraction residuals; the delays at. st2.t.::'c,r:~ 

GGL and GSG are 0.32 and 0.44 sec, respectively. According to \\'arr-er:'s I!)je:, 

GBO does not show any delays. We are uf1-=;::e tc e);;:-:air. the ji!"::rEf.':.nc~; 

between the results of Majer and McEvilly (1979) an::: \\arr€:1 (this voluIT,EL 

The same data set w:iS used to construct both rnode~s, thougr: Warren did n~t uc::.:: 

all the data. The results of Majer' a:-J: 1<::[\':11y S:.lZ£:f~: tr.2t p:r_ )..,~---
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teleseismic delays observed cannot be attributed to local geology. HOWEovt:r, 

Warren's resul ts indicate that even with appropriate correction the large::. 

teleseismic delay at GGL will still exceed 1.0 s, but the delay a: GS:; w; j~ br. 

reduced to about 0.6 s. 

The residual at station GtlJ:, based on the refraction model of f'llC.je; a:l: 

McEvi 11y, is of ttle same order as the telese ismic delays for the northw:- s'~ ane 

souttlwest azimuths (O.ll s). GMt: is located on Mount Konocti w!Jich is :JeE:.:' :,I.e 

region of youngest silicic eruptions in the Clear Lake volcanic fie1d 

(Donnelly and others, this volume). Twc drill holes near Mount Kono2ti 

reaclled a depth of about 1.5 k!L but did not locate the lo~r bounda:-y 0; tL", 

Clear Lake Volcanics. The consistency between the ma&nitudes of delays 

o~taine: by re:rac ti or. anc telese is~c surveys i n::ca te.:s th2~ thE te: es:: ::"Ec..~::: 

oelE:Ys at G~J.:: may be dje to purely surface effect of t!1e volca;,:'::: r:>c,::, 

res'Jlts at GE), wL, ane GS::; sho\.' that ever: ""ith extre::r;e co:-re:,t:o;;5, ~c.::-. 

delays must still be explaine: by dee~er phenomena. The effect of CE:(;E: 

rocks, such as those of the Great Valley sequence and ophiolite, is difficult 

to evaluate and may contribute to the large delays observed at GV:" and GS.::; 

through some fortuitous combination of effects. However, a body 25 k:Ti thick 

in which the velocity is 25 percent less than that of the surrounding mate:-ial 

is required to produce a relative delay of 1.0 s. It is quite unlike ... y tr;::;t 

such thick, low-velocity material overlies the Franciscan baseme!Jt und,?r' t.he 

Clear Lake Volcanics. 

Further evidence that complex sur;ace geoloE..v is not a critical facto!' i:, 

interpreting the Geysers - Clear Lake telese is!TJ~c delays is provided by the 

results of a reflection survey conduc~.':: ~:: Der.:in["':- anj ;';OV32!"j (th:s 
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volume) in the Castle Rock Springs area, about 5 k~ to the southeast of th~ 

present production area. This region is unjer intensive investigation for 

geothermal potential. The velocity strl)::-ture in the top 2 krr; of th". cr'..J:::~ 

does not sho ... any low-velocity features; near-surface velocities a~.:- ~rJ t:.-:. 

range of 2.1 to 2.8 km/s, and a higr. velocity of 5.5 km/s is observ~ a~ 8 

shsllo ..... depth of 2.5 km. Station GS~: is located in this ge:-,eral r-::f~'x, a~.:: 

does n:;t sho\>.' any large delays. 

Dee; de:ay sources 

The previo'..ls disc:...:ssion in:icates that ev~ after apply:i.r.f cO~:'e::~: .' 

for surface geoloi;Y to the teleseis!:ic delays, it is still necesssry t:-, 

interpre: a regional d~lay field of 0.5 s exten:::';J[ over' pa~t of t!'>= C:~:Y' 

, s a~ G:;:"', G~:, c:.: GS3, 

the anomaly: (1) the observed relative delay obServe.: at a statior, is ca-..;.:;",: 

by the seismic ray traversing obliquely through a low-velocity body; (Ll t.\-;E

velocity decrease inside the body relative to the surrounding rocf. is C":::',5:',=':.: 

throLlghout the body by a specified amount; (3) the top of the lo ... -velo::::.y 

body is flat and at a depth of II kIt. (This value is close to the IT;S:Cr. .• ; 

depth of the seismogenic zone under the Geysers-Clear Lake regio!') (P'..;f'( a:-:: 

others, this volume). If the lo ... -velocity bo;:::. is mac;",::tic it \"::':1 bE: U,,,,:> 

to sustain earthquake strains. ) 

The anomalous ray path length inside the body is calculated at e3'::~1 

station from residuals at various aL:!:',..;· ... :J~ acc:or'j~nL tc thE e:;t..:':::: ~':. 
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L = -VR (1 + 11k) 

where, L is the distance ray travels in anoma}o'J,s body, V is thE: velocit.y for 

norm3.l ray path, R is the avera£e relative residual (posiLvE- for d"'~3J':), ar.~ 

k = fraction by which velocity inside the body deviates from norIL'::::; k i.e: 

positi ve for higher-than-normal vel oc i ties and negative fo:, lower-tha:-,-r!0"':;,;:' 

velocities. HaviTl£ calculated L, the average angle of ray emergeil2e a: t'~

surface, and the average eveilt azimuth, it is possible to calcCllatE thE 

position of a three-dimensional surface of a body at depth. 

Fig. 9 near here 

The res~lt5 0: thi5 moje:in~ are s~o~~ in fig~~ 9~ and £, c0:,rf~~~~::~C 

to a 15 and 25 percerlt velocity decrease. The CO!"1tOurs indicate de;,:,,:5' t~ tr.-:' 

botto~ of the lo~-ve202i:y body. (As def~nE:~ e~rl~er the top of the t:~i ~c 

flat and constraine·j to a depth 0; 4 kr. .. ). For a 15 perce;l:' v'2:loci:":; ':<0_ ~C:.~. 

there is considerable scatter in the values, due to computed depths ariSing 

from large and small resi duals at di fferent stations being projected ad."acer.: 

to each other. However, in spite of the discepancies, we can define 

approximately a low-velocity body about 10 kIt deep and extending over a broad 

triangular region from the northeas:. shore of Clear Lake area co~~riEi!"1[, :~e 

steam-production zone and part of the Clear Lake volcanic field, the body 

appears to be deeper than 10 kID. The 20-klTl contour approxirtately defines the 

deepest section of the body with cO!"lsid.-:-rable unce:",tainty in thE' northe3st 

boundary. 

As mentioned above, previous w:>r~: sJ.u:es~ tl,ct a 15 per2e;;t ve}o:::~y 

decrease may be appropriate for low-ve10:'ity bodies in geothermal areas. 

However, as shown in figure 9~, P-wave delays in the Geysers-Clear 



Lake regioo can also be modeled assuming a 25 pel'cent velocity decrease. TnC:' 

10-krn contour outlines a srna}ler area tha:; for the 15 p'2r'(;e~.: m:>:el, but, 

encompasses the steam-production zone and tIle vo~C'or;ic fie~c, Thi~ r-.:>::·c= 2,:"': 

reV€5:S core ree;ions near The Geysers and Mount Hannah where the lCi-;-'J':= '>~,' y 

body may be 20 km or deeper. No serious contradictions in/dept~J va:J'?!: w-::~,(.: 

founj for this model suggesting a 25% decrease in velocity may be rn::~·: 

ap~~or~iate, partic~:arly for the central part of the anD~a~ous bo~~, 

Figure 10 nea!'" here 

sr.,,:l conce::t!"'c.t-= or, the hypcth€s~s th,,: tr,E lo .. -vc:o::':y be'::.; :.l:::~:' ::,_:.~ 

Hanna~ is of volcanic origin and that the body under the Geysers steac 

production zone is associatej w:'th the stea~ res~~vcir, wi:h or w~·~::~~ =

underlying rnaglIlatic body, 

Magma charn~er under Mt. Hannah 

Chapman (1966) and later Isherwood (1970, analy:::ir,[ rece;,t £ravity a:;l 

aeromagnetic data, has modeled a map:.~ cr,arr.~,er .. itb its ce:1ter at a d€;.:[; -' 

15 km und er Mount Hannah. Using geel c :; ~,;; eeochronol o[i co.: dEl ta, He:, ~;-. a:,: 

others (this volume) show that the c, ,-j :~)e Clear i...av.e \'::~C'::::;~:: 

field underlain by the postulated rna(' 
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geophysically inferred magma chamber, however, does not correspond to thE": 

youngest rocks of the Clear Lake Volcanics whi~h lie to the northeast (Hear;J 

and others, this volume). A strong resistivity ano[Jjaly (Stanley and Jacr:sc;;., 

1973) centered slightly to the northwest of Mount Hannah may also bE": d~"" to 

indirect effects of the magma chamber. Young and Ward (this volume) have 

analyze:': thE' spectra of teleseisms recorded by our portable seisrrjc array i;. 

the Geysers - Clear Lake area and have found a broad low Q-zone over thE CIE'a~ 

Lake Volcanics and the production zone. They postulate that the lo~ Q is 

asso2iated ~·ith a ZO:1t of partia: mel tine;: or lLag!L5 chamber unde:-,ly:'r.t: -::-~.: 

Geysers - Clear Lake area. 

In spite of our !OC>deling limitations anj difficu:.ty ir. assigr.:>:[ 

appropriate velocity contrasts, no ser-ious diffE":rences exist betwee'-l 

Ishe~'ood's gravity model and our lOCldel. However, Isher.looj's mod",:', bc:3'< :'~j 

percent is required. A P-wave velocity decrease greater than 10 perct;;t, 

though possibly caused by several factors, is best attributed to partia: rne:t, 

particularily when observed in young volcanic areas. The interpretatior. of 

P-wave delays in terms of partially molten bodies has been discussed in detail 

in the analysis of Long Valley data by Steeples (1975) and SteEples an: :Iye~ 

(1976b), and for Yellowstone by Iyer and Stewart (1977). In the Geysers -

Clear Lake region we believe that the most plausible exp:ar,stion of the 

Observed delays in the Mount Hannah area is the presence of partially mo1t"~ 

rock in the crust. Whereas the increase of temperature alone is sufficient to 

cause a slo .... ' decrease in the ve10cHy -:1" c:-';:-;r:'€-ssion21 weves, a drd::'3~ i::-' 



de.:::rease in velocity occurs at the onset of partial !D'21 tine (MiZJta:1i aile 

Kanamori, 1961; j Spe:::ler and Anjerson, 1968; MUr'e: S0 an: McEirney, 1973). 

P-wave velocity d::Jt.a alone are not sufficient to deter·rr.~n'C: t;,,,, d"'Cr·>c c: 

partial me} ting. The accepted !Dodel for partial1y mol ten roct: is O~jo'- :.~ ........ _ ::', 

the !D2.in body of the solid has a large number of fluid-filled cra~y.s, Tf)€: 

extent of velocit.y de.:::rease depends not only on tne nurr:ber of cra.::::':~ bJ: E>:_-~ 

on tneir shape. Meas;;rement of other selsm).i.ogic variables suc~; as S~,€="~-'v;::'.'-: 

velocities, and compressional an~ shear-wave atte:1uatio~ are necessary --

estimating tnt' degree of partia: me~ t in a lI,ac~at.i.c syst€r:,. A j:.:';-.':. 

co::pos::io;: cf tne mae;:r.c=. body U:1:er the Geyser's - Clear La~:e area. 

Goff and others (1977) modeled the Geysers - Clear Lake geother~~: r~~i~~ 

as a dry-stea.'ll systen: under The Geysers betwee:1 the f-1e!"curyville an::: CC';~::::a:;.: 

fault zones and an extensive hot-wa tel'" system to the northeast (see fif, 5 c: 

their paper and fig. 1 and 3 of thiS paper). Nur and Simons (1969) have sho ..... ~ 

that the presence of dry fractures, a~ w:>uld be foun~ in the dry-s'.. '2:~::. s::s~ fe:, 

lowers the compressional velocity of a me:lium. Hence, a sig!JiLca:1i ve~o2i'..:; 

decrease can be expected in a vapor-dOrL~nElteJ f.Leld sucr, as Ir.e Geys""r~ .. !; 

contrast to a W3ter-dorninatej field. h0W"V/? .... , it is' a[::2" diffic'J}t tc m2'.;.o 

an estimate of the expected velocity de:rease and to interpret that estimc.:e 

in term::; of producti on-zone size. r \ .• 
..:. ''';)',,,-,r''. 
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that a 25 percent velocity decrease requires depths of 25 to 30 km. HowevE:r, 

note that this value is derived solely frorr) the southwest delays at station 

GBO. The delays for other azimuths indicate about half that depth. Our 

modeline ha~ incorporated the azim;;thal dependence of the residuals, "'r,~:::!) 

results in the width of the anomalous low-velocity zO!Je being restricted alonc 

the northwesterly direction. 

The strong azimuthal dependence of the observed delays at GB8 may a1s) be 

attributed to material which has an anisotropic velocity distributio~ be~~~:~ 

the productio" zonE. It is not unrtas:JTJ",blE: to expect velocity ar,is::,t: -=-j:,.: ~;, 

fractured rock. W~1s~ (1965) fou!Jj tha~ anisvtropy can be dUE tc the ef~e:~ 

of cracks on the compressi!)ility of rocks; the maximum velocity decre2.s~ 

occurs a10:1& a p::'a!1€ perpen:Lc:.:lar to the craCK orie:-.tatior;. Ir. a stu::: c;' 

the seis!Jji.city of the Geysers - Clea!'"' Lake area, Bufe and others (tr,::'s vJ: ... ':','.'-~ 

crac;':s shoul::'; fo!'"':::, c:!:JJ~t ar: axis of rr.:nim..l!L cor;.;;r.::ssi:Jr. orier.te: j';.15 c \\, 

Therefore maximum velocity decrease sho:Jld occur approximately along a 

southwesterly direction as observed. 

It is not possible to dete rmine fron: seismi c data alone whether part cf 

the delays observed in the production zone are due to the extension of the 

Mount Hannah magma chamber underneaU:: a frae-tured, steam-filled reservoi!'. 

Isherwood's magma chamber extends (see fig. 17 of his 1976 paper) under the 

stearn prod~ction zone. In the absence of any dE:fi~itive evidenJe anj sinc€ n~ 

estimates as to the size of the ste2IT. re~eMv0ir are avail::ible, we will not 

speCUlate on the relative sizes of the s':.e,':lr: reservoir and magma body under 

the geothermal prodU0tion zone. 
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A conceptual model for the subsu .... face struclurE' of the Geysers - Clear 

Lake region is sho"", in threE cross-sectiona ~ 6i a[,r-am.o: a1or:g AA t (northwc-'s: 

through the volcanic zone), BB' (north~s: throug,; the produ'::iorJ zO~J"'i; d~Jj 

ce' (northeas: through the production zone and volcanic zone) in fi£~l"=:: 11.6., 

,E, and f. The models are primar-ily constructed from teleseismic del:', b..:t 
• 

other- geo]og~c an~ geophysical inforrnatio~ is also used for comrlete~~:~. 

Fig'Jr'€ 11 nE'o r hert 

low-ve~ocity body in the crust. The bo~y, with a~ av~rdfE tt:~in~s~ 

10 km extends over a large area to the south of Clear Lake including the steo~ 

prodJ::tion zone at The Geysers. The aVErct;'2 cor:;:-res5':'0:1=.:: velo~i:J' i~,-::-~ ~;. .. -

body is less than normal by about 15 percent. In a core region exi~:s u~:~r 

Mount Hannah and part of the steam produ::tio~ zone, the velocity de2re~~~ 

exceeds 25 percent. We interpret the low-ve::'oci:y bC::::J' to be compcs(c~ 0: 

partially molten rock under the volcanic zon~, and fra~turej r02~, re~~8·.:~~:e 

for the dry-stealL reservoir, under thE pr-0dJcLof, Z:-;:',E-. E-:-'::2..13'2 i: is n: ~ 

possible to distinguish between 10., veloeities due to pal't.ially mol tel', r02~ 

and dry fractures from teleseismic r~~:j~;~s alone, i~ is n~t poss~ble to 

de termi ne whether a magma tic in trusi (, 
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reservoir. Our results are in basic af,reo=ment with ISll~rwood's (1976) 

analysis of gravity and macnetic data which also indicat(; the presence of a 

magma chamber under the Geysers - Clear Lo;":e area. If the higr, de!: r(;c of 

partial mel ting indicated by our resul ts is vali d, it would appear that tr,te 

Clear Lake volcanic system is by no means extinct. 
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Figi.,;rE. 3 lr,ferred ap~roxirLate o"..;:lines of vapo!"'-oorr..:.nateC ar.: stc:::.:"-





Figure 5 Computer display of a teleseisIl' frorr: l~or'fclk IS::'anc, O::tc'::>",r 17, 

1S77, recorded by eig!1t stations of thE Geyse:,s-Cl E&':' La~:-2 

12., Arrange: a::co:'dine: to actuE.l arriv5: tirrJe~. 

E, Traces shifte: by corr.p .... t.er to pic:.: tbs-

Note the absence of a sharp first break at statio~ Gb~. (D&.) 
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Figure ij Two teleseisms recorded by telemetered netwo!"k in the GEyse!"'.:: -

Clear LakE region. On:iy eight stations pH eve:-.ts ar-c snc, .. ,,: .. 

Note cbange in signal shape at stetions GG_, G!:)::;, an: G:':::. 

!, Northern Chile, November 30, 1976. 

~, BO:lin ls1&.n:s, De2€m!Jer 12, 1970. 
,- , 
\ J O. 



Fip re 7 Relative residual CO!'ltour maps. 

~, SO'Jthwest events: to adjus~ for differences dUE to re:E-:"-:::~:: E 

station locations, 0.08 sec has bee;, adje: to all te~.;<'ra~':; 

sta tion res~duals. 

t~ ad j;;s':. for C· . C ... -

station locations, 0.20 sec has bee:. adee: tc a::': te::.; ;:;:.~ 

stc. tion residuals. 

,f, Southeast events. 



Figure 6 Va~iation of relative residuals as a function of distance and 

8zimutn at stations. 

!, GGi.., 

,E, GSG, ',. .. \ 

'. t :2 1 

f, m-u:, 

h GBO. 



Figure 9 Calc'..llated depth to b8ttOr.: of anomalous body re::j'Jireo to a~20L:;::, 

for observe::J de:lays. Top of' body is considereci flat an:i ass'..lr.J"'::; 

to be at a depth of lj kIL. l~'JIL::,e:,s near station loca:~::::-;.: 

boey. I~()!"ro31 se isILic velocity outs: de body is 6 k::'/5e:. 

A, 15 percerJt velocity deC'rease. Cor.tour interva2. is iC t;~,. 

~, 25 percent velocity decrease. Contour interval is 5 kIT .. (2::",) 



Figure 8 
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Profile of northwest, southeast residual values, and gra';:':'Y 

along a southeas~-no!"thwest linE A.:'" (see figu!"e 7:;) frc:: C:· 

to GHL. 



Figure 11 

~o 

Conceptual model of sutst.::,face structure o.nd pe!'"'ce~t Ge::::co5~ "-

velocity in the Geysers - C~ea: Lav.€ region. 

!, No!'"'thwest cross-sectiorJ along AA' of fibJre 10 pas5':'1.~ 

through volcanic zone. 

E, North ... 'est cross-section along E:::' of fib.lr'e 10 p::.s:::>.: 

through production zone. 

~, No!'"'th€~s~ cross-se~tio:: alor.[ CC:' of fib~r'~ ,:- ;-.E:.s.:~:.: 

through production and volcanic zones. (25a) 



Figl..l re 10 Composite of figure 9 indicating de;:-th to the bot to!':'. s:.; .... ;a::~ 0: 

body responsible for otlservej delays. V€:o:!::'~y de::-rc2..~~ .;~: ... 

respe~t to norm:;l is 25 perce:1t withi n shade: "cC're" &. ... ('0. ?~-: 

15 percent outside core and within 10 k~ contour. Cont0ur 

interval 1s 5 km. Profile lines indicate pOSition of 

cross-sections shown in figure 1'. (2 j a) 
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Table 1- - Station names, coordi na tes, elevations, and dates of ope ra ti on 

Sta tion Latitude Longitude Elevation Period of opera ti on 
(Deb) (!1in) (De6)(~~in) (m) 

CLOl 38 41. 74 122 ~.67 524 7/4/76-7/22/76, 8/1~ /76-fj/9/7G 
CL02 38 44.07 122 32 .38 323 7/3/76-7/22/76, 8/14/76-9/9176 
CL03 38 46.79 122 35 .30 330 7/3/76-7/22/76, 8/14/76-9/9/76 
CLOil 38 48.30 122 36.95 347 7/3/76-7/22/76, 8/15 / 76-9/9176 
CL05 38 52.26 122 42.33 1049 7/4/76-7/22/76, 8/15/76-9/10/76 
CL06 38 54.67 122 42.33 756 7/4/76-7/22/76, 8/16/76-9/9/76 
CL07 36 55.70 122 47.33 622 7/5/76-7/22/76, 8/16/76-jl;/76 
CL08 36 57.90 122 48.71 49il 7/4/76-7/22/76, 8/15176-9!~17~ 
CLOg 38 56.68 122 5il.75 543 7/5/76-7/22/76, 8/15/76-9/9/76 
CL10 39 00.70 122 55.75 463 7/7 /76-7 /22/76, 8/1617~\-9/;I:c 

CL 11 38 50.84 122 47.15 805 8/1S/76-9/5/7l 
CL13 38 51.95 122 48.30 786 8/2; /76-: / L, In 
GAX 38 42.65 122 45.30 379 permanent 
GKi 38 48. 8~ 122 40.76 1125 permanent 
GBJ 38 49.46 122 50.57 879 pe!"'manent 
G~ 38 48.35 122 45.31 1286 permanent 
GCV 38 46.14 123 0.89 150 permanent 
GOC 38 46.03 123 14.31 772 permanent 
(Y'" ~~ 38 53.8) 122 46.55 8" -'::5 permaner,t 
GGl=' 33 45.88 122 50.65 105~ perrr.aner,t 
GHC 38 36.36 123 11 .81 518 permanent 
GHG 39 7.70 122 119 .il7 90~ permanent 
Go:'" 39 2.43 123 1. 12 9- -

~~ perma:1ent 
GMC 38 47.56 123 7.08 426 permanent 
GMK 38 58 .17 122 47.22 906 permanent 
GMO 38 l.i2.61 123 8.59 802 permanent 
GPM 38 50.85 122 56.72 703 permanent 
GR!~ 39 1. 23 122 35.06 l.i69 permanent 
GRT 38 56.32 122 40.18 619 permanent 
GSG 38 52.00 122 42.60 1080 permanent 
GSM 38 l.i6. 16 122 46.88 1017 permanent 
GSN 36 56.43 123 11.50 870 permanent 
GSS 38 42.12 123 0.81 282 permanent 
NHB 38 35.36 122 5l.i.54 165 permanent 
NMH 38 40.22 122 38.03 1200 pei'manent 
NMT 38 48.34 122 26.76 422 pe rma n e:; t 
NMvI 38 33.03 122 43.37 13 4 pe rrna!1€ n t 
NSH 38 31.20 122 36.43 ':' -, C. permCi!1er. L -', -
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Table 2. L i::;t. or u::le~o 1!;)Ul.S I 

~ 

! C:vent looation l)atc Or'ibin time Depth L:1L N LonG W. Distanct/ Azimuth Humbt::rs of f (G . Ill. t.) (kill) LJt::li MlN Dt::G .UN to ~CL stations ~ 
k Ii M " (aegr'\::os) recording £ oJ 

it 
Kcmnadec Islanb 1/24170 21: 48: 2').9 'I'd -20 jd.10' 117 j5. &0' 84.?12~6.2 19 , 

t, r'ij i Is lands 2/03/'{0 12: 2": 30. 1 4'[ 'I -~~ &.;:0 -119 41.60 83.4/230.3 24 r Colombia 5/19/'/6 4: 1: 1':).8 1':)7 4 27. tiO 15 4" .00 54.6/116.6 22 ! Kermaaec Islands 6/29170 18: 30: 9.1 4B -3j 41j .00 11'1 ~.OO 88.5/223.1 24 ·KamchatKa 1110116 11: 31: 12.8 38'1 47 24.00 -145 42.00 63.8/310.8 8 ·Panama 1111/16 16: 54: 31. 8 22 1 18.00 18 jO.OO 50.5/116.6 5 ·Panama 71 ll11b 20: 41: 41.5 3 1 24.00 18 6.00 50.11116.2 9 -Panama 1111176 2: 5: 22.0 25 'j 48.00 82 42.00 48.11122.0 1 -New Britian 1111116 21: 6: 32.1 53 -4 12.00 -152 48.00 t18 .4/263.4 ? ·Kermadec Islands 1120176 22: 51: 43.1 310 -31 12.00 180 0.00 81.1/226.3 6 -Kuril Islands 1122116 6: 51: 22.1 79 40 12.00 -151 30.00 60.9/307 .5 8 *r ij i Islands 8/1')176 18: 43: 45.0 509 -25 1.80 -119 42.00 83.4/230.5 3 -Aleutians 8/16116 5: 11: 38.9 65 51 30.00 178 24.00 40.5/307 .1 5 -KamchatKa 8/16176 12: 28: 32.4 50 51 55.20 -158 25 .80 5i1.5/311.6 5 ·China 8/16116 1i1 : b: 45.9 16 32 48.00 -104 12.00 96.6/321.9 4 ·Chile 8120/16 6: 54: 11.3 81 -20 24.00 10 0.00 16.71130.1 6 -Alaska 8/22116 2: 1: 41.4 144 60 12.00 153 18.00 28.9/328.1 6 ·New Hebrides 8/22/16 21 : 9: 41.9 31 -14 0.00 -170 54.00 81.2/244.3 10 ·Chi na 8/23116 3: }): 1.6 33 32 30.00 -104 12.00 96.9/321.1 10 ·Chile 8124116 21: 26: 12.2 8 -25 18.00 10 42.00 80.1/133.7 8 'Aleutians 8/28116 2: }): Y.2 145 ?2 36.00 175 18.00 38.5/308.8 10 ·Kermadec Islands 8/31/76 9: 6: 50.4 55 -30 6.00 118 6.00 85.8/225.8 9 -Kermadec Islanus 8/31116 13: 22: 10.9 51 -28 18.00 116 36.00 83.6/225.9 10 -New Hebrides 9/01/76 13: 25: 29.8 15 -20 24.00 -169 24.00 86.7/240.6 10 -Gua tt::mala 9/02116 10: 20: 25.9 81 13 18.00 90 0.00 38.3/122.4 7 'Solomon Islands 9/04/16 11: 41: 59.1 83 -10 12.00 -161 6.00 85.9/253.6 8 Kuril Islaoos 9/22116 0: 16: 8.2 64 44 52.80 -149 13.50 62.6/306 .9 24 Fij i Islands 11/25/76 14 : 6: 35.4 442 -19 29.YO 171 42.30 17 .61232.2 23 Chile 11/})116 0: 40: 51.8 88 -20 31.20 68 55.10 17.1 1129.2 , 22 Kazakh SSR 12/01/76 4: 56: 51.~ 1 49 53.00 -78 54.30 89.5/346.2 19 Bonin Islaoos 12/12116 1 : 8: 50.1 491 28 2.60 -139 34.50 18.41296.6 20 nyukyu Islands 12/14/76 16 : 6: 44.4 41 28 11.60 -130 41.90 84.3/301.8 2i1 Argen ti l'il 2/04111 1: 46: 33.8 549 -24 41. 30 63 21.70 84.2/128.1 22 HonshU. Japan 2/18111 20: 51: 29.8 42 33 4.30 -140 49.00 14.5/300.0 24 Korea 3/09111 14: 21: 53.6 528 41 36 .40 -130 52.10 15.6/312.0 22 KurU Island:s 3/191T/ 10: 56: 25.1 10 44 12.00 -148 11.80 63.6/306.6 16 Peru 4/09177 4; 4; 12.5 564 -10 0.90 11 10.90 68 .3/123.8 24 
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'l'iible 2 - Cvfl ti nutd 

Event locdtion lJat~ Or'iiSin tUlle lJepUI 1.1 t N Lr)ng W. Distdnce/ Az imuth Numbers 4 

(G.m. t.) (km) .JrJj MiN lJEG MIN to GeL station: 
H M " (debrt:: t: ~) recordinj u 

Han.:> tlU, Japiill 4/20lTl 20: 4. 2'J .11 4'JJ )0 )') . ')0 - 1 51 ;~9 .00 '(b .3/2Y<.1.S 24 
Solomon IsLands 4121 ITt 4: .24. ':! • () 33 _I) ';( • <)0 -1 tJU 4j.l)U S5.9/253.8 21 
r lJl blan:is 01 r{ 177 .2: ":'J. ':.I.d b')O -1'J 1)2. &0 17() 5.~O '(S.7/233.0 21 
TOlIt!;a Islands b122/77 1 ) . 

~ . 8. 2U.3 j'j --.!3 11 .40 1'{':> 55 .20 7':1.3/228.5 17 
Fiji Islan:is 7/00/17 11: 2b. 31.':> SSPI -21 4.10 1 '(d 34.40 7<) .3 I 2 31 .8 21 
Kat Islands 9/041Tf 15: 40. 57.4 33 'J 1 24.00 -178 25.80 42.2/307 .0 18 
Rat IslaC¥1s 9/04/17 23: 20. 44.3 33 >j 1 24.60 -118 21. 60 42.2/3Cf7 .1 21 
Peru 1010(3177 3: 3. 3tl.3 100 -10 37 .20 'l3 39.00 67.2/126.3 18 
Fiji IsldlLls WI lOrn 11: 53.56.3 33 -25 j<j.60 1 '(4 46.80 SO.6/226.1 21 
Ton6a Islands 10/14/77 4: 55. J).8 33 -1') 44.40 1"13 19.20 72.0/231.4 22 
Norfolk Islards 10/17177 17: 26. 40.3 33 -2'{ 52.80 -172 52.80 8'1. 6/2 j2 • '1 22 

*!eleseisms recorded by the tempo~ary net 
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fa ble 3. ~ Mean relative resi duals and their standard deviations for three 
azimuth srouEs. 

Station Number Relative Standard 
Azimuth Distance of residual deviation 

ranse (des) range (des) Events (5) (5) 
CL01 116.2 - 133.7 48.7 - 80.0 5 0.13 0.05 

225.8 - 263.4 81.2-88.5 8 0.12 0.08 
307.2 - 328.1 28.9 - 96.9 8 0.'2 0.05 

CL02 "6.2 - 133.7 38.3 - 80.' 6 0.00 0.00 
225.8 - 263.4 81.2 - 88.4 8 0.00 0.00 1 
307 ., - 328. 1 28.9 - 96.9 8 0.00 0.00 2 

CL03 "6.2 - 133.7 38.4 - 80.1 5 0.08 0.07 
225 . 7 - 263.4 81.2 - 88.4 8 0.01 O. '1 1 
307 . 1 - 328.' 28.8 - 96.8 7 0.10 0.03 2 

CL04 '16.' - '33.7 38.5 - 80.2 5 0.04 0.12 
225.7 - 263.4 81.2 - 88.4 7 0.15 0.1 1 , 
307 . 1 - 328.' 28.8 - 96.8 8 0.35 0.05 2 

CL05 "6.' - 122.4 38.5 - 50.9 3 0.19 0.12 
225 . 8 - 263.3 81.2-88.3 3 0.68 0.41 3 
307.0 - 328.0 28.7 - 96.7 8 , .06 0.3 , 2 

CL06 ,'6 ., - '22.4 38.6 - 50.9 3 0.83 0.47 3 
225.8 - 244. 1 81.2 - 86.6 3 '.46 0.23 1 
307.4 - 321. 6 60.7 - 96.6 3 1.53 o. '3 2 

CL07 116.1 - 133.6 38.6 - 80.3 4 0.44 0.06 
225.6 - 25 3.4 83.6 - 86.6 4 0.35 O. '4 , 
308.6 - 310.7 38.2 - 63.6 2 0.16 0.03 2 

CLoB , 16 ., - 1 22 . 4 38.6 - 51.0 3 0.23 0.09 
225.6 - 253.4 83.6 - 86.6 4 0.24 0.07 , 
308 . 5 - 321. 5 38.2 - 96.6 3 0.24 0.16 2 

CLOg 121.7 - '33.5 Ji9.1 - 80.4 3 0.12 0.09 
225.5 - 253.3 81.' - 87.7 6 -0.01 O. '3 , 
307.3 - 321.5 38.2 - 96.5 3 -0.28 0.07 2 

, 
Adjustment of +0.08 seconds necessary to account for di fferences 1n 

reference station locations for southwest events. 
, 

2 Adjustment of +0.02 seconds necessary to account for di fferences 1n 
reference station locations for northwest events. 

3 Value rejected in depth computation. 
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Table 3 - cont. 

Sta tion Number Relative Sta nda rd 
Azimuth Distance of resi dual devi a ti 0:1 

range (de/;) ra~e (deg) Events (s) (s) 

CL10 121. 7 - 133.5 !l9.1 - 80.5 3 -0.03 O. 11 
225 .5 - 244.0 81.1 - 87.7 !I -0.12 0.11 
307 .3 - 328.0 28.5 - 63.4 4 -0.19 0.0[' 

CL 11 240.5 - 253.4 81.1 - 86.6 3 0.47 0.13 
308.6 - 321.5 38.3 - 96.7 2 0.55 o .2c' 

CL13 129.9 - 133.6 76.9 - 80.3 2 0.63 0.12 
225.6 - 244.1 81.1 - 86.5 3 0.46 O. 1..; 
321.5 - 96.6 , 0.69 

GAX 116.5 - 129.2 54.4 - 84.0 5 -0.15 0.0::' 
223. , - 253.8 71. 9 - 89.4 11 -0.01 0.07 
296.6 - 312.' !l2.3 - 84.4 7 0.05 0.10 

GBG 116.6 - 129.3 54.5 - 84.1 5 -0.01 0.06 
226 .2 - 253. 9 72.0 - 89.5 10 0.41 O.1C 
299.9 - 312.1 42.3 - 84.4 7 0.56 0.12 

GBO 116.5 - 129.2 54.6 - 84.2 5 0.30 0.0 .... 
223.0 - 253.8 71. 9 - 89.4 , 1 1.07 0.31 
296.6 - 312.0 42.2 - 84.3 9 0.66 0.2i 

GQvl 116.6 - 129.2 54.6 - 84.1 !I -0.20 O. , 1 
223.' - 253.1 72.0 - 89.5 

" 
0.38 0.09 

296.6 - 3'2.0 !l2.3 - 84.4 9 0.58 0.10 

GCV '16.3 - 129.0 54.7 - 84.2 5 0.17 0.06 
222.9 - 232.8 71. 8 - 89.3 8 0.17 0.04 
296.5 - 307.2 !l2 .1 - 84.2 7 0.10 0.15 

GDC 116. , - 128.9 511.9 - 84.4 5 0.07 0.08 
222.8 - 253.5 71.6 - 88.2 9 0.06 0.08 
296.4 - 311.8 42.0 - 84.1 9 0.01 0.'0 

GGL "6.6 - 129.2 54.6 - 84.2 5 0.63 0.07 
223. , - 233.0 72.0 - 88.5 6 1.50 0.21 
299.8 - 312.0 74.5 - 84.2 4 0.67 0.29 

GGP '16.4 - 129. , 54.6 - 84.1 4 -0.07 0.08 
223.0 - 253.8 71. 9 - 89.4 , ~ -0.01 0.07 
296.6 - 312.' 42.3 - 8Ll.4 0.05 0.10 
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Table 3 - cont. 

Sta tion Number Relative Standard 
AziloJth Distance of resi dual deviation 

ra~£E (cie~) range (deg) Events (s) (5) 
GHC '10.0 - 12 .9 54.8 - 84.3 5 -0.02 0.05 

222.8 - 253.6 71. 6 - 89.1 " -0.05 0.06 
29:::.4 - 311.9 42.1 - 84.2 9 -0.05 O. '1 

GHC 123·9 - 129.2 68.5 - 84.3 3 0.18 0.10 
226.2 - 232 .2 T7.7 - 88.7 4 0.26 0.08 
296.5 - 311 .9 112.1 - 84.2 6 0.26 0.15 

ro··' 
uiL.. 116.5 - 129.1 54.9 - 84.4 5 -0.01 0.02 

222 . 9 - 253. 6 71. 9 - 89.5 11 0.08 0.06 
29:.4 - 311.9 42.0 - 84.1 9 0.00 0.07 

Gr1C '16.2 - 128.9 54.8 - 84.3 5 0.07 0.05 
222.8 - 253.6 71. 7 - 89.3 '1 -0.03 0.05 
296.4 - 31i .9 42.1 - 84.1 9 -0.09 O. , 0 

G~·:";.c 123.9 - 129.2 68 .4 - 84.2 3 0.00 0.1l. 
223.0 - 253.8 72.0 - 89.6 11 0 . .1.: 1 0.15 
?CJ; h .... ,,; -. "'" - 312.0 112.2 - 84.3 9 0.41 O. C~ 

r'!l'-' u.·,,_ 116.2 - 128.9 54.8 - 84.3 5 -0.17 O.C~ 

222.8 - 253.8 71. 7 - 89.2 11 -0.14 0.06 
296.4 - 311.9 42.1 - 84.2 9 -0.19 0.09 

GPM 116.4 - 129.1 511.6 - 84.2 4 0.02 0.06 
223.0 - 253.8 71. 9 - 89.11 10 0.20 0.07 
296.6 - 312.0 42.2 - 84.3 9 0.15 0.07 

GRI-1 116.8 - 129.4 511.5 - 84.1 5 -0.011 0.09 
223.3 - 253.9 72.2 - 89.7 6 0.35 0.08 
296.7 - 312.1 62.7 - 84.4 6 0.45 0.18 

GRT 116.7 - 129.3 511.6 - 811.1 5 -0.26 0.08 
223. , - 253.9 72. , - 89.6 " 0.33 0.09 
299.8 - 312.1 42.3 - 811.11 6 0.32 O. 14 

GSG 123.9 - 126.3 67.1 - 68.3 2 -0.01 0.07 
231.5 - 253.9 72.0 - 89.6 4 0.92 O. '10 
299.8 - 312.0 42.3 - 78.4 11 0.99 o. '0 

GS;~ '16.5 - 129.2 54.6-77.6 3 -0.18 O.Oll 
223.1 - 253.8 77.5 - 88.4 6 0.12 0.15 
296.6 - 306.9 62.7 - 84.4 t 0.40 O. " 

GSN 123.5 - 128.9 67.5-811.5 0.17 0.05 
222.8 - 253.5 71. 8 - 89.3 < • ~4 0.07 

'~<~'~r~~~2~9~§ -311 .8 11 1. 9 - 811.0 '. r 0.10 
- <_ -<~"', ~4 ~0"",-,,"," __ ':' 
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S ta ti on Number Relative Standard 
Azimuth Distance of residual dev i ation 

range (deg) range (deg) Events (s) (s) 

GSS ,,6.3 - 129.0 54.7 - 84.2 5 0.00 0.03 
222.9 - 253.7 71. 7 - 89.3 10 -0.09 0.07 
296.5 - 31' .9 !!2.Ll - 84.3 9 -0.04 0.10 

NHE "6.3 - 129.1 5Ll.6 - T7 .6 2 -0.04 0.07 
223.0 - 233.0 71. 7 - 89.3 8 -0.06 0.06 
296.6 - 307.4 42.3 - 84.!! 6 -0.07 0.09 

NVlri '16.6 - 128.2 5Ll.4 - 83.9 3 -0.18 0.0:'; 
223.1 - 233.1 78.7 - 89.5 6 0.08 0.17 
299.9 - 307.0 62.9 - 78.5 4 0.09 0.03 

NMT 116.8 - 124.1 54.3 - 68 .1 2 -0.25 0.07 
223.3 - 233.1 77.7 - 89.7 5 0.21 0.02 
296.8 - 307 .0 62.9 - 8Ll.6 5 0.Ll1 0.06 

NM-.' 116.4 - 129.2 54.Ll - 83.9 5 0.00 0.00 
223.1 - 253.9 71. 8 - 89.Ll 5 0.00 0.00 
296.7 - 312.1 !!2.5 - 84.5 9 0.00 0.00 

NSti 116.5 - 129.3 54.3 - 83.8 5 -0.13 O.::S 
223.2 - 253.9 71. 9 - 89.4 11 -0.01< e.o'" 
296.8 - 312.1 42.5 - 84.6 9 -0.02 O. C,,~ 
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Seismological investigations 
at The Geysers geothermal field 

E. L. Majer" and T. V. McEvilly" 

Two short (4 and 6 day) recording period, al The Gey,er~ geothermal field pnwlded u~ful dala on two large 
refraction explosiom and numerou, microearthquake,. The vapor-dominated re~ef\oir appear, 10 be charac· 
terized by regional!) anomalou; high p. and S-wa\e velocilie, and low attenuation. bUlthe anomJI~ ,eem, to 
decrease. possibly reversing. with depth. Microearthquake, occur in a diff w,e paltern. with no indication of 
dominant throughgoing fault, and an ab,ence of acti\·u:- in the main production zone. Mechanl,m, are general!) 
consistent with northeast-southwest compre<,sion. Occurrence rates indicate a slighll) high inCidence of 
smaller magnitude shocks. It is possible thai the microearthquake activil) is related to an expanding steam 
zone. While the present anomalie, appear to delineate the resef\"Oir. it is not certain that the) would have been 
detectable during exploration prior to large-scale exploitation of the field. 

INTRODllCTIOl" 

In an investigation of the utility of seismological 
observations for geothermal reservoir evaluation, a 
13·station approximately linear array of short-period 
vertical seismographs was set out across The Geysers 
geothermal field in northern California. The study 
was prompted by the planned detonations of two one· 
ton explosive sources, 8 and 18 km west of the field 
(Figure I), for an unrelated U. S. Geological Survey 
(USGS) refraction stud). In addition to the two explo· 
sions, 70 microearthquakes were recorded during the 
period September 20-24, 1976. The project was con· 
ducted under the Geothermal Exploration Technology 
Program at the University of California. Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory, which includes investigations 
of geophysical exploration techniques in different 
geothermal environments. A similar study of the type 
described here was conducted at Leach HOI Springs. 
Grass Valley, Nevada and revealed significant veloc
ity and attenuation anomalies related to the hydro· 
thermal system (Beyer et ai, 1976). Fundamental data 
in such studies are velocity and attenuation of P
and S-waves relative to regional valves. as well as 
source properties and spatial distribution of micro
earthquakes. 

The linear array was placed through the producing 
steam field perpendicular to strike of the major geo· 

Manuscript received b) the Editor Jul) 18. 19711 . 

logic trends in the region. a, shown In Figure I. Sta· 
tion 1 and the USGS Station SGM sef\ed a, reference 

station;. to the west and east. respectivel). of the pre,· 
ent production zone which extend, from station 2 
through station 12. The boundarie, of the geothermal 
reservoir have not been defined. At the 12 temporary 
array stations. signals from 4.5-Hz vertical geophones 
were radio-telemetered to a central point and reo 
corded. with time and tape speed compemation data. 
at 0.12 ips on a 14-channel FM tape recorder with 
0-40 Hz bandwidth. The thirteenth station. east of the 
producing field. wa, a model MEQ·800 portahle 
smoked-paper recorder. Con\entional shon·period 
USGS station;. in the area pro\ ided additional arri\ al 
times and first motion data. The locatiom of the tern· 
poral) Universit) of California statiOn> are given 
in Table I. Based on the result, of the 1976 stud). 
to obtain additional wide dynamic range information 
on magnitudes and source propenie, of microearth· 
quakes. a single channel 12·bit triggered digital ca· 
sette recorder and a smoked·paper recorder were set 
out near station 7 in the steam field Jul:- 22-25 and 
August 2-8. 1977. A total of 340 event, were reo 
corded on the smoked·paper recorder. The digital 
recorder malfunctioned during the Jul) 22-25 period. 
but 101 event, were recorded usinf a hroizontal 
4.5-Hz geophone and 5~ events were recorded with a 

• Se"mographlC StatIon. Depanment of Geolnj:) and Gtoph) >Ie, and La" n'nce Bcrlek) Lahoratol). l"ni\er!,it) of CaiJ
fomla. Berleley. CA 94720 . 
OOI6·8033/79/0201·S03.00 © 1979 Soc let) of Exploration GeophYSICISt,. All nght, reloCn~d 
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Tablt 1. Statloo and explosion data. 

• Explosion # I Explosion #2 
Latitude: Longitude Elev. traveltime (sec) lraveilime (sec) 

Station (N) (W) (m) corrected I residual corrected/ residual 

38· 122· 
47.124 52.692 746 3.523 +.222 \.183 -.090 
38· 122" 

2 47.847 SO.258 736 4.212 +.200 1.835 -.052 
38· 122· 

3 48.100 SO. 109 567 4.260 +.160 1.872 -.050 
38· 122' 

4 48.210 49.845 476 4.320 +.134 1.940 -.050 
38' 122' 

5 48.483 49.296 552 4.586 +.135 2.091 -.066 
38' 122" 

6 48.653 49.000 692 4.566 +.OS8 2.146 -.IJO 
38' 122" 

7 48.669 48.639 731 4.619 +.047 2.231 -.136 
38' 122' 

8 48.840 48.532 889 4.644 +.015 2.246 -.165 
38· 122' 

9 48.891 48.193 950 4.698 -.036 2.311 -.211 
38' 122' 

10 48.788 47.735 988 4.770 -.060 2.432 -.240 
38· 122" 

II 49.045 47.456 882 4.882 -.050 2.528 -.220 

." 38' 122' 
12 49.474 46.639 1050 5.159 -.075 2.826 -.203 

38' 122' 
13 SO.578 45.662 721 3.21 -.21 

38' 122' 
-BKO 49.46 SO.57 879 4.35 +.14 1.68 -.OS 

38' 122' 
-PNM SO.85 56.78 783 3.62 +.14 1.07 -.06 

38' 122' 
*GYP 45.88 SO.65 1054 3.77 +.05 2.05 -.03 

38' 123' 
·SKG 42.12 00.81 282 0.84 +.08 3.45 +.200 

38' 122· 
GLV 53.80 46.58 893 6.25 -.11 3.65 -.07 

38' 122" 
SGM 52.03 42.58 IOSO 6.85 +.17 4.29 -.08 

38· 122· 
BGG 48.84 40.76 1125 6.46 -.24 4.39 -.32 

38' 122' 
CMT 48.35 45.31 1284 5.14 -.26 3.01 -.42 

38' 122' 
50 46.15 46.87 1015 4.65 -.08 2.79 -.32 

38' 122' 
·MWS 33.03 43.37 144 7.15 +.01 7.OS +.16 

38· 123· 
-FI"R 31.36 09.66 528 5.48 +.02 7.84 -.09 

38· 122· 
-HLB 35.36 54.54 165 4.OS +.02 5.34 +.03 

38· 123· 
-MOF 42.61 OS.59 103 2.43 -.02 4.72 -.04 

38· 123· 
-MCL 47.56 07.80 428 2.83 +.06 3.93 -.01 

38· 123· 
-DRY 46.03 14.31 772 4.25 O. 5.92 +.03 

38· 123· 
·SNO 56.43 11.SD 870 5.92 -.08 5.80 -.07 

38· 122· 
MKI 58.17 47.22 905 7.60 +.42 4.89 +.21 

38· 123· 
-HOC 36.36 11.81 518 4.40 0.0 

-Station used for velocity model 

Explosion Location; and Origin Times: 
Tinu (Iff C) UxaJion 

#1 1235 00.58 Day 266 38·43.50'N I 23·0J.44'W 
#2 1235 00.64 Da)' 268 3So48.60'N 122·55.62'W 
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• £tpIOIlO,", 

b 8"""1) 'tOllon 
• U.S.G,S .totlon 
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L ____ .-l 

• .GAI 

FIG. I. Permanent (lJSGS) sei~mographic stations 
in the Ge) sers-Clear Lake area, and temporary 
(Berkele) ) station arra) in the geothermal field Box 
indicates area in subsequent map,. Refraction explo· 
sion locatiom are shown. 

v- 4,~" KU/SEC 

similar venical geophone during the August 2-8 
period . 

The goal of thi, field experiment i, an evaluation of 
the degree to which !>ei,moioglcal data of the type 
con,idered can pro\ ide an ind/C at IOn of Yo ater state, 
porosit), permeabilit). and temperature within a geo
thermal reservoir, and thw, offer a meam of dellneat· 
in£ field boundarie,. 

EXPLOSIO .... DATA 

P'WBl'f velocities 

A fundamental question in this stud) is whether the 
presence of the geothermal reservoir is e\'ident in the 
velocit) of propagation of P·waves. A regional refer
ence traveltime curve shown in Figure 2, with veloc
itiesof 5.04 j: 0.10 km Isec and 4.5i j: 0.11 km1sec. 
was constructed from L'SGS stalion readings for both 
explosions omitting, howe\er. station, in The Gey
sers and Clear Lake area,. Ele\atiom and tra\eltimes 
are given in Table I. Ele\ation correct 10m are made 
with respect to station oj using oj.O km 'sec \'elocitie, 
determined for The Ge) ser" and Clear LaJ.e area, then 
can be compared for \'eloclt~ anomalie, to the reo 

• • ./ 

• • 

FIG. 2. Regional traveltime, \er5U, dl<.\ance graph for slat ion; outside ~.no\l,·n geothermal area. ba,ed on the tYoO 
explmions, corrected for eJe\ atiom. . 
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~ional traveltime curve. The relatively low regional 
velocitie~ in Figure 2 indicate that only the upper 2 to 
3 km of the crust are ~ampled by the first arrival~ from 
the explosions. It wa~ hoped that by recording several 
regional earthquake, or teleseismic event~ the deep 
structure could also be studied . Unfortunately. no 
such events were recorded during the five-da) field 
period (September 20-24, 1976). 

Figure 3 is a graph of corrected traveltimes versu~ 
distance for the temporary station" with respect to the 
regional data in Figure 2. The maximum elevation 
correction in the field is 128 msec at station 10, yield
ing a relative time advance of some 200 msec between 
stations 4 and 10. Slower correction velocities would 
increase the relative advances . Corrected traveltimes 
at stations I through 5 plus BKO, PNM. and GYP at 
5-10 km distance. appear regionally slightly early for 
explosion 2, but some 150 to over 200 msec late for 
explosion I. Along the temporary station array, early 
arrivals with relative P-wave advances of up to 200 
rnsec are seen commencing around station 5 and con
tinuing to the end of the temporary linear array at sta
tion J 3. Corrected traveltime at station MGM to the 
northeast of the producing field appears regionally 
normal. Corrected traveltime, at USGS stations SCR, 
CMT, and BGG are also early, i.e., fast with respect 
to the regional reference (Figure 2) . The corrected 
traveltime of station MKI, near Clear Lake , is espe
cially late for both explosions. The general tendency 
~ms to be that traveltimes in the production zone and 
southeast of it are early, and as one proceeds north
eastward toward Clear Lake the times become re
gionally normal, then significantly delayed . This 
general pattern holds for both the near and far explo
sions . Close inspection of data from the far explosion 
reveals that, even though the shape of the curve is the 
same as that for the near source, the traveltimes from 
the far explosion have been delayed by up to 200 msec 
with respect to regional. The difference between re
siduals for the two explosions is a maximum at station 
I, indicating the possibility of a low velocity region 
at intermediate depth (2-4 Jon) delaying arrivals from 
the far explosion in the area of this explosion. The 
postulated feature coincides with the Mercuryville 
fault zone and possibly with the western edge of the 
geothermal system. 

Attenuation 

In addition to the possibility of anomalous travel
time and velocity, we sought evidence for the produc
tion zone affecting the amplitude and waveform of the 
P-wave . Figure 4 is a seismogram section for explo
sion J. It is evident from visual inspection of the first 

two or three cycJe~ of the P-wave that the waves are 
attenuated les, within the production zone than at sta
tion I, 5 km west of the production zone. 

Two approaches were taken to estimate the attenu 
ation eHect at the different sites . The first approach i, 
an adapt ion of a techniqur drveloped by Teng (1968) 
for analysis of teleseismic data . The ratio of the spec
trum of the P-wave at each station to an arbitrary 
reference station i, used to obtain the differential at 
tenuation. It is assumed that Q i~ frequency -
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FIG. 3. Residual traveltimes . with respect to travel
times shown in Figure 2. for stations within The 
Geyers-Clear Lake area and for explosions I (lower) 
and 2. Temporary stations are numbered, USGS sta
tions are shown by name . 
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FIG. 4. Seismogram, from (he far explosion. plotted at equal gain> and at relative di,tance" 

independent over the panicular frequency band used. 
The attenuation operator can be expressed as: 

where 

s = path length, 

Q 
J • • • . 27T~E - = Intnnslc attenuatIon = --E--

~E fraction of strain energy dissipated per 
Y cycle, 

C = P .. wave velocity, and 
f = frequency. 

The path of integration is taken along the raypath. For 
constant Q, the log of the spectral ratio of the P-wave 
will be a linear function of frequency with slope, 
- 7Tot/ Q, where ot is the traveltime difference be .. 
tween the two statiOn>. The resutling Q applie~ to the 
differential raypath. In practice, one corrects for dif
ference, in instrument re,pon~ and radiation pattern 
or for an) frequenc) dependent effect, which differ at 
the two statiOn>. and then fit, a straight line to the 
resulting spectral ratio. 

An a,sumption in thi, method is that the path to 
both poin!> is the same e~cept over th~ last fraction of 

the total path. Thi~ result, in a negative slope to the 
spectral ratio. with zero slope for infinite Q. i.e .. no 
attenuation. In practice. positive slope, are obtained if 
the path to the first point contaim a segment of lov. Q 
medium not common to the ~cond path. Widel) dif .. 
fering near .. surface transfer function> at the two site, 
can al!>O produce strange effeCl> in the spectral ratio. 
To minimize such effect~. it is nece,sar;. to use a 
smoothed average spectrum as reference in forming 
ratios. The seismograms from each site for the distant 
explosion were anti-alias filtered and digitized at 
200 samples/ sec. The digitized data were then plotted 
for compari!>On checks with the analog data to select 
the proper P .. wave time interval!>. P-wave 0.65 .. sec 
time windows were tapered with a 20 percent cosine 
tapet, the average signal level was removed. ,and 
zeros were added to total 2 '0 sample points. The data 
were transformed with a fast Fourier transform and 
then was corrected for instrument response. Spectra 
were smoothed with a moving lO·point averaging 
window. The reduced spectral ratios then were com
puted and plotted. 

The P-waveforms along with individual displace
ment amplitude spectra are shown in the first tv.o 
columns of Figure 5. Signal·to-noi~e ratio> are maxi
mum in the 2-10 Hz range, The spectra are not cor
rected for geometrical spreading. The individual 
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spectra show generally less high frequency loss within 
the production zone. At stations I and 12. the spectra 
have no definite high frequency comer. However. 
most stations in the geothermal field. e.g .• 7 and 8, 

•• • 10.0 10 

STA I --......... 

-

-
~ 

.... 

-
-

STA 12 
~ 

• .0 It 

fREQUENCY 

(HZ) 

Flo. S. P-wave signals (left). spectra (middle). and 
spectral ratios (right) with respect to smoothed refer
ence spectrum (see text). 

have well-developed comen. al approximately 10 Hz, 
suggesting higher Q beneath the production zone. 

The third column in Figure 5 show~ reduced ratios 
with respect to an averaged spectrum. rather than 
with respect to the "pectrum for station 1. (Initially, 
"pectral ratio~ were obtained using the station J "pee
trum as reference. Example~ are shown in Figure 6.) 
In an attempt to reduce the large variatiom in the 
ratios. an alternate reference "pectrum was sought. 
The first cycle of the P-wave was analyzed. and ib 
spectrum was smoothed and averaged using all the 
stations. The resulting average was used as the refer
ence spectrum. Reduced spectral ratios with respect 
to this average spectrum are given in the third column 
of Figure 5. 1bese reduced spectral ratios are nearly 
linear. A positive slope means a higher Q than aver
age. a negative slope means a lower Q. Over the 
entire 1-10 Hz span. stations 1, 2. 6, and 12 exhibit 
negative "lopes while all other sites have positive 
slope$. indicating a correlation between lower Q at the 
edges and outside the field, and higher Q within the 
production zone. Further attempts to use the slopes 
in Figure 5 for inversion to obtain Q structure are 
no< warranted by the quality of the data. 

To obtain a more reliable reference spectrum, more 
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'STAIO , , 
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2 S 10 20 SO 
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Flo. 6. Example spectral ratios with respect to sta
tion 1 spectrum. un smoothed . as reference. 
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Tlblr 2. A '·tragr IUenu.tlon v.futs Q, ror VlriOUS 
Q n ror txplos;ons lind 2 rt'Spt"ctivtf). 

Station Q, = 30 Q, = 45 Q, = 60 

I 14.10 17.12 19.1:1 
2 30.30 45,45 60.60 
3 33.32 52.51 71.67 
4 38.- 63.- 94.-
5 48.- 86.- 142.-
6 44.75 71.189 102.250 
7 41.164 63.250 86.250 
8 34.92 47.250 58.250 
9 28.50 36.76 43.94 

10 30.62 37.100 44.132 
II 4034 56.42 70.47 
12 19.51 23.66 25.75 

stations are needed outside the steam field, but this 
would have reduced the number of stations over the 
production zone. The frequency range 3-10 Hz is 
also susceptible to effects of very shallow structure, 
rendering difficult the estimation of meaningful 
spectra, In general. if the data are of sufficient band
width and dynamic range. if there are several refer
ence statiOn> outside the zone of interest, and if the 
target is large enough, then the method of reduced 
spectral averages probably can be used successfully 
to delineate anomalous Q zones. The effectiveness 
might also be increased if longer period P-waves are 
present in the signal, though the anenuation effects 
would become small on the scale of this experiment. 

II. 
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A second approach wa' u..ed to loeah7e the Q 
variation by comiderinl,' onl) the ampllludc of the fir,t 
half cycle of the P,wavc al eilch \Iallon. and h) 
specifyinl,' more prcci,el) the ddkrenlliJl fiJ)PdllJ\ h> 
using both explmiom. The local velocil> model 
shown in Figure 7 wa' 3\\umcd We 3"lgn 10 a 
reference station with fiN half c~cle amplitude A,. a 
value Q, for the venlcal pan of Ihe path altht' ,lallOn. 
V.'e can then calculate. ba,ed on the model raypath 
geometf). a value Q, corre,ponding to the honlontal 
propagation path from the reference station to stall on 
i and the near-venical propagation under i. accordinf 
to 

where 

01 r , 01 i = difference in tra\Cltime~ to the ref
erence station and to the ~urface 

site~ from the source. 
f= apparent frequenc: of the P-wa\e. 

X r , XI = source to station distances. and 
a = geometrical attenuation factor. a~· 

sumed 1.5. 

The resulting Q, value will depend on the Q, a,,· 
sumed, and it will contain information on the entire 
path from beneath the reference station to the surface 
at station i. As the Q value, obtained are relative and 
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FIG, 7. Composite model for Q estimation. sho" ing P-wa\e tra\ ehime re,iduab and Q, thrnu!'h the pr,)dUCli')1l 
wne for both explosions. Zone of inferred high Q and high velocil) is ~haded. Qr i, a;.,umed to he nO. 
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depend on the path assumptions. it is advisable 10 use 
• reference station near the region of interest. Result~ 
for Qr values of 30.45. and 60 for station 2. as ref
erence, are given in Table 2 for both explosions. A 
maximum value of 250 was assigned to Qi because 
the fractional change in amplitude of the wave for 
higher value, of Q cannot be measured over the dis-
tance involved. 

Resulting Q. values for Qr = 60, with traveltime 
data, are shown in Figure 7 across the field. For both 
explosions (and all values of Qr) the apparent Q 
increases throughout the field then decreases again 
by station 12. This is the same general pattern seen 
for the spectral ratios. Q values obtained within the 
field are higher for the more shallow paths from the 
near source than for the deeper wave!> from the far 
source. Q within the steam field thu!> appear!> high 
with respect to regional values at shallow depths 
« 1 km), decreasing at greater depths. It is not clear 
whether the Q value!> decrease below regional values 
at depth. Data consistent with high Q in the field come 
also from the study of the comer frequencies of 
microearthquakes. discussed in the following section. 

MICROEARTHQUAKES 

Locations 

During the five days of recording (September 20-
24, 1976) 70 earthquakes were observed in the signals 
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FIG. 8. Epicenten. with sequence numbers (see Table 
3). for well-located microearthquakes recorded during 
the period September 20-24. 1976. Locations of sec
tions in Figure 9 are indicated. 

monitored at stations I, 7. and 12. There were no 
local events recorded by the USGS stations PNM. 
BKO, SGM, CMT, SCR. BGG. and GYP that were 
not recorded by the temporary station!>. However. 
there were 12 events recorded by the temporary sta
tions that were recorded only by the two USGS sta
tions closest to the production zone. BKO and CMT. 
indicating that the microearthquake~ are confined to 
the general area of the steam field. The high rate of 
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FIG. 9, Cross-sections of hypocenters through the steam production zone. Locations of section line, are shown 
in Figure 8, 
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FIG. 10. Horizontal projection, of principal stress axes from fault-plane solutiom Either compres,ion or temion 
axis i, given. whichever i, near-horizontal. Fault, shown are adapted from McLaughlIn. 1974 

seismIcity is apparently an ongoing phenomenon. 
Hamilton and Muffler (1972) recorded 53 events in 
three weeks with epicenters in the same general area" 
Lange and Westphal (1969) recorded 19 "small" 
earthquake, throughout the production zone during a 
four da) ob&ervation period. In our later survey, 
July 22-25 and August 2-8, 1977,340 events with 
Sop times less than I sec were recorded near 
station 7. 

Hypocenters were estimated using a simple re
gional model of two layers over a half-space, 
velocities of 4, 5, and 6 km/sec and layer thickness 
of I and 5 kID, respectivel), obtained b) minimizing 
the depth standard error in locating several large 
events at the center of the arra) using different 
velocities consistent with the explosion data" Events 
with clear arrivals on at least 5 temporary stations and 
3 USGS stations were processed for locations. Forty 
of the 58 events processed could be located with 
standard errors less than 0.1 km, indicating fairly 
well constrained solutions. The epicenters plotted in 
Figure 8 and location data are listed in Table 3. 
Columns designated "Mcs" and "Mcl" in Table 3 
are earthquake magnitude; discus&ed later. S-waves 
were not used in locating the events, but S-wave 
arrival times of events recorded at site, designated 
"O'Il'OUP" in Table 3, were u&ed to estimate Poisson's 
ratio, discussed later. 

Figure 9 shows microearthquake hypocenters pro-

jected onto vertical &ectiom. locatiom which are 
shown in Figure 8" The spatial di,tribution of foci is 
diffuse, showing no well-defined throughgoing fault," 
Focal depth; are less than 5 kID. with an apparent lack 
of foci in the depth range of 2 to 3 km Seismicit) is 
also low in the area first exploited for steam. less 
than I km north and northeast of The Geysers Re,ort 
(Figure 8). The well;. in thi; area are shallow (less 
than I kID) compared 10 more recent well>. which 
extend to nearl) 3 km In general. the production 
zone throughout the field i; between 2 and 3 kID in 
depth (Richard Dondanyille, oral communication, 
1977). Most of the larger events, e.g., 28, 29. 45. 
occurred in an area about I km northeast of the 
Gey&ers Resort" During the later field stud). July 
22-25, August 2-8. 1977. a magnitude 2.3 shock 
was recorded in this same general area" 

The temporal distribution of event, is also of inter· 
est. While clusters of event; are seen. there i, no in
dication of systematic migration through the field" 
For example. events 36 to 40 occurred within a two
hour period but in three &eparate areas" There were 
no apparent instances of foreshock activit) followed 
by a main shock, nor of clear aftershock sequence," 
There were no long a~ei,mic periods: the acti\ ity 
&eems to progress at a more or less constant rate. 

Me<:hanisms 

P·wa\'e polarities were used in focal mechanism 
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studies. Because complete azimuthal coverage wa.\ faulting is also plausible. The nonhwest trending 
not obtained. there is ambiguity in the detaib of fault Colla)'ami and nonh-nonhwest Konocti Bay fault 
plane solutions. Only the better constrained solu- zones in the Clear Lake voJcanic~ 10 the nonheast 
lions are shown on a regional fault map in Figure 10. (Figure I) are some 20 km long and sho\\ right
Plotted are the horizontal components of the prin- lateral and venical movement. Donnelly (1977) 
dpal stress axes, mainly compressional in the states that the small « I km length) normal fault~ 

nonheast-southwest direction. This stress is con- trending nonheast and nonhwest at Clear Lake are 
,istent with strike-slip faulting on near-venical, probably the result of crustal adjustments from the 
nonh-south trending faults, and is typical of regional e",trusion of magma in the region. In The Geysers 
Coast Range tectonics. Nonheast-southwest reverse region, the nonhwest-southeast structural grain is 

Sequence 
number 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
II 
12 
J3 
14 
IS 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
2S 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
SO 
51 
52 
53 
57 
58 

Me .. 

0.6 0.1 
0.4 -0.5 

0.2 -1.0 
0.4 -0.6 
0.7 0.2 
0.2 -1.0 
0.7 0.2 
0.1 -1.3 
0.5 -0.4 
0.8 0.5 
0.4 -0.6 
0.1 -1.3 
0.4 -0.6 
0.4 -0.5 
0.3 -0.7 
0.3 -0.9 
0.3 -0.9 
0.3 -0.7 
0.3 -0.8 
0.2 -1.2 
0.3 -0.7 
0.3 -0.9 
0.6 0.1 
0.4 -0.5 
0.4 -0.4 
0.7 0.3 
0.9 0.9 
0.8 0.8 
0.3 -0.8 
0.4 -0.6 
0.7 0.1 
0.5 -0.2 

0.3 -0.8 
0.4 -0.4 
0.6 0 
0.3 -0.7 
0.7 0.2 
0.5 -0.3 
1.0 1.2 
0.5 -0.3 
0.2 -1.1 
0.3 -0.9 
0.4 -0.6 
0.7 0.3 
0.5 -0.1 
0.5 -0.1 
0.4 -0.5 

0.5 -0.3 

Table 3. Mlcroearthquakr locations. 

Latitude 

38°48.S4'N 

48.58' 
48.35' 
49.18' 
48.32' 
47.57' 
48.17' 
48.46' 

48.94' 
49.24' 
48.86' 
48.84' 
48.89' 
49.06' 

48.98' 

47.57' 
48.53' 
48.36' 
47.56' 
49.01' 
48.5)' 
48.66' 
48.97' 
49.05' 

48.78' 
48.63' 
49.0) , 
48.37' 
48.50' 
48.11 ' 
48.09' 
48.65 
.tIl.93 , 

48.39' 

.tIl.21' 
47.90' 
48.88' 
49.01' 

48.48' 
.til. 80' 

Longitude Depth 
(km) 

122°48.06'W 0.7) 

48.86' 1.19 
48.37' 2.79 
48.26' 0.84 
47.70' 1.4) 
48.25' 4.40 
48.93' 0.90 
48.16' 0.75 

49.06' 1.43 
48.25' 1.74 
48.82 1.58 
48.94' 1.49 
49.04' 1.30 
48.95' 1.4) 

48.95' 1.54 

48.34' 3.0 
49.50' 1.11 
47.86' 4.14 
48.50' 3.0 
49.84' 0.67 
47.97' 3.55 
47.80' 3.76 
48.86' 1.25 
48.74' 0.60 

.til. 10' 1.64 
48.55' 3.70 
48.84' 1.38 
46.74' 3.77 
48.16' 2.86 
46.54 1.64 
46.49' 0.52 
48.18' 3.18 
48.34' 3.75 

47.81' 3.05 

49.17' 1.92 
48.92' 0.40 
48.09' 3.50 
48.97' 0.98 

47.95' 3.59 
48.06' 4.01 

Standard error of epicenter u group 
(km) 

.02 

.07 

.01 

.05 

.03 

.07 

.10 

.07 

.07 

.03 

.05 

.08 

.07 

.04 

.03 

.05 

.01 

.5 

.06 

.09 

.05 

.05 

.03 

.03 

.04 

.08 

.04 

.09 

.10 

.07 

.10 

.03 

.06 

.05 

.04 

.05 

.05 

.07 

.04 

.07 

5,)2 

5.)2 

1.5 

7.12 
5 
12 
12, 
12 
5 

12 
12 
5.12 
5.7 
7 

I 
I 
I 
12 

7 
12 
12 
12 

7.12 
7.12 

5 

I 
1.5 
7 
12 

7 
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due to the prevailing fault pattern which consist~ of 
imbricate reverse faults cut by later strike-slip 
fault~. reflecting the tectonic evolution of the area 
(McLaughlin and Stanley. 1975). 

Magnitudes 

Microearthquake magnitude~ were obtained by 
averaging coda duration~ for event~ recorded at sta
lions 5. 7. 9, and 12. These magnitudes (second and 
third columns in Table 3) are intended to be equivalent 
to the local Richter magnitude ML • in order to com
pare Geysers earthquake occurrence rates to other 
central California seismicity. Two different formulas 
were used for magnitude determination. In the first, 
MCL = -0.87 + 2 loglo (T) where T is the average 
coda length from the four stations. The amplitude 
threshold defining coda length wa~ obtained b) com
paring measurements for the same event~ on records 
from thi~ study with those for the USGS systems, 
with peak magnifications around 15 Hz used by Lee 
et al (1972) to develop the MCL scale for central Cali
fornia earthquakes. The second formula MCB = 
0.28 + 0.71 loglo (T) wa~ similarl;. obtained by 
Bakun and Lindh (1977) for earthquakes with coda 
lengths less than 30 sec in the 1975 Oroville. Cali
fornia sequence. If no magnitude is given in Table 3, 
at least one of the four stations did not have adequate 
data qualit) to obtain coda length. 

Figure 11 shows the recurrence data fitted to 
Jog (N) = a - bM formulas where N is the total num-

1.0 
loa (NI 

0.& 

0.0 

. . . . . LO G (H I. 2.4 - 2.3 lie. 
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LO G tNl • 1.0-0.' No. 

-1.0 -0.& o 

ber of earthquake~ assigned magnitudes. Values of b 
of 0.81 :!: 0.3 and 2.3:!: 0.15 were found using the 
MCL and MCB formulas. re,pectivel) A regional 
b-villue of 0.83 :!: 0.04 was calculated for 73 event,. 
2.8 < ML < 4.8. occurring within a 50 km radius of 
The Gey~er> between 1934 and 1973. C. Bufe 
(personal communication. 1977) has obtained a 
b-value of J.2 for event~ in The Geysers area with 
MCl magnitudes between I and 3 Extrapolation of 
the MCL derived b-value of 0.8 to larger magnitude~ 
implies the occurrence of two MCL := 3 event~ per 
year, and a MCL = 4 shock> eve!) three years. How
ever, this rate of occurrence of larger events at The 
Geysers has not been observed historic all) . This 
would indicate that some natural magnitude limiting 
process is in operation, that the local b- value i~ 

higher than the 0.8 regional value, or that the rate of 
seismicity i~ higher no\\ than in recent decade~. The 
MCB recurrence predict~ one Mca = 3 events eve!) 
600 year~, and 121.000 years between MCB = 4 
earthquakes. While b = 2.3 is anomalousl) high, a 
value somewhat greater than I i, consistent with the 
absence of larger event, in the area. The magnitUde 
3.7 earthquake near Cobb Mountain on September 
22,1977, indicates that the 2.3 b-value i~ too high, if 
this event is from the population of event, in the 
production zone. The laner is not clear, but the shock 
did occur on the edge of the hypothesized steam zone 
(Geoff et ai, 1977). 

The application to The Geysers of coda magnitude 

• 

• 
lOG (HI- 2.4-1.111. 

• 

o.e 1.0 1.5 t.O 
MAGNITUDE 

FIG. II. Microearthquake occurrence data based on different magnitude formulas. Mel and MCB are coda
length magnitudes for the same 1976 data set (4 days). Mi. is equi\'alent Wood-Anderson magnitude for the 
August 197i data set (3 days). 
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formula~ developed for other regions is a questionable 
step if occurrence data are compared to data for differ· 
ent regions. Coda length~ for several large events 
and the two explosion~ varied widel) from one 
USGS station to the next, depending on distance 
and azimuth. Thus. although the same measurement 
used routinely by USGS was attempted. it suffered 
from the unusual variabilit) of earthquake charac· 
teristics at The Geysers. The same near·station prop· 
erties that affect the amplilUde of the P·wave will 
affect the measured coda length. Attenuation appears 
anomalous in The Geysers, thu~ our magnitudes and 
resulting b·\'alues may be meaningless for compari· 
sons to other regions. )t is important, but unfortu· 
nately difficult. to know if a unique geothermal 
earthquake exists with occurrence properties different 
from normal tectonic events. 

Because the coda magnitudes are suspect for com· 
parison purposes, we attempted to obtain Wood· 
Anderson magnitudes (Md using data from a single
component 12-bit triggered digital casette recorder 
and a 4.5-Hz horizontal geophone set out near sta
tion 7 during August 5-8, ]977. One hundred and 
one events with S-P times less than I sec were reo 
corded during the 3-da)' period. The events were 
recorded at a sample rate of 200 / sec. The digitized 
time series were Fourier transformed. the instrument 
response removed. and the resulting spectra of the 
horizontal ground displacement were conditioned by 
the Wood-Anderson instrument response 

-s' 

where 

s =iw, 
8 = damping factor = 0.8, and 

w" = natural frequency of Wood-Anderson, 
2'1T 
0.8 rad/sec. 

To avoid noise in the spectra at low and high fre· 
quencies, the data were band·limited between 3 and 
40 Hz. The equivalent Wood-Anderson specra were 
then inverted to the time domain, and the resulting 
synthetic Wood·Anderson seismograms were read for 
magnitude ML in the conventional manner. 

Ninety-eight events were processed for Wood· 
Anderson magnitudes (Figure II), resulting in a 
magnitude range of 0 to 1.8, with a b·value of 1.1 ::t 
0.1, between the two coda values of 0.8 and 2.3. The 
most reasonable estimated b-value for The Geysers 
field earthquakes, based on conventional ML mag· 
nitude, is somewhat greater than unity. implying a 

process producing a higher proportion of small 
magnitude events than i~ characteristic of the regional 
seismicity. As steam is produced and the hydrolog) 
altered, the b·values may change with time. 

Velocities and Poisson', ratio 

p. and S·wave velocity ratim (VI'/ V.) may be 
estimated using the Wadati diagram, where S·P 
interval time is plotted versus the P·wave arrival 
time at many different statiom for a single event. 
assuming the same (Vp / V,) along all propagation 
path~. The slope of the line through the poin!!' i~ 

K - I (where K = VI'/ V,). From K, Poi~son'~ ratio fT 

may be calculated from 

(K2 - 2) 
CT = 2 (K2 _ ]) . 

This method. which gives an average fT along the 
path, between the station~ and the event, does not 
require knowledge of the origin time of the earth
quake. However. it doe~ require a relativel) large 
number of good S·wave arrival~ to obtain a reliable 
slope. Because horizontal geophones were not used 
throughout thi, study, the number of sharp S·wave 
readings was limited for any particular event. There
fore. we elected to use multiple event~ at a single 
station as an alternative method for estimating K - I. 
This method requires a knowledge of the origin time. 
However, because the events in this stud) were 
located using P times only. and the standard errors 
were small, it was felt that errors in the origin time, 
would not obscure any significant lateral variation in 
fT. The method gives a value of Poisson's ratio along 
the path to the station for each source. relative to 
the P·wave velocity used in locating the earthquake. 
Stations ], 5, 7. and ]2 were selected for anal) sis 
using the events grouped as indicated in Table 3. 
The S·P interval time versus P·wave arrival time are 
plotted in Figure ]2. K - I was determined by a 
least·squares fit to the data points constrained to pass 
through the origin for stations ], 7, and ] 2, but 
through (0.0. 0.1) for station 5, where traveltime 
residuals were consistently between -0.1 and -0.2 
sec, while the residuals averaged zero at the stations 
], 7, and 12. Resulting values of fT are 0.15, 0.21, 
and 0.24 at stations 5, 7, and 12. respectivel). Two 
different values were obtained at station I; namely. 
0.32. using events that were outside of the field and 
travelpaths not passing through tfie production zone. 
and 0.27, for event~ in the center of the field with 
part of the path through the production zone. AI· 
though the data set is limited, this indicates lower 
values for (T within the production zone. Combs 
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FIG. 12. Wadati diagrams for four stations, using multiple events and assumed origin times, 

and Rotstein (1975) obtained a low Poisson's ratio 
of 0.15 at Coso Hot Springs using the same technique. 
In combination with evidence that the P-wave 
velocity is higher than regional within the field, the 
lower Poisson's ratio implies anomalousl) high 
values of the shear modulus within the reservoir. 
Such a characteristic if real ma} be related to vapor 
domination. 

Source param.eters 

Spectral characteristics of selected events were 
examined in the search for anomalous features in The 
Geysers microearthquakes. A difficulty with this ap
proach is the lad. of comparative data on the spectral 

characteristics of microearthquakes in other areas. 
Douglas et al (1970) and Douglas and Ryall (1972) 
have studied Basin and Range events and concluded 
that scaling laws accepted for large events seem to 
apply for earthquakes as small as magnitude I. To 
allov. comparison with other central California areas, 
Brune's (1970, 1971) widel) used source model 
for S-waves, extended to P-waves, was applied. 
The parameters of interest are the seismic mo

ment Mo = 47TRp\'3D o, the stress drop tJ.p = 
(7/16)Mo/r3 , fault slip u=Mo/7TpV;, and 
source radius, = 234 '¥'/lo27T, where R = distance 
from source to receiver, p = density (2.67 g/cm3

). 

no = long period displacement -spectral level. 
10 = corner frequenc) (I" or I.l. and V = velocit~ 
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. of material (4.5 km/sec for V,... 2.6 km/scc for 
V.\. In addition to source parameter effect~ such 8\ 

attenuation, complex propagation path. ~ite response 
and radiation patlems will affect the spectra. If 
spectra are averaged for man) events or statiom. 
these effects will tend to decrease. The approach is 
rough but doe~ form 8 basis for comparing earth
quakes. In this study the on/) correction made to the 
data was for instrument response. and source param
eters were averaged over several stations. 

Founeen events were selected on the basis of mag
nitude and location within the field. Typical data 
are shown in Figure ) 3. Note the wide bandwidth 
(2-80 Hz) recoverable with the digital event re
corder. Spectra are shown for the indicated data 
windows. Comer frequency 10 was picked by using 
Q-corrected template, of the function 

for traveltimes 1 = 0.5, 1.0, ).5 sec; Q = 40, 80, 
120.250,700; 8 = 3,5,7; and 10 = 15,20,25,30, 
35.40.45.50. 60 Hz. First the long period level was 
defined. then each spectrum was fit for 10' Q, and 
high-frequenc) roll-off 8. Results are listed in Table 
4a for representative events recorded on the analog 
(FM) system. Tables 4b and 4c present results for 
p- and S-wave digital data. assuming an average 
hypocentral distance of 5 km to station 7. (These 
events were not located, as the entire network was 
not operating during the recording period.) 
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In Figure 14 plots of mumcnt ver,u\ magnitude 
for MCl •• Mra . and MJ. arc pre,ented for the data sets 
in Table 4. As for b-values. the choice of magnitude 
alters the result, significantl). The re,uh, obtained 
for this stud) are: 

Log1o(M o) = (l7.3:.t 0.1) + (0.8:.t 0.3IMC/., 
Log1o(M o) = 06.2:.t 0.3) + (1.9:.t 0.7)McB • 
LoglO(Mo) = (lS.9:.t 0.03) + (1.3:.t O.04)ML . 

Results from other central California studies of Mo 
versus ML are: 
(I) Bakun and Bufe <19751. San Andreas: 

3.S < ML < 5. 
] < MeL < 3.S, 

Log1o(Mo) = (16.2 :.t 0.1) + (I.S2 :.t O.OS) M. 

(2) Bakun and Lindh (/977,. Oroville. California 

]7 < Log10(M h ) < 25. 
Log1o(M o) = (17.02 < 0.07) 

+ (1.21 < O.03)ML . 

(3) Johnson and McEviJl) (J974). San Andrea .. 

ML>2. 
LoglO(Mo) = (l7.60:.t 0.281 

+ (1.16:.t O.06)ML . 

(4) Thatcher and Hanks ()9731. Southern California 

ML > 3. 
LoglO(Mo) = ]6.0 + I.S !-oIL' 

I • , 
~ 

\ ~. -2 
10 I "---. r 

~ (./, . Nv, 'rY, .\1 1'0' I If 

~\~ ! 
,,' i II . 

'tJ'(~- 'I LJ fs 

I I 
.t' .e' "t ,,' 0" 

FREQUENCY (HZ) 

FIG. 13. Typical displacement spectra u~ed in source studi~s. On left i~P-wa\e recorded on FM tape syst~m. 
center is P-wave recorded on digital system. and right isS-wave recorded digita"). FM ,ignal i, shnwn lit hl~h~r 
gain than other two. Comer frequencies and data window~ are indicated. Note the higher qualit~ data obtained 
with the digital system. 
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FIG. 14. Moment/magnitude relations for Geyser; microearthquakes (hea\-~ line,,). using the three different 
magnitudes. compared with other such relation> {JM. Johm.on and McEvilly. 1974: WB. \1.':" and Brune. 
1968: BL, Balun and Lindh. 1977: TH, Thatcher and Hanks. 1973: BB. Bal-un and Bufe. 197:'1, Da,hed Ime 
implies extrapolation from range of original data, f\-1cL and f\-1cB data from Tabb 3 and 4a. ML data from Table 
4c. 

(5) Wyss and Brune (1968), Parkfield. California 

ML > 3, 
LogJo(Mo) = 17.0 + 1.4 ML • 

From these results, it appears that The Geysers 
events ane slight I) unusual if the ML magnitude is 
used, i.e., for a given ML , Mo is smaller than for the 
other relations. In view of these result, and the fact 
that nonnal b-values are indicated b) the ML mag
nitudes from equivalent Wood- Ander;on seismo
grams, it seems that earthquakes at The Geysers 
ane not markedly unusual compared to other central 
California events. The sli!'h!:.' hl~her Ml magnitudes 
may reflect locally 101'0 a!L""J!100 characteristics, 

Comer frequencies are roughl~ independent of 
magnitude and moment. implying increasing stres, 
drop with event size if comer frequency i, not con
trolled by Q _ Such a stre" drop (~p I-magnitude 
(ML ) relation is evident in Table 4c where value, of 
about 0.01 to 10 bar, are seen for the magnitude 
range 0 to 2, HowC\er. "'hen a panicular event is 
examined at ,everal different statiOn>. "'e find that 
Q must be varied to maintain the same comer fre
quency. Implied Q value,. relative to station 7. are 
given in Table 4a, It v.a, thought that eanhyua~e, 
beneath the pnxluction zone (h > 3 km) might exhibit 
lov. er corner freyuenc-ie, (iov. er Q) than ,hal")" 
event" Although the highest comer frequelKY on
tained '" as for a shallo", event (II = 1.7 km. f'l = 50 
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Hz!. there seems to be little correlation between 
source depth and corner frequency. The 0 distriou
tion implied by constraining 10 to be constant at all 
statiom. for an event is generall) the same as that 
indicated oy the explosion data; i.e .. high in thc center 
of the field. decreasing towards the edges. and lowest 
out~ide the major production zone. No variation with 
depth can be established. 

Because no events were recorded on both venical 
and horizontal components. a comparison of 0,. and 
O. cannot he made. Only one station was used in 
the S-wave study. Thus. the S-wave data recorded 
on the horizontal geophones were used only for 
moment and magnitude determinations and not for a 
regional 0, analysis as was done for P-waves. 

The majorit) of events had high- frequency spectral 

lilopes 0 of 3 to 5. and !,ometimes 7. The corner fre
quency and high-frequenc) slope depend on the 
source time-function a, well a\ the source dimen
sions. The smoother the )ooun:e funrtion the greater 
the high-frequen.,) roll-off. A sOUn:e time-function 
that is relatively smooth in heginning (man) con
tinuous derivatives) and ending would produce II 

much more rapid roll-off than either a sharp explosion 
or a "challering" or step-like rupture. 

Source function rise-time information. if availahle 
in the spectrum, ma) be useful in determining the 
materiab that are rupturing. the nature of rupture. 
and the state of stress as well a\ the source dimensions. 
Unfonunatel), the effects of allenuation are extremel) 
severe at the higher frequencies and almost im
possible to remove accuratel) . 

Table 4&. P-wllve spectral parameters (analog FM system). 

R M. f. Depth AP II r 
Event STA (km) (dyne-em) Q (Hz) 6 (km) (ban (em) (m) 

3 7 1.3 1.2 x IO IT 250 
3 II 2.5 1.7 x 101T 120 25 5 1.2 0.23 2.02 x 10-3 66 
3 12 3.8 1.9 x 101T 80 

37 7 4.7 1.3 x IO IT 250 
37 3 6.3 3.8 x 101T 25 3 3.8 0.25 2.27 x 10-3 66 
37 11 4.1 1.5 x 101T 250 
37 12 4.3 1.3 x 10" 120 

39 7 3.6 6.4 x 10'· 250 
39 3 5.1 6. I )( 10'· 120 35 3 1.6 0.13 9.32 x 10-3 47 
39 JJ 2.7 1.6)( 10" 80 
39 12 3.0 1.3 x 10" 40 

42 7 3.8 3.4 x 10" 250 
42 3 3.9 4.1 )( IOIT 120 
42 II 4.0 3.5 x 10" 120 25 5 3.8 0.48 4.32 x 10-' 66 
42 12 4.6 2.7 x 10" 80 
42 J 8.0 2.6 X 101T 60 

41 7 3.3 7.8 x 10's 250 
41 3 4.1 4.8 x 10'· 120 30 3 3.2 0.14 1.01 x 10-' 55 
41 II 3.5 4.6 x 10" 120 
41 12 4.2 3.7 x 10.1 40 

51 7 3.6 1.4 x 101T 250 
51 3 4.5 1.7 x 10" 120 
51 II 3.6 1.5 x 10" 120 35 5 3.5 0.63 3.46 x 10-3 47 
51 12 4.2 1.3 x 10" 40 
51 1 8.2 9.7 x 10" 40 

7 7 4.8 2.0 x 10" 250 30 7 4.4 0.52 3.89 x 10-3 55 
15 7 2.1 7.9 x 10.1 250 50 5 J.7 0.% 4.27 x 10-3 33 
17 7 1.6 1.0 )( 10" 250 )0 7 1.5 0.26 1.94 x 10-3 55 
18 7 1.5 7.9 x 10's 250 35 3 J.3 0.33 2.1 I x 10-3 47 
28 7 3.7 4,0)( 10" 250 25 5 3.6 0.61 5.41 x 10-3 66 
34 7 1.8 1.3 x 10" 250 35 5 1.6 0.54 I. 75 x 10-3 47 
38 7 3.0 1.0 x 10" 250 25 7 2.9 0.15 1.35 x 10-3 66 
58 7 4.1 3.2 )( 10" 250 25 5 4.0 0.49 4.32 x 10-3 66 
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Table 4h. P·1/I'aVf spectral paramelen. (digital system). Table 4<:. (continued I 

Mo 
(dyne·em) 

Ii. :. 5,0 km 
10 

(Hz) 

1.6X 10" 
3.7X 10" 
2.1 x 10" 
2,lxI0" 
1.6 x 10.7 

26 X 10.0 

S,5 X 10.0 

6,3 X 10·' 
S.S X 10·' 
2.4 X 10·' 
5.3 X 10.0 

40 
40 
20 
20 
25 
35 
40 
40 
35 
40 
40 

AP 
(bar! 

1.0~ 
O~:l 
017 
017 
0.24 
0.19 
0.54 
040 
0,36 
0.15 
0.33 

Station 7 
u 

(em) 

5.6 x 10-' 
1.3 x 10-' 
1.8 x 10-' 
1.8 x 10-' 
2.2 x 10- 3 

6.9 x 10-' 
2.9 x 10- 3 

2,2 X 10-3 

2.3 x 10-' 
S.4 x 10-' 
1.9 X 10-3 

r 
(m) 

41 
41 
8;> 
8:' 
66 
47 
41 
41 
47 
41 
41 

Table 4<:. S .wan spectral parameters (digital system). 

Ii. = 5.0 km 
ML Mo 10 

0,6 
0,3 
0.9 
0.5 
0.4 
1.6 
1.6 
0.9 
0.4 
0.5 
1.4 
0.8 
1.1 
0,4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.6 
1.1 
0,3 
0,0 
0,3 
1.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.4 
0.6 
0.4 
1.1 
0,4 
1.3 
1.2 
0.2 

(dyne-em) (Hz) 

4.1 X 10·' 
1.2 X 10·· 
7.1 X 10·' 
2.0 X 10·· 
1.6 X 101• 

1.2 X 10 1• 

4.i X 10·' 
6,1 X 10·· 
2.0 X 1010 

2.0 X 10.0 

3.0 X 1011 

1.2 X 1017 

1.8 X 1017 

3.0 X 101• 

1.4 X 10 10 

I.S X 101• 

6.1 X 10·· 
1.2XI0I1 
2.0 X 10 1• 

2.4 X 10)$ 
1.8XIOIO 
3,0 X 10.7 

3.2 X 101• 
4.1 X 101• 

2.0 X 1010 

6, I X 1010 

4.1 X 101• 

4, I x 10" 
3,0 X 101• 

3.0 x 10" 
1,8 X 10·' 
1.2 X 1010 

25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
35 
20 
25 
25 
30 
25 
15 
25 
25 
20 
25 
20 
25 
25 
15 
20 
20 
25 
25 
20 
15 
20 
15 
25 
15 
21} 
20 

Station 7 
AP u 

(bar) (em) 

3.0 X 10- 1 

9.2 x 10-' 
5.4 X 10-· 
1.5x 10-1 

1.2 x 10-· 
2.5 X 101 

1.5 x 100 

4,6 X 10- 1 

1.5 X 10- 1 

2.6 X 10- 1 

2.3 x 100 

2.0 X 10-· 
1.3 x 100 

2.3 X 10-· 
5.5 x 10-' 
1.3 X 10- 1 

2.3 X 10-· 
9.2 X 10-1 

1.5 X 10-1 

4.0 X 10-' 
7,1 x 10-' 
1.1 x 10· 
2.4 X 10-1 

3.0 X 10- 1 

7,9 x 10-' 
1.0 X 10-· 
1.5x 10- 1 

6,6 x 10- 1 

23 X 10-· 
5,0 X 10- 1 

71 X 10-· 
4.7 x 10-' 

4.8 X 10-' 
1.4 x 10-' 
8.4 X 10-' 
2.4 X 10-3 

1.9 X 10-3 

2.8 X 10-· 
3, I X 10-% 
7.2 x 10-' 
2.4 X 10-3 

3.4 X 10- 3 

3.6 X 10-2 

5.2 x 10-3 

2.1 X 10-% 
3.6 x 10-3 

1.0 X 10-3 

2,1 x 10- 3 

4,6 x 10-3 

1.4 x 10-: 
2,4 X 10-3 

I,OXIO-' 
1.4 x 10-' 
2,3 X 10-% 
3,8 X 10-3 

4.8 X 10-' 
1.5 X 10-' 
2.6 X 10-3 

3.1 X 10-' 
1.7 X 10-% 
3,6 X 10-' 
1.3 X 10-% 
1.4 x 10-' 
9.3 x 10-' 

r 
(m) 

38 
38 
38 
38 
38 
27 
48 
38 
38 
32 
38 
64 
38 
38 
48 
38 
48 
38 
38 
64 
48 
48 
38 
38 
48 
64 
48 
64 
38 
64 
48 
4t< 

0.1 
1.7 
04 
0,6 
1.4 
05 
06 
0,2 
0,3 
0.5 
0.5 
04 
0.1 
0.8 
1.0 
08 
0.1 
0.8 
1.3 
1.5 
0.9 
J.3 
0.7 
1.2 
1.0 
1.2 
0.4 
0.9 
0,0 
1.7 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
0.2 
0.1 
0.5 
0.4 
O.~ 
0.5 
0.6 
1.0 
0.2 
0.7 
0.3 
1.2 
0.4 
0.4 
1.8 
0.3 
0,3 
0.7 
0.7 
0,3 
0,7 
0.5 
0.2 
0.5 
0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
09 
1.8 
1.1 
02 
0,;> 
0.6 

Ii.; 50 km 
M" j" 

(d)ne-cm) (HII 

9.2 X 10·' 
1,2 X 10·' 
3.0 X 10" 
4.1 X 10·' 
2.4 X 10. 7 

4.1 x 10" 
4.1 X 10" 
1,6 X 10·· 
1,8 X 10·· 
3.0 X 10" 
1,6 X 10·' 
1.8 X 10·' 
1.4 X 10·· 
6, I X 10 16 

1.4 X 10·' 
1.2 X 10·' 
8, I x 10" 
1.2 X 10·' 
3.0 x 10" 
5.1 x 10" 
1.2 X 10·' 
2.0 X 10·' 
1.0 X 10" 
3,0 X 10. 7 

1.4 X 10·' 
2.0 x 10" 
1.6 X 101• 

1.0 X 10" 
4.1 X 101• 

1.0 X 101• 

8.1 X 10·' 
8, I X 10·· 
5,1 X 101• 

7.1 X 101• 

5.1 X 10·' 
4.1 X 10 1• 

3.0 X 10·· 
1.2 X 10 1• 

5, I X 10·· 
7.1 X 101• 

1.8 X 10·' 
5.1 X 10·· 
8.1 X 10'· 
1.5 X 10·' 
2,0 X 10·' 
1,6 X 10·' 
1.4 X 10·· 
1.6xIO" 
1.4 x 10·· 
1,4 X 10" 
7. I X 10" 
1,0 X 10.7 

1.8 X 10·' 
5.1 X 10 1• 

3.0 x 10" 
1.0 X 101• 

3.0 X 10 1• 

3,0 X 1016 

5.1 X 10 1• 

3,~ X 10·· 
1,8 X 10·' 
1,2 X 10·' 
I.!l x 10" 
8.1 X 10·' 
1.2 X 10·' 
5.1 X 10.6 

20 
15 
25 
30 
20 
25 
20 
30 
25 
25 
20 
25 
25 
25 
20 
15 
30 
20 
:'5 
2(1 
20 
15 
20 
2(1 
20 
20 
25 
20 
35 
15 
25 
26 
IS 
20 
25 
JO 
15 
:'5 
25 
25 
20 
35 
25 
30 
15 
:'5 
30 
10 
25 
25 
25 
15 
25 
25 
30 
25 
15 
25 
15 
30 
15 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 

Stat.l1n 7 
b.P 

(bar! 

3.5 x 10-' 
2 (I > 10" 
2) ). 10-· 
5.~ " 10-· 
94' IW· 
~ (I )' 10-· 
1.5) 10-· 
1.1 X 10- 1 

I 3 >. 10-· 
2.3 :x 10-· 
6.3)' 10- 1 

1.3 )' 10-· 
1.0 y 10-· 
4.6 y 10- 1 

5.5 X 10-· 
20> 10-· 
10 X 10- 1 

3.9 X 10-· 
2.~ " 10" 
19>. 10' 
4.7 )' 10-· 
3.3 X 10-· 
3.9 x 10-· 
I 1 )( 10" 
5.5 X 10- 1 

7.9 X 10- 1 

1.2 X 10-· 
3.9 )' 10- 1 

8.4 X 10-' 
1.6 X 10" 
6 I X 10-· 
61 X 10-· 
8.3 x 10-' 
2.7 x 10-' 
3.8 x 10-' 
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DISCUSSION 

SUmmar), or obsen'atlons 

The significant point~ ob~erved are: 
I. Microearthquake~ 

(I) High level of activity 0 < ML < 2 at 2~ to 30 
events! day. 

(2) Distribution in space and time 
(a) Shallow foci, <5 km. 
(b) No dominant throughgoing fault~ defined. 
(c) Low seismicity in known steam zones and 

in original production areas. 
(d) Slightl) higher than normal b-value, using 

ML • 

(e) No 5ystematic pattern to occurrence. 
(3) Spectral characteristics 

(a) Slightl) anomalous Mo versus ML relation 
(low Mo for given ML). 

(b) High comer frequencies, no clear depen-
dence on Mo. 

(c) 10 for P-waves greater than for S-waves. 
(d) No relation between 10 and depth. 
(e) Low (-I bar) estimated stress drops. 

(4) Fault plane solutions generally consistent with 
regional NE-SW compressive stress 

II. Velocity data 
(1) Locally high velocity in production region. 
(2) Broad regionally lower velocity zone extending 

lateral out of production zone at depth. 
(3) Apparent low Poisson's ratio in production 

zone. 
III. Attenuation data 

(1) Shallow high Q zone in production zone from 
explosions and microearthquakes. 

(2) Deeper lower Q zone from explosions. 
A discussion of these observations relative to the 

vapor-dominated reservoir at The Geysers follows. 
Implications are investigated, based on known field 
characteristics, as to possible reflection of reservoir 
dynamics in the seismological data. 

Reservoir properties 

A fundamental question in geothermal exploration 
is the role of microearthquake data in the detection 
and delineation of geothermal reservoirs, and in 
specifying the properties of a reservoir. Earthquake 
genesis may reflect the steam reservoir properties. 
The Geysers geothermal field is a vapor dominated 
reservoir, as opposed to a hot water or brine system 
characteristic of the Basin and Range or Imperial 
Valley regions. The temperature and pressure of the 
vapor region is fairly constant, ranging within a few 
degrees of 240°C at 30 to 40 bars (Weres et ai, 1977). 

An unusual characteristic of the re!>ervoir i~ that the 
steam is much belo"" expected hydrostatic pre~sure~ 
for the depths involved (2-3 km). Several hypo
the!tes have been advanced to explain the pressure 
differential. In one, an "incrustation !>eal" has formed 
on the edge of the re!tervoir, inhibiting pressure 
equalization from surrounding groundwater (White 
et al. 1971). Minerals such as calcite and anhydrite, 
whose solubilities decrease with increasing tempera
ture, may reduce permeability at the margins by 
precipitation from the cooler ground water upon 
entering the geothermal zone. A similar model pro
poses an expanding re!tervoir in which groundwater 
cannot flow rapidly enough into the low pressure 
steam zone to equalize pressure, by virtue of a high 
withdrawal rate and adequate heat source to convert 
pore water into steam. A third explanation calls upon 
"traps" of steam, similar to gas traps found in oil 
producing regions, sealed from surrounding waters_ 

The dominant rock type in The Geysers reservoir 
is Franciscan graywacke (McLaughlin and Stanley, 
1975), which is initiall) impermeable and nonporous, 
but extensively sheared and fractured so that its 
porosity and permeability is sufficient to provide the 
existing reservoir. Drill cuttings have shown evidence 
of secondary porosity from hydrothermal dissolution 
of minerals (Weres et al. 1977). In successful steam 
wells "geothermal sand" (alteration products of the 
minerals) is often encountered above the steam zones 
(Joe Lafleur, personal communication, 1977). The 
steam-water interface is probably irregular. reflecting 
different porosities and capillal') effect~. The actual 
amount of economic steam in the reservoir will 
depend upon the rock type. porosity, permeabil~!y, 
water content. and available heat. 

An important characteristic of The Geysers reser
voir is that it seems to be a ma>.imum enthalpy sys
tem. Saturated steam ha~ a maximum enthalpy 
(heat content) of 2804 k.l!kg at 234°C and 30 bars. 
The enthalpie~ of steam entering boreholes from 
different units at The Geysers are very near this value 
(Weres et al, 1977). Why the steam enthalpy is at 
thi~ particular value is not entirely clear. However, 
other steam reservoirs (Lardarello, Italy, and Kawah 
Kamojang, Indonesia) also exhibit to some degree 
the maximum enthalpy phenomenon (We res et aI, 
1977; James, 1968). 

Natural leakage, commercial production and inter
connected reservoirs are factor, proposed to explain 
the maximum enthalp) phenomenon at The Geysers. 
Steam flowing toward the wells begins to be sl\turated 
at some temperature above 234°C and is e>.panded 
isoenthalpicalI), to less than 30 bars under conditions 
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which allow the water to condense, For example, an 
initially water-saturated isolated reservoir, due to 
commercial production or surface leakage, would 
eventually boil dT) at temperature~ and pressure~ 

below 234°C and 30 bar~, respectively, depending 
upon permeability and initial temperature, On the 
other hand. if there were an unlimited amount of wet 
steam available from an interconnected source, the 
temperature and pressure would stabilize at the max.i
mum enthalpy point. A~ production continued, steam 
withdrawn from the 234°C wne would spread, and 
new wells would develop the ma1.imum enthalpy con
dition. The actual case is doubtles~ between unlimited 
steam and zero steam, which may account for devia
tion from the max.imum enthalpy point. 

The state of the re~ervoir prior to commercial pro
duction is not clear. Were, et al (1977) hypOlhesize~ 
that there was a shallo\!. initial vapor wne, but, as 
production increased, the "deep water table" was 
boiled down by two or more !un to the present 2.5 !un, 
In thi~ "cracked sponge" model water is boiled 
rapidly from interconnected cracks; however, there is 
still a large amount of water left behind in the body of 
the sponge or in the fine pore structure of the rock, 
which can serve as a water supply to the steam reser
voir. White et aI (1971) suggest a system initially 
water saturated, but evolving to convection with the 
introduction of a potent heat source, Eventually, near
surface temperatures and pressures allow the onset of 
boiling, Due to limited recharge and permeability, the 
hot water system becomes a vapor-<lominated system. 
An important aspect of White's model is the recharge 
area, Because of limited permeability at the incrusta
tion seal, there would be large pressure gradients near 
the field margins between the reservoir, which is much 
below hydrostatic pressure. and the exterior of the 
reservoir, possibly at or above hydrostatic pressure. 
With increased production the vapor front advances, 
exposing new regions to pressure differentials. The 
front would stop advancing when either the heat 
source was insufficient to cause boiling or the perme
ability increased so that the recharge and discharge 
rates balanced. 

Seismologicall)" the significant aspects of these 
reservoir models are: (I) The system is at maximum 
enthalpy with limited recharge but with extensive 
fracture permeability. (2) It is low pressure and nearly 
constant temperature. (3) It may be expanding at a 
rate depending upon porosity, permeability, and net 
discharge, 

From the concept of differential pressure, one 
would expect microearthquakes to occur where high 
pore pressures reduce the strength of the materials. 
The observed locations of microearthquakes appear to 

concentrate on the margin' of the production lOne 
(ahove and below), where the model, would predict 
the highest pore pre~~ure" Activit) i~ veT) lo\!.. how
ever, ahove and belov. the older production zone .. , 
implying the steam source for the older producllon 
lOne i .. mainly steam flow from the ~urroundlng re,er
voir, rather than groundwater from ahove and below, 
The occurrence of microearthqual.es r.mdoml) in 
time and space also suggesh an interconnected geo
thermal system, The e.enh do not ~eem to migrate 
through the field and their pattern sugge .. t .. no domi
nant throughgoing fault .. , The area rna) be inten,el) 
fractured, with the pressure differential activating 
locally small faults. 

Historical data are insufficient to show that micro
earthquakes are migrating with an expanding re~er

voir. However, the limited data available do sugge,t 
an increasing rate of seismicity Lange and Westphal 
(1969) detected a rate of 4 events/day in the fall of 
1968. Hamilton and Muffler (1972) recorded a rate 
of 2-3 events/day in the spring of 1971. At the time 
of the present study, the power generation rate was 
550 MW or about seven times the 1971 rate, The 
microearthquake activity during this stud~ was 25-
30 events/day or about ten times the rate observed 
in previous studies, As this study was conducted in a 
different manner from previous studies, and because 
of the short sampling time~. it would be difficult to 
conclude firmly that the microearthquake activit~ is 
related to steam withdrawal. 

The slightly higher than regional b-value may 
indicate stress within the microearthquake region. 
Studies on microfracturing of rock (Scholz. 1968: 
Wyss, 1973) have shown that b-\'alues depend pri
marily on the state of stress. and to a le,ser extent on 
the physical properties of the roc I. , Scholz (1968) 
found that in a low-stress state. energy was released 
in small events, resulting in high b-vaJues, This was 
particularly true of ductile and high porosit) rocks, 
He also noted that small magnitude event, occur in 
material where crad closing and sliding are im
portant, with the larger events occurring in situations 
where new fractures are propagating, While the cal
culated stress drops are small, it should be realized 
that due to attenuation it is virtual!) impossible to 
obtain a high stress estimate for microearthquake,. 
i.e .• comer f~uencies of 100 Hz would be asso
ciated with stress drops of a fev. bar .. at M" = 1016

• 

and comer f~uencies cannot be observed at such 
levels, 

The Geysers events are not anomalous compared 
to regional stresses. Almost all events exhibited 
strike-slip or dip-slip faulting v. ith the principal com
pressive stre~ses in the northeast-southwest direction, 
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II seems plausible that the direction of failure is con
trolled by regional stress while the rate of failure is 
controlled by local stress levels . 

Thermally induced differential expansion between 
water in isolated voids and the rock matrix (Knapp 
and Knight, 1977) is an anractive microearthquake 
source mechanism from several points of view. Eanh
quakes would be expected to occur where the per
meability is low and the temperature gradient is high, 
at the edges of the reservoir. In order to produce an 
event of detectable size, the fracture must coalesce 
simultaneously over an area of several mt. Knapp 
and Knight calculate that, if all the pores fracture at 
once in a cubic meter of rock with porosity I percent, 
a zero magnitude event would result. In reality only 
selected pores fracture, those with preferential orien
tation with respect to the maximum principal stress. 
Thermally induced differential expansion may act 
only as a triggering mechanism for formation of small 
faults, the maximum size of which would be limited 
by the scale of variations in rock permeability, poros
ity and available heat. This failure model would ex
plain an apparent upper magnitude threshold and the 
higher than regional b-value. The differential ex
pansion hypothesis is also consistent with the ob
served fault plane solutions since Ihe model predicts 
fracture consistent with the direction of the regional 
stress field. 

McGarr (1976) theorized that the volumetric 
moment, approximately ILI4vl, is a measure of the 
amount of seismic failure in response to shear stresses 
induced by volume change (where IL = shear mod
ulus, 14 vi = volume change). Several examples 
support his theory: volume changes in mining opera
tions, volume changes due to fluid injection (Denver 
earthquakes), and volume changes associated with 
uplift (Malsushiro, Japan). An estimate of 4 v at 
The Geysers involves the amount of fluid withdrawn, 
less groundwater recharge and fluid reinjection. This 
can be compared to the calculated 4 v from the 
summed moments of the observed seismicity, 
1.5 x lOti to lOt! dyne-cm/year, depending on the 
occurrence used for magnitude 3 events. TIle larger 
value (lOU), implies 4 v of 5 x 1010 cms/year, the 
total volume change necessary to accomplish the 
observed seismicity. assuming McGarr's model of 
earthquake genesis. The volume of fluid withdrawn 
Can be calculated from the power generation. At a 
capacity of 550,000 kW. using a steam rate of 10 kg/ 
kWh and 8 specific volume of water of 1.2 cma/g, 
the 4v for 1 year is 5 x lOIS ems, some 10' times 
greater than the 4 v calculated from the seismicity 
rate. In other words, McGarr's hypothesis would 
predict 8 much higher level of seismicity if the total 

4v were consumed by seismic failure. However, the 
actual 4 I' available for earthquake generation is much 
smaller due to groundwater recharge and reinjection. 
A recharge rate equal to discharge would imply no 
volume change or microearthquakes. This may ex
plain why seismicity does not change with withdrawal 
rate in a hot water dominated reservoir that is in 
hydrostatic equilibrium (Helgeson, 1968; Combs, 
1976). Recharge, however, is not instantaneous, nor 
would one expect the volume change from seismic 
failure to equal the net volume of water withdrawn. 
The seismicity may reflect volumetric change in the 
reservoir and, if so, the microearthquakes would 
indicate the regions of expansion of the vapor domi
nated zone. Temporal change in the spatial pattern 
of seismicity may occur too slowly to be of practical 
use. Cessation of events on the edge of the reservoir 
may indicate an equilibrium situation where the re
charge rale is equal to the discharge or the reservoir 
has expanded to the point where it has been extended 
beyond a heat source that is sufficient to produce 
vaporization of available water. 

II is not certain whether the steam withdrawal and 
associated volumetric change is a direct cause of mi
croearthquakes at The Geysers. Because the envi
ronment is hydrologically active and because of the 
intimate relation between fluids and faulting (Hubbert 
and Ruby, 1959; Nur, 1973), it is probable that fluid 
withdrawal is a contributing factor. However, only 
as production increases and expands to areas that are 
now seismically inactive will we know whether fluid 
withdrawal is inducing the microearthquakes. Posi
tive correlation would open a new methodology for 
reservoir modeling, and some consideration should 
be given to instrumentation of new production areas 
prior to development. 

Another failure mechanism which may influence 
microearthquake activity is "stick-slip" (Brace and 
Byerlee, 1966) in which the motion occurs in a series 
of discrete rapid slips. In general, stick-slip is en
hanced by high pressure or normal stresses, low 
temperature, the presence of strong brinIe materials 
such as feldspars and quartz, the absence of gouge, 
and lower surface roughness. At higher confining 
pressures, the dominant factor controlling friction 
strength is effective pressure (Stesky, 1977). In The 
Geysers reservoir where the temperature is high, and 
pressure is low, stick-slip would not be expected to 
dominate. At the reservoir edges where pressures are 
higher and temperatures are lower, with possible 
embrinlemenl due to dehydration (Heard and Ruby, 
1965; Raleigh and Paterson. 19(5), one would more 
readily expect stick-slip behavior. The lack of deep 
events would, in the context of stick-slip earth-
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qua~e~. impl) elevated lemperature~ beneath the 
re~ervoir (4-5 km). 

The moment versu~ magnitude relation for The 
Gey~e". usin!:, MI.' resulh in a lo~ zen)-magnitudc 
moment compared to other central California earth
quake~. In lerm~ of the sei~mic wa\'e~. for a given 
moment (Io~ frequenc) relation). the amplitude u~ed 
10 determine the magnitude (higher frequenc) radia
tion) i~ larger than for other region~. Thi~ i, consistent 
with the high Q ob~ef\·ation. but it is difficult to 
separate source and path effects without dense station 
coverage. 

An indication that source information may be 
masked b) path effects is found in the differences 
between P- and S-wave comer frequencie~. P-wave 
comer frequencies fp are around 30 Hz. and the 
S-wave comer frequencies f. are about 20 Hz. As
suming that fault propagation at a finite rupture 
velocit) controh the ob,erved comer frequencies, 
and that the rupture velocity is less than the S-wave 
velocity, then consistent obsef\'ation of fp > f. is 
incompatible with the faulting models. In fact. if the 
fault can be modeled as a long, narro~ crack propagat
ing unilaterally. we should observe f. > fp over half 
the radiation pattern. A plausible explanation for the 
different observed results is the effect of attenuation 
along the propagation path. A value of Q. one-third 
to one-half that of Qp would be ooequale to produce 
the observed comer frequencies. If we assume the 
actual value of f. at 40 Hz. and thaI it has been re
duced by attenuation to 20 Hz for a traveltime I of 
1.5 sec for the S-wave, the Q required for the reduc
tion in f. can be computed from Q = 1/ tot where 
t .... = 0.5/f., a value approximately correct for a 
factor of two reduction in apparent comer frequency 
(Johnson and McEvill), 1974, Figure 5). The result
ing Q •. 120, is consistent with the Qp estimation 
within the field. This illustrates the extreme difficult) 
in recovering source parameters such as stress drop or 
dimensions from microearthquake spectra, even at a 
distance of 5 km or less. 

From the S-wave comer frequencies, calculated 
sires, drops were between 0.1 and 3.0 bar. Because 
a large number of events at varying azimuths were 
analyzed, these stress drops are prohabl) representa
tive estimates for the field. The relativel) constant 
values of comer frequenc) rna) be indicative of path 
effects (Q controlled) rather than source effects (time 
function or dimensiom). The larger moment event~ 
generall) occurred deeper in the field than did smaller 
events. Assuming uniform detection capabilit) with 
depth. the larger events would be occurring at depth, 
where the largest pre~sure difference~ exist between 
hydrostatic and the re~f\oi! fiuid pressure. The 

constant comer frequencie~ can be interpreted a\ a 
uniform !>Ource dimen~ion of about 50 m. In a lo~ 
pre.\sure re~ervoir with constant permeahiht) and 
porosit), one would expect uniform source di
mensio",. EI~where in central California, foci arc 
distriouted evenly without much correlation between 
depth and magnitude to depth, of 10 to 12 km 
(McNall), 1976). The fact that earthquake, in The 
Gey!'.er~ do not occur deeper than 4 or 5 km i, strong 
evidence for their c1o~e a,,(x:iation with the geo
thermal system. 

Velocities 

The low Poisson's ratio within the production zone 
suggested b) the microearthquake daw ma:- indicate 
partial saturation of re~enoir rocb. To~,o7 et al 
(1976) found that even a small amount of ga' as an 
immi!'.cible mixture in a brine reduce, the com
pressional wave velocit) \'", the net effect being a 
reduced Poisson's rallo. Nur and Simmon, (1969) 
observed that V" decreased with decrea,in!:, water 
saturation in lo~ porosit) rocb. Both studies would 
predict the obsef\'ed lo~ Poisson'~ ratio for a vapor 
dominated resen·oir. 

As can be seen in Figure 3, there is a P-wave 
advance (higher velocity) with respect to regional 
throughout the production zone for shall(l~ propa
gating waves from the near explosion. For deeper 
waves from the far explosion, the P-wave velocity 
appear regionall~ low. as would be expected within 
a vapor zone. However, the reduced P-~a\'e velocit) 
is obsef\'ed over a broad area, much broader than 
the present production zone. I f the presence of steam 
is controlling the velocit~. it would seem that the 
resen'oir is more extensive than presentl) defined 
by drill hole,. However. P-wa\'e velocit) variations 
in geothermal en\'ironments can occur because of 
structural or stratigraphic variatiom. For example a 
0.3 sec P-wan: advance. ob,en'ed in a Ne\ada hot 
springs environment, was c1earl) due to silica deposi
tion within valley sediments around the hot sprinr 
(Beyer et al. 1976). A similar explanation in terms 
of compositional difference~ ma~ apply in The 
Gey~rs area. Iyer and Hitchcock (1975) obsef\'ed 
P-wave delays throughout much of the Clear Lake
Gey~rs region. and attrihuted it to a heat source 
beneath the area. The P-wa\'es from the distant 
explo~ion rna) have been affected b~ such deeper 
lower velocit) material. Because of the lo~ pre~· 

sures involved, it is difficult to estimate the tempera
ture~ necessary to account for a JO to 20 perl'ent 
velocity decrea~e. 

Lin ()977) from lahoralof) tllea~urement~ found 
for central California rock-- ahout -7 x JO-' km! 

• 
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IieC ·C windt) change fur graywacke IiIld qual1l 
monzonite at pl'c~sure~ greater than 4 k bar. and about 
- 10- 3 km/!oec·C for gabbros. He al~ found gray
wacke velocitie~ at mom temperature and pre~~ure to 

vary from 4.8 to 5.7 km/!oec with inl'rea~ing meta
morphi~m. Murase and McBime)' (1973) found that 
for common Igneou~ rocb at I bar and les~ than 
6OO·C there i~ no change with temperature in !>eismic 
velocity. A~suming the dominant material under
lying The Geyse~ to be Franciscan graywacke with a 
temperature coefficient for P-wave velocit) of -10-3 , 

a decrease in velocity from 5.0 to 4.25 km/sec 
(15 percent) at 3 km depth implies an implau~ible 

temperature increa!>e of 750·C. It is thus difficult to 
explain a broad lo\'. velocity zone beneath The 
Geysers by a temperat ure increase alone. 

It appea~ that the effects of high temperature, 
degree of water saturation. geologic structure, and 
the compositional change within the hydrothennal 
region are combined in producing the ob~erved ve
locit) variations. Detailed studies utilizing distant 
source, and near vel1ical propagation through sec
tions will shed light on the regional velocity struc
ture. Result~ of the present study are clear. however. 
in the fact that the producing reservoir is charac
terized by detectabl) anomalous local seismic wave 
velocities. 

Attenuation 

The observed attenuation differences may reflect 
variations in shallow structure and topograph) 
throughout the geothennal field and at reference sta
tion~. In a finite-element simulation of a ridge with 
20 degree slope_ Smith (1975) found that the maxi
mum spectral ratio enhancement was a factor of two 
at the peak. Data for The Geysers show a factor of 
10-20 difference. with little correlation to topog
raphy. It is also well known that near-surface effects 
such as thick. low velocit)' alluvium can cause ampli
fication. with the degree of enhancement propol1ional 
to the contrast in acoustic impedance. and frequencies 
of the spectral peaks correspond roughly to multiples 
of the traveltime through the superficial layer. There 
is no evidence for anomalously low velocity shallow 
materials. For a velocity of 2 km/sec. the thickness 
required for enhancement in the 5-10 Hz range 
would be JOO-200 m. More restrictive. the under
lying material would have to be unrea~nably high 
velocity for significant enhancement. Further, the 
instrument locations were selected to avoid obvious 
alluvium or landslide surfaces. It is conceivable that 
bizarre geometrical effecb in propagation paths could 
produce the observed amplitudes. If the actual struc-

ture deviate, greatly from the model a~,umcd for 
redul'ing the data. the othened amplitude, could 
reflect focu~ing. HIl\'.ever. the unifomlit) and ~patial 
extent of the high-Q region, argue, against ~uch 

mechani~m~, In the fonnulil u~d for Q estimation. 
the di~tanl'e or velodt), u!>ed in tht· model would 
need to be changed to unreil'-llOahk value, to explain 
the \'ariation~, Therefore. the mo .. t plau .. ihk explana
tion for the ob .. /,r.ed amplitude variatiom i:- real 
difference .. in Q throughout the tield, 

John~n et al (1977) have ~hown that Q i)o a func
tion of confining pre .... ure and ~aturation. They found 
that both Q p and Q., for df) rock)o are initial!) higher 
and increase much more rapidl) with confining pre~
sure than for roch containing pore water. The effect 
wa;. attributed to friction and crack clo,ure in the 
material. Gardner et al (1964) ab.o showed that Q _ a .. 
a function of water content alone. increa!oed a~ the 
water content decreased. In a theoretil'al ~tud), 

White (1975) computed compre"ional and shear 
wave velocity and anenuation for pal1ial!y ga .. 
saturated porou, rock,. He concluded that for com
pressional wave" the pressure gradient, created b) a 
wave traveling through a rock will cau~e flo" of the 
fluid relative to the rock skeleton and result in anenua
tion. If the pore-rock matrix i, homogeneous. the 
pressure grddient, will be small and the anenuation 
due to fluid flow will abo be small. However. if the 
rock has mixed saturation. such a .. pocket)o of ga,or 
partial gas saturation, then the pressure gradients 
are higher near the inhomogeneitie~ and the 1m .. of 
energy due to fluid flo\'. will be significant. The,e 
effect~ could explain the shallo" high-Q zone and 
the deeper lo\'. -Q zone at The Ge~ .. er~. A .. P!))otu
lated earlier (Were .. et al. 1977). the reser.'oir may 
be characterized by a relati\'el~ shallo\'. region where 
the pores are vapor-dominated, In thi~ region the 
behavior described by John!oOn et al (1977) and 
Gardner et aI (1964) may pre\'ail to produce higher 
Q. Deeper within the resenoir there may be sufficient 
water for attenuation because of the fluid-flow 
mechanism of White (1975), thus resulting in the 
lower Q values. On the other hand. the degree of 
pore water saturation ha, opposite effect, on P-wa\'e 
velocity and attenuation. Our data indicate decreases 
with depth for both parameter~ within the resen'oir, 
suggesting that water content cannot be the con
trolling factor for both velocity and attenuation. As 
for velocit), it would appear that lo\'. pressure, tem
perature, and compo)oitional heterogeneit~ ma~ con
tribute along with water content. to the anomalou)o 
allenuation. Temperature effect~ on attenuation at 
lo\'. pressures, however. can be nonlinear and un
predictable. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The utility of seismological data in the detection 
and delineation of a geothermal reservoir must de· 
pend upon the physical naiure of the par1icular hydro
thermal system. Tnere are far too few case histories 
of geothermal fields to provide even general charac
teristi~ of reservoir properties in seismological terms. 
Nor has it been established unequivocally that there 
exists such 8 phenomenon as the "geothermal earth. 
quake". Further, there is no compelling evidence that 
a geothermal reservoir acts as 8 deep radiator of 
seismic body waves. It is in such light that observa· 
tions and conclusiom of this study must be viewed, 
in the context of the low pressure vapor-dominated 
steam reservoir at The Geysen, as seen with a very 
limited data base in terms of spatial and temporal 
sampling. 

In terms of regional conditions for central Cali
fornia, The Geysers area appears anomalous to some 
degree in ear1hquake occurrence and source param
eters, seismic wave velocities. and attenuation prop
erties of the reservoir rocks. Mlcroear1hquakes are 
distributed diffusely, generally absent within the 
production zone. Depths are less than 5 km. Mech
anisms are consistent with northeast-southwest 
compressive stress, but no throughgoing faults are 
indicated. Earthquake occurrence rate suggests a 
slightly higher than normal b-value, or a seismicity 
rich in lower magnitude shocks relative to larger 
events. Both P- and S-wave velocities are higher 
than regional values in the shallow reservoir; the 
S-wave velocity, from the low Poisson's ratio, is 
even more anomalous than P. Attenuation is low 
where velocities appear high. There is indication 
that velocity and attenuation become less anomalous 
deeper in the field. The anomalous source param
eters, low seismic moment for a given magnitude, 
may be merely a reflection of low attenuation, 

It is unfortunate that in this case we cannot say 
whether these anomalies were present previous to 
production, The limited observations, along with 
proposed reservoir models, are consistent with a 
hypothesis in which the anomalous characteristics 
are closely related to reservoir depletion. It would 
be of great value to have such data for a potential 
geothermal field prior to exploitation. 

The microearthquakes may relate to large pressure 

Source parameter~ ba~d on high frequency radia
tion of P- and S-wave~. such as fault propagation 
and dimensiom, source rise time. and stress drop, 
suffer in estimation from the high comer frequencies 
lS!oociated with these small events Even at observa. 
tion distance~ of only 5 km or less, and with the high 
Q values seen in the field. attenuation ma.,~s earth. 
quake spectral detail> al frequencies above 20-30 
Hz. Fault plane solutions, based on first motiom. 
generall) reflect response to northeasHouthv. esl 
compression. More detailed studies ma~ provide in. 
formation on the fracture mechanisms involved al 
the field margins. 

Anomalously high p. and S·wave velocities and 
Jow attenuation characterize the production zone. 
Extrapolation to in-situ reservoir properties from 
laboratory and theoretical studies on similar rock 
types is difficult, thus the mechanisms for the anom· 
alies are not clear. Pressure. temperature. vapor. 
domination, and chemical alteration must be involved 
to various degrees. 

Clearl) our experiment shows that seismological 
data taken today are useful in delineating the present 
production zone of The Geysers. Further, the data 
may offer a means of monitoring the reservoir con· 
figuration and properties as these change during 
exploitation. It is not clear, however, that the same 
situation would have prevailed prior to major pro· 
duction of the field, and that the same seismological 
measurements would have been successful at The 
Geysers in an exploration context. 
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Abstract 

The Geysers-Clear Lake geothermal area lies within t~~ 

central Franciscan belt of northern California in a complex 

terrane of northea~t-dipping imbricate thrust slices that 

been warped and cut by steep-dipping strike-~lip and n0r~~1 

faults. Introduction of magma into the crust 

Geysers-Clear Lake area can be related to east-southe2s~ 

extension accorrpanying northward propagation of the San 

transfor~ system between the Clear Lake region and Cape Men~~~~~~ 

within the last 3 million years. The initiation of strike-slip 

faulting during th~s time terminated sUbduction of el~~e~ts c~ 

the Farallon plate beneath North America as strike-slip motio~ 

was taken up along the Pacific-North American plate bo~~dary. 

The mechanism for magma generation appears to require a h€a~ 

Source in the mantle that mixed mantle derived melts w~t~ V3~~:~S 

cru~tal rocks. These crustal rocks may have t r. '= 

Franciscan cer,tral and coastal be.2 t s, 0 P t i 01 i t e, G r e 2> t r 3 1 1 e :: 

sequence rocks, and possibly middle to late Tertiary rocks 

subducted prior to initiation of strike-slip faulting. 
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The Geysers steam reservoir is on the northeast liffib of a 

major southeast-plunging antiform in Late Mesozoic rocks of the 

Franciscan assemblage. The reservoir is also located over th~ 

southwest side of a major negative gravity anomaly interpreted to 

delineate the presence of magrr.a within the upper crust. 1h~ ~o~: 

significant parameters limiting the extent of the steam reservQir 

seem to be the distribution of heat and open fracture netw~rk~, 

the presence? of cap rocks that retain fluid in the rese~vo:r 

rocks. and the presence of areas of adequate hydrothermal leakar~ 

I 

that allow the system to remain vapor dominated. 

The orientation of regional stress determined fro~. 

earthquake studies in The Geysers area predicts that no~th to 

northeast-oriented steep-dipping faults and fractures shculd 

produce maximum horizontal extension in the stea~ reservo!r. 
~ 

Vertical extension may also be significant in low dippi~[ Gr 

subhorizontal fractures in the axial re£ions of ar.ticl!~cl w~~p~ 

and horst-like structures. Local structures of prcDa:;,le 

significance to steam production include a structural high 

associated with the Castle Rock Springs area, a:;c 

southeast-plunging folds in Franciscan rocks overthrust by 

serpentinite near The Geysers Resort. 



Specific areas and ~echanisms of n8tural recharge toT rJ e 

Geysers stearn reservoir are poorly know~. However, the Ve~t 

areas for rhyolites and dacite!" that cap Cobb Mcuntain ~~! 

provide conduits that allow deep circulation into t~e re~erv~~r 

rocks. Northeast of the steam field, the numerous 

underlying a thick cover of volcanic rocks may have pr0~:te~ t~e 

development of a hot water dominated geothermal syste~ du~ tc a r 

excess of recharge. 

Introduction 

The Geysers steam field of northern Cal i for n i 0' 

world's largest commercial geothermal develop~e~t exp}cite: 

the purpose of electrical production. The area of co~~erci3~ 

development lies within a roughly circular 608 sqJare kIT. 

over whic~ young volcan~s~ and active hydr~th~rcal rra~ife5~a~~c~5 

are ap):'E.rent. The vapor-do~inatej Geysers 

occupies about 300 square k~ along the 

geothermal region, extending to unknown depths below about 3 km. 

The steam reservoir is entirely within an allochthonous base::-.~:-.t 

of complexly deformed and metamorphosed marine sedimentary a~d 

igneous rocks assigned to the Franciscan assemblage and to the 

largely coeval Great Valley sequence. 



The structure 

rocks and present 

geothermal system. 

of these Late Mesozoic and early Tertiary 

regional tectonics strongly influence the 

It is the purpose of this paper to describe 

these structural and tectonic relationships, with particula~ 

reference to the recent studies of the U.S. Geological Su~v~y a~d 

to plate tectonic co~cepts. 
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Tectonic setting of the Great Valley Sequence 

and Franciscan Assemblage 

The northern California COnst Ranges east of the San And~to~ 

f'ault (fig. 1) consist mainly of two approximately coeval ur.it~ 

now separated by a great regional thrust referred to as the CoS!~ 

Range thrust (Bailey and others, 1970). The upper plate of th~ 

~oast Range thrust consists of a fragmented ophiolite corrp!ex o~ 

Late Jurassic age (= the Coast Range ophiolite) considere~ tc 

represent oceanic crust (Bailey and others, 1970; Mc:"augUir, or.: 

°essagno, 1978) overlain depositionally by moderately de~:r~e: 

marine sedimentary rocks ,referred to as the Great Valley se~ue:'2~ 

(Bailey and others, 1961J). The Great Valley sequence ranges fro~ 

',ate Jurassic to Late Cretaceous in age, and consists of CC2rSE: 

ophiolite breccia or tuff near the base (McLaughlin and PeSSa[:'2, 

1978), overlain by conglomerate, ~u~stone, and sandstC~E. 

~reat Valley sequence is interpreted to represe~t arc-trenc~ 

or fore-arc ba si n deposits that were derived fro-:= a 

Klamath-Sierran island arc terrane as a series of coalescir.g 

-ubmarine fans (Dickinson, 1970; Ingersoll and others, 1977). 

The basal part of the Great Valley sequence was largely derived 

from the depositionally underlying Coast Range ophic~ite 

!McLaughlin and Pessagno, 1978). 

Figure 1 near here 
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Rocks in the lower plate of the Coast Range thrust have b~en 

assigned to the Franciscan assemblage (or Franciscan Complex of 

Berkland and others, 1972) and consist of a heterog~neDu~ 

assemblage of intensely deformed and mildly to moderately 

metamorphosed sandstone, shale, chert, and mafic igneous r0Cy.s. 

Serpentinite, limestone, amphibolite, eclogite, and high-£~ade 

blueschist are found as minor but significant constitu~~~!. 

Franciscan rocks and their equivalents are now known to exte~d 

along the Pacific coast of North America at least fr0~ E~ja 

California, Mexico, to southern Alaska (Jones and ot~e~s, i~ 

press). Initial deformation and metamorphism of these ro~kz 

apparently occurred in Cretaceous and early Tertiary time, as :he 

result of oblique northeast-directed subduction and strike-sl:~. 

Popular plate tectonic models (Dickinson and others, 1970; E~a~e 

and Jones, '97~i Ha~ilton, 1969) interpreted rocks c~ t~~ 

Franciscan assemblage to have been deposited in a trenct cve~ a~ 

east-dipping subduction zone located to the west of the fore arc 

basin of the Great Valley sequence. However, paleomagnetic 

evidence presented recently by Jones and others (in press), a~d 

arguments put forth by McLaughlin and Pessagno (1978), and Blake 

and Jones (1978), suggest that this model is overly Simplistic. 

The paleomagnetic data indicate that as much as 30 degrees of 

northward translation of Mesozoic plate elements occurred alonb 

the PaCific margin 1n pre-Late Cretaceous time (Jones and others, 

in press). It is not clear what the relative importance of 

transform and oblique subduction were 1n these displacements, Dut 

10 



by implication, elements of the Franciscan assemblage 

possibly even the Great Valley sequence may have susta~nej 

large-scale northward displacement from the~r orig~nal sitE'S 

deposition prior to, during, or foJlow~ng periods of prE--~2~~ 

Cretaceous subduction. 

1 1 
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In northe~n California, the Franciscan asserrblage has be~n 

divided into broad northwest-trending thrust fault-bound~d 

structural belts by Jones and others (1976), Berkland and others 

(1972), and Blake and Jones (1974) (fig. 1): (1) an eost,=,~r, 

(Yolla Bolly) belt of Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous ag~ :s 

composed of intact lawsonite-grade metasandstone, with mino~ 

interbedded metachert and very minor interbedded meta-!g~eo~s 

rocks. (2) A somewhat younger central belt to the west, is 

composed of rocks of Late Jurassic to Late Cretaceous age, tha: 

were deformed into extensive melanges and broken fo~matior.s in 

later Cretaceous time. The b~oken formations of the central belt 

consist of pumpe~lyite to lawsonite-grade metasandstone and 

argillite, basaltic igneous rocks, and chert, and differ frorr th~ 

melanges in d:splayin£ local stratal co~tinu:ty, in bf:~[ 

significantly less penet~atively shesred, in having 

argillite to sandstone ratios, and in generally not contai~:~g 

exotic blocks such as eclogite, amphibolite, high-g~ac!e 

blueschist, or serpentinite. (3 A still younger western 

(coastal) belt of Late Cretaceous to Eocene age consists mainly 

of broken formations of K-feldspar-bearing laurrontite-gra:e 

arkosic sandstone and shale. Basaltic igneous rocks, blueschist, 

eclogite, amphibolite, limestone, and chert are ra~ely prese~t i~ 

the coastal belt. These various belts of Franciscan rocks have 

probably sustained large components of strike-slip movement 

relative to one another and to the upper plate of the Coast Range 

thrust, in addition to major crustal shortening associated with 



subduction. 



Two principal occurrences of b+ueschist are recognized in 

the Franciscan assemblage: (1 displaced blocKs of high-g~aq~ 

fine- to coa~sely crystalline blueschist that were derived from 

metamorphosed basalt, eclogite, amphibolite, or rocKs with ~8r~ 

siliceous protoliths; and (2 extensive intact terr&nes of 

graywacke and minor interbedded chert and igneous rOCKS that hsv~ 

been metamorphosed to blueschist grade and contain la~sor.:te. 

The first type of blueschist occurrence is most com~on as b}02~S 

in melange terranes, especially along the west side of t~~ 

central Franciscan belt. High-g~a:e blueschist blocks a~E ~a~E:Y 

found in the coastal belt, but are found sporadically in sorre 

melanges in the eastern Franciscan belt. The seco~d type of 

blueschist occurrence includes most of the eastern Francisc~~ 

belt and seve~al large slabs i~ the central Francisca~ be:t 

1). 

,~ 



The unusual depressed temperature and high 

gradients necessary to produce blueschist mineral asseffi~laEE~ 

(Bailey and others, '96~; Coleman and Lee, , 962 ) are ,,~dE::Y 

regarded as indicative of conditions encountered in subductior 

zones (Bailey and others, '970; Ernst, 1970; Erns:, 1971; 

1975). The age of this blueschist metamorphis~ i s t s 

constrain the timing of subduction. Coleman and Lanphere (19~1) 

have dated glaucophane and "hite mica from high-grade 

blocks in the Franciscan assemblage by K-Ar methc,co 

demonstrated that the metamorphism took place 

Jurassic, about 150 rr:.y.a .. By contrast, 

reconstituted blueschist-grace rnE:tagray~ackes from the So~t~ Fcr~ 

mountain schist terrane of the eastern Franciscan ~e:t 

: 
conventional anc methods (Lanphere and othe~s, 'Q-?~ 

suggests a metamorphic age of 1'5-120 m.y. for these ro:~s. 

Suppe and Armstrong (1972) found a wide age r ,,- r range o. I:;~' 
. - ~ 

'"' C I v 

m.y. for blueschist metamorphism of easterr. 

Franciscan rocks, and interpreted this "ide age range to ind:ca:e 

that subduction occurred in the Late Jurassic and spora~~c2lly 

throughout most of the Cretaceous, simultaneously 

sedimentation. 

, 5 



Blake and others (1967) have documented a regional increase 

in the degree of schistosity development in metagraywackes of the 

eastern Franciscan belt that corresponds to an increase i~ 

abundance of blueschist minerals such as lawsonite. It was found 

that both degree of schistosity and development of high pressure 

mineral assemblages increase structurally upward toward the 

Coast Range thrust. This inverted metamorphic zonation was 

related by them to emplacement of the Coast Range thrust. Ba:ley 

and others (1970) later interpreted the Coast Range thrust as the 

hanging wall of a subduction zone. By this interpretation t~~ 

age of blueschist metamorphism gave a maximum age of 1'5-120 m.y. 

for emplacement of the Coast Range thrust above rocks of the 

eastern Franciscan belt (about Albian-Aptian time). However, in 

the Geysers-Clear Lake area inverted metamorphic zonaticr. 

ldjacent to tne Coast Range thrust cannot be demonstrate: exec;: 

locally due to post-metamorphic imbrication of eastern 

~ranciscan rocks with central belt rocks. Furthe!"'Inor'€, 

)aleontologic evidence from The Geysers area demonstrates that 

~mplacement of the Coast Range ophiolite above the Francisc:~ 

!entral belt occurred no earlier than Cenomanian time, or less 

,han about 96 m.y.a in that area (McLaughlin and Pessagno, 1978). 
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Source terranes for the Franciscan Assembla~e --------- -------,---- -------- ------------

The source areas for Franciscan detritus have 

eliminated by sut>duction, and/or transform fau:Ung. 

original location and composition of these sou~ce areas is 

unknown, although some insights can be obtained from stujy c~ t:.r 

petrology and sedimentology of Franciscan - r .-c: J ..... 

CO:1g) omerates. 

In spite of the association of Franciscan sandston~s ~:t~ 

mafic igneous rocks and cherts of oceanic affinity, the sa~~s~c~e 

compositions reflect island arc or ccr.tinentaJ scu~ces. .. ;, e 

petrology of these sandstones the!:: 

subarkosic in corrposition, although some are also volcanic-littic 

(R. MC:"aughlin and H. Ohlin, unpublishec dataj Blake and JOr,ES, 

1978). The ages of radiolarians present in ab~nja:1t chert 

detritus ir. congloffierates of the ce~tral Francisca~ be:t i~t~~a~E 

the chert detritus is derived partly frorr older Franciscan c~e~~s 

interbedded with graywacke and greenstone of the cer.tral be: t 
I~-: 

(Mc~aughlin and Pessagno, in press) and partly froTL 

Mesozoic sources (Seiders and Pessagno, in press). More than 

percent K-feldspar is typically found in sandstones of the 

coastal belt, 0 to 6 percent is typical of sandstones alon[ the 

west side of the central Franciscan belt, and sandstones in the 

main part of the central and eaS:E~~ belts usually contain on:y 

one percent or less. This : \.'i::r>d regional decrease in 

K-feldspar may be partly due to ~~t of white mica at the 

expense of K-feldspar, with inc' 



The presence of early Mes9zoic hypabyssal silicic and 

intermediate plutonic rocks and of pelagic sedimentary clasts in 

several conglomerates in the central Franciscan belt and lower 

part of the Great Valley sequence has led Seiders and Pessagno 

(in press) to suggest the Calaveras formation and its equ:volents 

in the Sierra Nevada and Klamath Mountains as possible sou~ces 

for this detritus. An island arc active to the west in the early 

Tertiary has been proposed by Beutner (1977) to explain the 

bimodal compositions of andesitic and quartzo-feldspathic 

graywacke sequences in the Franciscan coastal belt. Other island 

arc terranes, including early Cretaceous arc-re:ated roc~s at 

Trinidad head in northern California and an arc thought to have 

been the source for the late Jurassic Otter Point for~ation in 

southwestern Oregon (Blake and Jones, '978) are also possit:e 

sOurces of Franciscan sandstone detritus. 
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The provenance of the blocks of amphibolite and eclo£~te 

present in melange terranes of the central Franciscan belt is 

unknown. The high temperatures and pressures of formation of t~& 

mineral assemblages in these rocks indicated by exper~mental w~~~ 

suggests that they are displaced from lower crilst a r. C 

mantle levels. MarlY of the blocks have sheared an~ po2i.sh~j 

rinds of actinolite and serpentinite, and others 

retrograde blueschist m:neral assemblages. 

rocks into the melanges must have involved large ve~t~c21 

displaceII;ents, and at least partial transpor~ 

serpentinite, possibly acco~panfed by large-scale g ..... - .,.; .. ,. 
c::. • ~ ....... ' 

submarine slic:ng. 
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Tertiary and Quaternary tectonics 

Plate tectonic reconstructions (figs. 2a and 2b) by Atwate~ 

(1910) and Blake and others (1978) trace the evolution of the Sa~ 

Andreas transform fault system from the time that the north 

American plate came into contact with the Pacific and Farallon 

oceanic plates about ~O m.y.a. This triple junction (= ~endocino 

triple junction) migrated northward along the North Ame~ican 

plate margin from southern California to its present positio~ a~ 

Cape Mendocino in northern California, terminating subduc~ion 

that was occurring north of the triple junction, and initiating a 

broad right-lateral transform shear (the San Andreas fault 

system) southeast of the propagating transform front. 

Figure 2 near here 
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The western North American plate now consists larg~ly of 

elements of the Farallon plate that were accreted by subdu~ti0~ 

and strike-slip during the Late Cretaceous and Tertiary, prior 'tc 

passage of the Mendocino triple junction. The Francisca~ coa:-tal 

belt and at least part of the central Franciscan bel t P ~ c ~. :: ~ : y 

consist of elements of the Farallon plate. 

Data of E. 

show that the azimuth of shear between the Pacific and ~~rt~ 

American plates (fig. 2b) changed froffi a more northe~ly tc 2 ~)rf 

westerly orientation between at.o'Jt 

resulting in a slightly extensional regime along and wit~~n t~~ 

San Andreas fault system. change in motior. fac~lit2te: 

creation of extensional basins within the Sa~ Andreas syste~ a~2 

in the northern Coast Ranges. Prominent exaffiples of these ba~:~~ 

in northe!"'n California are Ukiah and Little Lake \'alley~, n~ 'r ~ 

Valley, and Clear Lake basin, all of ~~ich are tyrical t ~. ~ 

types of extensional basins proposed by Crowell (1974a, t) tc l:e 

within a major strike-slip fault system . 

. 
" 



Plate reconstructions by Silver further indicated th&t 

subduction terminated and that the San Andreas system was 

initiated in the northern Coast Ranges between Point Arena and 

Cape Mendocino within the last 10 m.y. (fig. 2b). The average 

rate of right-lateral motion for the last ~-6 m.y. between the 

Pacific and North American plates is estimated at about 5.5 

cm/year (Atwater and Molnar, 1973). Extrapolation of tr.e 

Mendocino triple junction backward in time along the pr~ser,t 

boundary between the North American and Pacific plates (: the Sa~ 

Andreas fault) at this rate suggests that the triple junctio;. was 

opposite the latitude of The Geysers-Clear Lake area 

approximately 3 m.y.a. (fig. 3). Significant compone~ts cf 

Pacific-North American plate motion apparently are also taker. up 

by subsidiary fault members of the strike-slip systeE eas~ of tte 

main San Andreas fault (figs. 3 and~, and Herd, , 978) . 

implies that Clear Lake basin and several otter Sa" 

Andreas-related extensional basins between Clear Lake and Cape 

Mendocino are less than 3 m.y. old. The orientation anc pos:t:c;. 

of the present Eel River basin north of Cape Mendocino suggests 

that it may be one of the basins suggested by Blake and others 

(1978) to have formed in front of the northward propagating 

Mendocino triple junction (figs. 2b, 3, and ~). 

Figure 3 near here 



The timing of Clear Lake volcanis~ indicates that it closely 

followed passage of the Mendocino triple junction and propagatio~ 

of San Andreas-related extensional structures. Propagation of 

the triple junction past the Clear Lake area see~s to ha~~ 

preceded the changeover from Sonoma to Clear Lake volcc~is~ 

between 2.9 and 2.0 m.y.a. (Donnelly, 1977; Hearn and others; ar.~ 

Donnelly and Hearn, this volume). Hearn and others (1975t, a~s 

this volume) have pOinted out that volcanism in the nor:'~e;~ 

Coast Ranges sh:fted northward with ti~e (fig. 3). T::ey E!;g..:eC: 

that this time-space progression res~lted fro~ passags of t::e 

North American plate over a stationary mantle plume or hot spot. 

This author favors a model for emplacement of m&g~2 i~tc the 

crust beneath The Geysers-Clear Lake area that is clcse:y tie~ to 

passage of the Mendocino triple junction and crusts} 

within the San Andreas f&.t:lt systen:. Andreas c,. c:: 4- ~,..... .... : -- .. "'- . 

(McLaughlin, 1977a). Donnelly (1977) also related late C€no:~:c 

volcanism and magma emplacement to propagation of the San Ar;dreas 

f'ault system. Sonoma and Clear Lake volcanism might th~s be 

characterized as magma leakage along a propagating land-bo~nd 

transform fault system. North to northeast-oriented nor~31 

f'aults associated with right-lateral shear couples within the San 

Andreas system apparently acted as the conduits for vent:ng of 

the Clear Lake magmas (Hearn and others, this volume). 



Magma sources for the region are highly conjectural, but 

strontium isotope and trace element studies of the Clear Lake 

volcanics (Futa and others, and Hearn and others, this volume) 

suggest that the lavas are derived from primitive mantle material 

that underwent considerable mixing with various crustal rocks. A 

stationary hot spot or mantle plume might have provided the 

mechanism to produce these mantle derived melts as suggested by 

Hearn and others (this volume). However, absolute mDtio~ of 

North America derived from assuming the presence of a stationa~y 

hot spot is significantly more in the 

simplistic hot spot model 

complex tha~ suggested 

of Morgan (1972) and 

characteristics suggested to be associated with most hot spots by 

Morgan apparently cannot be applied to The Geyse~s-Clea~ Lske 

area. 

Figure ~ attempts 

crustal conditions to 

to 

the 

Geysers-Clear Lake area. 

relate regional tectonics anc deep 

presence beneatt 

Clear Lake mag~as have passe~ up~src 

through the Franciscan central belt and rocks in the upper plate 

of the Coast Range thrust, and may also have passed through the 

Franciscan coastal belt and younger Tertiary rocks subducted with 

the Farallon plate prior to initiation of strike slip. 

Figure ~ near here 
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The Geysers Stea~ Reservoir 

The Geysers steam reservoir occup~es the northeast limt of a 

complexly faulted southeast-plunging antiform tha~ forms the cor~ 

of the Mayacmas Mountains (Mc~aug~lin, 1975). , .: fT, ~ -... ' .. ..., 

of this antiform is sheared right-laterally along SE:vt';ol 

Te~tiary and Quaternary faults. The Maacama faul t z':);,e--a 

proITinent active right-lateral fault of the San Andreas S ~' c: 4- t:- ... 
j - ~ -

the furthest southwest of the faults that bound the ~ayac~~s 

antiform. The northeast side of the Mayacmas uplift is t~~~~~~ 

by yet another major north~est- trend~ng en echE~on me~~~; o~ t~~ 

San Andreas fault syste~--the Collayomi fault zone. 

of the Mayacmas Mountains has occurred between the Maacam~ a~: 

CollaY°lt: fault zones due to 

COltpression. 

Broa:, southeast-plunging fol~s in The Geysers reg~c~ 

so~ewhat more westerly than the San A~dreas-~e12te~ strikE-f:i; 

f'aults. These folds are in large part the result of late 

Tertiary and Quaternary north-south compression that e:ther 

preceded or accompanied strike-slip faulting. Contempora;,eo'.lS 

sets of subtle east-trending warps are locally present in 

uplifted areas between E-W trending normal and thrust faults (sEe 

structural section 1 between geothermal wells CA-1S62 and CA 

956-1 in Figure 5). 
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The southeast-plunging folded regional structure of the area 

is made apparent by distribution of ophiolite in the upper plate 

of the Coast Range thrust, and depositionally overlying strata of 

the Great Valley sequence. A thick, folded and imbricated 

section of ophiolite and Great Valley sequence are pre~e~t 

northeast of the Co11ayomi fault zone, covered to a large exte~t 

by Clear Lake volcanics (fig. 5). These rocks wra~ over 

Franciscan rocks several kilometers southeast of the map area 

shown in fig. 5 (see McLaughlin and Stanley, 1975) and ov~r the 

crest of the Mayacmas Mountains just northwest of the su~~:t of 

Mount St. Helena. On the southwest side of Mount St. Helena the 

ophiolite is sheared and fragmented right-laterally along t~e 

broad Mercuryville-Geyser Peak-Maacama fault zones. One large 

mass of ophiolite which composes Geyser Peak and Black Mounta~~, 

is separated right-laterally along this fault syste~ abcut ,8 

kilometers fro~ the Mount St. Helena mass. A post- Plicc€~e 

right-lateral offset of about 20 kilometers 

Mercuryville-Geyser Peak-Maacama fault zones is also implied by 

offset of the Sonoma Volcanics along the Maacama fault zone, 

although at least part of the apparent offset may be due to 

uplift across fault zones. 

Figure 5 near here 
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Franciscan Rocks Associated with the Stearr Reservoir 

Rocks of the central and eastern Franciscan belts co~~~se 

the uplifted core of the Mayacmas antifor~, anc underlie th'2 

entire area of The Geysers steam field. The sec e n t r a l. a ~i d 

eastern belt Franciscan rocks are subdivided in The Geysers are" 

into several fault-bounded slab-like units based on litho~o[~c 

criteria and their degree of metamorphism (fig. 5) . 

structurally lowest unit in the area may merely be a~ int~~t 

sandstone slab within the central Franciscan belt. The u!"J':t 

exposed in the core of the Mayacmas antifor~ and CO~5~5~~ c~ 

well bedded fine- to coarse-grained graywacke and rr~~(~ 

wit h a ve r y we a k met a!1i 0 r phi c fa b ric (t ext u r a 1 Z 0 n e 1 c f E:' c.;: ':- a '. ::: 

others, 1967). The rocks of this unit are penetratively sh€;re~ 

and well fractured and constitute a broken formation. ThE u:. ~ t 

is characterized by its weak metamorphis~ (pu~pellyite gra~el a~c 

an absence of chert, greenstone, poly~ict conglo~erate, or eX::~2 

blocks. The lower unit extends at depth be~Eath t~e are~ o~ 

stea~ field development and probably constitutes pert 

reservoir rocks. 



The lower structural unit is overlain northeast of the 

Mercuryville fault zone and southwest of the Geyser Peak fault 

zone by an intermediate structural unit consisting 1n pa~t of 

large slabs of conglomeratic and lithic graywacke interbe~ded 

with chert and basalt flows. These slabs are inte~leav~d with 

melanges containing sporadic blocks of blueschist, amp~J': bol i te 

and eclogite, in addition to chert, basalt and gray~acke. The 

graywacke of the intermediate structural unit is recon~tituted to 

textural zones 1 and 2 of Blake and others (1967) and co~~ains 

pumpellyite and local lawsonite. Also intercalated in t~:s 

intermediate structural unit is a thick northeast-dipping sl~t of 

actinolitic serpentinite, having a mappable extent along st~il.e 

of 'approximately 10 kilometers, and traceable northeastwa~d in 

the subsurface for about 1.5 kilometers from its surface exp~s~re 

along Big Sulphur Creek (fig. 5) • Th€ actino:itic ultra~a:ic 

body, along with other highly shearec 

structural unit comprise a series of 

rocks of the inter~e~':s~~ 

thi~k, 

impermeable cap rocks. The interleaved fracture: slats of 

graywacke in the intermediate structural unit apparently act as 

reservoir rocks at several different structural levels. 
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The structurally highest Franciscan rocks in the steam field 

locally consist of highly reconstituted lawsonitic metagraywdCv.e 

(textural zone 2 to 3 of Blake and others, , 967) and minor 

metachert and metavolcanic rocks that may be correlative with the 

eastern (Yolla Bolly) belt. The metagraywacke of this upper 

structural unit is extensively recrystallized and msy c0~ta~n 

jade:te or glaucophane in addition to lawsonite. These u/=;,c' 

structural unit rocks have a penetrative schistosity tha~ rr2~€S 

them poorer reservoir rocks than structurally lo~er, less 

metamorphosed graywackes. 

age 

Prorrinent imbricate thrusts of Late Cretaceous and Te~t:a~v 

in the map area have juxtap~sec rocks of the interrre::2:e ... y .-4 
c .. """ 

upper Franciscan structural units with ophiolitic rocks in the 

upper plate of the Coast Range thrust The lower ultrarr~~ic 

part of the ophiolite has in several places been downdroppe: 

along these thrusts, an: sheared laterally along tte thrw~~ 

boundaries, so thst the original base of the upper plate c~ t~e 

Coast Range thrust is difficult, or impossible to recog~:ze !~ 

many places (fig. 5) • These later thrusts may represent 

transitional structures produced during changes in plate rnotio~ 

from northeast-directed subduction to strike-slip fault move~e~t. 

The late thrusts formed after initial emplacement of the Coast 

Range thrust and formation of melanges in the central Franciscan 

belt, and they include nearly all of the thrusts tha~ no~ 

separate major structural units in The Geysers area. 
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A structural model for The Geysers steam reservoir 

introduced by McLaughlin (1917a), that incorporates elements of a 

model suggested by Isherwood based on gravity and magnetics, is 

sh~wn 1n figure 6 in somewhat modified form. The Geysers steare 

reservoir is apparently confined to the northeast li~b of the 

Mayacmas antiform (fig. 6). It is bounded on the southwest side 

by the northwest-trending Mercuryville fault zone, anc on the 

northeast by the Collayomi fault zone. A hot water dOffi:nated 

reservoir whose extent is unknown in detail is present north€~st 

of the Collayomi fault zone (Goff and others, 
• 

1977). o~ the 

northwest and southeast, the stearr; reservoir boundaries are less 

well determined. It is thought to extend no further to the 

northwest than Tyler Valley. On the southe6st, the reservoir ~ay 

extend to the vicinity of the Hellen-Wallstreet mercury ~i~es of 

Dry Creek Canyon. Local inactive hydrothermal areas a~~ severa: 

small rhyolite and dacite intrusives (includi~E Pine M0~~ta:( a~~ 

Pilot Knob are present near the crest of the Kayacmas ~ountains 

southwest of the Helen-Wallstreet mines. These areas may either 

lie within or are somewhat beyond the southeast extension of the 

steam reservoir. 

Figure 6 near here 
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The Geysers-Cle~rLake geothermal area is believed to be 

heated by a silicic mag~a body centered below 10 kilomete~St the 

top of which is within about 7 kilometers of the surface 

(Isherwood, 1976jChapman, 1975). The distribution of thi~ mo€~2 

at depth is probably the most significant factor con~rDlli~[ the 

north .... ·est, 

reservoir. 

southeast, and southwest boundaries 

Beyond the extent of potent heat conductancE, 

stea:t syste~ presumably passes into a cold water-d~~~~atej 

system, except in areas where it is prevented from doing 5: ~y a 

lack of permeability. The presence and regional distribu~io~ of 

the magma is suggested geophysically by closure on a larg~-~=~:E 

-30 m:lligal bouguer gravity anomaly centered beneat~ the ::ear 

Lake Volcanics, and by large delays in the 

teleseism:c p-waves (Iyer and Hitchcock, 1975; 

travel ti!r.E 0: 

Iyer anc! ot)je:-,~, 

this volume). The Geysers stea~ field lies along the S:~:~~E=: 

side of t1;e gravity anomaly, within the confines of cl:SJr~ :~ 

the gravity 10\0.' (fig. 1). 



The northeast-dipping Mercuryville fault zone also appears 

to have considerable local influence on the southwest boundary of 

the steam reservoir. Near The Geysers Resort, there is a marked 

decrease in the number of successful steam wells drilled near the 

fault zone, and a lack of intense hydrothermal altera~ion 

southwest of the fault zone. In addition the fault zone 

coincides approximately with closure on the southwest side o~ the 

regional gravity low. Prominent hydrothermal alteratio~ a:o~g 

the trend of the Mercuryville fault zone suggests that i~ the 

past it was a major thermal vent area for The GEyse~s 

hydrothermal syste~, perhaps when there waE a larger VG:~~E of 

water ~n the reservoir and/or heat supply to the syste~ was 

grea t er. The hydrothermal reservoir may since have bo:lec 

and ; shrunk down-structure and northeast\o;ard along the 

MercuFyville fault zone to where it now vents along steep-dipp:~g 

faults in Big Sulphur Creek (fig. 6). 
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The northeast extent of The Geysers steam field apre~~s t~ 

be limited by the Collayomi fa u 1 t zone, a c cor d i fJ [. 

interpretatio~ of ther~al water chemistry by Gcff and oth~r~ 

('977) who suggest that hot water resources are prese~t nort~~a~: 

of the Collayomi fault zone. Although reserv0~r rocks for the 

hot water systec are poorly known due to their th:ck V r "I ,. ..- .... ' r. ___ C._~ 

cover and a lack of deep drill hole data, they probably i~v~2v~ 

both Franciscan rocks and marine strata of 

sequence. The hot water system in this area has not ye: b~e~ 

successfully developed but might include local vapor-co~.::::.:::-':.: 

areas (Goff and others, 1977). Exister,ce o~ a 

vapor-dorr:::nated syste~ separated by impermeable roc;.cs fro:t 

overlying hot water system has beer. suggested as a re~:~e 

~xploration possibility by some geotherrr,al companies. 

structure probably accounts at least in part for the C~2~f~ :::~ 

character of geothermal resources northeast of the C c : 2 ~ :: :: .... _ 

fault zone. M~ch of this area to the northeast is underIa:::: t 

thick folded and imbricated section of Great Valley seq~e:ce :::~ 

ophiolitic rocks in the upper plate of the Coast Range th;~~t. 

This cover of Great Valley sequence rocks and ophiolite, i~ c~ 

the down- thrown side of the Collayomi fault zone, and probe::ly 

has acted as an impermeable cap to inhibit escape of thfr~~: 

rluid from the underlying Franciscan reservoir rocks (McLau&~:i;" 

1977). Goff and others (1977) further suggest that nu~erous lav~ 

vents beneath the Clear Lake vclcanics provide conduits for 

""echarge to deep structural Although an extensive 
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volcanic cover is present to the northeast, the uplifted 

Mayacmas Mountains~outhwest of the Collayomi fault zone largely 

exposes only Franciscan rocks. In this uplifted area, 

maintenance of a hot water system is inhibited, because little )f 

any recharge occurs, and several of the fractures and fault zon~z 

that are significant reservoir structures at depth are also 

conduits for leakage of the reservoir at the surface in the 

hydrothermal areas. 
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The most difficult structural features to delineate in The 

Geysers-Clea~ Lake region are those that control the 10ced 

distribution of steam within the production area. Confirrr,atior. 

vf such structu!"'al control is best accomr1ished t h r C' u ['~. 

interpretation of closely-spaced drillhole data in conju~cti0~ 

with the surface geology. Development of The Geysers stea~ field 

nas not yet reached a stage where local structural features 

known in detail. However by analogy with the longer produ2t!o~ 

history of the Larderello steam field in ce~tral Italy, reservo~r 

decline may soon bring about the necessity for more 

eval~ations of local structural features at The G e j' s e r s t c 

determine the more econo~ically productive areas. 

The stear!: reservo':'r is in 1I'0st insta!'lces 

interconnected fracture networks in intact slabs of graywa2k~ .~ 

the i!'lterrred!ate and poss:b2y the lower Fra~ciscan str~o~~~ __ 

uni ts 5 and 6). T~ese reservoir rocks, 

intercalated melanges, greenstone, semi-schistose metagraywa2ke, 

and serpentinite that act as the cap rocks, compose a stack o~ 

northeast- to southeast-dipping imbricate thrust sheets 

(McLaughlin, 1977). Heat is convected in water and stear!: in the 

fracture networks of the reservoir rocks to the southwest 

southeast, up-structure toward The Geysers steam field. 
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Of primary importance to the production of steam fro~ the 

reservoir rocks is distribution, continuity, and density of the 

open fracture networks, since rocks in the steam reservoir are 

otherwise impermeable. Through-going fracture networks are 

statistically most abundant in the least reconstitu:ej 

graywackes, although a few producing stearn wells have in f · ,..,. '" - ~ 

produced from Franciscan greenstone. 
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It is arparent frorr. the surface g I? 0 1 0 £ Y t hat wit r,: n 

gray~acke units there are very large phacoid-shaped mdSSe~ 0; 

more or less unfractured sandstone surrounded by rr,cr'( 

penetratively fractured and sheared Sdn:stor:e. Th: s 

characteristic strongly implies the presence in the subs~rface 0: 

unproductive, unfractured regions w1t~':n reservoir roc~s. T r " -• J ..... _ 

boudinage and brittle shear fracture, in corr.b1naL.or: L" .. l-n _ \.. .. 

original lenticularity of Franciscan sandstone units 

great significa~ce in determining distribution of ope~ 

fracture networks. Discontinuous cornrr.Jn~cation of reserv~~r r:: 

fractures in The Geysers stea~ field ~as describe: re2~~::~ ~~ 

Lipman and others (1977) i~ their evaluation of reserv:~r 

performance in the Sulph~r Bank and Happy Jack areas. E2~:\' 

steam wells drilled in these areas tapped shallow reserv:~r 

fractures at depths above 640 meters that had static pres~J-es 

much lower than the prevailing press~res in a 

extensive fracture syste!C 183 ~eters deeper. 

early recognition of two separate discrete stea~ reservc~rs a: 

different structural levels. More recent studies of reservoir 

drainage by Lip~an and his colleagues have 

while these fractured areas are separated locally by pendants of 

impermeable, un fractured rock, the shallow fracture net~cr~ is 

-connected with the deeper more regional fracture zone else~~~~e 

in the area. 
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In[!~~~~!-~[_~~£io~~!_§!r~~~~Eon_~~~~ryoir_§!r~£tu~ 

The large number of shallow earthquakes associated with The 

Geysers steam field indicate that the region is tectonically 

active and that stress is locally relieved alone zones 'of 

weakness in rocks of the steam reservoir. The steam rese~v~i~ 

occupies a more or less rigid uplifted block between two re~jo~ 

strike-slip fault zones (fig. 7A). This uplifted block is br0~en 

by numerous faults, fractures, and joints forrr.ed prior to, a~s 

during development of the San Andreas shear systerr.. 

McLaughlin and Stanley (1975) in~icated that the s~~sp 

dipping northwest-t~ending strike-slip a~d nor~al faults a2~~g 

which fu~aroles and hot springs vent near T~e Geysers Resort rrsy 

be major channelways frorr. the steare reservoir. They furtl<er 

suggested that the hydrothermal lubrication of these fault zc;.€s 

(f ig. 7A) may promote the release of regional stress a~d 

localization o~ shallow earthq~akes. 

Figure 7A near here 

3e 



Recent seismic studies (Bufe and others, this putljcation; 

Bufe and Lester, 1976) coupled with investigations of vertical 

and horizontal surface changes over the area of stearr, productivL 

(Lofgren, this publication) suggest that much seis~!c activity .at 

The Geysers may also be due to fluid withdrawal and reserv~~r 

subsidence, probably along pre-existing faults in the a:"'f3 0; 

stearr. production. 

Earthquake first motion studies by Bufe and othe:",~ (t~~~ 

publication) indicate t ha t the vectors 

corrpression in The Geysers area range fro~ about N 30 0 E to ~:~f 

northerly orientations compatible with the right-lateral 

observed on northwest-trending faults of the San Andreas sys:e~. 

An approxirrate north-south maximum compression vector ag:",ees ~~tt 

the observed sense of offset on most of the major Quaternary 

faults in The Geysers area (fig. 7 A) • The 3cP of eaS~"':3~': 

scatter i~ the vectors of compression may be due wholly , r 

part to local factors such as (1) variable a~ou~ts o~ s~~~:~ 

accumulated within The Geysers-Clear Lake region; t ~. E-

release of strain along fault segments of variable lengths a~c 

orientations; or (3) the effect of steam reservoir subsiderce 

upon the distribution of regional stress. 
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Optimum horizontal extension predicted from the earthquav.e 

studies of Bufe and his colleagues is perpendicular to the 

vectors of principal compression (fig. 7B), indicating that 

fractures oriented north- to N 30° E are highly favoratle 

geothermal targets. More northwest- or northeast-oriented 

fractures should exhibit lesser components of extension i~ 

addition to strike-slip and thrust faulting (fig. 7B). 

Figure 7B near here 
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l£l~1£b~~_1!!!S'_.13~~~!:~~1!:_~!!:~£tu!:~_.!:!:S'~_~~r.!:~£~_2~.?~.2£y 

Cataldi and others (1963, 1977) have shown that wtlls 

producing high volurr.es of stearr. in the Larder-ello area of central 

Italy are associated with the crests of northwest-plun[i~r 

horsts. Detailed well production data necessa~y to de~on~trate 

such a relation at The Geysers are generally unavailar~Je, .... 
upwarps and other structural highs could 

importance to reservoir permeability in the subsurface of ;~e 

Geysers stearr. field. In the axia: regions of structural h~£~~ 

significant vertical extens~on can occur 

bedc:ng planes, ,loir.ts, fractures a r. c 

faults. These ope~ su~~orizontal features may be part:C'J:ar~y 

significant where 

fractures (fig. 8). 

intersected by favorably oriented vertical 

Figure 8 near here 



Structural highs have been mapp~d over The Geysers stearn 

reservoir by Mc~aughlin (1978), and a horst-like structure in the 

Castle Rock Springs area of the stearn field was described by 

McLaughlin and Stanley (1975). Nurn~rous producing wells a~e 

associated with this structural high, pcssibly du~ to 

localization of favorably oriented open fracture networks (~ig. 

9) • 

Figure 9 near he~e 



The axial regions of folds similarly should b~ irrpo~La~l i~ 

producing permeability in the subsurface. Folded franciE~~~ 

rocks of differing competency and permeability are present ne~~ 

The Geysers Resort, where interbedded graywacke, cherl, 

greenstone, and melange are major constituents of the Frc:.~:~~~: 

assemblage (fig. 10). These rocks form a slab of re:ativ~:y 

intact strata tightly folded into southeast-plunging antlC~::'~E 

anc sYDclines. The gray,,'acke, chert, greensto!Je, 

involved in the folding are overthrus~ by a thick she~~ c~ 

serpentinite which acts as a reservoir cap rock (fig. 1 
~ , 
\...1, • 

the subsurface, the chert, gree!JstO!'"le 

irnpel"meatle barriers to hyjrot~errtcl circc:lation 

graywackes cortpose the permeatle reservoir rocks. Hi!Jg<:: arecs of 

the southe&.st f ol d s (fig. 10) should be the loe: ~4 

tensional fractures and faults which probably 

open fra~ture networks to the graywc2kes in tte suts~r~a~~. w~~r~ 

they pl"oject beneath the serpentinite cap roc~. 

Figure 10 near here 



All fault bounded upliftsdo.not necessarily contribute to 

the permeability of The Geysers steam reservoir. Figure , , 
illustrates that downward-pinching uplifts formed through 

horizontal compression are likely to develop fracture networks 

that close with depth. These compressional features may be les~ 

desireable exploration targets than the dOI-:nward 

horst-like features resulting from extension, since extensional 

uplifts are more likely to contain fractures that open w:t~ 

depth. Shell Oil Company has extensively explored a diap:r-like 

uplift in the southeast part of The Geysers stearr. field (f:g. 12~ 

and drilled three exploration wells. 

were reported in these wells (Fehlberg, , 975) , 

commercially significant open fracture networks were encou~tered. 

The failure of these wells to encounter apprecia~:e 

fractures may be related to the diapiric compressional uplift 

over which the wells were sited. 

Figures " and 12 near here 



Horizontal extension is also important a 1 0 n r. w i:. r ~. ;; or 

irregulariUes in the trend of steep-dipping strike-51 ip fou}t~ 

(fig. 8). No specific examples of such a featurE: are 

within The Geysers steam field, but si£~ific3~t extens!o~ is 

indicated southwest of The Geysers along the ~aac2~2 

fault zone, where late Tertiary fluvial anc 

sedimentary rocks are deposited in elongate fault 

depressions that formed contemporaneously with sed!~e~t2~~c~. 

B!~~~~E~~_B~~b~~Sf 

White and others (1971) have show~ that stea~ in The CEY!E~: 

hydrctherrr:al syster::. is 

water. They furthe:-- hypothes!zed vap:.r 

hydrotherll:2l systems such as The Geysers ll:2Y be[!~ as hc~ w~~e~ 

systerr:s a~d ultimately bo!l down to the vapor 

They arg~e that in such a systerr:, the reservoir rocks m~st h2~~ 3 

rate and hydrcthe:--r::.al leakage in th~ f(~~ 

springs a~d fUITara:es (and presently, !tea~ we:ls), e): : ::- .:- :: 

recharge, in order for the vapor slate to be maintained. S orr. e 

natural recharge is necessary in their model, however, to e;.s~:--e 

that the system does not completely boil off. 

hydrothermal systems do not maintain a perfect 

reservoir leakage and recharge, and thereby 

Vapor dorni!:2tec 

balance bet .. 'een 

eventua:ly do get 

drowned or boil off. However, the time framework for tt:is is 

unknown. 



Natural recharge to The Geysers system is constrained by the 

largely impermeable character of the Franciscan reservoir roc~E. 

Ho~ever, since the steam reservoir is underpressured with respe:: 

to surrounding water dominated parts of the system (White .a~d 

others, '971) meteoric water is readily absorbed, provided that 

conduits into the reservoir are present. 

Induced recharge of the reservoir may be demonstrated by the 

numerous re-injection wells in The Geysers steam field. These 

wells recycle approximately 25 percent of steam condensate 

collected from the cooling towers of geothermal power r::~ts. 

ihis re-injected concensate represents only a small pe~ce~t~€~ c~ 

the total volume of fluid mined from the system, since a rr,ucr. 

larger volume is lost through evaporatior.. Ho" .. ever, it is not 

known whether these re-injected fluids circulate into deep levels 

of the stea~ reservoir. 

L: { , 



Specific areas of natural recharge in The Geysers regio~, jf 

they exist, are subject to speculation. Goff and others (1977) 

suggested that Quaternary and late Tertia~y volcanic vents &~E 

major sources of reservoir recharge. With:n The Geyser~ 

field, Cobb Mountain, a funnel-shaped volcanic do~e compo~ed c~ a 

rhyolite and two dacites of early Pleistocene age, ~ay be & ~~~c~ 

source of this recharge. The silicic rocks of Cobb Mounta~n h~ve 

a high porosity and are capable of absorbing la~ge vo:u~es of 

meteo,ic water during the rainy season. At least three ve;,:.s 

beneath Cobb Mountain presumably might act as conduits thE: 

meteoric wa~er to pe~co!ate deep into the Francisca~ basE~e~~. 

Other volcanic vents p~esent within and adjacent to the 

dominated part of the stean: field include vents benea~h s~a:l 

volumes of olivine basalt at Caldwell Pines, a small rhyo:i~e 

dOILe southeast of Castle Rock Sp~ings 

poss~bly the vents beneath slLall dacite and rhyolite i~:~u~~ :~: 

(Pilot K:-,ob) a::;jacent neler:a. I n t r. e :" e L ~ : ~. 

northeast of the Collayomi fault zone, extensive 

volcanic flows and domes are underlain by numerous vents, a~: 

thus significantly larger volulLes of water may recharge ttis p~:"t 

of the hydrothermal system (Goff and others, 1977). This la;-ger 

potential recharge area may be significant in lilL:ting the €x:e~t 

of the vapor dominated geothermal systen:. 



At least some recharge to the reservoir probably occurs 

along segments of steep-dipping extensional faults. Some 

additional downward percolation may occur along the Mercuryville 

and Collayomi rault zones, especially where the raults tran~ect 

or .coincide with major drainages or where large volumes of water 

are trapped along extensional warps or along contacts b~~~een 

dirferent rock units. 

Conclusions 

Major vapor-dominated geothermal systems such as the one in 

The Geysers-Clear Lake area are rare, and this perhaps is ~ue to 

the co~plex tectonics of the northe~n Coast Ranges. 

The structural stacking of permeable and impermeable rocKs 

in 7he Geysers steam reservoir and the penetrative shear 

deformation characteristic of Franciscan melanges and broken 

formations, are thought to be the consequence of defor~ation 

associated with the for~ation of melanges anc subd~~tic~. Th~ 

pattern of distribution and orientation of rracture net~or~s 

within the steam reservoir are largely controlled by this ear:y 

episode of penetrative deformation that preceded propagation of 

the San Andreas fault system. 



Considerable evidence indicates that extension assoc!ated 

with the San Andreas fault system provided deep zones of w~akn~ss 

along which magma was emplaced into cr us t beneath 

Geysers-Clear Lake area. Late Tertiary and Quaternary vo~ca~:s~ 

apparently closely followed the terminatior. of subducti~r; a:;~ 

initiation of strike-slip faulting. FurtherILore, sev'?r'c2 c: the 

present depositional basins in the northern Coast 

including Clear Lake basin, aj:'pear to be the res'J:t c~ 

east-southeast extension within the broad zone of rig~t-lateral 

shear created since passage of the Mendocino triple j'J~:~:~:; a:;~ 

initiation of the San Andreas fault syste~. 

The present patterr. of regional stress may be the 

factor deterILining which fracture networks control perrrea~:l:ty 

ir. the stea~ reservoir. First-ILotion stud~es of ea~thC;'Jat.es 

predict that maxirnuIL horizontal extensior. should occu~ alcng 

north- to n~rtheast-oriented vertical fractures. 

vertical extension may occur along upw&.rps ir: 

fractures and partings. PerILeability provided by 

extension may be particularly Significant along the axes of 

anticlinal or horst-like structures, especially 

subhorizontal fractures are intersected by the north- to 

northeast-oriented vertical fractures. Local bends or warps 

northwest-oriented strike-slip faults may also produce 

significant horizontal extension. 



Several specific structures ,described in this paper are of 

unproven importance to steam production at The Geysers. However, 

depletion of The Geysers steam reservoir is occurring at a 

growing rate due to increases in exploration and developme~t 

activity. Geothermal developers may soon find it nece~sa~y to 

consider the economic advantages of preferential explo!tatio~ of 

specific structures in the older, more depleted areas of the 

steam field. 
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Figure 1. 

Ranges 

field. 

Generalized regio~al geology 0: the nc~t!-.'2::--. 

of California, show!ng loc&tion of The Gey5e~~ S:Ea~ 



Plate tectonic reconstruction fc~ the Ncrth A~e~icE~ 

plate margin fro!: ~o m.y.a. to present, 

reconstructions of Atwater from ~O to 20 m.y.a. ( A) , and 

those of Blake anti others from 10 m.y.a. to prese,,:~ (P~. 



3. Map of f. ~ ..... nort r:err; ,.. ~ - . 

pro£:'ession of Tertiary and Quaternary vo:cen~s~ ~~::. ... ,...:.. 
\.,. - ........ , 

major northwest-trending faults of the San Andreas fault 

syste~ and ~xtrapolate8 positions of the Me~doc:~~ fra~~~~e 

zone between 3 and 5 million years ago. 



Figure 4. Major crustal features of northern Ca:~f~r~ia 

their relation to elLplacement of mag::.a 

Geysers-Clear Lake area. 

C " - .. 



F::.gure 5. Generaliz€c geclog:c mar a~d c~os~ 

Geyse~s steo~ fiEld. 



Figure 6. Structural model for The Geysers geother~a: E;~~~~. 
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Figure 7A. Map sho~ing pattern of faulting over 

stearr. reservoir. 
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Figure 7B. Diagram of principal horizontal vectors of the stress 

field for The Geysers area, suggested by Sufe an~ others, 

this publication, and predicted displacements for vertical 

faults of various orientations. 



Fig~re 8. Block diagra~ illustrating relationship of ope~ fault 

and fracture networks of The Geysers stea~ reservo~r to the 

principal vectors of regional horizontal compression and 

extension. 



Figure 9. Complex structural high associated with the Cas~le 

Rock Springs area of The Geysers stea~ field, rnoc:fie: a~ter 

McLaughlin and Stanley, 1976. 
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Figure 10. 

folds 

Geology of The 

in Franciscan 

Geysers Resort area, 

chert and extensiVE 

activity along Big Sulphur Creek. 

6 1 

hy:::rotherrr2l 



Figure ". Hypothetical relationship of open fractures to a 

d~onward-opening structural high produced by horizor.tal 

extension and a downward-pinching structural high produced 

,high by horizontal compression. 
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Figure 12. Geologic map and C!"'OS5 5'2Ct:::. c _ :: ;- :. ~' .. c 

structure 

The Geysers steam field. 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF AGE RELATIONS 
ABOVE AND BELOW UPPER JURASSIC OPHIOLITE IN 
THE GEYSERS--CLEAR LAKE REGION, CALIFORNIA 

By R. J. McLAUGHLIN and E. A. PESSAGNO, Jr.,! 

Menlo Park, Calif., Dallas, Tex. 

Abstract.-In The Geysers-C'lear Lake area of northern 
California. a fragmentro rpper Jurassic ophiolite overlain 
deposition ally by the Great Yalley sequence is juxtaposro over 
deformro and metomorphosro rocks of the Franciscan as~m
blage along the Coast Range thrust. The basal stra ta of the 
Great Yalley sequence consist of thick bre<'Cias of mafic 
clasts. identical in composition to the upper part of the ophio
lite. These hre<'Cias and their contact relations suggest that 
more than 1 km of the upper part of the ophiolite was locally 
eroded in early Tithonian time. On the basis of their radio
larian faunas. cherts in the Franciscan assemblage below the 
ophiolite range in age from Late Jurassic (early Tithonian) 
to La te Cretaceous (early Cenomanian). Of particular sig
nificance is an indi,idual chert body (= The Geysers chert) 
of this age range. The early Cenomanian radiolarians. except 
for two occurrences associatro with pelagic limestone. are 
!<ignificantly younger than those pre,iously reportro from the 
Franciscan assemblage. The existence of a sequence of Late 
JuraSSic to Late Cretaceous radiolarian chert places critical 
constraints on SUbduction models for emplacement of the 
Franciscan assemblage beneath the Coast Range ophiolite and 
Great Yalley sequence in The Geysers-C'lear Lake area. From 
early Tithonian to post-early Cf'nomanian time. the Fran
ciscan assemblage receh'ro pelagic Sf'dimentation far from 
any site of subduction. By other data. blueschist metamor
phism of subductro Franciscan stra ta also occurrro during 
this time. The radiolarian data {rom The Geysers area permit 
a correlation with rpper Cretaceous pelagic limestones in the 
Laytonville area northwest of The Geysers and also imply 
that the Great YaUey sequence was never deposition ally in 
contact with the Franciscan assemblage. 

.\ laooratory t(>chniq11(l dHrlol"X'Q by p(l~sag'1l0 and 
X(lwport (HI72) ha~ lllad(l it possibl(l to rapidly ex
tract nHliolarian aSS(llllhla,!!{'s from chHty lwlng-ic sNli
m(lntary "ocks for pal(lontolog-ic dllting'. This (lxtrac
tion t('('hniqll(l has h(l(lll particlllarly 11s(lf11 1 in (lilting' 
pelagic s(ldinwnts aoo\'(' ophiolitr SN\IWnCf>S. In this 
r(lport. W(l pr(lS(lnt n(lW biostratigraphiC' data. IIllS('ct 
largt->lyon radiolarian clwrts dat(l(i by P(lSSlll--TJ10. l)(lar-

1 Uni~erBily of Texas al Da1l88. 

ing on th(l age of SOIll(l Franciscan rocks and the Great 
Yall(lY sequence of the north(lrn California Coast 
Rang(ls. These data clarify the relation of Franciscan 
rocks to th(l overlying "Cpper Jurassic ophiolite at th(l 
base of the Great Yalley S(lqll(lnc'{' and ha \-e critical 
implications for plate tectonic models. 
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REGIONAL RELATIONS 

Th(l Franciscan nss(lmblag(l (Bnil(lY and oth('1's, 
Hl(4). dpsig-nat(ld tIl(' "Franciscan Complex by Berk
land nlH1 otIH\r~ (1$)7:2), is l'ompo:;(>d of highly de
fOl'llle(} and. in plnc(ls. chaotically mix(ld sedinl('lltary 
lind igll(lOllS ro('ks. Pr('s('nt plate tectonic mod(lls imply 
thllt th(lse rocks wl'rr d(lpositl'd '\'(lst of or over an 
past-dipping slll)(}lIction zon(l along the western 
.\IlH'riCall C'ontin(lntal lIlargin in lat(l ~f(lsozoic time. 
So Ill(' workers (Bailr,\' ami ot h(>I'S. 1964; Dickinson. 
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1970) interpret thl' Great Valley sequence to have been 
de,posited in an arc-trench gap, located to the east 
and upslo}X' from the Franciscan trench. However, 
others (Blake and Jones, 19i4) suggest that the trench 
was &'parated by an island arc from the basin in 
which Sf>diml'nts of the Great Valll'y sequence were 
deposited. Eyidence for thl' existence, of this hypo
thetical island arc has been controversial. 

The oomplex depositional framework of the Fran
ciscan assemblage is poorly understood. Most Fran
ciscan strata are graywacke turbidites representing 
marinl' deposition on channl'lized parts of deep-sea 
fans or in associated submarinl' canyons. Pelagic lime
stones and chl'rts are present in small, but significant, 
&mounts. The&' }X'lagic &'.dimentary rocks were de
posited as siliceous and calcareous ooze on the tops and 
flanks of submarine volcanic highs or on distal abyssal 
plains in oceanic areas far from the influence of ter
rigenous sediment. Basaltic volcanic rocks of oceanic 
&ffinity are associated with the pelagic and terrigenous 
sedimentary rocks. 

During late Mesozoic and early Tertiary time, 
Franciscan strata were deformed and metamorphosed 
along an east-dipping subduction wne formed at the 
continental margin (Blake and others, 1967; Ernst, 
1970; Blake and Jones, 1974). During this eastward 
underthrusting, the Franciscan strata were concur
rently overridden by oceanic crust depositionally over
lain by strata of the Great Valles sequence. The more 
deeply subducted Franciscan rocks were metamor
phosed to blueschist mineral assemblages and locally to 
greenschist and amphibolite assemblages (Platt, 1975). 
Rocks subducted to shallower depths were metamor
phosed to pumpellyite, prehnite-pumpellyite, and 
laumontite assemblages (Blake and others, 1974; Blake 
and Jones, 1974). At the present time, Fr&nciscan 
rocks are separated from the less deformed Great 
V &11ey sequence by serpentinized ultramafic &nd re
lated mafic rocks of the late Mesozoic ophiolitic ocean 
crust upon which Great Valley strata were originally 
deposited. The underthrusted lower conta.ct between 
th~ opruolite and Franciscan assemblage was named 
the "Co&st Range thrust" by Bailey, Blake, and Jones 
(1970). 

OPHIOLITE AND GREAT VALLEY SEQUENCE OF 
THE GEYSER~LEAR LAKE AREA 

The regional distribution of the ophiolite that under
lies the Great Valley sequence in the northern Coast 
Ranges is shown on figure 1. Its distribution within 
The Geysers-Clear Lake region, where it is highly de
fonned as the result of early Tertiary to late Quater
nary f01ding, thrusting, and strike-slip faulting, is 

shown in more detail on the geologic map (fig. 2) and 
on the cross sections (fig. 8) of the area. In parts of 
the area, this deformation has made recognition of the 
soh> of the Coast Range thrust extremely difficult. 

As a result of deformation of the ophiolite sheet 
in the upper plate of the Coast Range thrust, serpen
tinite crops out in numerous narrow, discontinuous 
linear belts entirely bounded by Franciscan rocks. 

Most of theS(> linear belts of serpentinite can either 
be traced into the ophiolite sheet or along shear wnes 
that cut major masses of the ophiolite. These rela
tions strongly suggest that most of the serpentinite 
bodies in this area were derived from the ophiolite 
sheet at the base of the Great Valley sequence by local 
down faulting of the ultramafic lower part of the 
ophiolite into underlying Franciscan rocks. Exceptions 
are a few serpentinite bodies ha "ing serpentine mineral 
assemblages of antigorite, talc, and actinolite that have 
higher temperature-pressure stability fields than the 
lizardite and chrysotile assemblages characterizing 
&'rpentinites in the ophiolite. Such higher tempera
ture-pressure serpentinite mineral assemblages may 
characterize ultramafic rocks underthrust with the 
Franciscan assemblage beneath the Great V&lley 
sequence. Downdropping of the ophiolite into under
lying Franciscan rocks possibly resulted from folding 
together with lateral and vertical adjustment of sub
ducted Franciscan slabs beneath the overlying ophiolite 
during the Cenozoic (fig. 3). Subsequent removal of 
the upper part of the ophiolite would then result in 
the linear pattern of serpentinite shown on the geo
logic map of The Geysers area (fig. 2). 

Thick sections of mafic igneous rocks overlie the ser
pentinized ultramafic part of the Coast Range ophiolite 
at the following three localities in The Geysers area: 
Harbin Springs, Mount St. Helena, and Geyser Peak. 
At each locality, the ophiolite sections are overl~in 
by strata of the Great Yalley sequence (fig. 2). The 
chemistry and petrology of the ophiolite sections at 
Harbin Springs and Mount St. Helena were previously 
studied by Bezore (1969); the section at GeyS(>r Peak 
has not previously been described in detail. The main 
ophiolite sections at all three localities &re schematic
ally swnmerized by figure 4; for comparison, a com
posite of these sections is shown with a standard sec
tion of modern oceanic- crust, as suggested by Ludwig, 
Nafe, and Drake (19iO), on figure 4B. 

The ophiolites of Harbin Springs and Mount St. 
Hele,na are nearly equilavent, although some difference 
in thickness of gabbro units is evident (fig. 4A). The 
Geyser Peak section differs significantly from the others 
in that it contains only a thin unit of ultramafic rock, 
a small amount of uralitized gabbro, and a thick unit 
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FJGUllE 2.~nerallted geologic map of The Gilysers area showing distribution of ophiolite and fossil localities. 

of composite diabase sills overlain by basalt pillows 
and pillow breccia not present at the other two ophio
lite localities. 

Of particular significance is the presence at the top 
of the ophiolite at all three localities, and at a number 
of other localities in the ,Coast Ranges as far north as 
Paskenta., of a distinctive breccia composed largely of 
angular fragments of diabase, locally abundant glassy 
basalt, and, rarely, chert. The close association of the 
breccia 10ea11y with basaltic sandstone at the base of 
the Great Valley sequence, together wit.h its persistence 
at t.he top of the ophiolite, resting locally upon dif-

ferent units~ strongly suggests that this breccia is a 
sedimentary deposit (perhaps a talus accumulation) 
eroded from the top of the ophiolite. The comparative 
sections for Harbin Springs. Mount St. Helena, and 
Geyser Peak (fi~. 4) suggest that at IE-ast the upper 1 
km of ophiolite was eroded locally. Wagner (1~j5)~ in 
studying a similar breC<'ia unit in the Pope Yalley area 
about 20 kill southeast of Middletown, came t.o similar 
conclusions as t.o its origin. 

Differential e.rosion eannot a ('con nt for all differ
ences betwe.en the ophiolite S('CtiOIl at Geyser Peak and 
t.hose at :Mount St. Helena and Harbin Springs. Cer-
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RADOIOLARIAN ZONATION 
FROM PESSAGNO (1977) 

STAGE 
RADiOlARIAN ZONATION 

Zone Subzone 

Maestrlcht- Orhicul(/orrrw renil/oe/orm/l 
ion 

Pa/Ulihracchium dickinlOni 

CruceI/o 
Pha.I'''iJorma carinala 

Companion 
t"Iparloensis Paluli/Jocchium lay.soni 

Pro Ion phOlraCIU~ 
. perplexus 

Santonian Alielium gal/o .... ayi 

Altel'ium Orhicul!forma I'acaensi~ 
Coniacian 

A rchaempongoprunum praegal/o .... a.1'I 
trlplum 

A Itel IUm 
Archaeo.lpongoprunum 

Turonian I'enadoensis 
luperbum 

Halesium sexan~/um 

ROla/orma 
Qulnqul'capsularia 

Spinosa 

Cenaman- heSS/' Cassideus riedeli 

ion 
A rchaeospongoprunum lehamaensi!. 

U Pelasiforma jorfmanae 

Albion I-

L /l.'o:urium :ingulai 

Aptian 0d. 
L 

Parl'icingula .. 

B:lrremton Thanarla conica 
HOuterlvlon 

~ 
C('(rop5 seplfmporalus 

Valan- Obesacapsulo 
M ~udoeuc,l'rti!. 

ginian I- rOlunda paskentaemis L 

Berriasian Parl'icingula jonesl 

Upper ond 
Pon kingulo ollissirna Middle 

TilhonlOn 

lower 
Trilonche ordinaria .. 

POfl'icingulo hsui 

Tithonian 
Emilul'io Mirifu\u1 boiled 

lower 
hop,loni 

'- Tithon-
Mirijulu.1 guadalupenl!1 

OJ a.. ian Pan icingula 5.5," a.. 
Emiluna hop,oni :::> Upper 

Kim- EUl'n'lidiuml?} plYClum .. 

meridgian Pon'inngula s 5 

FWt'RE 2.-Contlnued 

Numb~r 

16 

15 
14C 
I--

14 148 
I--
14A 

13 

12E 
12 I--

12A 

11 l1E 

'lA 
WE lOr 10)) 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5C 
I--

5 58 

I--
5A 

4 

3 

2B 

2 I--

2A 

1 

0 

su. 
lMlO 

·1 

,2 

.) 

I!.nd 
I 

[ I (;reo! Volle<. IoeQlA-nc • 

~W'>lOh~ 

~ Coos' RO"Qt IIVull 

5ICTlON I 

SKTICN 2 

"rod I "rod 

FIGt'RE 3,--Cross sections through Thp Gpysers area, showing 
Cenozoic deformation of the Coost Rangp thrust of Bailey. 
Blake. and Jonps (lA70J. SN'tion linps are a!' indicated on 
fig. 2. 

tainly mueh of the ultramafic section was cut out. by 
faulting. and differenc~s in thicknesses of gabbroic and 
basaltic rocks may be partly or wholly accoun~d for 
by faulting. Saleeby (19i,'») de;;cribed an ophiolite in 
the western Sierra Xe\'ada foothills of California that 
he interpreted to han been deformed by teet-onic trans
port and progressiYe serpentinization. Serpentinization 
was thought to increase the mobility of the ultramafic 
lower part of t.he ophiolite. which then intruded and 
fragmented the overlying less mobile basaltic and 
gabhroic rocks. thereby distending the ophiolite sec
tion. A similar process may paltly explain differences 
in composition and thickness of ophiolite sections in 
the nort hem Coast Ranges. 

The Coast Ran~e ophiolite has lwen dated in t.he 
Ilolthern Coast Ran~es by potus,.;inm-argoll methods 
(Lanplwl'e. Hli1) Illltl to the ~outh at Point Sal. Calif.. 
h~· th(\ Ill'llnilllll-lra<1 n1<'tho<1 (Hopson and others. 
l!li;)). The potas,.;illlll-al'gon dates on amphiboles asso
cinted with ~abbl'o and perillotit{' and the uranium-Ie,ad 
lintes 011 Zil·COIlS in gabbl'oic pHl't,.; of the ophiolite both 
ill(li('ute nn age ran~p of 1;;0 to 160 million years. 

Within the al'Pa of this stlllly at Geyser Peak (fi~. 2, 
loc. 11: table 1), a thin, tliscolltillnous tuffaceous chelt 
zone is 1)J'P;;('lIt within hasalt 110\\,,.; in the upper part of 
thp ophiolite (fig. 4A.). Well-pl"('S\:'l"\"ed radiolarians 
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COMPOSITf SECTION fOR THE 
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]) 
STANDARD OCEANIC CRUST 

(AI>.. Luclwog ond olt. .... 1970) 

Sedtments 

Loyer 2 

1.1 11m 

Loyer 3 

•. 9 11m 

t-------I-MOHO 

Up!"" Mon.1e 

'.1 11m 

DISCON
TINUITY 

FIO{T1lE 4.-Major ophiolite sections in The Geysers area com
pared with a standard section of oceanic crust. A, Ophiolite 
sections at Geyser Peak, Mount St. Helena, and Harbin 
Springs (localities shown on fig. 2). B, Composite of ophio
lite sections on figure 4A compared with a standard section 
of oceanic crust. Modified from Ludwig, Nate, and Drake 
(1970). 

present in the thickest part of this chert are of late 
Kimmeridgian or early Tithonian age (Zone 1 of Pes
sagno, 1977). (The data of Van Hinte (1976, p. 493) 
and Pessagno (1977) indicate t.hat the upper Kim
meridgian should now be included in the lower Tithon
ian. The Tit.honian as defined in t.his fashion would be 
equivalent to the Russian Volgian.) There are no re
liable absolute ages for the Kimmeridgian and 
Tithonian Stages of the Jurassic (see, for instance, 
Van Hinte, 1976; Van Eysinga, 1975). From t.he 
available data, we can say only that the middle and 

upper parts of the Coast Rangt> ophiolite (excluding 
structurally lower she.ared ultramafic rocks) formed 
some time between 160 m.y. ago and early Tithonian 
time. 

Strata of the Great Valley sequence depositionally 
above the ophiolite contain Buchia piochii (Swe and 
Dickinson, 1970; fig. 2, Joc. 17, and table 2) and are, 
therefore, assignable, in part, to the middle and upper 
Tithonian (Zone 4 of Pessagno, 1977). At Mount St. 
Helena, radiolarians (fig. 2, Joc. 10) in calcareous 
mudst.one approximately 76 m stratigraphically above 
the diabase breccia are of early Tithonian age (Zone 3 
of Pessagno, 1977). The age of the breccia at the top 
of the ophiolite must therefore be early Tithonian 
(Zones 1-3). 

These age relations indicate that, briefly during the 
lat€ Kimmeridgian or early Tithonian, pelagic sedi
ments and volcanic t€phra were deposit€d between ex
trusions of submarine basalL perhaps along the crest 
of a submarine ridge! to fonll tuffaceous radiolarian 
chert. Somewhat. later in early Tithonian time, the 
ophiolite underwent submarine. erosion that locally re
mo,ed as much as 1 km of the upper part of the sec
tion. The material now present as diabase and basalt 
breccia may represent talus or rubble accumulations 
around eroded submarine highs. The presence of this 
coarse ophiolit€ detritus at t.he base of the. Great Val
ley sequence implies the existence of a major western 
source for Great Valley sediment during Late Jurassic 
time. 

FRANCISCAN ROCKS STRUCTURALLY BELOW 
OPHIOLITE 

Subducted Franciscan rocks structurally below the 
Great Valley sequence and Coast Range thrust in this 
area consist. of a series of northeast- to southeast-dip
ping slabs of graywac.ke, basaltic volcanic rock, and 
chert separated by units of melange and (or) shE'are.d 
serpent.inite (McLaughlin and Stanley, 1976; Mc
Laughlin, 1974, 1975). These rocks are largely unfos
siliferous, except for abundant. radiolarians in cherts. 
The age of the radiolarian assemblage occurring in the 
various chert bodies varies considerably (fig. 2! table 
1). Most localities cont.ain radiolarians assignable to 
the late Kimmeridgian or (>~rly Tithonian (subzone 
1-2A). At some localities, including one where a prom
inent chert lens lies structurally below t.he ophiolite of 
Harbin Springs (loc. 7), the radiolarians aN' of Earl~' 
Cretaceous (late '·alanginian, subzone 5C) age. At 
several localities, lAlte Cl"etacoous (early Cenomanian, 
subzone lOA) radiolarian faunas. are present. These 
early C,enomanian faunas were earlier considered to be 
Early Cretaceous (Hauterivian) by McLaughlin 

" 
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TABLE I.-LiM of RcuUolarill loc-olilin 

Map No. 1 
Location on figure FOI"1ll4 tion 

2 

1 Franciscan 
8ssemb lage. 

2 - do-

3 - do-

4 - do-

5 -- do-

6 - do-

7 - do-

8 - do-

9 - do-

10 Great Valley 
sequence. 

11 Franciscan 
assemb lage. 

12 - do-

13 Ophiolite of 
Geyser Peak. 

14 Franciscan 
assemblage. 

15 - do-

457.5 • E, 366 • S, NW cor. 
sec. 23 T. 11 N., ~. 9 W. 

793 • S, 762.5 • W, N~ cor. 
sec. 28 T. 12 N., ~. 9 W. 

732 • S, 152.5 • W, HE cor. 
sec. 28 T. 12 N., ~. 9 W. 

533.8 • N, 152.5 • W, SE cor. 
sec. 30 T. 12 N., ~. 9 W. 

518.5 • N, 152.5 • W, 5E cor. 
sec. 30 T. 12 N., ~. 9 W. 

610 D 5, 137.3 • E, NW cor. 
sec. 13 T. 11 n., R. 9 W. 

274.5 II E, 213.5 • S, NW cor. 
sec. 30 T. 11 N., i. 9 W. 

579.5 • 5, 152.5 • W, HE cor. 
sec. 29 T. 12 N., R. 9 W. 

289.8 D S, 640.5. E, NW cor. 
sec. 31 T. 11 N., R. 8 W. 

701.5 • N, 793 • W, SE cor. 
sec. 20 T. 10 N., i. 7 W. 

579.5 D N, 690.5 • E, SW cor. 
sec. 8 T. 11 N., i. 8 W. 

579.5 II N, 503.3. E, 5W cor. 
sec. 8 T. 11 N., R. 8 W. 

732 • S, 457.5 11 W, HE cor. 
sec. 1 T. 10 N., R. 9 W. 

762.5 II E, 579.5 11 S, NW cor. 
sec. 13 T. 10 N., R. 8 W. 

671 II N, 335.5 • W, 5E cor. 
sec. 9 T. 10 N., R. 8 w. 

Late Cretaceous (early Cenomanian, 
subzone lOA). 

Do. 

Early Cretaceous (late Valanginian, 
subzone 5C). 

Early Cretaceous (Berriasian and 
Valanginian, zone 5). 

Questionably Late Cretaceous (early 
Cenomanian, subzone lOA?), 

Late Jurassic (late Kimmeridgian and 
early Tithonian, subzone l-2A) to Late 
Cretaceous (early Cenomanian subzone 
lOA). 

Early Cretaceous (late Valanginian, 
subzone 5C). 

Late Jurassic (late Kimmeridgian and 
early Tithonian, subzone l-2A). 

Late Cretaceous (early Cenomanian, 
subzone lOA). 

Late Jurassic (early Tithonian, zone 3). 

Late Jurassic (late Kimmeridgian and 
early Tithonian, subzone l-2A). 

Do. 

Late Jurassic (late Kimmeridgian or 
early Tithonian, zone 1). 

Late Jurassic (late Kimmeridgian and 
ear ly Ti thonian, subzone l-2A). 

Late Jurassic (late Kimmeridgian and 
early Tithonian, subzone 2A). 

Location data originally given in feet and miles, are converted to metric units in accordance with 
the system adopted by the U.S. Geological Survey. 

(1976) and ~fcLallghlin and Stanley (1976); samples 
from a detailed measured section neal' The Geysers Re
sort now indicate a Late Cretaceous (Cenomanian) 
age. An early Cenomanian fauna was extmcted fl'om a 
chert clast enclosed in locally conglomeratic graywacke 
(loc. 9L indieating that these cherty graywacke units 
a.re early Cenomanian or younger in al:,.'1' and that 

detritus ill these gl'Uywacke~ was probably, in part. 
loeally derived from older Franciscan cherts. 

The Geysers chert 

The most eomplett:'ly studied Francisean chert in the 
area (loc. 6) forms a lens, 67.4 m thick, that crops out 
in a roadent 1.1 km n0l1hwest of The Geysers Resort 
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TABLE 2.-Li.t ~f oIlIer fo"H locoWic. 

1 
Location Foelnl 

1373 • V, 1190 • II, SE cor. Dlnofla.ellate 
MC. 2 T. 10 II., t. 9 V. frapentl. 

915 • M, 640.5 • E, SE cor. Molluak. (8wohia 
.. c. 28 T. 12 II., t. II v. piDchii). 

0.3 ka al1&htly velt of II Dinofla.el1atel 
froo Harbin Spring.-Bi. 
Canyon road junction 

1.01 ka II froo Harbin Pollen, aolluakl 
Springe-Bil Canyon road 
junction 

2.7 ~ II of junction, Hvy Dinoflagellates 
53 and Hii)' 29, along Hii)' 53 

0.4 ka upstreaa on Harbin Pollen 
Creek froo junction of 
Harbin and Putah Creek.., 
3.2 ka II of Middletown 

2.1 ka II of Harbin Springs- Pollen, 
Big Canyon road junction dinoflagellates. 

0.16 ka SW fraa lIE cor. lee. Dinoflagellates 
29 in Creek., T. 11 II., l. 7 
-J. 

0.16 ~ E fraa SW cor. lee. Pollen, 
17 T. 11 M., J.. 7 V. dinonalellates. 

0.08 ka E, 1.05 ka II, SW Foraainifera 
cor. lee. 27, T. 11 II., 
l. 8 V. on Harrington Flat 
IIoad 

0.16 ka E, 0.68 ka 5, MW Pollen, 
cor .... c. 27, T. 12 II., l. 8 dinoflagellate •• 
V. 

IdentiUad 
by bhnnce 

tarly Cretaceou.? V.l. Evitt Vritten 
e~n., 1973. 

Late Jura •• ie P.L. Jonel 
(alddle Tithonian) . 

Early CretaceOUI V.l. !Yitt 
or Late Jur .. a1c. 

Late Cretaceoua V.l. !Yitt 
A.M. leen 

Late Jura •• ic V.l. Evitt 

Early Cretaeeoul -- do -
(ApUan?) . 

Late Cret.eeoul -- do -

Early Cretaceous - do -
(Serrias ian and 
Valanginian). 

Early Cretaceous - do --
or Upper Jura.aie. 

Late Cretlce0U8 V. Sliter 
(Caapanian). 

Late Cretaceoul V.l. Evitt 

Oral eOlllllUn., 
1976. 

Swe, 1968. 

Po. 

Po. 

Do. 

Po. 

Do. 

Do. 

Orsl e~un, 
1976. 

Sw£, 1968. 

Location data originally liven 1n feet and ailes, are converted to aetric unit' in accordance vith the .ysteD adopted 
by the U.S. Geololical Survey. 

and is traceable for more than 2 kill along its strike. 
The chert, herein informally designated "The Geysers 
chert," depositionally overlies pillow basalt and is over
lain by hydrothermally bJeached and sheared gray_ 
wacke. A Late Jurassic to Late Cretaceous age is as
signed to this chert on the basis of the radiolarians in 
samples col1ected in 1974 by Pessagno and McLaughlin 
and subsequent resamplings in 1975 and 1976. A meas
ured section of The Geysers chert is presented in table 
3. 

Two major zones of recrysta1lization in The Gf'Ysers 
chert. that yielded no dat.eable radiolarians are subjed 
to interpret.ation. A lower zone of recrystallization at 
4<>.4-51.1 m separates the lower Tithonian from the 
upper Valanginian part of the chert in the measured 
section (table 3) and might conceivably represent in
place recryst.allization of t.he missing upper Tithonian. 
Berriasian, and lower Valanginian. It is also pos.<;ible 

that part of the Lower Cretaceons section is cut ont 
aJong a bedding-plane fault within the recrystallized 
zone because then> is no e,-idence of erosion 01' rework
ing of the chert across t.his Tithonian to Yalanginian 
break. 

An upper zone of recrystallization between 63.9 and 
65.9 m from the base separates the upper Yalanginian 
from the lower Cenomanian part of the chert (table 3). 
This zone llIay represent a condensation of the missing 
Hlluterh-ian! Aptian, and Albian Stagps of the Lower 
Cretac(>ol1s. The pr'est'nce in tIlE' oyerl~ring Ct'nomanian 
beds of nUllwrons reworkPd ''''-aJanginian radiolarians. 
howe\'er~ sllg~T('sts the presenct' of an UPP('1' Yalangin
ian to lower C',enomanian unconformity. 

The Mesozoic absolute time scale is J'eliabJ~- cor
rt'Jated with tIle chronostrati~!Tapllic scale only in tIlE' 
rppt'r C'rt'tact'olls. Through raniollwtric dating of 
bentonit.es o('.cuJ'ring in strata bearing ammonites, it 
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T"BLF. 3,,-.1/(,(/3I1r('l/ 3('cfion of The Of/ISO' ('herl 11('(11' The (J('JI~("r~ Re~orl, Bonoma County. Cal/f, 

(Section measured by 1. J. McLaughlin and H, N. Ohlin. September 1976.] 

Measured interval Series 
(in meters) 

Top of section 
65.9 - 67.4! Upper Cretaceous 

Stage Itadiolarian 
subEone 

Lower Cenomanian lOA 

L1 tho1ogy 

Con tac t "'ith graY"'acKe. 
White to gray. impure porcelaneous chert 
with re",orked Valanginain radiolarians 
intersheared "'ith hydrothermally 
bleached graY"'acKe. 

63.9 - 65.9 ---------------- Inde terminate ---------------- Zone of recrystalliEation. Green to white 
chert. extensively recrystallized. partly 
covered by slope ",ash and faulted 10 
region of fold hinge. 

51.1 - 63.9 Lower Cretaceous 

40.4 - 51.1 

32.8 - 40.4 

20.7 - 32.8 Upper Jurassic 

(Unconf ormity?). 

Upper Valanginian 

Indeterminate 

Lower Tithonian to 
upper Kimmeridgian. 

5C 

1-2A 

Blue-green. gray, and black chert, massive 
to bedded, with sporadic gray to gray
green porcelaneous shale partings to 96 
mm thiCK. Displays sporadic differential 
recrystallization. 

Zone of recrystallization. Light-green to 
white chert, extensively recrystallized. 
and devoid of shale partings. 

Predominantly green-blue to "'hite chert, 
in beds to 96 mm thick; blue-green shale 
partings to 36 mm thi~ 

Predominantly green-blue to "'hite chert 
with red mottling. Chert in beds to 96 
mm thick; red shale partings to 24 mm 
thick. 

o - 20.7 ------------------------------------- Red to blue-green chert, grading upward 
from red chert at base to mottled red and 
green chert; chert in beds as thick as 84 
MD, with red shale partings to 24 mm 
thick. 

Base of chert 

has been possible to relate many rpper Cretaceous 
stages to the absolute time scale (Lanphere and Jones. 
19ii). rnfortunately. an integration of chronologic. 
chronostratigraphic. and biostratigraphic data is lack
ing for most of the Lower C1'('taceolls and Jurassic; 
only the following horizons can be accmutely dated 
(from Lanphere and .Jones. 1977) : 

1. Base of Cenomanian (rpper Crptacpons) -!l6 m.y. 
(fi \"e radiomptric dates), 

2. Base of the HautPl'i\'ian-t:H llI.y. (fonr radio
metric dates), 

3. rpper part of thp Yalanginian-1~i±:j Ill.Y, (one 
radiometric date) ~ and 

4. The Jurassic-Cl'etac.('ou" boundary is ('stimatt'(l. 011 

a eonsenslls of IIlPag-er pxisting- (lata. to hp 1~1'±~ 
m.y. 

Thpse data sug-gest that the UPPPl' 16.3 III of Thr 
Geysers chpl't containing latp Yalanginian and rady 
Cenomanian I'u<liolarians, I'Ppl'rsents nppJ'Oxililutply -n 
m.y. (:oRe t.ahle :3). The implird hiatlls in lX'lag-ic sP<li
mentation betwppn late Valanginian and pal'iy Cpno
manian time appears to be 38 m.y. A substantial 

Contact with locally r-illowed basaltic 
volcanic rocks. 

amount of time is probably represented in the under
lying 40.4 III of upper Kimmeridgian or lower Tithon
ian chert. bllt the durations of J urassie st~ges are so 
poorly defined at present that speCUlations on this part 
of the time scale may be highly inaccurate. A crude 
estimatp of pelagic sediment accumulation rates for the 
12.8 111 of nppPr Valanginian chert in this section can 
he made by assuming from these data that thr upper 
Valanginian part of the chert represents the intPl'\'al 
1~i -134 Ill.,Y. ago (base of the Hauterivian St~ge), a 
total of about 3 l11.y. The rute of at lpast 12.8 III in 3 
lII.y. is equi\'alpnt to a 'minimum pplagic sediment ac
cIlIllllln tion rate of the ordH of O.,v~ cpntinwter pH 1000 
ypaJ'S. disl'Pg-nl'(ling tllP probahlp e/fpcts of post-deposi
tional compaction awl tlewatpring of the serlinlPnt. 

From drilling in tllP model'll ocpans. rates of pelagic 
srdinlPllt at ion hn \'e lwpn dptPl'l1lined for 1'('d clays and 
oozes eompo..;pd of radiolarians. diatoms. and gJobi
g-l'J'i n ills. Thp mtps rnll~TP frolll 0.0 to 9.0 cm/lOOO yl' 
(Dirtl'ich. Hl6;j; Hrath. 197,t; Hays. 19i1; Hay:- nnd 
0lHlyke. 1flf)i; ITallliltoll. Hl6;; \'on Hupne and Kuhn, 
If1il; Scholl and ('I'('n~TPr.19i3; und Berger, 1974); 
tllp most common mtes IIl'e 0.2-0,4 cm/lOOO yr. The es-
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timate.d minimum sedimentation rate of 0.43 cm/1000 
yr for the Yalanginian part of The Geysers chert is 
consistent with these observed modern pelagic sedi
mentation rates. 

Other pelagic Franciscan rocks 

Franciscan rocks of early Cenomanian age are prt's
ent at ot.her places in the Coast Ranges, notabl~' in 
melanges to the north and west of The Geysers-Clear 
Lak£> area. Discontinuous pods of pink to gray lime
stone cropping out in 8 melange north of Laytonville 
contain Cenomanian to Turonian and possibly Conia
eian planktonic foraminifers (Gucwa, 1975; Wachs 
and Hein, 1975; Bailey and others, 1964). Another 
limestone of similar age, associate.d with locally pil
lowed basaltic flows and diabase, extends from an area 
west of Montara Mountain on the San Francisco penin
sula southward to the vicinity of San Juan Bautista.. 

These limestone occurrences probably indicate areas 
of midocean carbonate deposition above the carbonate 
compensation depth and may thereby delineate the 
fornler presence of midocean topographic rises during 
Cenomanian and Turonian times. Roc.ks of Late Creta
ceous and early Tertiary age in the Francisean coastal 
belt (Evitt and Pieroe, 1975) are in tectonic. contact 
with older Franciscan rocks west of Laytonville. 

CONSTRAINTS ON SUBDUCTION MODELS 

The large time int€rval spanned by the 67.4 m-thick 
chert unit near The Geysers Resort plaees constraints 
on timing of subduction of Franciscan rocks in this 
area critical to the validity of currently disputed 
models of Franciscan subduction. It is clear from the 
biostratigraphic and structural data that the youngest 
Franciscan rocks beneath the Coast Range thrust. in 
The Geysers area are of Late Cretaceous age and are, 
therefore, much younger than either the structurally 
overlying Coast Range ophiolite or the basal st.rata of 
the Great Valley sequence. These Late Cretaceous 
Franciscan rocks include, along with the dated cherts, 
sandstones metamorphosed to pumpellyite grade and 
locally to lawsonite grade (McLaughlin, 1975 j Mc
Laughlin and Stanley, 1976). Northeast of, and also 
within, The Geysers-Clear Lake area are metacherts, 
which are too highly metamorphosed to be dated pale
ontologically, associated with intact terranes of law
&mite and jadeite-grade metasandstone and nwtavoI
canic rocks. These jadeite and lawsonite-bearing 
Franciscan rocks are thought to have undergone high
pressure metamorphism to blueschist in a subduction 
zone prior to Late Cretaceous time (Suppe and Arm
strong, 1972; Lanphere and others, 1975; McLaughlin, 

1975). For The Geysers area to have received pelagic 
sedimentation during the same time interval that active 
underthrusting and blueschist metamorphism occurred 
deep in an east-dipping subduction zone requires The 
Geysers to be situated far to the west-northwest or 
south-southwest of the subduction site. Alternatively, 
The Geysers area at that time may have been part of 
the upper plate, of the Coast Range thrust, and the 
site of underthrusting might have been to the west
northwest or south-southwest. This reconstruction 
would require that subduction jump east of the The 
Geysers-Clear Lake area during post-early Cenoman
ian time. 

Franciscan pelagic strata, including cherts and lime
stones, in the Coast Ranges are more than 95 percent 
by volume late Kimmeridgian to early Tithonian (sub
zone 1-2A) in age; the total volume of pelagic sedi
ment in the Franciscan assemblage is proportionately 
very small. Early Cenomanian chert of the Franciscan 
assemblage, where examined in The Geysers-Clear 
Lake area, is associated with, or deposited at the top 
of, early Tithonian and late Valanginian cherts.' 
Nowhere does the Cenomanian chert rest. directly on' 
basalt. If pelagic Franciscan strata were deposited on' 
basaltic ocean crust that fOMned from sea.-floor spread
ing throughout Late Jurassic to Late Cretaceous time,' 
then a representative record of pelagic strata deposited 
directly upon basalt and spanning Late Jurassic to 
Late Cretaceous time would be expe.cted. The eheli: 
data, however, suggest that east-directed sea-floor 
spreading was in fact extremely slow or inactive be-' 
tween late Valanginian and early Cenomanian time, a' 
conclusion that is contradictory to pre\;ous studies in
dicating appreciable blueschist nwtamorphism and, by 
implication, subduction of other Franciscan strata dur
ing this interval (SuPPE' and Armstrong, 1972; Lan
phert' and ot.hers, 1975). 

The notable absence of pelagic strata of post
Valanginian age exeept for the rare Upper Cre
taceous limestones and cherts that art' mostly in con
tact with older pelagic strata strongly suggests that 
if appreciable St"..a-floor sprea.ding did occur during 
middle Cret.aceous time, then such sprea,ding was in
dE'pendent of the crust upon which Francisc..an pelagic 
strata we,re deposited. Clearly, a model of Late Juras
sic to Late Cretaceous west-stepping subduction is too 
simplistic to explain the time-space distribution of 
pelagic strata in thE' Franciscan assemblage. 

Jones, Silberling, and Hillhouse (1978) have re
cently east some doubt on tectonic models assuming 
that late Mesozoic sediments deposited along the west
ern North American c,ontinental margin were sub
ducted directly eastward. These worke,rs present pale-

• 
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ontologic and paleomagnetic data indicating that a 
large allochthonous terrane of Triassic volcanic and 
sedimentary rocks, traced from Vancouver Island, 
British Columbia, to south-central Alaska, called 
". range Ilia, formed at low equatorial paleolatitudes. 
They suggest. displaeenwnt of 'Wrangellia nearly 30 0 

northward, implying large right-lateral motion and 
(or) oblique underthrusting between Wrangellia and 
the X ort.h Aml'I'ican craton. By this model, suturing of 
"'rangellia to the craton would have occurred in east
ern Oregon during Late Jurassic time (Jones and 
others, 1978). X 0 paleomagnetic evidence for large
scale right-lateral motion between the upper plate 
Great Valley sequence and the lower plate Franciscan 
assemblage exists. but the possibility of such motion 
cannot be discounted in light of the data presented. 

The relations shown indicate that Franciscan rocks 
in The Geysers-Clear Lake area could at no time have 
been in depositional contact with strata of the struc
turally onrlying Great Valley sequence as suggested 
by)Iaxwell (1974). It is apparent that basal strata of 
the Great Vallpy sequenee are significantly older than 
the youngest Franciscan rocb below the Coast Range 
ophiolite and that the Franciscan rocks were probably 
separated from Great Valley strata by many tens to 
hundreds of kilometers at the time of deposition. 

CONCLUSIONS 

'Ye have demonstrated the age and structural rela
tions of rock units above, below, and within the ophi
olit.e sheet that regionally overlies t.he Franciscan 
assemblage in the northern California Coast Ranges. 
From these relations, the following conclusions are 
drawn: 

The middle and upper part of the Coast Range 
ophiolite in The Geysers-Clear Lake region formed 
prior to and during early Tithonian time. The ophiol
ite underwent submarine erosion later in early Tithon
ian time, when as much as 1 km of the upper part of 
the ophiolite was locally stripped off. This erosion 
contributed coarse mafic debris to basal strata of the 
Great Valley sequence. 

Radiolarian chert ages and structural relations in 
The Geysers-Clear Lake area clearly demonstrate that 
the Franciscan assemblag1' is youngpr than the st.ruc
turally overlying Coast Range ophiolitp and. in part. 
younger than basal strata of t.he Great Valley sNlllence 
that depositionally overlies the ophiolite. Thi" n'la
tion necessitates a plate tectonic model for pmplace
ment of the Franciscan beneath the Coast Rang-r 
ophiolite. The available data do not suppor' d"posi
tion of the Great Valley sequence on Frall('i,,(' 'i. rocks 

in the Clear Lake region as suggested by Maxwell 
(1974). In fact, a model requiring large-scale original 
horizontal separation betwe€n pelagic sediments of the 
Franciscan assemblage and the Great Valley sequence 
seems mandatory. Pelagic sediments represented by 
The Geysers chert could not have been situated on a 
subducting oceanic plate near any active subduction 
zone during deposition because at least 41 m.y. elapsed 
before these sediments were thrust beneath ophiolite 
and the Great Valley sequence in post-early CenolTum
ian time. The chert data suggest that The Geysers area 
may have been part of the upper plate of the Coast 
Range thrust until post-early Cenomanian time. 

The discovery of discrete chert units re.presenting 
Late Jurassic to Late Cretaceous pelagic sedimentation 
in the Franciscan assemblage allows a correlation wit.h 
coeral planktonic carbonate sedimentation in Fran
ciscan terranes to the north and west of The Geysers
Clear Lake region. This cOJ'l'elation suggests t.he exist
ence during Cenomanian tinw of significant submarine 
relief. Carbonate sedimentation occurred on submarine 
highs above the carbonate compensation depth. Pelagic 
deposition in The Geysers area occurred in deeper 
water below the carbonate compensation depth, 
perhaps along the flanks of or on top of. less elevated 
rises or on an abyssal plain. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the Geysers steam field of northern California, Upper 
Jurassic and Cretaceous rocks of the Franciscan as~emblage 
form the core of a southeastward-plunging antiform that 
has been highl) modified by late Tertiary and Quaternary 
faulting. These intensely deformed volcanic and ~edimentar) 
rocks are metamorphosed to assemblages containing 
pumpellyite, lawsonite. and jadeite. and exhibit textural 
reconstitution that generally increases in the direction of 
structurally higher rocks. 

Comparison of the structure of these Franciscan rocks 
with microearthquake and resistivity data suggests that 
economicall) significant steam reservoirs are in part related 
to local fault-controlled structural traps. In an area of shallow 
steam production near Geysers Resort, the epicenters and 
foci of numerous microearthquakes and extensive hydro
thermal alteration are associated with a zone of N 30o-3SoW
trending faults that dip steeply to the northeast. The mi
croearthquakes and hydrothermal alteration may be related 
to hot water- or steam-saturated rock in the fault zone. 
Structural control of steam resources is also indicated near 
Castle Rock Spring, approximately 4 miles southeast of 
Geysers Resort. A low resistivity anomaly over the Castle 
Rock Spring steam field is probably due to rock saturated 
with hot water. This presumed zone of water-saturated rock 
occupies an anticlinal warp between steeply dipping faults 
trending N 800 W in foliate metagraywacke, basaltic volcanic 
rocks. and serpentine. Steeply dipping faults trending N 
500 W may bound the east side of the Castle Rock Spring 
steam reservoir. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Geysers steam field is located in the Mayacmas 
Mountains of northern California. about 110 km northwest 
of San Francisco. The field is a few kilometres south of 
Clear Lake basin. a center of major Quaternary volcanism. 
and a few kilometres northwest of Mount Saint Helena. 
the locus of late Tertiary volcanism (Fig. I). The Gey~ers 
geothermal area is particularly significant since it is now 
the world's largest geothermal producer of electrical power 
(greater than 500 MW generating capacity by 1975). and 
it is also one of the few areas known to have vapor-dominated 

hydrothermal systems (White. Muffler. and True,dell. 197 I). 
The next largest vapor-dominated hydrothermal system is 
in the Larderello and Monte Amiata are<l'. It<ll~. 

The Geysers-Clear Lake area is one of several geothermal 
systems selected by the U.S. Geological Survey for det<liled 
study. Detailed mapping of the pre-Tertiar~ rocb in the 
area was begun in 1973, and other geologic mapping and 
geochronologic studies of the Quaternary volcanic rocks 
by Carter B. Hearn and Julie Donnell) are a]"o in progress. 
Similar work is also in progress in the Tertiary volcanic 
rocks to the southeast of The Geysers area. by K. F. Fo>. 
(Fig. I). These mapping projects are providing the geologic 
data base to which geochemical. geophysical. and hydrologic 
studies will be applied for interpreting the mechanics of 
The Geysers geothermal system. 

LATE MESOZOIC TECTONIC FRAMEWORK 

Late Mesozoic rocks in The Geysers-Clear Lake area 
are assigned to two approximatel~ coeval assemblages con
sidered to have originally been deposited in widely separated 
basins to the east of a mid-ocean rift system. The late 
Mesozoic and early Tertiary Franciscan assemblage forms 
the basement complex of much of the California Coast 
Range. and is composed of a volcanic-sedimentary sequence. 
thought to represent a deep ocean trench or arc-trench gap 
deposit (Blake and Jones, 1974).The Great Valley sequence 
and the ophiolite complex present beneath its base are 
thought to represent rocks originally deposited and emplaced 
east of the Franci ... can assem blage site of deposition. Depo
sition of Great Valley sequence strata presumabl) was upon 
continental granitic crust along the east side of the basin. 
but it overlapped onto ophiolite (oceanic crust) along the 
west margin of the basin. 

The Franciscan assemblage has been highly lectonized 
and subjected to regional metamorphism related to abnor
mally high pressure and deep burial. resulting in the develop
ment of pumpellyite and lav. ,onite-bearing metamorphic 
mineral assemblages (Ernst. 1971; Blake. Irwin. and Cole
m<ln. 19(7). In contrast to the Franci,can as,emblage. the 
Great Valley sequence is only mildl) deformed b) folding 
and iaulting. and metaml)rphi,m i, confined to lov. ·tempera
ture zenlite, attrihutahle to deep hurial (Did,in,on. Ojal-.an
ga\. and Stewart. 1969; Bailey and Jones, 1973). Present 
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Figure 1. location of The Geysers geothermal area and 
nearby late Tertiary and Quaternary volcanic rocks. The V 
pattern indicates location of Quaternary volcanic rocks; line 

pattern, late Tertiary volcanic rocks. 

distribution and structural relations of the Great Valley 
sequence and the Franciscan assemblage indicate that the 
Great Valley sequence now overlies Franciscan rocks of 
equivalent age along a zone of regional thrust faulting. 
although in many areas this thrust relation is confused by 
later high-angle faults of probable Tertiary and Quaternary 
age. The regional thrust relation has been explained by many 
workers (Hamilton, 1969; Bailey, Blake, and Jones, 1970; 
Blake, Irwin, and Coleman, 19(7) as a result of eastward 
subduction of the Franciscan assemblage beneath oceanic 
crustal rocks and Great Valley sequence strata deposited 
upon it. This subduction is thought to have begun during 
the mid-Cretaceous, presumably the resull of convergence 
of an oceanic plate upon which Franciscan sediments were 
deposited, with the ~ontinental margin east of the Franciscan 
sediments. As this plate convergence progressed, the Fran
ciscan deposits were subducted eastward beneath adjacent 
oceanic crustal rocks, eventually underriding the Great 
Valley sequence. Deformation and high-pressure metamor
phism in the Franciscan assemblage are thought to have 
occurred during thi!> period of subduction (Blake, Irwin, 
and Coleman, 19(7). The process of subduction is thought 
to have ceased about 30 million years (m. y. ) before present 
(Atwater, 1970), when convergent motion between the oce
anic and continental plate boundaries changed to transform 
motion. initiating the San Andreas strike-slip system. Large 
scale strike-slip faulting has continued to the present day. 
obscuring the earlier thrust fault relations produced during 
the late Mesozoic and early Tertiary. 

PRE-TERTIARY ROCk UNITS 

franciscan Assemblage 

The Franciscan assemblage in The Geysers area is typical 
of Franciscan rocks over a large part of California. It consist~ 
largely of graywacke and minor shale, with shale being 
somewhat more abundant in the structurally higher. most 
deformed part of the asr.embhige (Fig. 2). The essential 
compositions of the graywackes vary widely with quartz 
10-55%, total feldspar (plagioclase) 25-55%, and totallithics 
20-55%. Nonautoclastic lithic fragments consist largely of 
chert and subequal amounts of mafic and silicic volcanic 
rocks (the ratio of chert to volcanic detritus varie!' between 
1:1 and 5:1). 

Altered intrusive and extrusive igneous rocks commonly 
referred to as greenstone, and consisting largely of pillow 
basalt, basaltic pillow breccia, basaltic tuff, and minor 
diabase and gabbro. are second in order of abundance in 
the Franciscan assemblage. These igneous rocks are now 
confined to the structurally higher parts of the assemblage 
and their contacts are in most instances tectonic, so that 
their original relation to the sedimentary rocks is largely 
undetermined. Radiolarian cherts associated with the 
graywacke and volcanic rocks and conglomerate are locally 
prominent constituents in structurally higher parts of the 
Franciscan assemblage. 

The occurrence of blueschist metamorphic mineral assem
blages in the Franciscan assemblage has been the object 
of many studies by others (Coleman and Lee, 1963; Blake, 
Irwin, and Coleman. 1967; Ernst, 1971; Coleman and Lan
phere, 1971). In general. two modes of occurrence 6t 
blueschist are recognized in The Geysers area: (I) in schistose 
to gneissose tectonic inclusions from less than a meter up 
to several hundreds of meters long that are associated with 
other tectonic inclusions of eclogite or amphibolite along 
highly sheared zones and serpentinite contacts. and (2) in 
graywacke and interlayered volcanic rocks and chert that 
regionally have weak to highly developed metamorphic 
textural fabrics. These two modes of occurrence of blue
schist minerals in the Franciscan assemblage were shown 
by Coleman and Lanphere (1971) and Lanphere, Blake, and 
Irwin (1975) to represent metamorphic events of different 
ages. The schistose and gneissose blueschist tectonic inclu
sions were shown to have been metamorphosed about 150 
m.y. ago (Late Jurassic), whereas the rocks with regionally 
developed metamorphic textural fabrics were shown to have 
been metamorphosed 114-120 m.}'. ago (Early Cretaceous) 
in northern California. Elsewhere in the Coast Ranges 
Franciscan rocks may have been subjected to even younger 
regional blueschist metamorphism. 

Serpentinite is present along most faults and within highly 
sheared zones in the Franciscan assemblage (Fig. 2). A 
few serpentinite bodies are metamorphosed and contain the 
mineral assemblages antigorite :t talc:: actinolite :t chlorite. 
Other partially to completely serpentinized peridotite bodies 
containing chrysotile and c1inochrysotile are present either 
along steep dipping faults completely enclosed by Franciscan 
rocks or as klippen of the ophiolite below the base of the 
Great Valley sequence. 

The Francir.can assemblage is known to range in age from 
Late Jurassic to early Tertiary (Eocene) (Blake and Jones. 
1974). Within The Geysers area, however, fossil control 
is present only in the structurally higher parts of the 
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Franci~can assemhlage. and strata in the structurally lower 
'part of the section are of un~nown age and separated by 
faults from the higher strata Several date~ have been 
obtained from radiolaria in cherts interlayered with volcanic 
lind sedimentary rocks from the upper parts of the Franciscan 
assemhlage in The Geysers area. These dates indicate a 
range in age of Late Jurassic (early Tithonian) to Early 
Cretaceous (late Hauterivian or early Barremian) (Emile 
A. Pessagno. written comm., 1973-74). One of these date~, 
ohtained from a conglomerate clast of chert. yielded a 
Hauterivian or Barremian age. indicating that at least some 
of the structurally high clastic Franciscan rocks are younger 
than Hauterivian or Barremian. 

Elsewhere in the Coast Ranges similar Franciscan rocks 
have been found to be no older than Tithonian (Blake and 
Jones. 1974). and therefore the Franciscan assemblage in 
The Geysers area is regarded to be Late Jurassic (early 
Tithonian) or younger. Franciscan sandstones of Tertiary 
age have been reported west of The Geysers area (Blake 
and Jones. 1974), but these rocks are arkosic in composition 
and generally contain significant (> 3% ) potassium feldspar 
(Bailey, Irwin, and Jones, 19M). Since the structurally low 
undated Franciscan rocks in The Geysers area are 
graywackes containing less than 1/2% potassium feldspar, 
and generally lithic to quartzose in composition. they are 
considered here to be no younger than Cretaceous. 

Ophiolite complex. Ophiolite present below the base 
of the Great Valley sequence underlies Mount Saint Helena 
to the southeast, the prominent ridge between Geyser Peak 
and Black Mountain in the southwest part of the map area, 
and also outcrops for several kilometres along the north 
side of Cobb and Collayomi Valleys (Fig. 2). Ophiolite 
exposed at Geyser Peak consists of about 120 m of a basal 
sheared peridotite, above which is about 365 m of poorly 
exposed microgabbro and diabase, above which is an unde
termined thickness of basalt pillows, tuff, pillow breccia, 
and diabase. The ophiolite of Mount Saint Helena is com
posed of about 600 m of peridotite in the lower part, above 
which is 520 m of gabbroic rock, above which is 300 m 
of diabase breccia (Bezore, 1969). Most of the peridotite 
and as much as 150 m of the overlying gabbro section present 
at Mount Saint Helena are missing from the ophiolite of 
Geyser Peak. Radiolaria from chert interlayered with the 
basaltic rocks of Black Mountain have been assigned a Late 
Jurassic (late Kimmeridgian and early Tithonian) age by 
Emile Pessagno (written comm., 1975), suggesting a Late 
Jurassic age for that part of the ophiolite. 

Great Valley Sequence 

Knoxville formation. A few small tectonically isolated 
patches of strata assignable to the Knoxville formation are 
present in the southwest and southeast parts of the map 
area in depositional contact with underlying ophiolite (Fig. 
2). 

Assignment of these isolated strata to the Knoxville 
formation is based on their age, lithologic similarity to the 
Knoxville elsewhere in the Coast Ranges, and upon the 
depositional contact relationship of these strata with un
derlying ophiolite. Considerable thicknesses of Knoxville 
strata are exposed to the north, in the Clear Lake area 
(Brice, 1953; Swe and Dickinson, 1970). The Knoxville 
formation in the map area is composed largely of dark 

green to black mudstone and siltstone and less abundant 
fine-grained interbedded basaltic sand~tone. Sporadic car
bonate concretion; in the mudstone expo~ed along The 
Geysers-Healdsburg road contain rare dinoflagellates of 
Early Cretaceous age (W. R. Evitt, written comm., 1973). 

Although later faults now obscure the relation. mudstone 
interbedded with a sedimentary breccia compo~ed largely 
of angular basalt and diabase detritus is locall~ present at 
the ba~e of the Knoxville formation in depo~itlOnal contact 
with underlying basaltic volcanic rocks of the ophiolite 
complex. This depositional relation can be ob"erved along 
The Geysers-Healdsburg road near Black Mountain. 

STRUCTURE OF PRE-TERTIARY ROCKS 

Pre-Tertiary roch in The Geysers area compose an 
extremely complex southeastward-plunging antiform. here 
referred to as the Mayacmas antiform. The Mayacmas 
antiform is a secondary flexure in the northward extension 
of the broader Diablo antiform (Bailey et aI.. 1964. Fig. 
29), and its core is composed of deformed Franciscan rocks. 
The Franciscan core rocks are overlain to the northeast. 
southeast, and southwest by ophiolite and rocks of the Great 
Valley sequence. The distribution of these overlying rocks 
roughly outlines the southeastward plunge of the Mayacmas 
antiform. On the southwest this feature is flanked by a 
system of steeply dipping. northwest-trending strike-slip 
faults alined with Alexander Valley-Geyser Peak and Little 
Sulphur Creek fault zones (Fig. 3). 

Deformation of Franciscan rocks in the core of the 
Mayacmas antiform, as elsewhere in the Coast Ranges. 
largely predated the late Cenozoic regional warping and 
block faulting associated with formation of the Mayacmas 
and Diablo antiforms. The early deformation is thought to 
have occurred during eastward subduction and metamor
phism of Franciscan rocks beneath the Great Valley se
quence during the late Mesozoic and early Tertiary. or prior 
to about 30 million years ago (Atwater, 1970). Also present 
in the area, however, are prominent steepl) dipping north
west- and east-west-trending fault sets that traverse the 
Mayacmas antiform and locally displace late Pliocene and 
Holocene deposits. Owing to the complexity of this faulting. 
it is difficult or impossible in some areas to distinguish 
faults produced during the late Mesozoic and early Tertiary 
from those produced during the late Tertiary and Quaternary. 
It is in fact probable that some of the more recent faulting 
in the area occurred along the older faults. 

The dominant northwest structural grain in The Geysers 
region is due largely to the prevailing fault pattern (Fig. 
3). This northwest-trending fault pattern consists of at least 
two components: (1) imbricate northeast- southeast- and 
southwest-dipping high- to low-angle thrust faults that sepa
rate tectonic slabs in the Franciscan assemhlage. and (2) 
later, steepl) dipping northwest-trending faults with vertical 
and strike-slip components overprinted upon the earlier 
thrust faults. 

A prominent component of strike-slip movement on sev
eral of the later high-angle faults is inferred from several 
lines of evidence. Linear features on the surfaces of many 
of these steeply dipping faults indicate a strong lateral shear 
component, if it is assumed that these fault~ \'vere not tilted 
from the horizontal or folded. Elsewhere. the distrihution. 
structural dip. and compositions of the Gey~er Pea~ and 
Mount Saint Helena ophiolite masses and aswciated overly-
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jng hasal strata of the Great Valle~ sequence strongly sugge~t 
that a minimum right·lateral offset of 8-9 km has occurred 
along the Geyser Peak fault zone (Fig. 3). 
• Evidence for recent fault activity is also present in some 
areas. Southwest of Geyser Peak. along Little Sulphur Creek. 
the northwest-trending Little Sulphur Creek fault truncates 
late Tertiary nonmarine strata. Such physiographic features 
as sag pond~. linear trenche~. and a right·laterally offset 
fence line (D. H. Radbruch. oral commun., 1974) along 
this fault suggest Holocene offsets. Elsewhere. near Geysers 
Resort (Fig. 4), Holocene alluvial terrace deposits are steeply 
tilted against a steep northwest-trending fault along Big 
Sulphur Creek. Associated with the faulting along Big 
Sulphur Cree k are numerous microearthquakes (Hamilton 
and Muffler. 1972), further suggesting recent fault activity 
in that area. 

Franciscan rocks in the core of the Mayacmas antiform 
are divided into three fault-bounded structural units (Fig. 
3). The lowest. structural unit 1. is composed of strata of 
unknown age exposed along a N 400 W-trending belt between 
the steeply-dipping Mercuryville and Geyser Peak fault 
zones. Unit 1 is a relatively intact, flysch-like sequence 
of graywacke and minor interbedded concretionary black 
shale. compressed into tight southeast-trending folds. The 
graywacke of structural unit 1 is feebly reconstituted to 
textural zone 1 of Blake, Irwin. and Coleman (1967), and 

it contains the metamorphic mineral assemblage quartz 
(Si0 2 ) + albite (NaAISI 3 0 s ) + phengite [K 2 AI.(Si 6 

AI 2)0 20<OH),,] :!: pumpellyite [Ca.MgAl s0(OH)3(Si 2 
O,)2(SiO.)2 . 2H 20]. 

Structural unit 2 overlies unit 1 north of the Mercuryville 
fault zone and south of the Geyser Peak fault zone. In 
the vicinity of Pine Flat, in the south part of the area, 
unit 1 terminates and is enclosed by unit 2. In contrast 
to the lower structural unit, unit 2 is highly tectoni zed , 
lithologically heterogeneous, and locally chaotic. Unit 2 is 
characterized as a broken formation of imbricate tectonic 
s!abs up to several kilometres long. These slabs generally 

are composed of relatively intact well·hedded graywacke, 
minor interbedded shale, conglomerate, and locally ahundant 
basaltic volcanic roch and chert. The larger intact slab~ 
are separated by highly sheared shal} zone, of tectonic 
melange containing smaller sheared mas~e~ of graywacke, 
conglomerate, basaltic volcanic~. chert, locall) abundant 
sporadic masses of foliate blueschist and eclogite. and 
prominent elongate serpentinite bodie~. The roch in struc· 
tural unit 2 are feebly to moderately reconstituted. with 
the graywacke~ assigned to textural zones 1 to 2 of Blake. 
Irwin. and Coleman (1%7). The metamorphic mineral a~· 

semblage recognized to date in graywackes of unit :! include~ 
quartz + albite + phengite = pumpellyite = law~onite 
[CaAI 2 Si 2 0, (OH)2' H 2 0]. 

The highest structural unit mapped in the Franciscan, 
unit 3, overlies unit 2, wrapping over it to the northeast 
and southeast beneath the overthrust ophiolite comple x at 
the base of the Great Valley sequence. Unit 3 appear~ t(l 
be terminated against the southeastward extension of the 
Geyser Peak and Mercuryville fault zones in the south part 
of the area. Lithologies present in tectonic unit 3 are identical 
to those in unit 2, except that all rocks in unit 3 are moderatel) 
to highl} reconstituted texturally, with all the graywacke~ 
assigned to textural zones 2 to 3 of Blake. Irwin. and 
Coleman (1967). The metamorphic mineral assemhlages 
quartz + phengite + lawsonite = albite = sodic amphibole 
[Na 2(Mg.Fe,AI)s SigOn(OH)J :!: jadeitic pyroxene (NaAl 
Sips) has been recognized in graywackes of unit 3. 
with jadeitic pyroxene present only locally. Basaltic vol· 
canic rocks and cherts interlayered with the graywackes 
may contain abundant sodic amphibole; the cherts may. 
in addition, contain stilpnomelane [K(Fe ,AI) 10 Si 12 0 30 

(0,OH)12]· 

RELA nON OF STRUCTURE TO RESOURCES 

Figure 5A illustrates the generalized structural model for 
a geothermal system indicated by Muffler and White (1972) 
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Figure 5. Idealized structural and dynamic models of a 
vapor-dominated geothermal system. A: Structural model; 
numbers correspond to references in text (from Muffler and 
White, 1972). B: Dynamic model (A) springs and fumaroles, 
(B) zone between ground surface and water table; (e) zone 
of steam condensation; (D) zone of convective and/or con
ductive heat flow; (E) zone of vapor-dominated reservoir; (F) 
deep zone of convective heal flow below a boiling water 

table (from White and others, 1971). 

and Fig. 5B illustrates the generalized dynamic model of 
a vapor-dominated hydrothermal system as proposed by 
White, Muffler, and Truesdell in 1971. The essential struc
tural components of a vapor-dominaled geothermal system 
from these models appear to be: (I) a potent heat source 
within a few kilometres of the surface, overlain or enclosed 
by (2) thermally conductive crystalline rocks, overlain by 
(3) a reservoir rock that is overlain by (4) impermeable 
cap rocks that prevent excessive influx of water, or loss 
of steam and heat from the reservoir. In a vapor-dominated 
hydrothermal system the permeability of the reservoir rocks 
need not be high, so long as there can be sufficient convective 
circulation of steam and hot water in the zone of condensa
tion above the steam reservoir (Fig. 5B). In The Geysers 
area this permeability in the reservoir rocks largely results 
from channel ways produced by faults and fractures. At least 
some of these faults and fractures must have communication 
with the surface water table in order for there to be adequate, 
but not excessive, meteoric recharge to the system (White, 
Muffler, and Truesdell, 1971). 

Available subsurface data indicate that steam production 
in The Geysers region is largely from fracture zones in 

Franciscan graywacke. Since imbricate structure is charac
teristic of the Franciscan as~emblage (Fig. 3) a model relating' 
the structure to steam resources would be favored that 
provides for steam accumulatior. in graywacke at any of 
several structural levels. Steam production at The Geysers' 
is largely from wells drilled to depths of 1.5-1.8 km (Hamilton 
and Muffler, 1972, p. 2084), but some producing wells as 
shallow as 150 m (McNitt, 1963) have been drilled near 
Geysers Resort. The reservoir rock for steam in the area 
of Geysers Resort may be provided in part by the thick 
slab of graywacke flysch of structural unit 1 that should 
be pre~ent at depth beneath this area (Fig. 3). However, 
slabs of fractured graywacke are al~o present in unit 2 rocks 
overlying unit 1, interlayered with relatively impermeable 
basaltic volcanic rock, sheared serpentinite, and melange. 
These structurally higher graywacke slabs may also provide 
the re~ervoirs for steam accumulation north and east of 
Geysers Resort. 

Given the presence of suitable reservoir rocks at any 
of several structural levels, the structural conditions deter
mining the presence of steam would appear to depend upon: 
(1) the pre~ence of channelways such as faults, fractures, 
or bedding planes that allow percolation of meteoric water 
to some depth and provide an adequate but not excessive 
supply of water to the system, (2) the presence of structural 
traps for steam accumulation, and (3) a potent heat source. 

Field relations and geophysical evidence in two areas 
illustrate the significance of local structure in controlling 
steam distribution. In the area of Geysers Resort a zone 
of N 30o-35OW-trending en echelon faults (Dianna Rock fault 
zone), along which numerous hot springs vent. crosses Big 
Sulphur Creek and extends into an area of extensive hy
drothermal alteration and fumarolic activity (Fig. 4). Steeply 
tilted alluvial terrace deposits within the fault zone that 
contain carbonized wood with a radiocarbon age of 750 
:t 105 years indicate that the fault zone is active. Recent 
activity along these faults is also indicated by the epicenters 
of numerous microearthquakes (Hamilton and Muffler, 1972) 
that are aligned along the Dianna Rock fault zone. First-mo
tion fault plane solutions for the microearthquakes (Hamilton 
and Muffler, 1972, p. 2083-84) do not correspond directly 
to the mapped fault zone, but a plot of the microearthquake 
hypocenters projected horizontally onto a vertical cross 
section oriented roughly normal to the trend of epicenters 
(Fig. 4) suggests the presence of a boundary fault zone 
above which the microearthquakes occur. The boundary 
fault zone is inclined at about 55°_60" to the northeast. 

Ward and Bjornsson (1971) showed that high frequencies 
of microearthquakes commonly are associated with geother
mal areas, and they concluded that this activity results from 
the weakening and chemical alteration of rocks along faults 
and fracture zones owing to saturation by geothermal fluids. 

By application of the findings of Ward and Bjornssen 
to The Geysers area, the Dianna Rock fault zone may be 
interpreted as a fracture zone lubricated by hot water. The 
fracture zone is interpreted to extend from the surface 
downward to a bounding fault inclined steeply to the north
east. The upper part of this fracture zone may correspond 
to a shallow zone of condensation above the steam reservoir 
(Fig. 4) since many steam wells near Geysers Resort were 
drilled to relatively shallow depths of between 50-360 m 
(McNitt, 1963, p. 14). 

Further evidence of significant structural control of steam 
distribution in The Geysers region is present in the Castle 
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• Rock Spring~ steam field. approximately 6.S km southeast 
of Geyser~ Resort. The distribution of steam well~ in thi, 
area indicate~ that a geothermal re!>ervoir occupies the region 

• of an anticlinical warp in eastward dipping foliate meta· 
graywacke and shale interlayered with minor basaltic~· 
canic rock and serpentinite (Fig. 6). Steep dipping N 80oW
trending fault~ approximately bound the north and south 
sides of this structural high. possibl) providing conduits 
for recharge of the reservoir with meteoric water. The 
pre"ence of a closed low resistivity anomaly (Stanley. 
Jackson. and Hearn. 1973) in this area reinforce, the inter
pretation that conductive fluid is locally concentrated in 
the crest of this structural high (Fig. 6). This lov. resistivity 
anomaly within 2-3 km of the surface probably indicates 
B structurally high lone of hot water-saturated hydrother
mally altered rocks above the steam reservoir. corresponding 
to the zone of condensation indicated by White. Muffler. 
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and True .. dell (1971) (Fig. S8 and Fig 6). Leakage of 
geothermal water from the re\ervoir apparently occur, along 
several steeply dipping N SOOW-trending faulh and fracture .. 
to the east of Castle Rock Spring\. evidenced 0) the pre~ence 
of Ander .. on hot spring and prominent zone, of hydrothermal 
alteration along the\e faults. In addition to their acting a\ 
conduit .. for thermal leakage . "ome of the\e )'..; SOoW -trending 
faulh may abo act a, conduit .. for downward percolation 
of meteoric water for reservoir recharge and for upward 
migration and entrapment of steam at different structural 
horizons in the reservoir roch. although there i .. no definite 
evidence to indicate that thi .. occurs. The)'..; SOOv.'-trending 
fault~ may also form the eastern structural boundary of 
the Castle Rock Spring, steam reservoir. 

In the two area\ discus .. ed. local structure appear .. to 
have considerable bearing on the local distrihution of steam. 
It seems probable that such structure, are also important 
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features of economically significant geothermal reservoirs 
elsewhere in The Geysers steam field, even though high 
heat flow and favorable reservoir rocks exist regionally over 
• vast area. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Detailed geologic mapping in The Geysers area of the 
Mayacmas Mountains indicates that the Franciscan assem
blage is separable into three approximately stratiform struc
tural units that form the core of a southeastward plunging 
antiform. A steeply dipping northwest-trending strike-slip 
fault wne bounds this antiform on the southwest. Textural 
reconstitution in Franciscan graywackes increases structur
ally upward, with the corresponding appearance of pumpel
lyite, lawsonite, and glaucophane, and/or jadeite, respec
tively, in structurally higher rocks. The Franciscan assem
blage is overlain by a fragmented ophiolite complex in the 
Mount Saint Helena and Geyser Peak areas, and 8-9 km 
of right-lateral offset of the Mount Saint Helena and Geyser 
Peak ophiolite masses has occurred along the Geyser Peak 
fault wne. Elsewhere, the lower part of the ophiolite mass 
has been sheared into underlying Franciscan rocks along 
steeply dipping faults, possibly of middle-Tertiary or younger 
age. 

Geothermal resources in The Geysers area tend to be 
concentrated within imbricated north-northeast- to south
east-dipping slabs of Franciscan graywacke. Critical param
eters for economic concentrations of steam in the region 
appear to be: (1) the presence of channelways that allow 
percolation of meteoric water to some depth, providing an 
adequate but not excessive recharge of water to the system; 
(2) the presence of favorable local structural traps for steam 
accumulation in fault and fracture zones (such as in the 
Geysers Resort area) or in the crests of structural highs 
(such as in the Castle Rock Springs area); and (3) a potent 
heat source. 
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Compressional and Shear Waves in Saturated Rock 
During Water-Steam Transition 

HISAO ITo,' JOHN DEVILBISS, AND AMOS NUR 

/tock PhysicJ Projut. D~PQT1,"rtlt of~ophyslcs. Stunford Uflivusity. S/urrford. California 94JOj 

Compressional and shear wave velocities were measured in water-filled Berea sandstone u • function of 
pore pressure, with a constant confining pressure of 300 bars. The mea;urements were made at room 
temperature, 14S·C, and 19S"C. At 14S"C, compressional velocity increased from vapor-saturated (low 
pore pressure) to liquid-saturated (high pore pressure) conditions, whereas shear wave velocity decreased. 
For compressional wa"es there was a "elocity minimum and increased attenuation near the liquid-vapor 
transition. The results at 19S"C show decreases of both compressional and shear velocities and a ,mall 
velocity minimum for compressional velocity without marked attenuation. At both temperatures, V,.t V, 
and Poisson's ratios increased from 'team- to water-saturated rock. The results are compatible with the 
mechanical effects of mixing steam and water in the pore space near the phase transition and may be 
applicable to in situ geothermal field evaluation. 

l~IRODUCTJON 

Seismic methods are among the most important techniques 
used to explore for and evaluate geothermal reservoirs. These 
include microearthquake surveys for locating reservoirs. and 
physical property determinations, such as Poisson's ratio and 
seismic wave altentuation. for delineating the boundaries and 
state of reservoirs. The latter measurements are particularly 
interesting for the possible distinction between steam-bearing 
and hot water domains. 

Hayakawa [1970) conducted a seismic re~e:,ion experiment 
at the M atsukawa geothermal area in h~~:1 a:1c obtained 
several strong refle:tions from the inte~:2~' ::~~ ~n cap rock 
and water reservoir. D~nlinger and Kot'ad ; lS-3; conducted a 
seismic reflection survey near the Ge;.-s::-s. C,,":ifornia. They 
observed several strong reflections in site \I.~i::~ could be re
lated to steam-producing fracture zones. Cor.-'::: ar:d Rotstein 
(1976) found extremely low values of Vpi ~', a.'"ld Poisson's 
ratios in the Coso geothermal area. T::is s"t:!!es"-S that the 
shallow subsurface rock is either undersa::!;a,~ with respect 
to ground water or else contains stearr. in <be pore spaces. 
They suggest on the basis of laborator.-observed Poisson's 
ratios at room temperatures [Nur and Sirr.mo,..s. 1969J that it 
may be possible to predict whether a geo~he:m al system is 
vapor or hot water dominated. Recent resl.Olts from the Gey
sers, California (H. M. Jyer, personal communications, 1979). 
suggest that sei3mic compressional waves may be 5trongly 
attenuated in the steam-bearing zone of the field. 

The mechanisms by which steam influences Poisson's ratio (f 

and wave attenuation in hot rocks are not well established. 
The expectation that the compressional wave velocity V,. is 
low in relation to the shear velocity V. with a corresponding 
low (f is based on laboratory measurements at room temper
atures with air. not at geothermal reservoir conditions. The 
observed high attenuation for compressional waves has so far 
remained an empirical fact only, without adequate explanation 
or experimental verification. Experimental verification of the 
above effects at temperatures corresponding to geothermal 
reservoirs are clearJ) needed. At present. there are only few 
laboratory velocity measurements in rocks with water at ele-

'On leave from Geological Surveyor Japan. Ta\(atsuku. K8\1.3saki. 
213, Japan. 

Cupyright © 1979 b) the American Geophysical Union. 

vated temperatures [e.g .• Spencer and Nur. 1976; Timur. 1977], 
and no data are available at all for steam-saturated rocks at 
these conditions. 

This study fills in part of the data gap. Specifically, we report 
measured results of both compressional and shear velocities 
and wave amplitudes in porous rock at geothermal temper
atures as the water in the pores is converted from liquid to 
vapor. Although the laboratory measurements are made over 
a frequency range which is 10'-10' higher than typical in situ 
studies. the results should provide important physical insight 
into the effects of steam on wave propagation in porous rocks. 

EXPERIMEJI',. AL PROCEDURE 

Measurements were made of the travel times and amplitudes 
of ultrasonic pulses in samples of Berea sandstone containing 
high-temperature pore w~ter. In the experimental procedure. 
confining pressure and temperature are held constant, whereas 
the pore pressure is changed 50 that the pore fluid itself 
changes from liquid hot water to steam. 

The samples are cylindrical in shape, 19 mm in diameter and 
25 mm in length. The ends of the samples are ground parallel 
to within ±0.05 mm. Samples are soaked in acetone to remove 
oil introduced during the grinding procedure and dried in a 
vacuum over (60°C, 760 mm Hg) for over 24 hours. They are 
then saturated with distilled. deionized water and sealed in a 
seamless annealed copper jacket (O.25-mm thickness). 

The jacketed sample is placed under confining pressure and 
5ubjected to independently controlled pore pressure in an ex
ternally heated pressure vessel. The temperature, measured 
with a metal sheathed chromellalumel thermocouple located 
adjacent to the copper jacket, is controlled to within ± 1 °C 
(using a Research Inc., 640 U Process Controller). The tem
perature is raised slower than IOC/min in order to avoid 
formation of new cracks [Richter and Simmons. 1974J. The 
pore water is controlled to about ±O.l bar through two capil
lary tubes. silver soldered into each end plug, at each end of 
the sample to ensure uniform pore pressure throughout the 
sample. A schematic diagram of the system is shown in Figure 
I. 

Ultrasonic compressional and shear wave velocities and am
plitude~ are measured using the conventional puhe transmis
sion method. with a mercury delay line as a reference. In these 
e"perirncnts compressional and she[lr waves are generated us-
ing lead zirconale titanate (PZT) ceramic transducers (I MHz) 
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Fi,i. l. Schematic diaBram or the umpk ass.embly. 

which are glued with high-temperature conductive epoxy to 
short stainless steel plugs at each end of the sample. To gener
ate clear shear waves we use a composite torsional transducer 
instead of the common shear plate transducer. A mode switch 
,elects the compressional or ,hear transducer so that both 
velocities are measured under simultaneous conditions. Veloc
ities in the sample are determined after the travel time through 
the end plugs is subtracted. The precision of the velocity 
measurements is better than 0.5%, and the accuracy is ±3%. 

Samples of Berea sandstone used were drilled perpendicular 
to the bedding plane. The porosity and grain density were 
measured to be 18.9% and 2.66 g/cm', respectively. Several 
physical properties of Berea sandstone are summarized as 
follows: 

arain density 
total porosity 

crack porosit)' 
pore porosity 
water permeability 

2.66 
18.9% 
18.75% 
0.25% 
19.~ 
i6C mdarcy 

Grain density and the first value given jor 10t3.! porosity are 
from the present measurement, the second \'.a!:.te given for total 
porosity, crack porosity, pore porosi:y. ar.d water per
meability are from Zoback [19751. 

DATA 

Measurements in these experime:1ts ..... e:-: rr:ade at the con
stant confining pressure of 300 bars and the temperature of 
J9°C, J45°C, and 189°C as a function of pore pressure. The 
pore pressure was changed from high pore pressure to low 
pore pressure (decreasing pore pressl,;,re C)'cle) and then in
creased again (increasing pore pressure C)cie). At 19°C water 
pore pressure over the range from 0.0 to 7.0 bars produced 
almost no change in either V, or V,. In contrast, there are 
marked changes in the velocities, Poisson's ratios, and wave 
amplitudes with changing pore pressure at 145°C and 198°C. 
The results show in particular the following: 

1. At 145°C there is a minimum in compressional velocity 
at a pore pressure of around 4 bars (Figure 2), which is very 
close to the water-vapor transition pressure of 4.2 bars at 
145°C [Keenan el 01 .• 1969}. Below this pore pressure the water 
is in the vapor phase, and above thi~ pressure it is liquid. A 
minimum in shear wave velocity, in contrast, is not observed 
near the phase transition. 

2. The compressional wave velocity in steam-filled rock is 
lower than that in water-filled rock. In contrast, the shear wave 
velocity is higher in steam-filled rock (Figure 2). 

3. The Poisson's ratio and V,.I V. ratio increase from steam 
saturation to water saturation (Figure 3). 

4. There are marked changes in the wave amplitudes with 
pore pressure as shown in Figure 4, with a very sharp drop in 
the compressional wave amplitude at the water-vapor transi
tion. This loss of amplitude is reproducible upon pore pressure 
cycling. In contrast, there is no minimum in the shear wave 
amplitude. 

S. Both P and S amplitudes are greater when the pore fluid 
is vapor and smaller when it is hot water (Figure 4). 

6. The time intervals from the first compressional arrival 
to the first, second. and third peaks were measured versuS pore 
pressure (Figure 5). A maximum time interval, correspondin, 
to • lower average wave frequencY, was observed for the 
compressional wave but not for the shear wave near the water
steam transition. This suggests that the high-frequencY com
ponents of the compressional wave are significantly more at
tenuated near the water-vapor transition. 

At 198°C, with transition pressure of 14.9 bars, the behavior 
of wave velocities and amplitudes exhibits the following de
pendence on pore pressure: (l) there is a smaIl maximum in 
compressional wave velocity (Figure 6) but little anomalous 
attenuation is observed (Figure 7); (2) both shear and com
pressional wave velocities decrease from steam-saturated (low 
pore pressure) to water-saturated (high pore pressure) rock 
(Figure 6); and (3) Poisson's ratio and V,.IV, ratio increase 
from steam-saturated to water-saturated rock. much like the 
145°C data (Figure 3). 
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Fig. 2. Compressional V,. and shear wave velocity V. \,ersus pore 
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DISCUSSION 

The ~implest mechanism which seems capable of e)l;plaining 
the observations involves the combined effects of compres
sibility and density of a water and steam mi)l;ture, without 
direct interaction of the wave with the phase transformation 
process [Walsh, 1973]. Assuming that such a mi)l;ture is present 
in the rock near the phase transition for water, we can com
pute the bulk density and changes of bulk modulus of the rock 
as the fluid changes from steam to water. At low pore pressure 
where the rock is steam saturated, the bulk density is, ignoring 
the very small density of steam, 

P, ~ p ... (1 - ¢) (I) 

where p". is the mean grain density, ¢ is the porosity, and the 
bulk and shear modulii are X and Il, respectively. The veloci
ties are 

[ 
- i,'-V ;.. ,'-,= -; 
P:..1 

(2) 

At high pore pressure, where the rock is sa::l:-2.::d with hot 
water, the density is 

pz = p",(1 - ¢) + foO (3) 

where Pr is the density of water at the fiver. ?ressure and 
temperature conditions. The water-filled :-:l:K A: and shear p'z 
modulii/can be estimated from Gassman's rel2.:ions, assuming 
that they apply [e.g., Spencer and Nur. 1976j: 

K = K XI + Q 
z m Km + Q 

where K, is the bulk modulus of the water. r;, is the porosity, 
and K", is the bulk modulus of the mineral Fains. The shear 
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modulus is predicted to remain unchanged from steam to hot 
water, but the bulk density increases. Consequently, (2) pre
dicts a lower Y, for water-saturated rock. For Berea sand
stone, with ¢ = 0.19, the predicted density decrease is !J.p/ P ... 

0.09. and hence !J. V.I V, "" 0.04-0.05, in agreement with the 
observed change of 0.04. The smooth and smeared out transi
tion of Y. with pore pressure (Figure 2) suggests that the phase 
transformation does not occur at the same time throughout 
the rock. Instead, it may occur over a pore pressure interval, 
beginning at 1-2 bars below the transformation pressure at 
145°C and ending 1-2 bars above. The shear velocity thus 
decreases smoothly with increasing density owing to decreas
ing amount of steam in the rock. 

In contrast, the bulk modulus in water-saturated rock is 
higher than in a steam-saturated one, owing to the higher bulk 
modulus of the water compared with steam. Taking KI "" 1.7 
X 10' bars from the data, ¢ = 0.19, K, "" 2 X 10' bars [Keenan 
~(al. 1969], and K", 3 X 108 bars [Simmons and Wang, 1971], 
we compute from (2) the water-saturated bulk modulus Kz "" 
2.6 X 10' bars. Compared with the measured value of Kz = 2.1 
X 10', the agreement is reasonable. 
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We suggest that the minimum of the compressional velocity 
near the phase transformation may be due to the combined 
effect of increasing density as more and more steam transforms 
into waler and the low fluid bulk modulus which remains low 
as long as any steam is present. To a firs! a??roximation the 
bulk modulus of the fluid phase K, is give:: by the simple 
average 

K,-l c aK ••• m - 1 + (I - a)K_ ... ,-1 (5) 

where a is the fraction of steam in the ?C'ie s?ace. Because 
Katum « Kwator. the value of K, will re::;a::: iow except when 
a is close to unit)'. Thus during the st:Z:7)-w.a~=r transition the 
bulk density is relatively high (close :0 t~e censiry of water
saturated rocks), whereas the fluid bu;}, moduil!S is low (close 
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to that of steam}. Taking again, = 0.19. we expect a density 
effect on Vp of up to 4%. comparable with the one observed for 
shear waves. As was seen in Figure 2. the lowest Vp value at . 
the transition is about 2% lower than Vp with $team. Thus the 
obser .... ed effect is somewhat smaller than that calculated using 
the simplistic model. However, any increase in K, above the 
steam value and decrease of density below the fully saturated 
value will tend to decrease the low velocity anomaly. We 
conclude therefore that the changes of Vp and V, across the 
steam-water transition are consistent with the effects of simple 
mixing of hot water and steam during a sluggish phase trans
formation. 

The role of the density in the mixed fluid phase is confirmed 
to some extent by the computed Poisson's ratio (Figure 3). 
which is independent of the density of the sample. We notice a 
simple increase from a low value in steam-saturated to a higher 
value in water-saturated rock. with monotonic change through 
the phase transformation. This is exactly the pattern expected 
from the changes in fluid compressibility. 

We next show that the mixing mechanism explains also the 
observed attenuation characteristics. again without resort to a 
special interaction of the waves with the transformation mech
anism. The nature of attenuation of seismic waves in rock 
saturated with steam. water, or a mixture of both may be 
inferred from experimental results at room temperature if it is 
assumed that the controlling factor is the compressibility of 
the fluid phase in the pores (Mavko and NUf, 1979; Kjaflansson 
and Denlinger. 1917]. Recent measurement of Q. -I and Qp -1 in 
fully saturated, partially saturated, and room dried sandstone. .. 
(Winkler and NUf, 19791 revealed the following pattern, sum
marized in Figure 8. The values of Qp.1 and Q.-' in room dry 
rocks are both relatively low, whereas fully saturated rocks 
show relatively large losses in shear but small losses in com
pression.ln partially saturated rock, losses in compression are. 
in contrast, very large, much greater than in either the partly 
or fully saturated shear case. These qualitative results suggest 
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that in steam-saturated rock both Qp-I and Q. -I are ellpected more, the increased attenuation of compressional waves near 
to be relativel), low; in the transition, Q. -I increases somewhat the liquid-vapor transition is probably due to localized fluid 
to its highest value in the water-saturated case. Qp-I. in con- flow. 
trast, should be very large in the transition region, with mea- The results of this study suggest that in situ interfaces be
surable decrease in the water-saturated state. This predicted tween steam- and hot water-saturated rock, if they ellist, may 
behavior is consistent with the observed amplitude and fre- be recogniz.able in detail by using high-resolution lCismic 
quency content data in this paper: (I) f and S amplitudes are methods. Furthermore, regions with both steam and hot water 
relatively large in the steam-saturated rock; (2) the f ampli- should ellhibit anomalously low velocit} and high attenuation 
tude is very low in the transition region and recovers in the-of f waves but not of S waves. Poisson's ratio is, as eJlpected, a 
water-saturated rock to about r-' of the steam-saturated value; good discriminator between steam and hot water in the pore 
(3) the S amplitude gradually decreases in the transition region space and may be a useful tool. as has been suggested in the 
to a lower value in the water-saturated state; (4) the f fre- past [e.g., Combs and Ro/srdn, 19761, on the basis of room 
Quency content is lowest in the transition. temperature measurements. The data presented here demon-

The ellact physical mechanism for the attenuation of seismic strate that the conclusion may actually be valid also at temper
waves is not clear as yet: Mavko and Nur [1979] have proposed atures anticipated in geothermal areas . 
• local flow mechanism, which is particularly effective for 
compression in partially saturated rock and thus qualitatively 
consistent with observation. Kjarlanssoff and Denlinger [1977J 
have proposed a thermal relaxation mechanism which is also 
fairly consistent with obr.ervations. Their mechanism predicts a 
rather strong dependence on temperature, which might help in 
explaining the differences between the behavior at 145°C and 
J98°C. Furthermore, the reasons for the smeared out nature of 
changes in velocities and amplitudes near the phase transfor
mation are not clear. Aside from possible eJlperimental causes 
which have not been identified, such smearing out may be 
caused by actual spreading of the transformation throughout 
the rock, with higher pressure required in narrower pores or 
microcracks. This effect may be specifically caused by localized 
anomalous capillary pressures in very thin cracks. Kjartansson 
and Denlinger [1977] have suggested also that thermal dis
equilibrium may be important, depending on wave length, 
temperature, and crack width. In their r:lec::2::;S7:1 at least part 
of the attenuation in the transition regie:. is :a::sed by local 
heat flow between fluid and solid phases. Th~ question is 
further complicated by the presence of clz: r::i~e~als in the 
rock, which might influence the details of.!1e ~:1sf0rmation. 

CONCLUSIOSS 

We have investigated ultrasonic wave Fro:;agalion in Berea 
sandstone containing steam, water, aoc a rr'::r.'l.lre of vapor 
and liquid. The results show that Vp is a::m0:7.1ally low near 
the liquid-vapor phase transformation at 145°C and 4 bars 
pore pressure. the shear velocity does r;ot have a minimum 
value during the transition. Poisson's ratio undergoes a 
marked increase upon transition from th: ste2.m-saturated to 
the water-saturated state. The amplitude of the P wave at 
145°C also has a strong minimum near the phase transition, 
whereas the shea'r wave amplitude increases from liquid to 
vapor saturation. 

All these results may be ellplained by the effects of a mixture 
of steam vapor and water in the pores at the transition condi
tions. For a few percent steam the density of the mixture is 
.relatively high and similar to water, whereas the bulk modulus 
J? is low and similar to steam. The &hear velocity, which is 
insensitive to the bulk modulus of the fluid inclusions is there
fore barely influenced, whereas the compressional velocity is 
sensitive to I? and undergoes a measurable change. Further-
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Ahstra('( Seismic attenuation and velocities were meUllred in rew· 
nati~g bars of Massilon ~dstone at various dej!rees or uturation. Whereas 
shear energy loss umpl)' increases with degree of SlIfufltion, bull. com· 
pressional energy loss increases to -95% saturation and then rapidl)' 
decreases as total SlIturation h achieved. This behavior is analogous to the 
~havior of shear and compressional velocities, but the effect on attenu· 
ation is larger by an order of magnitude. Our observations are in excellent 
agreement with the predictions of several mcxlels of energy loss involving 
partial or total Situration. Pore fluid attenuation mechanisms are expected 
to ~ dominant at least in the shallow crus\. 

In trod uction 

In recent years seismic attenua.ion has become of increasing interest 
to seismologists. This interest ranges from si;nu:ta~tOUS inversion of 
'Velocity and attenuation data to obtain impro"ed earth models (Randall. 
1976). to the study of "brisJ1t spots" in hydro,arbon exploration 
(Sheriff, 1975). To make fuD lise of seismic data, it is necessary to inter· 
pret attenuation in terms of th~ physical properties of rocks. We need to 
know what mechanisms are responsible for loss of energy in seismic 
Wives. Recently we have shown that the popular grain bound~ry friction 
mechanism is not importan t in the earth (Winkler I!I al .. 1979 . .11al'ko, 
1979). In this paper we present evidence in support of ;;nnther mecha· 
nism-nuid now energy loss-which we believe 10 be dominant al Ie'ast in 
the shallow crus\. 

The effect that port fluids have on seismic veloci:ie; is .. ';ell do,u· 
mented (Nllr and Slinmons. 1969; nlhr and lI'i!".\·. 19-:: i)e'''1enico. 
1976). It h natural to suppose that pore fluids wi!: ~J;,. ;;.:~~~~:e ;eis;nic 
attenuation, but very lillie cxptrimental work has ::-ec ~ ~:" :: ;~;; area. 
There is, howe,·er. no shortage of theoretical moe,..;; :.' :~~:~ ;~'S5 mech· 
anisms. BiOI [1956J has cOniidered inertial e:l?:; ~: 7.2::.:;..::opic 
flow. but the resultinf energy losses are probab::. ~'E:;:::::~:a~: belo\\ 
ultrasonic frequencies (lI'hir!. 1965}. Viscous shr.: -e!~',~:: 'r. has ~Iso 
been shown to be a high frequency (or low viscosi!~ j r.e:~'::-:.~:n [;\'.1lsh. 
1969:0 'Co/mel! and Budiansl:y, 1977) and is no' ir::~C'-:~;-: "~:o ... u!tra· 
scnic frequencies for water Situnrted rocks. Intercr~c;" "~J~:n;" fiow 
~~favko and ""ur, 1975; 0 'Connell and Budiansky. I -:l--; ::'::!: t>e !::lpor
unt at low frequencies in fully saturated rock. k'i:::? 1: r5; hlS FTe
sented a model for energy loss in macroscopic:0;.· ?3:-:::J:. Sitl'rated 
rock that may be impor:a.nt in the earth, but is r:0::':~::. "0: i~portant 
in the laboratory ~cause of the ,mall sampl~ dime:1s::,!:~ .. !. Dow moJel 
based on partial saturation of individual cracks h~s te~:, :lsclmed by 
Mavko and Nw [1979J, and a thermoelastic partial s.;w~a:ion me"ha· 
nism has been presented by Kjarransson and De!:lir:g!!r [1'177]. Both 
model; make similar predictions II to the relative siu c! ~elr and com· 
pressiv~ energy losses. and either may explain the observations of Born 
(I9~1) and Gardner I!/ al. [I964J that increasing f1;:ic S3!Uralion causeS 
increasing attenuation .Johnston and Toksbz [1977] hJve presented the 
first data on fully' saturated rock. measured at uitra>..'nic frequencies. 
Although they concluded that fluid losses were negligible compared to 
frictional losses, other interpretations Ire possible. 

Experimental Procedure 

We have presented wme experimental details in a previous paper 
(Winkler el al., 1979J and will expand upon those here. However, a 
complete description of our experiments will be gh·en in a forthcoming 
pape r. We are using a bar resonance technique similar in prinCiple to 
those used by Bam (1941) and by Gardner er al. (1964J. Our samples 
are one meIer lonb with a rectangular cross-section of 2.0 x 1.9 em. Both 
torsional and extensional resonance modes are studied, with the funda· 
mental resonance frequencies between 500-1700 hz, depending on S3tll 
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ration and stress conditions Reson~nce frequencies Ire menured 10 I 
part in 10) and converted to velocities using geometric correctiom given 
by' Spinner and Teffl (1961). For the Simples used in thi.l "udy the 
conversiom are VE E 2fE and VS" 2.18 fT where VE and Vs Ire the 
extemional velocilY and shear velocity. respectively, in m/sec and fE Ind 
fT are the corresponding resonance frequencies in hz. P·wave velocit)· 
and Poisson', ratio are t'alculJted from this data 

In this study the attenuation data was obtained by measuring the 
time constant of resonanc-e decays using the relation T '" O/rrf where 0 
Is the 'pecific dissipation function. The same data could have been ob· 
tained from the half·width of resonance pe~ks. but we have used the 
peaks only to in~ure the purity of the rewnance modes. Our system has 
been calibrated against an aluminum sample. and we estimate an abso· 
lute accuracy of 5-10% for our attenuation measurements. Relwtive 
precision is -1%. 

A unique feature of the experiments reported here is that pore pres· 
sure h controlled independently of confining pressure. The sample is 
jacketed with heat-shrink tubing with a light epoxy coating. Pore pres· 
sure is applied through capillary tubing connected to the sample at the 
support which is at the node of the fundamental resonance. The ability 
to control pore pressure is critical to the results presented here. 

M additional feature involves our method of data analysis. AI· 
though we are measuring torsional (shear) and extensional (Young's 
modulus) attenuation, it is very useful to calcul~te P,w3ve attenuation 
(for use in seismology) and bulk compressional attenuation (for evalua· 
tion of mechanisms). To do this we have assumed that we ClIO describe a 
wlid using complex elastic moduli with small imaginary components and 
that the material is isOtropic so that only two moduiJ are required. We 
use the correspondence prindple (Fullg, 1965) which lets us substitute 
CQmplex moduli for their corresponding real moduli in the equations of 
linear elasticity. We also use the definition of attenuation (0- 1

) favored 
by O'Connell alld Budiallsky (1978J. O-r " Im(M)/Re(M). where M 
represents the complex modulus controlling a certain type of wave prop· 
agation. Straightforward algebra leads to the following results relating 
various measures of attenuation. 

(1-1') (1-21') '" ~ _ 2v(2-1') 

Qp OE Os 

1-21' 3 2(~ 
OK = Of - Os 

1+1' 3(1 - ... ) 2(1-21') 
OK=-op--OS 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

OS, OE' Op. OK represent the O's of shear wa'es, extensional waves, 
P·waves, Ind bulk compression, respectively. Poisson's ratio (1') must be 
calculated from the velocities. It can also be ~hown thlt one of the fol· 
lowing relations must be true. 

or 

or 

Os > OE > Or > OK 

OS" O[ = Or = OK 

OS<OE<Op<Oh 

TIle rod sample used in this study is Massilon sandstone. The porns· 
ity is :!;:>'i: and the permeability' is -750 md. Anisotropy is k-ss than 17r .s mcasured by the veln.:itits or ultrasonic P and S ",aves TI,e minimunl 
o measured in this study "'a, -:10 and all data v,as taken at strains he· 
10\\ thost al which non·linc.r. fric·tional enrc'\> arc obser ved I h'IIIUl'r 
eI Ill. 1979J. Also. sinC{ wr are relJting Q's ta\"cn 3t sli~htl) dlfkrent 
f;lquen.:ies (fE '" 1.5 fT) we must assume that 0 is inJep~nJent of fre· 
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Fig. I. Shear (S) and extensional (E) velocities In dry (D). partially 
(-95%) saturated (PS). wd fully saturated (FS) Massilon sandstone. Pore 
fluid is water. 

quency to use Eq. 1·3. We have \'erified this by measuring attenuation at 
several harmonics of the resonance frequenc}·. 

Observations 

A series of three experiments was performed on a sample of Massilon 
sandstone. In the first experiment the sample ",as "room dry". After 
cycling confining pressure to eliminate hysteresis effects. attenuation and 
velocity data was taken vs. confining pressure. The rock was then evacu· 
Ited to a pressure of OJ torr. then partially satura:e.:l with distilled water 
(pore pressure -7 bars) and confining press!,!re Ins again varied. To 
Ichieve total saturajon it was necessary te a??~y a: le::s: 15 bars pore 
pressure to the sample. so in the third experi:;;er.~ we ::e:: ~onfming pres· 
sure constant at 345 ba.:. and varied pore pn>s!.!!=. Be::.:!:.:.se attenuation is 
I function of effe~tive stress (in saturated rock).:=::! ;r;x:e.!ure is equh" 
alent to varyin& confming pressure in full)' SE!I.:~lte:: rock. We do not 
have precise control over degree of saturn;;>::. bu: :-... ve estimated this 
from the velocities. IS discussed below. 

We will first discuss the velocity meas:m;:;e~ts ~=a:!se these help in 
understanding the attenaation data. Figure : ":-.OWl> t.~~ measured shear 
and extensional velocities and Figure 2 shows the mel! velocities along 
with the computed P·wave velocities. Shear \\~Ve velo'::::es ~ecrease con· 
tinuously as degree of uturation increases. "'!lt~e!S P·wav: velocities 
decrease from dry to partial saturation. inC s;-.a.",?!y in=rease IS total 
saturation Is achieved. Similar results have previously ~n observed It 
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fig. 2. Shear velocities (S) and computed P'W3VC velocities (P) in dry 
(D). partially saturated (PS).lInd fully saturated (FS) Massilon sandstone. 

ultrasonic frequencies (Elliot QnJ Wi/ry. 1975; Dommlco. 1976). but 
this is thr first 5uch observation below I khz. Note in Figure 2 thwt shear 
velocities are almost Identical In partially and fully saturated rock. From 
this evidence and the well documented effect of pore fluids on shear 
velocity we have estimated that the rock is -95% saturated when par· 
tlally saturated. Notr also in Figure 2 that the P·velocily in fully satur· 
Ited rock h much larger than in partially saturated rock. This increuf in 
P.velocity Is our main evidence that we have in fact achieved total utura· 
tion. The transition from partial to tolal uluration can be achieved by 
Increasing pore preiSure from -7 ban to -JS ban, Presumably this 
either dissolves any ,as remaining In the rock or forces water Into. few 
remaining undersaturated pores. 

The attenuation data obwned in these experimenll Is shown In 
Figures 3-6. Figures 3 and .. show the observed shear Ind extensional 
Ittenuation. figs. Sand 6 show the computed P·wave and bulk compres
sional attenuation. Error blls on shear and extensional data are -1% and 
Ire not shown. They were computed. however. from the goodness of fit 
of the resonance decay to I decaying exponential. and these uncertain· 
ties were used in calculating the eTTor bars in Figure! 5 and 6. These 
relatively larger error ban result from uncertainties propagating through 
the calculations (Eq. 1 and 2). but they do not obscure the essential 
features of the data. Also. some of the calculated values of Q-I are 
negative. Since negative values are physically impossible. these probably 
result from 5)'stematic errors in the data and should simply be inter· 
preted as very small values of attenuation. 

figures 3-6 all show that attenuation decreases with increasing con· 
fining pressure. This feature is commonly observed [Birch Qfld Bancroft. 
1938; Gardfler et Ill .• 1964) and provides little insight into physical loss 
mechanisms. Presumably crack closure is responsible for this behavior. 
and all proposed mechanisms will show some pressure dependence. 

Considerable insight into pore Ouid attenuation mechanisms is ob· 
tained by comparing shear and bulk compressional attenuation (Figures 
3 and 6) al various degress of saturation. Shear attenuation is minimum 
In dry rock:. is greater in partially saturated rock. and is maximum in 
fully saturated rock. However. while compressional loss is also minimum 
In dry rock and greater in partially saturated rock. the compressional loss . 
is significantly reduced by total saluration. Also. in both dry Ind fully 
saturated rock. shear energy los.l is greater than bulk energy loss. In par· 
tially saturated rock. however. shear energy loss is Jess than bulk Joss. 
These results 19ree with those of Wyllie et QT. (1962) and G!lrdnf'T et Qt. 
{1964]. However. in neither of these studies was extensional attenuation 
measured in totally saturated rock and therefore they could not have ob· 
served the decrease in compressional energy loss. We are continuing these 
experiments with Berea sandstone. Sierra White granite. and porous 
Vycor glass. Although complete experiments have not yet been run. all 
data obtained thus far agrees with our observations on Massilon sand· 
stone. In Iddition. qualitative attenuation measurements on P and S 
wIves It ultrasonic frequencies (J. ~Vilbiss. personal communication. 
1978) show similar behavior as degree of saturation Is varied. 

0.04 

)l.ASSILON SANDSTONE 

0.03 

0.02 

0.01 

0.00 
o 100 200 800 

EFFECTIVE STRESS (BARS) 
fig. 3. Shear attenuation Ii1 dry (D). partially saturated (PS). and fully 
Aturaled (FS) Massilon sandstone. 
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EFFECTNE STRESS (BARS) 
Fig. 4. Extensional atte!1ultion in dry (0), partially saturated (PS). and 
fully $lIturated (FS) Massilon sandstone. 

Discussion 

Our observations can be explained remarkably well with several 
existing theories of pore fluid attenuation mechanisms. Ma'ko and Nur 
(1979J have discussed 8 model in which liquid droplets in a partially 
saturated crack flow in response to crack compression or dilation. 
Kjartansson and Denlinger [1977J have presented a model in which com· 
pression of the gaseous ;>hase of the pore fluid causes ad;a~ati(: heating of 
the gas foUowed by an irreversible flow of heat into the rock and pore 
water. .Both mechani5:m predict that attenuation ~ou·': increase with 
degree of saturation and then rapidly decrease 2! to;2: >':1~~21i0n. They 
also predict that bult- compressional energy ks; i~. ~,,-::_::y saturated 
rock should be l;>prox.ir:":a!ely twice as large as ;~.e:: e,.e-;:. ;:55. and this 
is very close to ",ha: w'e have observed. To ex:>:,::: :"~.t : :-;.e:-.ations on 
fuUy saturated rock, we use a mechanism pro; );0: :-' .. \!.:~ i.:,' alld !I.'ur 
(1975J and de\"elore~ by O'Conllell and B!J':·:':r.:,,· :::--j. This in· 
volves "squirting" flow between cracks as cracks J: ;;;:'i,-:e-:t orientations 
to the passing wave (or cracks of different as!)e:: ~1::)' ~~':~~E:> dIffer. 
ential compression. 0 'Connell and Budiansk) I: ;--: ::.' ~ 5~,O""r. that 
this mechanism r:1a), cau~ significant shear at:~~.:.::;c- ::-\~; a broad 
frequency range. and that shear attenuation s'1::>:..:: 'J~ :-:-,~,:, l~:ger than 
compressional atte:luation. Again, this agrees wi;~ G;;' :-:-~: ;"ti":l;. 

Conclusions 

The contrasting. behavior of shear and bu!k cc::;?-~s:'v~21 attenua· 
tion is very deal from the accurate ne\\ da:a we r.2V~ p:e>e~id. As water 

0.06 

0.02 

0,00 

~~-L-kJ~-L'~'LJ~-L-L~~L-i 
o 100 200 300 

EFFECTIVE STRESS (BARS) 
Fig. 5. Computed P·w~ve attenuation in dry (D), partially $.3turatrd 
(PS), and fuU), saturated (fS) Massilon sandstone. 

0.100 YASSILON SANDSTONE 

0.060 PS 

0.026 

0.000 

o 100 200 800 

EFFECTIVE STRESS (BARS) 
·Fig. 6. Computed bulk compressional attenuation in dry (0), partially 
saturated (PS). and fuUy saturated (FS) Massilon sandstone. 

is added to the pore space of rock. compressional energy loss is about 
twice as large as shear energy loss, and both increa~ with degree of sat· 
uration. The loss mechanism may be fluid flow [Mol'ko and Nur, 1979J. 
thermoelastic (Kjartal/sson and Denlinger, 1977J. or both. Shear attenu· 
ation continues to increase to ) ()()9t' saturation. However. bulk attenua· 
tion reaches a maximum at approximately 957< saturation and then 
decreases with further saturation. At total saturation bulk loss is less than 
one third the shear loss. This minimiz.ation of bult- loss is predicted by 
both of the partial saturation mechanisms we have discu~ed as well as 
the total saturation mechanism developed by 0 'Connell and BuJiansky 
[1977J involving flow between cracks. 

The data also shows that in partially saturated rock (and for shear 
loss in fully saturated rock) pore fluid attenuation mechanisms clearly 
dominate over all mechanisms in dry rock However. our samples were 
only "room dry" and so even here we may not have totally eliminated 
the fluid mechanisms. We do find, though. that in dry rock shear losses 
are greater than bulk losses, implying that the partial saturation mech· 
anisms may not completely explain the behavior. 

Although practical applications of these results must await further 
studies with different rocks and pore fluids, we may consider some 
potential uses. The result~ may enable us to better interpret the nature of 
gas related bright spots in reflection seismological surveys, as the attenu· 
ation due to the gas-liquid mix ma)' be very significant. Attenuation in 
geothermal fields, particularly those with steam, may serve as a diag· 
nostic tool due to the sensitivity to partial saturation. 

There is, fmally. an interesting speculation that can be made. The 
phenomenon of decreasing P·wave velocity with slight undersaturation of 
Jock is the basis of the dilatancy'(\iffusion model of earthquake velocity 
precursors (Nur. 1972; Anderson and Whitcomb, 1975J. The great dif· 
ficulty in detecting these anomalies (BOOTe er aI, 1975;AlIen and lIelm· 
berger, 1973] may have thrown doubt on the applicability of the model, 
but it ma)' also simply reflect the small magnitude of the effect being 
sought. The maximum velocit), change possible is on the orJer of 10-
15% IFigure 2; Winkler and Nur, 1977J and if the dilatant zone is a 
small fraction of the seismic ray path, thr net change in travel·time will 
not be resolvable. However. our results su~est that P·wave attenuation 
may be • much more sensitive indicator of unders.turation causetl by 
dilatancy. Whereas P·wave velOcity vlries by -I So;< (figure 2). P·wave 
attenuation varies by I factor of five or more (Fi~ure 5). Althou;:.h atten· 
lIation is more difficult to measure than is velocit)', the large siu of tillS 
effect mal make it easier to detect attenuation anomalies II nid~nce of 
stress accumulation in the crust. 

./4c kll"~·leJFmt:.'IU We ale gratl'flll to J. Walls f,)r pllwlding perme· 
abilit) m~aSUlementl and 10 T. Jones for uitrhonic \docity measure· 
ment, n,is re,ealch wal supportd by a ~rant from the Enrlh Scien.:e 
Division. U,S I'\alional SCience Foundation. 
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C::_-':~:::'::"::S-CLEAR LAKE m;CION 

By CHI y-~ YOUNG nnd RONALD \.[. "IAHD 
tJNnr:2:?'SI'7! OF TEXPW AT Dl\LLl\S, 

RIc-::.P,,?~SON, T'i:XAS 75080' 

ABSTRACT 

During .July and Septe.mb~r 1976, ,the U. S. (rt.'ological Survey deployeo. 

111 portable short-period seis.oographs along no line trending r~ughly north",lest-

soutbeast between Clear Lake and The Geysers to study traveltime delays o~ 

teleseismic P-waves associated "ith m~gma or partially molten zones be~eath 

the geotbernal system. The r-waves of 22 teleseismic events) suit2-ble .for 

attenuation onalysis, 'We:r:c recordE'd by 13 seismo.':7aphs'. rl'he events were 

diGitized nncl spectrally analyzed using both periooogr2lI\ and :r:axi!:;t.::::l entropy 

r,~thod, (r/lE:'l). Seismo51'm:u:; exhibited both a. s.icnif'ic:mt drop ir. n£:;>lituue 

a!1cl -waveforn broadeni.ng. 

The location :ma. extent of ' the zones of h.iC;h p.ttenuation -were qu2.litatively 

inferred from the power density spectra of the seis~ograrns. The reduced spectral 

ratio technique was a.pplied to detennin~ the differential attenuation foetor 

6t* qu~tltatiyely, n:JLquning that Q l!,: ind(!p~nclent; of i'requeney. ~'he J;1;u:iOlO 

di ffcrentinl uttenuution i~ about 0.3 seconcl,. 'Which r~ughly corresp:;mds to n 

15 -l',rn-thick 7.one with Q e{lu(l.J. to 25 cmu~(ldecl in n high-Q mediur::l. The lateral 

variation of 6-t,;f 'Wns used to :in:1\:r the Q f.;tructur~ in tlle freql1E'm:.:r r.::ul[~e 



.. 

i!> idtmt.icnJ. vhen it t>:::'~:s .. ~~ boLtom of tllt! c.:rll:;t-upp~r mantle 'Douel. A 

shn.1lo .. :.one of biS~ o::;t.-e=·.!~:'ion extends i'rom the Geyoer3 otearn field n.n 

undeter.:.i:led di.otance to· ... a:-~ t'!:le northeast and is 15 )un 'Wide. The zone of 

high attenuation deepens to t~e northwest between stations Cto7 and CLo8 

end to'llard the southeast near station CL05. The' thickest part is proba.bly , 
located beneath sta.tion CLOG.or Mount Hannah and possibly station CLl2, 

vhere the zone is very close t:o the surface. This anoma.ly extends soutbwest 
. . .. 

toyard the Geysers steam fieldi 'Which is associated with the vapor-dominated 

hydrothermal reservoirs inferred "from bthe~ geophysical surveys. 

\ 
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T'nis c;tuc1y uses t'b.~ :!.~:~:!"nl variation of powpr den::;ity spectra of 

P-waves observed across e. 5E:c::bermhl system. The degree or attenuation or 

I'-waves depends critically \.:?::l!l the :rhy::;ical:::;t~te EU1d thermal r,ee5ne vi thin 

the earth. The surface 0:'5e:::'-/ations are then related to a quantitative t:lodel 

or the quality :factor, Q. S{udies or P~wave attenuation promise to constrain 

the, eeologic crust:U. .structnre beneath The ~ysers, t~.':' .site of the 'World's 

larGest procluc~r of commercial power. 

Three 1l1echanisms proposed :for seismic ntten,uation are partial melti,ng, 

crain bound8-7 relaxation, and "high te:z::r.:Perature intern3.1 friction background" 

(Jackson and Anderson~ 1970). Each or these mechanisos depends on temperature. 

~'he d,egree or seismic attenuation rerlectsthe' thermal state of the mediLO 

and, the extent of partial t:lelti.ng (lfalsh. 1968, 1969). In the v.J.por-dominnted 

porous medill:!l. that typifies the Geysers: geothermal system) Ule coupling 

between fluid flow waves p~d sei.smic bo~ waves in the zone of liquid-vapor 

~i~~ure vill nfrect the velocity and increase the attenuation of the seis~c 

waves. Compressional or P-w8ves are tbe'only ones'affected by this ~ecbanism 

(\fhite, 1915). 

The'volcari5;.c sequences' or the' area' (;(tg. ].) r~ge in ,age :from 2.1 111.illion 

year~ to 10,600 years (Donnelly and others, this volUI:Je). Chn:nges in lIlRgr:lB. 

composition from basalt or anueslte throngh (heite to rhyolite reflect Do silici< 

difrerentiution process'. Other c1etailecl r;t.llcUes :;how th~tt the Geysers-Clear 

Lake region is a structurally cojltrollec1 c,eothenn3.l re~;Ollrce area (ncLaughlin 1 

thi~ volu;lle). The Geyser~ steam re[;eryoir~; are relateu to th.:- Ilorth;:e5t-
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Il!' tlle h~3.t r.ollrce of' t~: ;;,:,,':;~!1erm:u :;YHt.(~m (ILlhenrood, this vol'l.lIJ::). 

Geophysical st~:ies cc~~~cted in the Geysers-Clear Luke area include 

nUcroeartbquake surveys, ~Yity nn~ ~agnetic surveys, seismic-reflection 

profiles, seismic rei"ract!o::2 a.,d teleseilJmic P-'Waves traveltime delays. T.hese 

investigations are detailed in other chapters in this volume as veIl as 
, ," 

c Ise'Where (Iyer nod others, 1919" and Majer and r~cEvilly, 1919). The, eravi ty 

and m~gnetic studies'have Bided in determining the dee~ geo~ogic structure, 
, ' , 

and the'lIlicroearthqil.ake ~tudies h~ve aided iri lIlappi,ng the active faults. 

The studies also s,USge:=>t :tbat the, gravity, the' P-wave traveltm.e eelays, and 

tbe electrical source of the,' geophysical anomalies could be a. lil,agma cbaI!l.ber 

or partially lIlolten zone at shallo'W depth beneath th~ geothermal area. 

'):1' a ~agma chamber' or partially lDolten' zone does exist" it 'Day or may 

not p~oduce observable attenuation o~ seis?ic vaves as they pass through the 

anonalous zone" For instance, in Yellovstone National Park a 18.!ge magma 

chnnber ~a.!i infer~ed from the P-'Wave travel t:iJne residuals Cryer, 1915) and, 

yet the seismograms do not exhibit significant waveform broa.c1eniDZ~ one 

indicatton of seiSmic attenuation~ but there is considerable (12 - 20 db) 

amplitude varintion across the'array. , Us~ng n spectral data analysis technique, 
. . . . 

such.' as the reduced' spectral ratio m'ethoa (Teng, 1968 j' nolomon, 1913) ~ we have 

a.ttem.pted'to delineate the'extent,size' and possi.bly estimate the fraction of 

J:l2lt within the magma. chanber' a.t The' Geysers:. In Ilpplying this technique ve 

(t~SUI!le that the e.ffcct of Geismicattenuation oOJ'!l.inates the ~'pectrlI!ll of the 

r.eir.rnol1ra;n comparecl to other JnN1ium cffec:ts r.uch n~ crlmto,l reverberation. 
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DATA 

Duri,ng July 1976, and again irom roid-Aub'USt thro,ugh the first 'Week of 

September 1976, ,short-perioel vertical or three-component portable seisno-

£raphs ",ere deployed by the U. S. Geological Survey for a total of 42 days 

[mel opernted nt 14 stations alonG a northwest-southeast line in tbe Geysers

Clear Lake r,egion (:r:ig. 1). (One station procluced no satis..factory data and 

has been excluded' :fron the study.) The seis~ograms are usecl :for the study 

Figure 1 -- Near Here 

o'f the tcleseislT'ic P-wn.ve travel ti me delays (lyer unel others) 1979; Iyer and 

others, this volune) as vell as the attenuation Etudy. 

'111(' seismor;r:unJ :for n. total of 22 (~vent~; (table 1) vere to h:>.ve Inrr.e enoud-:' 

Table 1 -- Heat' Here 

. _._--------------
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FiL"UX'e 1. - Oen~rali:::~~ t;~c:!...',);:::c nml ctrllcturn.1 map of the Ceynerc-Clear Lake 

area (modified ~c= ~e~~ and oth~rs, 1916) shoving location of E~isrnic 

array. Statio~ CLl4 ?~~~uced no useful data und is not sh~~. 
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Table 1. - List of te1eseis~ic events used in this study 

Ti!4e Az:'::~th 

~.,e~":, !:o. D~te (G.I:l.t. ) Lat N.~ __ ~ Lon e __ E . Regio!1~ _H_·_D_e~t1Llk=.)_Diste.~ce _ ('t~ .rree s') 

H ~t S 

1 5-15-76 18:43:45.0 ° -179.699° Figi 5.4 509 83:334 '"'2~ 9° -25.129 c: ." 

2 0-16-76 12:28:32.4 51.918° 158.431° Ke.mche.tka. 5.3 50 54.153 3" r.,"'oc 
--· ....... 1 

3 8-16-76 14:06:45.9 32.753° 104.157° Szechvan 6.1 16 93.792 3~~ ~72° _J • ." 

4 5-16-76 16:11:07.3 6.262° 124.023° ?hilip:pi r.es 6.4 33 103.63i "J" C'l° 1' ........ J 

r; 5-:~:: -76 04:19:27.3 7.249° 122.939° Philippines 6.2 22 103.~1;1J "j' l~l,OC ., (. ...... ", 

G 3-2C-76 03:56:00.6 45.048° 149.781° Kur'il Is. 5.5 47 61. c1:G TY'; . r r~'Jli 
7 E-28-76 06:54:11.3 -20.412° -69.993° :~. Chile 5.6 fe1 ·n.~)~o 'l-"~'Oo .J"", ••. v_ 

,., 
5-22-76 C2:01:47. 4 60.220° -153.304° Alaska 5.5 114 28.7:4 ~~~ ~r,5° ~, ..... __ ._v 

'J "" 1"'"\-. _" 21:09: 41. 9 -14.047° 170.939° i:e ..... Hebrides 5.7 31 81. 434 "'~" .. ,,.,0 
; 

c-c:.c.-{:) c -. __ v 

I 
2-2:::-76 03:30:07.6 32.492° 104.161° 6.2 96.~o3 _..... ~"jO -.:: .. " Chb,a :,33 

I -'-' ~t:._.I...i __ 

c-2~-7G 21:26:12.2 -25.326° -70.694° Chile 5.6 8 eO.l~o .. 11 "'::jO ___ .0" 

.. - ,., -c. -6 14:30:00.2 37.125° -116.082° ~~eva& Test Site 5.3 0 5.3;8 ""6 "'''''-~ _c: C-c;':-j __ .c...,) 

- 1 -- 5-26-76 02:30:09.2 , 52.597° -175.343° Aleutia.ns 5~.1 145 , 38.3l5 --6 7-2° ~- .; ~ 

.. " e-20-76 02:56:57.5 49.969° 79.001° E. Knzakh 5.8 0 89.155 "l6 -"'2° -~ .) • ~c. 

.. ~ c'-2e-76 21:50:37.8 -10.669° -78.189° Peru 5.1 59 64.L86 , -" ~~8° -.J"",.. _., 

.. ". 2-3'2:-16 08:37:54.6 1.099° 147.530° C!'!.!'oline Is. 5.8 53 89.291 
'"'70 ___ 0 

_'J c::. • I c::; 

:7 8-31-76 09:06:50.4 -30.099° -178.114° Ke:rr.:adec Is. 5.4 55 86.193 225.E~2° 
.. ,.. 

6-31-76 13:22:10.9 -28.290° -176.633° Kenn!'!.dec Is. 5.5 51 83.976 "'2C; 8"3° ~J c. ., • ..... 

, (' 
-'.J 9-01-76 13:25:29.8 _20.414° 169.364° NeW' Hebrides 5.7 15 06.921 24C.529° 

20 9-G2-76 10:20:25.9 13.259° -89.989° Guatema,la 5.0 81 38.507 122.673° 

21 9-0~-76 11:54:20.0 -10.247° 161.C94° Solomon Is. 5.6. 83 86.025 253.459° 

22 9-09-76 09:27: 45.2 77.828° 7.170° Sv!'!.lbard 5.2 5 59.526 10.747° 



• • (' Clio ' ... \ 
SiGIlH l-to-rw~~.e rntl.o 1.)/.1 i !~_.~ i:!.U.('!TIuution nlflly:;i:.; unel 'Were Gelected 'for digi-

1..1 :~:d, ion at 100 F.k.."Tlples r~:- St:>co:ld. - Mo~t of the cv(~nt~ ttrri ved 'from three nurrov ranges 

of aziJnuths: northvest~ so~~~e~~t. and fiouthweRt. The P-yave seismograms of 

various events exhibit si~~~ic~,t amplitude variation across the array and a fre~uency 

shift to longer periods co~elating with the amplitude decrease above the center or 

the array (fig. 2). 
.'. 

}'igure 2 -- Near }[ere 

The events recorded characteristically had emergent waveforms. possibly 

due to the heterogeneity of the crust and upper mantle beneath the geothermal area. 

In this region. the sgismograms ~re usually accompanied by a high noise level. 

which severely contaminates some P-yave signals. These factors make the selec-

tion or a time windoy ror the spectral analysis very dirricult and introduced 

lnrGe uncertainties into runplitude spectra of the waves. In general~ a time 

~indow less than 5 second~ is chosen and the poyer density spectrum is 

CO!!lputed using both perio~ogram analysis (Blackman and Tukey. 1958) end Burg's 

l·tn..xicUI!l Entropy Method (NEM) (Burg, 1967; Ulrych and Bishop, 1975). I·ID·l 

eenerally gives a smoother spectrum than the peri~dogmm analy~is and is used 

in this study. 

-u-



Fir;ure 2. - S<:.-ryle r-' .. .=.ve ~:=:.=-=s ?8JTl~ rec:ordecl l.Jy the Geysers-Clear Lake 

verti.cul llrrny L..,..._ ... _ v __ _ from <li.r.ferent. lit'.imuth:. (Gee table 1). 



• 
~e e~fect or seis~c atte=uation can be ob3erved qualitatively from the 

veimn.ograms; however, the qu~ti tative :measurements oj' the attenuat~on factors 

are :more use£Ul ror iD~erri?g i=?ortant rby~ical properties or th~' geothermal 

area. The observation ot' a teleseismic earthquake 8CrOS!i a rather 'small area 

alloys us to make certain simpli1'yi,ng l1ssiImptions as illustrated in ~gure 3. 

The P-vave enteri,ng the' upper mantle beneath. th.e: geotheriz1al,area' is ap.proximately 

~igure 3 -- Near Here 

pla.l1e with constant~litude over' the' area'. It pro;p'agates: thr~ugh. the,' geotheroal 

system and is recorded by seis,mpgraphs' on the'sur.face: There is obvious lateral 

'VRrintion in amplitude J .frequency content, end the' coda duration o;f' the'wavej'orm. 

~O extract this in.fornation i'rom the' body \faye s,ignals ~ lie can apply the technique 

oj' l)ody lIave equalization (Ben-Menahem and others, 1965) 7 vhlch' has been used 

in different ;forms to study attenuation (T~ng) 1968;' poloDon and ~oksBz; 1970; 

Ward and Toks8z, 1971; Solomon, 1972, 19731. 

We can vrite the observed amplitude spectrt.ll:l or a body v.aye as 

vhere Aotr,O~~) is the source fUn~tion vhich aepenus on rrequency'r and the 

propaeation direction (O,~). I~ general, AO includes the' source ti~e iUnction) 

racUation pat.tern, and the .finiteness effect due to the ilynrunics of rupture; 

JI i~ the :mantle trnnsfer iUnction, 1I1dch includes, ,ccor.:etrical spreadi.ng and 
10 
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sho· .. --ir:g va..!'iat.io~s :.:: .:.e:':::::::0eraph recorcli.ngs on Gur.face • 

.... 



ntt.erlll:\t,:io~ e:r.f~ct!~; /. i:: -... :-:,' .:rw:l,ul t,r:UI~;l'cr .1'unct.ion for nouree nod receiver, 
c 

contalning the e:rrect 0:" c:~.:'~=~,tial ntLenuation fiG 'Well as reverberation und 

wnplitud~ e:r.fect~ due to la:'~:'"~ velocity chfi:nges, and Al is the'instrlI!!lental 

trans.fer fUnction. 'Which is co=~:dered to be identical .for all the stations used 

in this study. " 

As mentioned the ape~ure o.f the seismometer' array is~uch .smaller than the 

epicentral distances .for the t~'lesei4lTlic events used'in thi::' study. and it can be .. ' 
Rssl.lmed that the frequency-depEmdent source' radiation pattern and the ,effects 'Qn 

the :;eismic "aves' of prop,agation thro,ugh. the' 'mantle .for a part~c~ar event are 
" , 

not .functions o.f the' particular coordinates'. There.:fore," the' spectral ratio o;f 

AO and the' spectral ratio ,o:f A' may be' considered independent 01' frequency" The , m . ' 

spectrnl ratio R .. .for ~ given body wave recorded'at t~o5tations 1 and j tram 
l.J 

a s~ngle earthquake is obtained from 

A (f) 
e

i 

'When~ n
ij 

contains the'ratio o.f .A.m~ Ao and AI", Thin ratic:> is ind.ependent or 

;f're'luency and n .. "ill be treated ns. a constnnt. A" (.f) is the' crustal tran::;.fer 
l.J c 

.function beneath the receiirer and raay be' .factored' i,nto three' part~ 

'Where G represents a constant amplitude .factor t ~* in a r~Bionalattenuation 

.fact.or "hich ;.,ill be nSSUlI!ed to be the'sD.r.}e for all stnt.ion:> t and ot*. called the 

differential attenuation ..fact.or, iIi the local e.f.fect'and can be'\{z'Sttcn as 

1 1 
ot* = ~/oQ- v- (5) dIi 



1 
.. '1 Ni~l- (1 t. "(4) 

\lhere Q is the qu~i t;1 J~e.::::':>:::-, .\' is veJ ocity > and dt is the travel tm~ :for the 

\lnve })a3sing through tb~ t:=-~';e::' ?n.t.h ds. SubstitutinG eQuation (3) into equation' 

(2) eives 
or, 

6t j)} 

\lhere C
ij 

is independent of frequency and is equal to a
ij 

Gi/G. For convenience 
j 

of calculation \Ie assume that the ot*· for the reference stB;tion j is eq1ll1 to zero. 

Taking the J..ogarithm. o:f both sides of equation ·(5) 'We get 

J.n R .. = 1n C. j - fOt * . 
l.J l. l. 

(6) 

Both .Cij and 6t i are assumed to be independent o:f :frequency. Using a least

square error criterion, a straight line is fit to the spectral ratio vers.us 

frcCJ.uency vithin a frequency band in which the· ~.ignal-to-noi~e ratio is at least 

6 db (typically' 0.25 to 2.5 Hz). The negative o! (the· f;lope o:f the str~ght line 

is equal to the estimated di:f:ferentinl attenuation, Qt*.. The po .... ~r density 
l. 

spectra and spectral ratios for a typical eyent are illustrated in ~igure 4. 

~igure ~ -- Near Here 

Differential Attenuation 

Q in the quality factor, 'Which measures the nnelnsticity o.f a solid. 

Q-J.. is a. dlm~nsionles!J parameter) :i neli cati.DG the .fraction of the cne.ra di~sipated 

}l2:r <:yc1e by a seismic 'Wave, th;lL is) n sl'isrnLc 'Wave 1CJse~; 1/0. of its enere;y by 



~.~( 
,r.·, / 

/ l'j ('.11Tl! (lc:rt) anu sp~c t.rnl rutios :from the Ceyser£:-
, 

Clea= Lake arre7 ~O~ e~=~~ No. 13. Smooth lines o~ power density spectra 

and broken lines o:~ s,?ec-::-al rntios are computeu usipg l-1a.x.i.Jm.zm Entropy 

14etbod. (lID-i). Linear lea..::;t-square .error fit is shmm 1'or. the spectral 

ratio short-cash line is fitted to the MEM. ~pectral ratio • 

.. 



J'nrti a1 };t~lt,'ing> eraln 

\laVeS. Ea.::;: nechaniso h::!.s A. di:~:"~rent clepenuenc:e on frequency. Several 

mechanisms acting si..I::tultaneClSlj- :!:lay lead to a \le.:iker depenuence on frequency 

th~ is predicted for tr.e inC2v:.::'u::U xnechanl:.Hl!.S (Jackson and Anderson, 19'(0). 

In the present study, the sp=ctr?...l ratio is determined in a narrow :frequency 

( ) -1 
b:md approximately 0.25 to 2. 5 H~ so th~t Q in th~t band c~n be con::>idered 

to be approximately independent of :frequency. 

The rel~tion between the differential attenuation '5t* ana the quality 

factor Q is expressed in equation (4). ASSLme a constant velocity of 6 krn/s; 

then, 0. 6t·~ equal to 0.1 5 :tor a sta~ion, n hi~h seismic attenuation, could be 

produced by a lO-km-thick zone '\lith a Q of 50, or a 5-kn~thick zone \lith a Q of 25 

embedded in a medium with infinite Q. The maximum individual 6t* observed across 

the Geysers-Clear Lake array is about 0.3 second. 

The IJost important,factor '\Ihlch affects the'cstimation of ot* is the quality 

or the P-\lave form. Hany P-\lave forms recorded in the Geysers-Clear Lake r,egion 

arc err.e.rgent) noisy, and exldbit int.erferi,ng phases' (fig. :2), 'Which r.3.y be 

caU!.;eu. by the complexity 01 the local, eeol.ogy. Since ct';Y accordipg to equation (4) 

i:::; int,ee;:rated along the ray pat.h,' '\Ie can eXFect to see ot* vary \lith the chcpges of' 

ep i centrt?-l,' di:::;tance and azin.uth.· This' variation> 'Which i So cQ.US,ed by lateral 

changes, of Q, may indicat.e the depth or the lLnor.Ja.ly beneath the' Bt.ation. 

The variation in the frequeney content of' the f-wave seis~o8r2..D::l. is doc~~nted 

'by noti,ng the frecluency o.r the pea"'- in the po .... er density r;pect:ru..."l at e~ch, s btion 

for t.he eVents from the three prim:.Lry nz:ir.:ntt1I~) north\lest> southwe::>t, nn<l southeast 

(fig. 5)~ 'J'1H.' eYL'nt~ frol:! the r.;Ot:'l'·,!I>:;t cyJlib'i.t an averaL~e domln::..tnt frequency 



of 0.80 Hz nt most static~s. ~:.= events from thiu azi~utb may be lower frequency. 

P-wave teleseisms arri~~ng lTC~ the nort.hwest and southeast exhibit greater 

variat.ion in dominant :f'recr.!ency. For events from the northwest. sta.tions CLOl-04 

have average dominant :f'reque=cies. greater than 1.2 lIz.' For events :from the 

southeast the stations CL01. and CL05 have the h.ighest dominant :frequencies • 
... 

Stations CL01 and CLl3 are the lowest. This method of' analysis is quite qua.1.itative. 

llo~ever. it seems to indicate ~he presence of an attenuation' anomaly between 

stations CL05 and CL09. The ot* analysis "'ill :permit a more quantitative inter-

:pret,ation of' the Q-structure.-

In this study. \Ie chose station CL02 as the reference. station. Pres'tl:II).ably 

it lies outside the r.egion of' the. geothermal anomaly (fjig. :1). ana the attenuation 

of seismic \laves recorded by this station is ·unaffected.by the.' geothermal systeLl. 

Station CLOl is located further away from the' Clear Lake'yolcanXG ;field (fig. 1) 

but c1id not record as many events 'Well. The' ~t* obt'ained ;for stationCLOl is 

I 
vecy s.ma.1J. and shows no pronounced attenuation. This justi:fie::;·.the above 

e.~sUl!lptions that the·re.:ference station selected is. unaffected .b;ythe.' geother:ma:L . . . 

system and also show:s the' stability of' the· ... spectrnl ratio techilique applied. 

in the ,study. The as~umption that crustal reverberation.effect·can be ~eglecteu 

i!; s.upport~d by this. dllta. 

The' 6t!+ ciuculated in this manner' .for each station a.nd eac~·.or the' twent~

two cyent~ listed in table 1. ~le'events vhose ray path pass too close to the 

core-mantle pounuury (Lre eliminated .from the·intel"J'lreto.tton. Those events :fron 
I 

l!7,hmth':,; other th1' ..• the three primary nzimuth~' are nl~o clilllinated leavi.ng the 

thi rt.C'<.m event!, in table 2. The 'Variation o.f ~t* vi th nzimuth uncl di~ta.nce for 



nor~::·,;es~-sout:;e:'3:: :::...:::!. Lover 1'rcCJuem:y correlateg with hiGher atten-

uutiO:l of ~ei::;~c '~'''--;::. ':;-~:ltion:.; 11 aoc1 13 n.re projected onto the- line • 

.. 

I 



ca<:h station i3 plott,~d !.:1 :!.--:;;.::~ 6. !l'he!3e datu contain all the information 

nee<led by a generaliz.ed inve!"si;;::: algorithm to compute a detailed quantitative 

Fieure 6 -- Near irere 

three-dimensional Q-model in a future studY. 
:~ 

The 6t* calculated ':for ~everal. stations (C'L03, Ct04, c~o6. CLlO, and 

CLl2 in :figure 6) are constant r,egardless' of' the cha:nge of iepic~ntral,:c.lista.nce 

or a.zimuth. Beneath these stations the observed attenuation anomaly must be 

shallow. ana. n,o lateral variation in attenuation can be. inf'erred :for the deeper 

'Part of' the crust and upper )l'Ial1tle.· 

The 6t* data are independent of' cpicentral'distance, vithin the resolution 

of the present data, but u~ually vary vith azimuth.' The'values of ot* vere 

averaged :for events from ~ given azimuth. The'events vere separated ,into 

tp~ee groups based on azimuth (northwest. southwest, and southeast). 

A contour )!lap of' ot* 'Was ilrawn:from the' average 6t* values of table 2 

(fig 7). Values from the nearest stations were used to produce'a two-dimens~onal 

Crid of' values at e<lua.l increments, vbleh have been' contourea.' (chapter 6, Davis, 

1973). The'value of' Qt* at ~ erid point i~ caJ.culated' .f'rom the' ;ti ve nearest data 

Figure 7 -- lJear Rere 

val uen. Each data value f.t..D'lo.ng the 1'i ve new-est ne.ighbors in 'We.ighted by the inverr 

(li:;t.ance hom the station to the erid point. Thin contouri,ne a.lgorith."'O has been 

f 
sh0· ... n to procluce Dmall mean error th011eh the TInS error at n. ei ven cO!"ltrol point 

.,1[i.:! be In:q~er tha.n other ~cher:'\t!s (llarbn\lt;h nne1 othen •• 19T{). 
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T<1ble 2.- List of the differential attenuation ot*, '~l 
in mil1is~conds, for each station 
( , +' '). , . f t t' on ) 

"\ S~QwlC~ ~ 15 ~~c TC erence sal 
-.. ~-"'~ ........ -" _ .... .., ........... STA':rON NO. 

€..~,:: 

.t.z:::'t.,:"':,h 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 , ... 
-,) 

2::','~ -17 139 75 68 -22 

(.;'_. 
00" ,\ 41 118 112 138 135 10 148 38 lSI? 

... ......... Co, ,\ -:2 -59 114 184 124 165 83 114 181 182 2~) 

..... _ .. 
25 129 114 128 18 131 36 -95? Gor ';1;:)," 

l2:;: 8 15? 37 -2227 -507 61 54 104 -917 -21..7 , ...... 
.J J ; 

.......... -. :297 288 201 2C5 156 312 87 66 201 2'iJ ,).', ..... - ..:-,:. L.~_, 

-' ... -.. 37 _47 174 68 1e6? -- ...... 142 104 41 54 48 -1:? 135 

I :;5:; -252? 53 82 -1241 -2057 -61 17 ,25 -237 41 

.. """ ":'''',- 15 64 120 40 41 2307 134 253 -''' . -, _" ~8 ... 

... ,..._ .. 6 ,. 6 77 41 116 44 38 lC3 -78' :94 -637 _::J" _4 

:9S~'~ 85 :84 198 183 169 237 153 41 91 97 374? :i.7L 

,,,",,""'''''- -28 133 251 33 142 79 181 77 125 180 2"0 c: .... ~~ v-' 

""" "'I ,.. •• 133 109 110 103 138 -45 164 64 64 180 ,:::::'_:::I't 

<:::'1 
~- .. ~ 35 133 126 111 129 114 42 103 96 81 2C9 169 

s::: -28 133 261 33 142 79 181 77 128 180 2()9 

?~.,r 4 174 127 142 139 204 50 107 115 130 227 2""~ c~ 

AYCT2..GC 17 141 147 113 135 133 46 99 91 102 ·210 197 



~r 

,~''''.~ G. - Diffcrenti~ ::'·:.~~'~.:.:!:~i()n :for N\ch :ot.fltion lL~: a :furwtlon ()f (Jintunce 

Imel n: irnuth. 

. ... 

, 

-20-



~./ ... 

~.i pu·c "{" - ~';."o-d i men,: cc 02 c:c" ·o"red ""rtace :ri t ted '0 ave r."1'"<1 lit'" Contour 

- ~ ~---------.-......... _..,. ..... _--

, interval iz .02 s:c-c':)~:' • .II, 6t* datu :for ::ei!)rolc \laves i'rom soutb-"rest. 

B, ot* data f'ro~ s~U~~~~3~. C, 6t* data :from north~est. 6t* is 

uss~ea 7-ero at the ~ef~"~~ce .. tation, Cl 02. The ~olid area has the 

lncuioum vnlu~ of ot*. 

.0,'" 



f 

i 

-/ ' 

In :fisurl.~ 7/\ the {):.::;~:-;.< "t,~* j~ contOtlre<l .for event:; to the :;outh~~st. 

Th~se rays e=ri ve per:P~-:':.ic·"':':~ -;0 th~' strike o.f the' s~ismom~ter array, and 

this plot resenbles re~a~~i~~ ~~ chootin&. Lov seinrnic ntt~nuation is 

observed at station' CLOl. The i:::othennal system appears to be bounded on the 

southeast by the 90 :ms CO:l.tolZ. High attenU3.tion occurs in a. zone extending 

:from T'ae Geysers to the northeast. Tb.re~ local areas exhibit high seismic 

a.ttenuation, near stations CL03~d CLl3," nod a large' area' around station CLl2 

to the 'east-northeast of' J.fount lIannah..'Regional high attenuation (6t* -r~0;ms) 

occurs in an area east. of a line through Mount Konoctt and station CLl3. 

~igure 7B sho'W'S seismic attenuation of events to, the' southeast. Attenillltion 

Yith 6t* > 90 ms occurs over'~ost of the map except~or a l~~ attenuation observed 

to the southea~t. Local h,igh-attenuation anomalies' are associated \/i th station 

CL03 2lld -with CLl2 a.s 1'0r events ;from the'southwest. Another', zone 01' ~gh 

attcnu~tion includes stations CLoB and CLl3 and Mount, Konocti. 

The' iieis~g:rams o:f telesedSmicP-vaves' from the' northwest C.t:ig. 1C) sho~ 

the highest attenuation. The' southeast station~ C~Ol," shows, 

n,egligible attenuation as it did ;for events :from other' azimuths', ' J~gh local 

att.enuation is evident at stations CL03J' ~L13) and CL12,- as it is :for the' o~ber 

" 
events, indicati?g a ver,y sha1lo~ attenuation anomaly that 'is stropgest at 

stations CLl3 and CLl2~', The h;igh-attenuation nno:r;mly' :for ,events :from the' 

north'Nest 1ies south and' east of' Mount IConocti vith the' b.igbest attenuation 

anomaly occurri?g near statiori CL12. 

Q Structure ' 

))art:i.n.l melting in the crust or upper mantIc produce:; 0. Q ''Value ror shear 

,.raVt"5 of' 1er;:;; than 50 :mc1 corre~pon(linely n Q 1c:;s tha.n 125 :for P-'.I:tves (Solomon:. 



FlXti nlly Dol t~n nap.3. ~~- -"",,;:..,-
... ------ O~ to map a liquid-vapor st~am reservoir 

l)(:m'ath k c;eotherr.:AJ.. C!..!'e3.. ::::1 G::-der to obtain a I>relimim.l.ry fdmpliTieCl Q 

model .f'ro:J the ot* data :pres~,:)-:;:>j in the previous section the :follo ...... ing 

nss'll.mptio!ls are l11tlde: \ 

1. At each statio:l e. si..:::,Plif'ie(1 two-layer Q model is llsed. Q in the upper 

layer is 50, underlain by a half,-space with inf'inite Q. The thicy.ness of the 

layer will vary as ot* varies from station to station. This model will give 

u preliminary estimate o:f. the lateral distribution of the hie":} attenuation 

zone. Any layer may be replaced by a thinner layer with lower'Q value. 

2. All the rays are assumed to be vertically incident :from tbe botton 

of' the model) since the ray paths are incident wi thin '200 of' the vertical 

and there is no apparent variation or ot* with epicentral distance. A cross 

nection o:f the Q structure will be c1eter:m.ineCl along a northwest-soutbeast 

trending line. 

3. The velocity is assumed constant within the upper layer', so that the 

integration can be carried out easily. The simplifiedQ model of tbeGeysers-

Clear Lake r.egion is shown in F.igure 8 as the thickness or tbe' uppeT luyer 

F:igure 8 -- Near Here 

with Q = .50. The thickness of'the low-Q layer' is plotted :for the' e.ver.uge of 

the events .from each o:f three azimuths nnd the' aye;r:age :for nIl events. 

Several ntations, such as stntions Cr.03, CL09, CLll~ CL12~ nnd. CL13 

exhibit little azimuth:..!.l y[].rintion or the l.hiekne:.s of the lo.,-q lC!J'cr. The 



CLl2, E'..:lcl CI.l3 art' :p=~je::-::~,l onto n·t,;'l!it;~a but. rIot conm:ctNl to lin~s. 

Jlighe:- seismic 'Wave C!:tte:::.::£!;.ion bas thicker loW'-Q luye:r. 



~ / 

~"iO". 
r 

consider the effect ot t::e ~e':!':-5:r.;f.'lce ecology before confirming th~ thickness 

of the low-Q zone in i'ib"c:e S. '7~? near-!:)urface local eeology prouuc~s higher 

seismic httenuation th~~ co~~~c~ted Cenozoic volcanic rocks, the Great Valley 

sequence, or the Francisc~ eS5~=blage. Station CL03 is situated on thick 

nlluvin.l deposits. Station C-Ll2 observes the highest differential att~r..,u.t10n 
/' 

of 0.3 second. Altb~ugp it sits on thick young pyroclastic depo9it~, it is 

doubt:fuJ. that the neRr-surf'ace lithology account:::; :for all the attenuation. 

Alternative convinci,ng e:A-planations exist .for the attenuation observed at 

stations CLll and CLl3. 

Tne nssumption that seismic Yaves are vertically incident fTo~ the botton 

of the Q model may not be valid if the Q ~ouel varie~ with azimuth (see st.'ltions 

CL05, CL07, and CLo8 in :figures 7 and 8). This azimuthal variation .. rill aid 

in c::;tim.ating the depth o.f the lOIf-Q zone. The 10 .. Q determined for sta~ions 

CLo6) CLll) CL12,. and CL13 define a shalio .. l1,igh-at tenuc.tion zone stretchipg 

~orn stations CL13 to CLo6 to CL12 (~gu.re 7). This zone exhibits ~gh attenuation 

independent of the azinuth of the events. 

If the ray comes .from the southeast (:£:igu.:-e 7B} at a distance of 40° to 

, 0 . 
station CL05, the ~gl~of incidence is about 20 ,!Tom vertical. A thin low Q 

layer :for ::;tation c'L05 is indicated, for waves from the' southeast. A thick low-Q zO:J 

in indicated for station CL05 .for lH:l.ves· :riom the' north"est at n distance 01' 

llOo (figure 7C). 'l'he eastern bonnuarY of the low-Q reeion follows the contour 

.for liUi- of 0.11 'Where it trenus 50uthwe~t.-northeast and pa3ses to the northwest 

of r;tution CLO) (i'ic;ure 7n). 'l'he 7.one of hir,h nttenuJ.tion r.lU3t lie fit sone uepth 

to tLc: northea:.t of ~tation CLO), 



'J.'hd result.s obt.~::"::=;:' -::c-: s-:'ations CL07 nnel CLoB c.~c:: r.imilnr to station CL05. 

llc co:nbine the interp!'i"::'~'~:'=:: -::":'" cadI :;Ln.tion ,mil })o~tulate that 0. £.r:.all lo.".~ 

.' 
zone (,.rhie£!. is possibly e::'c:-.,;:.:.:: .. ;' c.ncl CC.m!'ICc:tcu to the zone arouncl station CL13) 

i:; at n oe;r:h of nbout B 1'.-:: 1::e:.· .. ··:-:':1 c.tlLtion3 CLO'r nnd CLOn. A narrov zone of 

high attenuationappears to ci.i.'? i':-C::'l station eL13 tovaru l-iotlnt Konoeti between 

stations CL07 nnd CLoB. The 10· ... -~ 7.one is less than 4 km vide, vhieh is the 

distance betveen vtations CLOT end. CLoB. When sel!:;mic waves arri v~ from the 

southvest (almost verti~a.1 inciue~ce) » neither station CL07 or CLo8 detects u. 

zone of high attenuation •. .- .-

'. A broad uttenuation anomaly exists beneath 1-1otmt Hannah, centered at. 

station CLo6 and bounded by station CL05 and CLo8. The north east botmdary of tbe 

ano~a1y can not be determined by this study because o~ insufficient data but it 

includes station CL12. ~'he attenuation anomaly correlated with the teleseismic 

P-vave traveltime anomaly (Iyer and others. thi~ volume). Isherwood (1975) 

iclcntlI'ied n broad neea.tive gravity nnomaly cent.ered beneath l-fount Hannah, which 

he nttributed to a magma chamber at a depth of 10 Jun. 

Figure 9 -- Near Mere 

The present study suggests a shallower seismic attenuation anomaly trending southwest-

northeas t "'hlch )'!lay be l>roc1ucell by a' mugm;l chamber. 'fhe exa.ct depth of this r.:agma 

chamber vill be determinecl in a 1'uture study i'rom the uttenuation data for 

the::,e station locations using 0. eenern.lized inverglon of the dato.. 

A consistent. thick layer of low Q in obtuinf"d for ~;tution.s CL11 nnd. CL13~ 

independent of ll'l.imuth. llo G:rnvitfltlonnl nllo:nalicr; w:ith clo:.;~(l contours \tere 

1'ound in tld~; nren. A lmriC'Cl ln~lgma ch:unb(~r JOlly lIOt. exi s there. \k prefer the 

interpretntion - thnt the }'cgio1t llL'neath 5t.flLion~ eL11 ntHl (:1,13 i a cnppe1 uy 



Cuntour 

intcrv:!.l is c~::.:::e·:: ",;hcre (1n.tn. n:re :incol'ilplcte. 

.'. 

, 



dorr.illated hyc.:-otht.'r.r::-Ll l:.c:':"-;: ::r _r.owanl the r:()uLhea~t nnd the Gey~e-r::; steam field 

(Izherwooc., 1915; Gorf a~d o:.':::.~..-:;, 19'(1). 

Discu53ions nnd Conclusions 

The small variation a:lc. s:r,all values of the differential attenuation factor 
.' 

6tif for station CLOI fJ.ug,gest that-. the local. geolpgy of -station C'LOl is similar to 

that of the re.fcrence station CL02. Doth Htat.lon3 are located outside the area 

a.ffected by the. geotherinal system-. The' consistency of' this result. gave us -

confidence in applyi.ng the spectral ratio technique to study the seismic 'Waye 

attenuation beneath a. geother.rna.l system-. :By ,care.f'ully picki.ng the correct 

P-phuses recorded by each station> the' error a in obtaini.ng 6t* can be reduced 

to a :miniJnum. 

, 
A broad low-Q zone is found beneath The Geyern and the' Clear La~e area. 

This anomaly is bounded to the southea.st 'by a southwest-northeast trend at 

station CL05, 'Where there is 8 sharp. decrease in the-thickness of the low-Q 

layer. 'Which appears to be buri~d at depth. The center of the shallow 

h.ir,h-atten-uation :wne extends ;from 'ztation CL13 benea.th. l"ount JIannah. to station 

CL12._ This :may be the- same source of the: e,ravity lov nod positive teleseismic 

P-waye traveltime delays found in that :r:egion, tho,u.-gh the' shape o.r the attenuation ru 

is dii'ferent. The' -value of Q is loW' en~ug'h to indicate a partial milti,ng zone 

or a JTl.agrna. chamber' associated with the' Geysern-Clenr Lake, eeother:I2l area. 

The top of the low-Q zone :is verY clone' to th'! sur.face~ 0.5 no ::;ir;n.ifica."1t 

variation in 6t* j S ob:>erved :for stations in thi~ area "'ith the' chrl.!l[;es of 

cp:icentral ili .. tances· or az:ilnuth!>. 



I!Jhervood U9'(5) did no:' Q~~ec:t "..:.hi!J cno;n:t.ly. 'l'he attenu3.tion source :r::tlli>t bE! 

very shallow and locnlized> t!'-.:>.;.:..;.: .. it probably is ussucin.ted to some extent 

with the 18!ge Wloma]:y ext:?::Jaing beneath MOUl,t Hannah.' Another srn.all low-Q 
.' 

zone is at a depth of: Rpproxinately 8 km between stations CLO,{ Mc1 CLo8. 

The width of: this high attenuation zone is probably less th~ 4 krl, as in:ferred 

from the ~3..ll ot·~ obtainecl for the WHVeS fron ·the southwest, incident a1reost 

vertically to these two stations. 'l'hiG result did not correlate with other 

eeophysical evidence) but thi~ low-Q zone ~ay coincide with a contact betwee~ 
, . 

the Francisca...'l assemblage and Great Valley seguence in the'b~drock beneath 

these two stations. Notlerate to srr:Rll nttenuation o.f the !Jei:::;r'ic P-.... aves i:::; 

observed at stations CL09 nnd CLIO, uml these two stations nre pTobauly not 

located above any ID.agma chamber or partially ]!Jolten zone cirectly related to 

The Gersers. Station CLo8 is the northvestern boUndary of' H,e IOri-Q zone. 

At the surface, station CLo8 is also located close to the nCJTthwest edge of the 

Ccno7,oic volcunic rocks.' The source o.f attenuation of the seismic wayes. o"bserved 

at ztations CL09 and CLIO is probnbly relateu to the' thi ck Cenozoic 1l:lconsolida.tea. 

or we:ikly consolic1~tec1 deposits. 

The' values .of: ot* cnlculateu' :for the' 'Waves from the southwes.t to ~tnti:ons 

eLl I :mc1 CL13 are smnller t.hNJ tho!:;t~ ;ror the ot.her two HziJ:mth:;. The results 

suge.::st that the low-Q zone Inay not continue all the' Vi~y ncro:;~ the Coll(lyo::i 

In~jLt:a<.1) i'ractur~ zone:; net a:; C11:Ulli(;l:: (llrl:ct.i)li~ tl!c 1Iyd.rot,1)(!1-r.~:.t.l nct.::'vlty 

i'rom the m::lin lwat Honrce (the) , 1 (l',.,1-Q i',('T1t') ttl\J;u'J t.he rrO(1 11ci.ng ~tL';~r1 ;field.. 



'l'he lO·.I-Q regie::. ~~-:-!,,:-:-~:-:.?a. in thiCi r.tuc·1y has 0. ",idth about. 15 l'".n. :meagured 

on n lin~ t!"c:1Ci.ng nort::·,;~.>~ .. -:,,;·.;:::.bea!1t. !t'ill! l.htt:ke:;1; rurt 01" tht: h.igh-attenuation 

~ot1e i:.; l'=ob~ibly lo(!at.~~ b.::::~~~.:~~.;. :it;£Ltlon Cf,O(' c)"r BOline JInnnnh, tulU ;possibly beneath 

station CL12~ "'here the to,?:; o~ these nnmnalies nre very close to the suri'a.ce. 

~e high-attenu~tion zone e.~e=c3 southwest toward'the Ceysers steam ~ield. This 

attenu~tion anomaly is postulated to be associated vith the yapor~ominated 

hydrothermal reservoirs to'be consistent \{ith other." Beophysic~surveys. '!'he 

northeastern bounua.ry o:f'the thennal source' CMDot be cle:N.nec1 in this stuc1y. 
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I i-LU STRA'f IONS 

Figure 1. Generalizec. ge-ologi::: and. structural map of the Geysers-Clear Lake 

area showing locetic~ of sei::>mic array. 

Figure 2. Diagram s'bo·.ri:lg s<L~·le P-vave seismograms recorded by the Geysers-
. ." .. .... 

. . 
Clear Lake array :for three event::>. . . 

Figure 3. Diagram o:f teleseis~c P-vave incident beneath a model: geother:mal 
... 

system. 

Figure 4. . Graphs sho.n,ng power density spectra and spectral ratios frOD the 

Geysers-Clear Lake array :for a typical event. 

Figure 5. Graph showing doI!1.inant .:f'requenc,ies of P-phases a.1o,ng northvest-

southeast line. 

Figure 6. Graphs shov:i;Dg di:ff'erential. attenuation :for each statio~ as a 

function of distance and azimuth.' 

Fiugre 7. ).laps shmoi,ng tvo-dimensional contoured surface :fitt ed to 

ave:r:aged 6t* • 

. Figure 8. Craph showi,ns simplified Q model :for the Geysers-Clear Lake KGRA. 

Fieure 9. Bouguer, gravity.map of the Geysers-Clear Lake KGRA over area of' 

seismic attenuation study. 
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ABSTRACT 

The two-dimensional generalized discrete linear inversion technique 

has been applied to inaccurate differential attenuation data of teleseismic 

-1 P-waves to construct Q models of geothermal systems. Four sources of 

ot* errors are identified and modeled using synthetic data for 12 events 

and 11 stations. Various levels of random errors are added to synthetic data 

for 8 different assumed models, which are inverted to assess the effect of 

inaccuracies on the inferred Q structure. For signal to error ratios (S/E) 

above 5 the models as reproducible, between 5 and 1 a dramatic degradatior. 

of fidelity occurs and at 1 or below numerous low Q cells are identified as 

high Q and vice versa. Acquisition of more numerous better distributed 

data with lower error improves the quality of the inversion. An exa~ple 

from the Geysers-Clear Lake geothermal area with S/E of 4 is included to 

illustrate the use of this study in the interpretation ofa zone of high , 
attenuation lying in themiddle crust southeast of Mt. Hannah. 



INTRODUCTION 

One class of theoretical geophysical problems involves predictirg or 

computing the geophysical surface observations for an assumed earth model. 

For this class of forward problems the analytical relationship belween the 

geophysical observation and the earth model parameters must be known, that 

is one can calculate theoretical values of observables corresponding to 

specific values of earth model parameters. Aiter the solution of the for

ward problem is known, one can begin to address a second class of problems 

known as inverse problems. In the geophysical inverse problem, one seeks 

to estimate all values of earth model parameters, which produce a specific 

observation data set within a small tolerance, based on mathematical 

conditions such as minimizing the standard errors between the observed and 

theoretically calculated data. 

General treatment of the geophysical inverse problem was presented 

in the lengthY discussion by Backus and Gilbert (1967, 1968, and 1970). 

They f0rm81ized the inversion of free oscillation data to obtain all 

possible earth structures consistent with these observations. Their earth 

model paramet~~ are continuous spatial functions. The inversion requires 

the calculation of the Frechet derivative. Reparameterization and discreti

zation of the linear or quasi-linear inverse problem were described by 

Wiggins (1972) and Jackson (1972) utilizing a method called spectral de

composition of the matrix (Penrose, 1955; Lanczos, 1961). Geophysical in

verse theory has been applied to different geophysical problems with a 

variety of approaches, e.g., the stochastic seismic inverse (Der, et a1., 

1970. Franklin, 1970; and Jordan and Franklin, 1971), the Monte Carlo inverse 

of seismic traveltiQe ~ata (F~(~ 

seismic traveltime data (Mc~~ 

""i~: ~iggins, 1969), the non-linear of 

~·jn~. 1972; Jackson, 1973; and 



Kennett, 1976), linear programming inversion of free oscillation and 

attenuation observations (Lee and Solomon, 1975), gravity data (Jupp and 

Vozoff, 1975; and Parker, 1975), and electromagnetic problems (Bailey, 

1970; and Pelton, et al .• 1978). 

Recently, Aki and others (1976, 1977) used teleseismic P-wave travel-

time residuals observed at a local array of seismographs, to calculate 

the three-dimensional perturbation of a velocity model. Both generalized 

inverse and stochastic inverse methods were applied to the data to success-

fully determine the existence small-scale heterogeneities within the 

lithosphere. Later, Iyer (197~) ~nplied their technique to the P-wave velocity 

anomaly beneath the Yellowstone geothermal system and inferred a zone of 

partial melting characterized by lower velocity than its surroundings 

extending to a depth of 250 kID. 

The present authors have applied the discrete linear inverse theory 

(~iggins, 1972; Jackson, 1972) to infer an attenuation model for the 

earth beneath two geothermal systems (Young and ~ard, 1979a and b) using 

the lateral variations of the power density spectra of teleseis~c P-waves. 

These observations are corrupted by the two following types of errors; (1) 

errors due to departures of the earth from the theoretical attenuation model 

and the analysis procedures which assumes certain factors are predicted or 

removed and (2) errors in the estimation of the power density due to the 

short record length as well as the interferring waves, and ambient noise, 

corrupting the observation. The reduced spectral ratio technique (Teng, 

" 1968; Ward and Toksoz, 1971; Solomon, 1970 and 1972; Ward and Young, 1975; 

Young and Ward, 1979a, b) expresses the observations as differential 

The attenuation factors 6t*ij of an event, i, observed at station, j. 

objective of the present study is to determine the effect of these errors 



on the interpreted Q-model. These results will provide a guide for 

interpreting field observations. The effect of errors will be studied by 

applying the inversion technique to synthetic observations for a large 

suite of known 2-D Q-models of different types. Synthetic data with 

different magnitudes of the signal to error ratio are inverted to measure 

the sensitivity of the inversion results to the size of the error. The 

6t* data published for the Clear Lake volcano field in the paper by Young 

and Ward (1979a) is inverted to obtain a 2-D Q model. 



THEORY OF DISCRETE LINEAR INVERSION 

Most geophysical data can be described by an integral transform equation 

(Fredholm integral equation of the first kind). 

e(x) = f G(x,y) M(y) dy (1) 

where M(y) is the unknown model parameter function, e(x) is observations, 

and G(x,y) is a kernel function derived from theory. 

If the expression on the right hand side of equation (1) is a linear 

function of the model parameter M(y) and G(x,y) depends only on the 

difference in position, then it is correct for discretized model to approxi~ 

mate equation (1) in matrix notation as 

A 
mxn 

X 
nx1 

= y 
m.'d 

(2) 

where m spans the space of the geophysical observations, n spar.s the space 

of the unknown earth model parameters. The observational error and the 

variances of the unknown parameters can be treated as weighting factors 

and introduced 01! both sides of equation (:?) (Wiggins, 1972). Equation (2) 

becomes 

where Sand Ware diagonal matrices containing the weighting factor. The 

goal is to find a matrix H (nxm) which can operate . () on equatlon 2 to give 

the optimal solution "X". 

A nxn identitv matrix . , I, is defined as ~ matrix with all the diagonal 

elements equal to unity and the off-diagonal clements eq1!.,l to zero. 

Then for any nxn matrix, B, BI = IB = B must hold. H is cnlled the inverse of 

B, if HE = BH = I. If B is orthogonal, then H is equJl to the transpose of B 



matrix, and a single inverse of A does not exist. However, there is still 

a possibility that a matrix H exists in a least square error sense and 

satisfies the criterion that HA or AH is close to I and the variance of X 

is minimum (Jackson, 1972). 

The inverse matrix, H, of a square matrix B can be written in terms of 

the solution to the eigenvalue problem: 

(3) 

where A is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues and V is the ortho-

gonal matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors associated with the eigen-

values. 
T 

Since V is orthogonal, multiplying equation (3) by V , factors the 

matrix B into three matrices, i.e. B = VAVT, termed the spectral e>~ansion of 

a matrix (Parker, 1977). If zero eigenvalues do not exist, the matrix H, the 

inverse of B is simpl~ equal to VA-LvT. 

We can extend this idea to the generalized eigenvalue problem for a 

rectangular matrix as discussed by Lanczos (1961). Two sets of eigenvectors 

U and V may be found such that 

A V .. U A (4a) 

ATU "" V A (4b) 

or 

A ATU co U/\2 (Sa) 

ATA V • 
2 

VA (5b) 

where A is similar to that in equation (3) but contains the positive square 

root of the p non-zero eigenvalue of the matrix AAT or ATA depending on 

whether the problem is underdetennined or overdetermined. Geophysically, U 

contains p data eigenvectors of length m associated with the observations. 

V contains p model eigenvectors of length n associated with the unknown earth 



model parameters. The matrix A can be factored into the product of three 

matrices 

A .. U (6) 
mxn mxp pxp pm 

and the inverse of A can be written as 

(7) 

The existence and uniqueness of the matrix H for a linear system depends 

upon the rank p (p - the number of nonzero eigen values used) and the dimension 

m,n of the matrix A (Lanczos, 1961). 

1. If p=m=n, (a well posed case), the solution is unique. 

2. Ii p=m>n, (underdetermined case), the solution is not unique. 

3. If p=n<m, (overdetermined case) the solution is unique provided the 

observations satisfy certain compatibility conditions. 

4. If p<m, the solution is not unique and the observations will be 
n 

constrained. 

The geophysical inverse problems occur most often 

as case 2 - 4. However, the mathematical procedure to solve equation (2) for 

all cases is similar. The solution can be obtained in a least square error 

sense, by minimizing 

Both Wiggins (1972) and Jackson (1972) showed that "The natural inverse of 

a matrix" derived by Lanczos (1961) is essentially the same as the least 

square error solution, obtained using the spectral expansion technique. 



The general solution X can be written os X - H Y. For statistically 
g g 

independent d.'3t3, the vari.'3nce of the model pariillleter, "k' can be expressed as 

2 
var(y,)which is proportional to L. 

J J 

For small nonzero eigenvalues A
j

• var(~) becomes very large. It is necessary 

to set up a threshold to eliminate those eigenvalues which are too small. We 

will choose a threshold of Ii. of the largest eigenvalue. 

The underdetermined or overdetermined case can be considered sep<lrately. 

1. From equation (2) and the expression for the general solution X , 
g 

we have X & a~ = HY, where X represents the true solution. In this case 
g 

R = HA = VVT is a measurement of the resolution for the underdetermined system 

(Backus and Gilbert, 1968; Jackson, 1972). The k-th unknown parameter is 

perfectly resolved, if the corresponding k-th row of the ~~trix is equal to a 

Kronecker delta function. R is thus called the resolution matrix. 

2. Since X = HY then AX = AHY = Y If the k-th row gobs' gobs theoretical· 
T of S = AH = UU is equal to a Kronecker delta function, then the k-th the ore-

tical value is identical to the k-th observed value. The matrix shows the 

information contained in the observed data for the over-constrained syste~ 

(Wiggins, 1972), and is called the inf ormation densit~r matrix. 

If both Rand S equals the identity matrix, then the solution is unique, 

Jackson (1972) has shown that the approach. which gives the Lanczos 

solution, is optimal in a least square error sense. always exists, and mini-

mizes IxI 2 

(8) 



m ~ 

r - ~ (R A ~)~ for underdetermined case or, 
k i~l -Ki ij - ukj 

n 2 • ~ <t\ H 6) for overdetermined case. sk ~ . i' - kJ' 
j-l ~ J 

The above procedure gives a unique inverse matrix H after discarding 

the zero eigenvalues (or very small eigenvalues) and the eigenvectors associa-

ted with them. There are an infinite number of solutions which will have 

identical values of the least square error for an underdetermined systen. 

These solutions all have identical components of the nonzerc eigenvectors but 

different cOIT.ronents of the zero eigenvectors. Any solution can be 

expressed as (also see Jackson, 1972). 

x = Va + vOaO 
(9) 

where Va is the solution obtained from the nonzero eigenValues. Only a is 

fixed, and the columns of Vo contain the eigenvectors associated with the zero 

eigenvalues, where a O is arbitrary. X in equation (9) satisfies the least 

i i f b VV T = O. square cr ter a or any a O' ecause 0 The addition of V C! into 
o 0 

equation (9) does not change the square error £2 

The importance of the above result is that one can always choose a O 

to force the solution X toward a solution which is geophysically more 

meaningful. By introducing this idea into equation (9), Jackson shows that 

T aO .. Vo f, and the final solution which best approximates the favored function, 

f. is given as: 

X = X + V V Tf 
f 0 0 

(10) 



MEASUREMENT OF SElSNIC ATTENUATION AND INVERSION 

Based on the results from theoretical and laboratory experiments, there 

are several possible mechanisms whose relative importance varies with the 

thermal regime, which can explain the observed seismic attenuation. Even 

small amounts of partial melting (Knopoff, 1964; Walsh, 1968, 1969; and 

Kjartanssen, 1979) or partial saturation (~~ite, 1975; Winkler and Nur, 

1979) can enhance the attenuation of P-waves. Several attenuation mechanisms 

on a microscopic scale have been recognized such as such as grain boundary 

relaxation, internal friction (Jackson and Anderson, 1970), and more re

cently proposed dislocation bowing effect (Anderson and Minster, 1979). 

Although the relationship between seismic attenuation and temperature w~thin 

a geothermal system is not well understood at present, the thermal state 

and concentration of partial melting are believed to contribute to high attenua

tion of seismic waves (Kjartansson, 1979). Mapping the lateral variation of 

seismic attenuation is an effective tool in locating and estimating the 

potential of a geothermal system. 

The quantity that represents the amount of energy loss from a propaga~ing 

wave, is the reciprocal of the quality factor, Q, of the medium through which 

the wave passes. Seismologists have tried to measure Q for different parts of 

the earth by using body waves and surface waves. The classical approach to 

this problem is to measure the absolute spatial decay rate of wave amplitudes 

in the time domain (Gutenburg, 1958). The problem with this approach is that 

it fails to account for such effects as the source mechanism, wave scattering 

and geometrical spreading. Anderson and Archambeau (1964) tried to avoid these 

difficulties by analyzing the a~' '"'ude of long period surface waves successive

ly passing through a station. : :968) employed the spectral ratio technique 

applied to a large number of F -~~ obtained a detailed Q structure for 



the deeper part of the mantle. This technique has been used in different forms 

to study attenuation phenomena and Q structure (Kanarnori, 1967; Solomon and 

Toksoz, 1970; Ward and ToksDz, 1971; Solomon, 1972, 1973). More recently, 

Lee and Solomon (1975) inverted the surface wave phase velocity and attenuation 

data simultaneously to determine the shear wave velocity and Q-rnodel with 

depth for the upper mantle. 

Using reduced spectral ratio method, Young and Ward (1979a) made 

quantitative measurement of the attenuation of the teleseismic P-waves within 

a geothermal area. The details of the procedure to estimate 5t* were described 

in the paper published by Young and Ward (1979a). The quantity. {t~ called 

the differential attenuation factor, represents the degree of the seisIT~c 

attenuation. Larger positive values of 6t* represent higher seismic attenua-

tion as observed at a station compared to a reference station with zerc 

6t*. 

The relation between the quality factor, Q, and 6t* can be expressed as 

an integral formula (Teng, 1968) 

6t*· 1T I 
(11) 

= 

where V is velocity, dT is differential traveltime, and the integral is 

carried out along the ray path, ds. In equation 11, 6t* is the observed 

data we obtained from the spectral r?-tio method (Young and Ward, 1979~). 

6Q-l is treated as unknown par,,,:·,: t':". Assuming a spherically layered earth 

model, a ray tracing techniquE' '\'F>lc,ped by Julian and Anderson (1968) i3 used 

to calculate dT. Further, we t :',J r the earth model is com?osed or 

discrete rectangular cells, w;: is constant (fiC;. 1). Tht! 



integral of equation 11 reduces to a summ3tion, and the problem has been 

linearized. 

-1 
ot~ - n: CoQ )i~Tij (12) 

J ray 
where the summation is taken over the cells through which the ray passes and 

~Tij is the traveltime to the jth station through the ith cell. Gathering 

n calculated ot* values from P waves recorded at different stations for different 

events, equation 12 can be writ ten in matrix form for m cells as 

LTll ~Tm1 oQ -1 
-j 

ot* . . 
1 1 

AX = n = = y (13) 
I 

l6~-1 i 
I 

~Tln ~T I Ot* 
mn n 

- I 

The generalized linear inverse theory can be applied to equation 13 and 

-1 solved for the unknown, oQ . The standard deviations for the measurement 

of Ct* is used as weighting function of the observation. The thickness of 

the model layer can be used as weighting function of the unknown parameter. 



SYNTHETIC Q-1 MODEL 

The observation error of the measurement of 8t* from field seismograms 

can arise in the following ways: 

1. Additional coherent waves in addition to the teleseismic P-wave 

signals give erroneous power spectra. Furthermure, there is background r.oise 

due to wind, weather, tides, etc., which is recorded by the seismometers, 

instrumentation noise and folding of the high frequency noise caused by 

the finite sampling rate of digitization. 

2. The estimation of a true power density spectruro with a short ti!:1e 

segment of a signal introduces estimation errors. 

3. The complicated structure of the crust and upper mantle causes 

reverberation and scattering of a seismic wave, which is not adequately 

treated in the model. 

4. For a particular teleseismic event, the seismic wave incident beneath 

the array may not be exactly the same for all stations in the array, due to 

the source radiation pattern, and slight differences in ray path through the 

crust at the source and the mantle. 

The first two sources of errors can be considered as random noise. But 

the third and fourth sources of errors are strictly speaking biased by tte 

earth's structure and source characteristic. These dete~inistic errors 

are so complicated that they can only be introduced into 

the synthetic data as simple random numbers. There is 

no loss of generality, since the prir02ry interest is to determine the 

sensitivity of the inverted Q me-del to observation errors in the ot.* '\'3 lues . 

This senSitivity will be deter.~·:_nl~c2 bv pl'rforming ;:. numericaJ inversion 

experiment on synthetic data. 



Equation 12 gives the relation between the quality factor Q and the 

differential attenuation factor ot*. In testing the inversion procedure, 

we choose the reference station to have infinite Q so that the inverted 

result can be compared with the original Q model directly. The crust be

nearth a geothermal system is divided into rectangular cells. The 

assumption that Q is independent of frequency and constant within each 

cell make equation 12 linear. The solution to the matrix equation given 

in equation 13 can be obtained using simple matrix algebra. In a well 

posed or overdetermined case, the inversion of error free synthetic data 

is expected to reproduce the original model. In the underdetermined cases, 

the solution is dependent m the sampling of the rays through the model. If 

a cell does not have a ray passing through it, then it is impossible to re

solve the Q in that particular cell. The resolution matrix has a null 

vector for such a cell. 

Synthetic 6t* data were calculated for 12 assumed teleseisms which 

were chosen arbitrarily to lie on either side of 2-D 3 layer Q model (Table 

1). The epicentral distances of the events range from 40 to 81 degrees. 

A total of 132 synthetic ct* values are obtained for 11 stations deployed on 

the earth's surface. Figure 2, shows an inversion of error free data which 

gives the original model of a low Q(=lOO) zone surrounded by cells with 

higher Q values (=500) used to generate the synthetic data. The measurement 

of 6t* from field seismograms is never error free. The sensitivity of the 

inverted Q model to observation errors in the 6t* values will now be 

investigated for several leve: 

different Q models. 

The different 2-D Q mod, 

shown in Figure 3. The mode} 

t~ -: 0 Tan d set s 0 f s yn the tic d a t a for 

cerate synthetic 6t* values are 

-',. l-"~i PC ano1:lalies, shallow 



Table 1: Synthetic Teleseismic Events 

Event No. Distance (in degrees) 

1 54.0j 
2 51. 0 

3 57.0 

~ 
Incident from left 

4 60.3 side of the model 

5 68.0 ) 
6 61. 6 -'" 

7 81.0~ 

8 79.0 ; Incident from right 

9 77.0 ~ side of the model 

10 40.5 
\ 

11 41. 7 I 
12 39.3 ~' 



anomalies, broad anomalies, etc. for a total of 8 different models. 

Random errors are added to the synthetic 6t* and then inverted separately. 

A computer random number generator is used to generate the random errors. 

The size of the error is determined by the signal amplitude and the signal 

to error ratio. The signal amplitude is defined as the root mean square 

(rms) of the synthetic 6t* values. The signal to error ratio is defined 

as the ratio of the signal amplitude to the rms random errors, the rIDS 

error is equivalent to the standard deviation of a set of random numbers 

with zero mean. After the initial seed for the random number generator, 

the last random number saved from the previous run is the new seed for the 

next run to insure the errors are randomized. 

The shape of the low Q zone in the synthetic model does not have a 

significant effect on the inversion result at higher signal to error ratio. 

This indicates that the synthetic teleseismic waves did sample each cell 

of the model uniformly. This is an important factor, which stabilizes 

the inversion procedure. However, when the signal to error ratio drops 

below 5, models with a broad low Q zone (such as model a, c, e, f and g 

in Figure 3) are resolved better than models with small isolated or 

narrow low Q zone (such as model b, d and f in Figure 3). This indicates 

that data sets with smaller signal to error ratio can not resolve the 

fine structure of the earth well. 

Figure 4 shows the quantitative relationship between errors in the 

inverted Q model as a function of the signal to error ratio in the observed 

6t* data. For each inversion of synthetic data the root mean square 

-1 -1 deviation of the inverted Q values from the assumed Q value in each 

cell is computed and plotted. Tour different levels of error have been 

added to the synthetic 6t* or ,: ens for eAch of the eight models shown 



in Figure 3. The realiability of the inverted model drops significantly 

as the signal to error drops below 2. An empirical curve has been fit to the 

data from this numerical inversion experiment and is plotted in Figure 4. The 

range of signal to error ratio in which most field 6t* observations is 

indicated in Figure 4. Field observations lie in a critical region. In 

general, it is difficult to determine the absolute Q value precisely. 

However, within this critical region of signal to error ratio, it is 

possible to separate low Q zones from high Q zones. 

The dependence of the inverted Q model on the level of the error will 

be illustrated for a specific example in Tigure 5. With rando~ errors 5% 

of the signal (signal to error ratio equals to 20) added to the synthetic 

6t*s, the inverted result produces a Q model which reproduces quite closely 

the original Q values (Figure Sa). The inverted Q model for data with 

signal to error ratio equal to 5 preserves the shape of the low Q zone but 

the Q values of the surrounding cells (High Q zone) deviate from their 

true values, and in some models negative Q begins to appear for high Q zone 

(not shown in Figure 5). However, the result is surprisingly good for such 

low signal to error ratio (Figure 5b). This indicates that a large number 

of data points stablizes the inversion procedure for overdetermined cases. 

For a signal to error ratio of 2 the inverted model differs significantly 

from me true model. Non causal, negative Q values also occur in the 

inverted model. The high Q and low Q zones are still delineated 

except of that a few may be placed in the wrong group. When the signal 

to error ratio drops to 1, the number of cells placed in the incorrect 

category are more numerous and several additional negative Q values result. 

(Figure. 5c). 



The information density matrix is defined in the previous section has 

been discussed by Wiggins (1972) and Jackson (1972). For a well posed 

case in which every item of data is requried the information density 

matrix equals the identity matrix. For data containing errors, the closer 

a row of S is to the unit vector, the s~ller the error component of the 

corresponding ot* value. In editing the observed ot* data, the degree 

of variation of each row of S from a unit vector is an indication of data 

contributing little information, which may be seriously in error. These 

data can then be eliminated prior to inversion. 



2-D Q-l MODEL FOR GEYSERS CLEAR LAKE, KCRA 

The Geysers-Clear Lake Known GeotlwrTD.Jl Resources Area (KGRP.) is located 

about 110 km north of San Francisco in the Coase Range of California. Geolo

gical and georhysical studies suggest a magma chamber or partially molten 

zone exists beneath the Clear Lake Cenozoic vol~anic field (Chapman, 1966, 

1975; Hearn et al., 1975; lyer et 31., 1979). This anomalous zone 

could also cause high attenuation of teleseismic P-waves. ~Ucroe3rthquakes 

and explosive source refraction surveys across the produc tior, zone (Haj er 

and McEvilly, 1979) identify a high Q layer (stea~ production zone) lying 

over a shallo\-.' 1m. Q zone (depth below 2 km) which characterize the geothermc.l 

reservoir. 

The differential attenuation factors, 6t*, were determined by You~g and 

Ward (1979a) using the teleseismic P-waves recorded by 14 USGS portable 

stations. All the stations are deployed along a line trending roughly h~-SE 

between Clear Lake and the Gyesers KGRA (Figure 6). The center of the 

array is close to Mount Hannah. The nearly linear distribution of the 

seismograph stations restricts the control on the inversion from the observed 

ot* to a two-dimensional 6Q-l model. A total of 6 teleseismic events were 

used in this study, three with epicenters in the Aleutian Arc region, two 

with epicenters in South America (table 2). The standard deviation of 

the calculated differential attenuation factor is determined by the least 

square error of the straight line fit to the spectral ratio. This error 

level can be as high as the size of the 5t* value. 

For these events, the signa] to error r3tio equals to 4. Reasons for 

this inaccuracy have been dis2c:ssed ir. the previous section. The experience 

of the synthetic modelling in-;: :"'::.t c r:,: ~ ir is possible to sepRr3te a 

low Q zone from a high Q zone ~ '" ';;\'E'rsion of such kinds of dat.), but 



TABLE 2: List of the teleseismic events used in the inversion study 

Event fI Origin Time Lat. Long. Epicenter M Depth fl Azimuth 
-0 

1 8-16-76 122832.4 N51. 918 E158.431 Kamchatka 5.1 50 54.16 311. 68 

2 8-20-76 035600.6 N45.048 E149.781 Kuril Is. 5.5 47 61. 05 306.88 

J 8-28-76 023009.2 N52.597 W175.343 Aleutians 5.1 145 38.32 308.73 

4 8-24-76 212612.2 S25.366 W70.694 S. Chili 5.6 8 80.44 133.86 

5 8-26-76 143000.2 N37.125 W116.082 NTS 5.3 0 5.40 106.81 

6 9-02-76 102025.9 N13.259 W89.989 Guatemala 5.0 81 38.51 122.67 



the exact values of Q are not well determined and ~y contain significant 

-1 
errors. Negative 6Q values for high Q zone are expected for such signal 

to error ratio. CL2 which lies to the southeast of the anomaly is used 

as a reference station. It was established previously (Young and Ward, 1979a) 

that seismic waves propagating to stations CLOI and CL02 experience 

negligible attenuation. The Q values in the model derived are b~sed upon 

the assumption that station CL02 has infinite Q and hence it served as 

an upper bound on the true Q values. The ot* observed for station CLll and 

CL13 were not utilized in the inversion procedure. Both stations show high 

attenuation of seismic waves for teleseismic events occu~ring in different 

azimuths, indicating the existence of a shallow low Q region to the south
(c .; .-, 

west of the CBllaymi fault zone as discussed elsewhere (Hajer and McEvilly, 

1979). The frequency range of the teleseismic P-waves and the near no~l 

angle of incidence did not allow us to distinguish the relatively thin high 

Q layer mentioned by Majer and McEvilly. 

Figure 7 shows a 3 layer Q model for the Geysers Clear Lake region. 

-1 As noted earlier, the Q-values derived from the oQ represent upper bounds 

on the true Q model. However, the relative change is preserved. The two-

dimensional model is the cross section along the NW-SE line A-A shown in 

Figure 6. The horizontal dimension of each cell is 8.25 km, with layer 

boundaries at the surface, 12, 20 and 33 km depth. The total dimension 

of the model is 50 km. 

The near surface layer (0-12km) beneath the Clear Lake volcano field 

shows little attenuation except near the NW portion of the model south of 

Clear Lake. The intermediate layer between 12 and 20 kID depth shows signi-

ficant attenuation with Q values less than 50. The zone of m2ximum attenua-

tion (Q less than 25) extends beneath Mt. Hannah approximntely 12 krn south-

east. A zone of intermediate attenuntion (Q less than 100) extends through 



the crust beneath the Cenozoic volcanic field which may be the source 

supplying heat for the geothermal system. 

The zone of high attenuation beneath Mt. Hannah is similar to that 

inferred from gravity data (Isherwood, 1,79) and P-wave traveltime resicuals 

(Iyer, et al., 1979). It extends somewhat further to the southwest than 

these studies predict. 



-1 Discretized Q models for a geothe~l system can be inferred by 

applying a generalized linear inversion technique to teleseisndc P-wave 

differential attenuation data even in the presence of noise. The attenuation 

data is calculated using reduceJ spectral ratio method (Young and Ware, 1979a), 

assuming a reference station outside of the anomalous region observing 

it infinite (or extremely high) Q ray paths. The inverted model is direc!:ly 

controlled by the quality and quantity of the differential attenuatio~ data. 

Four causes of errors in ct* obtained using the reduced spectral ratio 

technique from seismograms are discussed. Ambient noise or i~terferring CQ-

herent "'''aves are one source of error. The estimation of the pc·.ver density 

spectrum using a very short data segment contains an inherent error. The 

other sources of error occur due to the lack of knowledge of the earth 

structure near the receiver or the complexity of the source f'JDction. This 

lack of knowledge prevents accounting for these complexities in at::;:<ly::'.ng 

the reduced spectral ratio technique. 

The effect of errors on the inversion is studied by inverting s~~thetic 

data with different levels of errors added. For a root mean square (~s) 

signal to rIDS error ratio of 20 the inverted Q values are essentially 

idential to the model used to generate the synthetic data (figure Sa). 

If the signal to error ratio drops to 5, the low and high Q zones can be 

-1 identified, but the absolute values for Q may vary by 10-25~. ~nen the 

signal to error ratio drops to 1. it is still possible to identify 10\; ~ 

and high Q zones in a majority of the cases, but the Q values will be con-

siderably in error. However, in the same level of signal to error r2tio, 

-1 . 
if the nu:nber of coverage of the 6t* d.-lta is increasec, the inverted Q mOGel 

will have values closer to the oribil1~l lIloJ~'l, which bdit::;Ht:S sin?ly ~h::;t 



the more reliable data observed, the better the inverted model. The values 

for a low Q zone tend to be better resolved than high Q zone for small 

signal to error ratio (Figure 5). Also, when signal to noise ratio is less 

than 5, the errors on high Q values may cause negative Q values. When 

the signal to error ratio is less than 1, the inverted results do not 

improve much regardless of the number of ot* data involved. 

-1 Two-dimensional three layer Q models of the crustal structure along a 

NW-SE trending line across the Clear Lake volcanic field is inferred from 

the 6t* observations of six teleseismic events. A low Q zone southeast 

of Mt. Hannah is found in the depth range between 12-20 Ian. This 1m.; Q 

zone could be related to the thermal regime in which temperatures are at 

least half the melting temperature enhancing grain boundary relaxation or 

thermally activated dislocation attenuation. Higher temperature mechanisms 

such as thermal climb or partial melting may be acting. The first and 

third layer are considered to be normal crustal structure, with the exception 

of the region south of the northeastern end of Clear Lake where it appears 

a low Q zone extends into the upper mantle. It is possible that the seismic 

rays did not sample the model thoroughly, so that small zones of low Q 

values can not be detected. A more detailed Q structure requires more 

good quality teleseismic events and denser distribution of seismogra?h 

stations. 
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Fl GURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1. Relation between different attenuation factor, 6t*. and 

-1 6Q model. Seismic rays traced through the model are 

also plotted. 

Figure 2. Synthetic Q models with no errors add to the synthetic 6t*s. 

Figure 3. Different 2-D Q model used in the synthetic studies. Shadec 

areas have a low Q value of 100, other areas have a high Q v<.1lue 

of 500. 

Figure 4. Relation between the signal to error ratio and the square 

errors of the inverted model. 

Figure 5. Synthetic Q models with different level of errors add to the 

synthetic 6t*. Signal to error ratio equal to a) 20, b) 5 

and 3) 1, respectively. 

Figure 6. Geology of the Geysers-Clear Lake region. Station locations 

are shown in black dots. Two-dimensional Q model is constructed 

along line AA'. Solid triangles are mountains, K: Mount 

Konocit, H: Mount Hannah, C: Mount Cobb. and G: Geyser Peak. 

Figure 7. Two dimensional Q model for Geyser Clear Lake region along line 

AA' of figure 3. assuming infinite Q to station CL02. 
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